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1980 Ohio Regional Conferences
on

-Mathetatics-Eddeation,
= _

face

Background
.

. . ..

.
Improving stmdents' abilities to" solve problems is the principal justifica-

ti6n for the study of'mathematics. in the past, major interest in mathematics
education has focused on understanding mathematical ideas and on skill develop--
meat. jloweer, analyses of recent-state-and-national assessment dataindidate'
that computational skills are at acceptable levels, but problem solving abilities
Should be improved. The results Of several research and development,projects
and the publication of resource mat vials in the'past five years-provide a wealth

of ideas and recommendatiOns for ftea stddents to solve 'problems.
. ....1

.

While examining Problem solving in grades_ 7-12, special considerations emerge.
In particular,.the role of hand-4ield calculators and cueticulum,developmentS in

n merieral mathematics are-. .improvingclosely. related to iroving problem solving abilities.
-"Universal use of a ealculatormay shrink the curriculum in some ways-but it will
certainly expand the. curriculum in a problem solving direction." :Developments
in n-problem solving and the use of calciffators lead to opportunities to enhance
the curriculum of general mathemat-ics courses in all secondary'schools. '

the six regional information dissemination-'conferences in mathematics educa-
tion scheduled to be held in Ohio during 1980 are designed to-provide educational

decision-makers and teacher-leaders withproblem solving and calculator exper-
iences, samples of materials, problem restirces, strategies, guidelines, and suM-

maries of research results. The content bf-grades 7 through l2 are` considered,

but a-sp6cial emphasis is Placed on-general mathematics.
.

*PJ.ixpact

Regional conferences designed for leaders in secondary schotil.mathematics
will be conducted-at six locations in-Ohio during 1980.

e

The purposes of the confe ences are:

to describe and explore promising
Icm solving abilities

--to prOvideidirection on the-effective: use o
junior and senior high school classes

=,-

Jane Donnelly.Gewronskt.-anA. Dwight Coblentz.:. ' "Calculators` "and

arithmetic Teacher 23 November, 1970:. 510-512.



_
octant-cur= riculum optioni tor_ generai:mathematics -courses

--to= etesourdes, to-deScribe:teChniquesi,and to-prepare partiCi=,
_- - - .-- _

pants -_---:,COndUctinginservice'experiences theit own school_sYstemS-:._
on, the above'topics.

.

_

Materials
, , ,---

;Packet_

Conference participants receive a paCket erial on -roblem solving and
\th use of.calculators-in secondary School-mathematics. The_tmenty7four pap rs

in_thePacket h4ve heenAompiled or w-ritten_by,l-the Conference Development T
These,papers weredesigned_as resource,materials for the participants to use wen
they { conduct in- service activities_fa mathematics, teachers at a later date and
for participant use during the conferences.'-.Permission to copy any materials ,n -

the packet which are not copyrighted is accorded .to educators for use in pre-
service and in-service &Ideational activities.

Individual membersiof the Conference Dev opment TeAm prepared different-
papers ter the packet. ThomassButts:of,CaseWestern ReServe University(' who was..
on4leave-to Ohio State UniverSity:duringtheliist semester of 1980, prepared-'
"Posing -and Problem"Problems.,-,Probiems, Problems!," "Review of the
1980 NCTM Yearbook,"and -"UsiniCalculators-in_Senior High School MatheMAtics."
Al So he marked On a revision a "Teachi6jroblem Solving." Dairid Kullman of_ _

Miami University prepared "Problem Solving.:Resources" in. cooperation with Marilyn
Suydam and World Problems." \CiYdelli\lley of the Univergity of ToledO
developed "Conducting Problem"Solv±ng WorkshaPs." StevAn Meiring of the Ohio

/ Department of-Education_prepared__!LAssessmentData and _Implications- for Problem-
Solving,-","Using.A. Textbook for1Teaching Problem SolVingan& "Gerieral Mathema-:
tics."- Marilyn-Suydam,of Ohlo'State University, wrote Several papers and provided
Others-from the Calculat.or Information Centef. .-These are included in the fdl-
lowing-sectionS: "Reseatch in Problem:Solving4" "Research on-CalculOtOrs,"
"Bullet ins from the'Calcu lato- r In formatiOnCen ter " "Selecting a alculator2-"a

"MatheMeticsEduCation Publications.' Ja-son Brunk a- Ohio-University w
asked to prepare "The:UouA that-Jack-Built. Len Pik -t of Ohi2-_UniVe ity -

prepared "Basic Heuristics for Problem Solving`," "Teachin Pr blekSdiving,"
"Sharing Ideas with Colleagues," "Evaluation of inservic tiVities," and
"Conference Evaluatton.," ' All Members of the team contributed reviews. to the sec-
tion called "ReviewS of General Mathemat'ics TextboOks="

Project .a

Thomas Butts., CaseWestern Reserve
Clyde.Dilley, University of Toledo
DaVidICullman, Miami-University
Steve Meiring; Ohio Department Of Education
Marilyn-Suydam, The Ohio-StateUniversity
Len Pikaart, Ohio UniverSity (Director

niversity



mplications Problem Solving

A.U1

`The 70's has/been a turbulent period for mathematics education:.

Back to batict movements, minimum competency issues funding initiatives,

curriculum.retrenchMents. achiVeMent teat retults and, calculator /computer

. advances haVe each contributed to the need to:reassets:the role-that mathe -'

matIcs will continue to play in educatibn: As. we move iPtiNI-EltPs; one

-
emerging response to some of the concerns_ of the 7 poin oward.more

systematic -atte tion to.the'area of problem, solving.

During the past'decade,- we have seernagraaual shift in priorities away

from content emphase and individual pupil considerations to the acquisition

of meaningful skill's This shift, in large part, has been in response to

"basics-related" issues. But at the-same, tithe, there has been an equal

concern that reactions to "basics and "minimum-competencies" couldbecome

so narrow that overemphasis, of low-leve skills will preclude devOopment

of the requisite understandings to mike those skills-operational., There is

no disagreementi however,,on the key- issue. Students should be able to apply

.

-the mathematics they learn to approprlate problem situations.'.

In 1973 and 1978 'National Assessment of Educational Progrett(NAEF

-fundecrby the National Institute of Education, -conducted two national studies.

of mathektics achievement at the 9- 13-

1976. to-1978,-the:StatepfThio authorized.theT0hio Department

and 17-year o From

f Education

-to Conduct-ttateWide assessments in tathematict at gradet 4, 8, and12.

Thete assessment studies Provide us. the means to contrast.student performance

on skill and application level- items. This paper will examine selected
.

findi s frog these assessments and discUts, implications of the findings as

they to problem solving at the secondary level.-
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NAEP Findirigs

The NAEP studies measured achieveme
\

four level

-.-unCle-rstandin§ and -ipOlication --Generally,.ther.:resuitt were fVoi-able for

items :.-invOlVi ngi*nowledge'-'.and contraSt-ing. 'perforTance: between.-i-age

1evels.,whble nuniber performance: shows the greaten growth from -9

4285-
3273

. .

P,ercent Co
Abe ..9 Ag1-13

et
Age

+5125 51 85. 90

Migit number from
3-digit number; __two
regroupings 50 85 82.-

671
X402 6 76

28 .3052 46

A sizable growth octdurs- in rac on and decir al performance from 'age

1 to age 17.

1/2

44 66

2 X 6-2 28 42

7.54+ 72.

J.57 + 5

s Graphical interpretation at ages 13 and 17 is- generally good

knoWledge-Tevel,- but iS ,weak on tne- understandfng and application
,

Estimation skills involving fractional and decimal comoutatiOn are very weak



-all.grade leve stiggesting a mechanicaT ra he

-teptua approach i s used! An. Working With
-

ESTIMATE the-acisvve to 12/1341 M. You
will not have time to solve theproblem using
paper and pencil:

:

.ZC) I ciOn,t knoW.

A.

,a

-

Percent Responding Percent Responding
Ag 13; Age 17; .A4e 13 Age 17

17 --

7

24 - 37 .01 22 -.30
24 _21 1_ 6
26 15 113 759 41
14t 15r. I don"; know. 5t . lei

.00015

!.

erformance makpigineaut;ements is generally- deguate.. B. t achieve--

menVinvolvIng other-aspects,ofimeasuremprif,.particularly-perimeter area,

and VbIume is not. Moreover vocabulary ?ignificantly'influences performance

on items for which' different erminol

What PER his rectangle

Percent Responding
Age 9 Age.13'-

4:::, .16 fat
30 feet 2

3E feet -
ct) 36feet
cD elb.feet

25
1 feet

49
. CD 30 feet

4 EV 32 feet i
17 C) 36 feet

39.

4
40

4
4 C:' 60 feet.C) I don't knoo.c 4

don't know.

Ach ev.errient on textbPoklike, simple, one-step word problems is

actory'. However, more complex problems or on problems, that

8t

deviate even slightly from a textbook. format, nerformance drop5, significantly.



PercentagesPercentages.of Responie on One
-Consumer Item, Ages 9, 13 and

MENU

HAMBURGER 5.85 M I L K . _ . . . . 5.20

HOT DQG 70 SOFT-DRINK _15

GRILLED CI-LEESE MILK SHIKE . .45
SANDWICH 55 'ICE CREAM .40

FRENCH FRIES OA
A

A.04

Percentages of Correct= Response on 'a
Nonroutine Application Problem, ,!

Ages 9, 13 and 17

Right now Bob has 512 in the bank aria Carol has
526-in the bank. From now. on each will save Si -
everyweek. 1466 much money' will Bob have saved -
when he has half as muchos Carol?

Rercent Correct
Age,9 Age 13 Age 17

Respondents answering 514 12

;ue had a hot dog
lid she spend)

.20 !_

EXHIBIT 32. Percentages of Correct Response on a
= _

NonroutineApplication Problem, Ages 9and 13

Mike's building set has
60 long pieces,.;

,51.311
Q $1.40
CD... $1.50

I don'tknow=

60 short pieces

and 60 Farts with bolts.

HioW many o

can he make?

Respondents answering 1

-A:panel of distinguished mathematics eduCators were asked' o-examine
/

,1-978 NAEP results and to make observations and recommendations. Reacting

to the PoSsible-effeCtthat:theH'Pack to basics". trend:may be'havingcn-

resuIts- the pane). .npted -that this.moVement:hasoftenresulted in a narrowing.:

of the curriculum, stressing computational skill .and knowledge of facts and

definitions with leSs- time-available for igstructioA ono topics,

James, Wilson cited the effeO.On textbodks PBy the'mid.-1970's textbook

in the-schools -emphasized computational skills.-Word problems were stream-
,

lined to present students' with the least possible amount of

Generally, the panel was satisfied with student performance on most

mPutati@nal and knowledge levels. SOMO.concerns were- expressed aboUt



_
.

the need

fractiOni,

o promote
,\t

er tonCeptuaT-Un'derstandings of tOpics'such as
.

a ,

decimals, and - percents with leSs,emphasis. on rote; mechAni64):

applications of algorithms. However, n.the area of pr:bblem solving, the

(,-

panel,,registered-its greatett-cOncerns. ACcording:tpThomas Carpenter,':

-"YoUnOsiers'don'ttnink about 'problems. _-'11.164/--SearCh for ways to:a0ply

mechanitaP.approaches that they haVe been taught;rand ifdnything out o

the ordinarV appearsin-the problem; thou are at a loss." The =- panel- warned

that insufficient attention-to higher-level orocesSes- 16cl-tiding problem

solving is - -a likely result,- producing a situation in which sktlls.-66cothe

'ends in them S other thag being regarded -as-teolSto beappl'

obl em- solving ituations. -Carpent&-agatn cautioned,-"PedOle-are-teaching.

skills atid-epeCting that facilitY with skills- will automatically transfer

to- problem solvrlq silty. But_the-eiiitnCe shows that that's just notso."

The 1973 -assessment b§ NAER-jOeusedr,attentfornon'theAfttrepancy between.-
generally high achievement oft computational topicsand,low perforimance on-

,

consumer-related pplitatlons.. 197t assessement.results indicate that,17year-
_

Olds have fared no better fiVe yearg-

Percentages of Responst on Consumei
f roblerrr InvOlving Percent, Ages 13 and,17

_What is the price of a 13-foot by 15-foot piece of
carpeting: that sells for $7.00 per square yard?

-13% of -yearolds answering correc

Wh0t is tJte percent of discount?

A roast is to be cooked 20 minutes .for each pound. If
a coast weighing _11 pounds is to be done.ot

what time should it be grit in the'dy en to cook?

Percen

Age

Responding

Age 17 Answer_ 2:20 2:20 p,m.

rect)y-.
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The panel of reactors was also concerned with the weak ability of

students to examine their=resultS. for reasonability_ or practicality. ---On
.

ited asking- how many cubic feet of, concrete would bp needed.topaye

an area -30 feet long and 20 feet :Wide with liyer four inches thicc, only

9% of the 17-yearolds-;responded:correctly.' But a majority chose- 30 x 20 x

.as their: answer. Another problet, required 13-rear-oldt , to 'determi ne hoW

many- Cars would -transport 30 people four to a car FOrty,percent of the

.13.iyear-olds mould have sent two people offAn 'half a car. As panelist
=

Iris Carl noted: "Although students max haya skill- in-using distinct.

algorithm $6 the depth of under-Standing c)f the concept required ,to effectively

apply skill's in various situations appears to be-missing7

One of ihe:objectives of NAEP in ,conductilig' mathemati cs assesitherits

.7. 2400

in 1973 and- 1978- was to determine whether any changes in achievement'occurred

during that time The results of a comparatwe study on achievement- on :the

same items in 1973

Sliightly; the decline

, -

and 1978 revealed: 9-year-olds' perforMance declined very

or 134year- olAs . was sl i ghtly: larger and, the decline

for 17-year-olds was appreciable: Considered'by cognitiVelevel nine-year

olds dropped significantlY only in one area --the application area .9f 'problem
-

Solv ng.-- .SeVenteen-year-olds performance declined signif:tcantly,in-bv6ry

_

area exce the knowledge area,

Performanceon Application Items_

Numbe =r

of
tems cy

_9

12:

25

Agd 9
Age 13

Age 17:

. Average
PerforMance

`1973 1978'

32%

38'

Change- In

Average
Performance

-3 * +-
14,*

*Change. is -sIgnificant 4t-.05 level
+FigureS do not, total because iof, roundihg:.

.

;-Rdy H. Forbes, Oirector of the NAEP, noted that the pattern.found in

the mathematics- assessment -- larger declines for the older ages and more
,



tendency foe declines to appear On higher-order aoniti-ve-skIlls-,-may be ,

symptdmatic thAt the 'Pack. tb,ba-sits)(Aoviaant fs_loOrkIhg too:rwelL to

'the diS-adVaritam bf, higher level S . Panelists felt that :many' times

students 'are not- 'to higheelevel -processes until they have--
. ,

complettly , Tres te red the . requi si te lower- level ski l is and knowledge. The

,

panel _warned that -this
_

could severely limitstudents ' expos:lire. to- a wide....

range of Mathematical topic/ and douldvresult in students having very =little

idea. how the various things they_ had learned were related_
..---

- ,

Res'ponding to the. NAEF fihdings, pFlefists offered afnuMber of e dom-

mendations., The following:four ref ate. dir6ctly to problem solving.

An expanded .definition of what' i s "basi" in' mathematics is

crucial to foster stubents' ability -to cope with diffeeent

of mathematical -problems. Students-must be introduced tO exercises

,involving higher-lever_aswell lower -level cognitive pr ceses..-

Teaching of 'probleM solving should receive .More :emphasis: 1 n the

=

schobls._ It appears that many teaChers feel outside prdssure
,

mastery of "skills and not to teach problem:solving

Success, on tests shduld not _be- the only criterion used' to measure
_

the effectiveness of mathematicsrp6grams. Too -often the tEst-then

ttecomes the objective and areas that requfre more time to teach

easily subjeCt to Modificatio9 fall ;by the wayside.ar are not

Approaches- problem solving should not be Of the type that

encourage mechanistjC,- algorithmic Methods . Jt should,be emphasized-

4'

that the,.abil tty to analyz=e : a problem on i is equal Ty as

important 'as.-the correct solutiOn.:,

bhib-ASseSs'Ment rfridings 1976-7-

4.- .

Ohio results reflett the, same general- trends as ,those frorrr national'

ass ssment: proficiency with_whole number coMPLItations' general rsi in placeplace
-



a

A.08

gral,8; Tess proficiency with computations .involving other kinds of

e-

numbers, but growing.fromcgrade 8 to.grade 73'nd:significantly less

proficiency with problem solving applications, generally satifactory by

A.08-

grade 12 only for simple, one-step, textbook-like problems. (See Tables

A and B ih the Appendix.)

.
Of particular âoncern in Ohio assessment,resultsoare'the very weak

performances involving geometric applications. Both at the eighth 'and

twelfthgrade levels, geometry application items consistently rank among

the lowest. scoring items.

Eighth Grade Geometry Items

What,is the pdficrieter of the room in this illustration?

A. 34 feet
s,.. B. 50 feet

C. 10(1 feet
D. 155 feet

E. I don't know.

121

0
0

1%)31 SIC IJ(LJ in AUL.,

A. 40
r 60

C 6F
D 170

E I don t

(16%)

C

The radius of tiee nsi.i I the p.oe

3 inches The'VA311 of the pipe is 1 inch

thick. 'What is the diarnemr of the pipe?

6
A. 4 inches
B. 5 inchn
C. 3 inches
D. 8 inches

E. I know.

(20%)

What is the iUfl in cubic llS ut the sone lnwri beluvve

1, 11

6. 20
C. 22
0. 40
E. I don't know

2



m 1-4

41%)

12

Twelfth Cr'ade Geometry

C,

A.09

ri ; ed '

(30%)

Another area of interest among Ohio data is performance on inter-

preting and using, graphical and tabular data. For items requiring a

straight-forward entry selection from a graph or table, results are uni-

formly high-. However, for questions requiring the reader to interpret a

data entry or involving some slightly unusual feature, the performance

plummets On the following pictograph, only 35% of the 8th graders _e e

able to correctly interpret the correct table entry, possibly because the

pic=ture syMPO1 represents a nurlunit quantity= Fur anothe iLent in which

each symbol did ret, resent a unit quantity, performance rose to 957.

;VI dt,o,ox.ind;e ou,kodnor. In

A I 00. 000
8 2 500 000

6,500 000
7600000

E I dOn't knew

(35--)

tng knnt..0 n, It} ki

United States
Populatton

1790 -1840

3,000,000

1790

1800

1810

1820

1840
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).Generally, Ohio assessment results corroborote NAEP Panel observations

that students are not well-equipped to respond to situations which require

them to perform slightly differently that the most simple, straight-forward

exercise or application for which they have had= previous prattice.

The following table contrasts the average performance by problem type

for 8th and 12th grade -students on the 1977-78 assessments. For the 1978

12th grade assessment, a.p
1

of secondary mathematics educators was requested

to review assessment items prior to administration and to predict-the average

performance.on each. Th last column of the table'includes these predictions

for the 12th grade items. Note the consistently low prediction for each

problem type. A similar trend was, also observed for the 1976 12th grade

assessment.

Average Performance by Grade Level and Problem Type (1977-78 Assessments)

Problem Typel Grade 8 Grade 12 Panel Predictions(12th)

whole number computations 92% 91% 81%

decimals and fractions 70% 77% 67%

one-step applications 55%' 83% 67%

two or more step applications 55% -664 61%

Some question raised by the re ilLb In this talu 1e. Are pessimistic

predictions of whole number, fraction, and decimal ;OMpUttitlun abilities

indicative of miiixiirected instr tior I eirmphasis iri grades ls the (Amount

f instructional time ned to different pruLlem type expel lenLes

consistent with the amounI of yrowth 111 studentyerrormences 1- Om grades

8 to 12?

Problem Solving: A Direction for the Future

Assessment test results provide significant data pointing toward dis-

crepancies-between what is and what should be. During the 70's, such test

results have frequently been misused--sometimes as means for special interest
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groups to forty rd their causes and at other times held up as threats to

established pattenns7orpolicies,. Part of this misuse is.pertiaps. due

the tone of "beck to basic ' -an unspoken but assumed statement that

mathematics education did, in the past, prepare students adequately for

their responsibilities and that the same criteria are still appropriate.

Whether dr not performances todiy compare favorably with the past is really

not the issue. The times have changed. The clientele has changed. But

most importantly, the needs have changed.

There is much in present assessment data in which to take pride in

student achievements. Mathematics education is doing some things exceedingly

well. But the datd do reflect significant discrepancies betWben skills and
- %

the application of these skills to relevant situations. The data Also point

to weak student abilities to transfer existing knowledge and abilities to

even slightly novel situations. If we are to judge the goals for mathematics

education by today's -needs and project n. that basis for the future, each

f these areas of weakness appears to be an area where citizens will increasingly

rely on personal capabilities.

Some have suggested that rnathematics educalois have rediscovered problem

solving. But problem solving has always been the umbrella goal under which

every thdlvldual cutiLeill topic

we are ojollny

skill exercise has been conduLted. However,

reall4e that. prOblem SOlving must Lc Mule 111,1111 diate goal

as 1 --one that directs daily activities SO that means dra nbt become ends,

so that un anted assumptions about automatic transfer u not r u le out

attention to hi her-level cognitive skills.

We are recognizing that regular and specific instructional

activities Ast be planned that pursue problem solving directly, not

secondarily. Programs must be structured and monitored in such a way that

regular growth toward problem solving subgoals occurs at each grade level.

10
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Every student at every grade level must have t\he opportunity to grow in

his ability to apply his existing skills and knowledge to situations that

he finds relevant,. but not necessarily rehas es of previous learning

activities.' Then mathematics education will be taking firm and steady

steps toward meeting the challenge of the future.

A



A 1 APPENDIX A.

Table A:. OHI0.8TH GRADE ASSESSMENT DATA:

N6mber
of Items

Problem
'Floe

Average
Performance

9 whole number computations'. 92

10 decimals and fractions 70%

15 '. one-step applications 55%
(10) (without geometry)

A.
(68 %)

7 two- or more step applications 55%

Computation Items Apolicati-

956
357

64

x35'

0:941 - 0.3b

(97%)

-(90%)

2 $14.91 (t,)

6

1.,

011,10pC; t IOLLIU11)

One -step:

If you had 285 pieces of candy and wanted
to put 15.pieces into a package, how many
packages could you make?

A. 17

Et. 19
C. 270
D. 4,275

E I don't know

One-step:

If it takes you:37 minutes to get to
school, what time must you leave home to
at school at 8:15?

A /.j5

A Et 7:38
C 7:45
C) 7:50

E I dui

Wl! k.11 IlhdrC

I ht phuile ra ic .1 4.1..) 410 ,] kill I

Lu $6.u0 a month= What Nas the perc.ent. of
increase?

2
A It) j

1

83 3

120%

I don't know.

097J)
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Table B: OHIO 12TH GRADE ASSESSMENT DATA

Number
:tems

Problem
Type

wnble number computations

16 decimals and fractions

2 one-step applicati(ns'

two- or more sten applications
without geometry)

Average
Performance

66

75

Predicted
Performance

67'

(5n

Comnutation ern-, Aonlications

278 25 403 =

4 4

(95%)

(77%)

(9

One -stew:

There are 206 tomato plants in each row
and there are 14 rows. How many tomato plants
are there all tocietller?

A 103c)
B 2.584
C 2,864
D 2.884
E 21 424

Iwo- or more step:

(94%)

If a coat originally sells for $120.00 and
on sale fur 20% off, what is tie .a

price f the coat?

4 iris
bu CC)

$96 00
D $ ou

$ 1 Ots Cu

kcco,ci albums I l i i ,t3 .81).
now much would 5 albums cost.

3 S 85
C S14'75

$150()
E $44 :?t,
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1980 Ohio Regional Conferences on
MathematicS Educatiob

Basic Heuristics for Problem Solving

B.01

"Learning to solve problems is the principal reason for studyin4 mathemat-
ics. ' How.do students solve problems? How do you solve problems? When pre-

sented with a problem what da you do? A reasonable reply is "it depends on
the problem," or "I don't always do the same thing." The first point is that
when people solve problems they de something. Some of these things may be pro-
ductive, others may not be. The purpose of this paper is to list and exemp- .

iffy one set of heuristics, very general strategies, which have beph found help-
ful in solving problems. Good problem solvers probably. have used these heur-
istics before, but not seed them listed. The goal is to improve'-problem
solving abilities of students and one very_ promising approach is to help stu-
dents learn to use heuristics.

Interested-teachers may elect to teach their students how to use the
heuristics presented here or to modify this list. Ultimately they wish to

develop another list. There is no research evidence tha,t any particular list
of,heuristics is best, but there is-research evidence that teaching students
to use heuristics does improve their problem solving ability.**

The list of hduristics and many of the sample probl ems are taken from a
new publication: Problem Solvin-: A Basic Mathematics Goal, a two volume
set prepared by Steven P. Meiring and published by the Ohio Department of Edu-
cation (Columbus, 1980). Booklet one is entitled, "Becoming a Better Prob-
lem Solver" and the second booklet is entitled, "A Resource for Problem Solv-
ing:: Although the booklets wee prepared.as an inservice toor for teachers
of grades K-9, they are highly recommended to secondary teachers for three

I

reasons; (1) The problem .

L

1ving heuristics or strategies are applicable in
elementary, middle, junior high, and senior high school:, (Z) many of the
sample problems and other i±:ontent can be used in secondary school; and (3)
articulation between schools can be improved if secondary school teachers,
are familiar with the basic learnings taking place in earlier grades.

In LLH,, tollowinF, 0,s.,c.r iun, mole, Lhall LW uLy h,_oi ISLILO will he

j.rihed, and exemplified. The order of listing them is not important,
is the .$aUle order as they are referred to in the viublem Solvin booklets,

When solvinm a patti,arlar problem, a student might use a single keuristl,:
but more oiten, several would be employed. 171e important point is that ,III.,

GA student familiar with problem solving, henlistiL:,s, be,om, a

Which he ur 'she can use to attack problems

A Nat tonal l.0 unc

Ma t hemat i ca 1 Ski)

opervisors of Mathematik_s Vs_t on LSy 1
1977. Reprinted at the end of this paper.

AA Fur example, a iioL of 44 pLUblsii, . J v ii ok11 t , ioL

in the Lane 4,,,uunty Mat-hmtit:5 Pri)IcLL in vugenc, oregon 16 att,ohtzd lh,

end of this paper. Also see Travers et al, :lathematics Teachin (Chapter

York: Harper and '1977.
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a pattern

Heurlst

8.02

(1) The ten members of a chess club decide to hold a tournament and that
each member must play e -ry otherIne. How many games must be played?
Observe that: one player -_ust play 9 others and another player plays 8
new games this game with the first player is'already accounted for.) A

third player plays in 7 new games (9-2). We see a pattern emerging.

Fill' in the,mis ing
3.14, 3,11, Oa,

Construct a Table

numbers
3.09,

could

'1

1:

in this sequence:

bynd'itse f

New "C:aiile

to solutiulc[he problem 1.(1)
tion as follows:

A 9

8

7

6

2

0

45

2.9.

a table construe-

(2) A woman makes tuenirtire as a hobby. It she uses 31 legs to make only 4
legged

(benches
and 3 legged ,,tools, how many of each did sh. mak? Try

table like the following:

Benches eo_
8

7

6

e fotai ',can Solution
'32 No

11 Yew

COnS Ider 1`u351 l II ,;;7. bLUMa L 1...111

All the above examples have employed - or

systematically considering possibilities.
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Use the digits 0,
the difference is

Act it Out

and 8 to fill in the box
small ag possible.

13.03

below so. that

(1) If six people meet and each ,shakes everyone'ele't hand, how many hand-
.

shakes take place? A group of students was given this problem and 6
of them went to a corner to act it out!

Can you make change &or 50c using (a) 6 coins; (b)'7 coins; (c) 8 coins?

A man buys a he
sells it for $

Make a Model

Can you cut a citc6lar shape into 2 noncongruent shapes that have
equal areas.!

for e$60, sells it for $70, buys it back for $80 and
Does he make a profit or a liSss? How much?

(2) A carpet 9m by 12m has aelm by. 8m piece cut out as picLtireA A sc.ile
model might help yoCu find a solution.

9

, liters Ut war
kunt,1111,.i! two ,ohvilicta
u,ei In

111,1 1.;11r.i,

12 m

WO culpItAt,le gtt, di.td ...heck" ..11

.t ) l e t ,

ely

lc

formation which might he useful he or site pr,.ceeAs. ( irial and crro
implies simply ihqt the s.iJver Lric4 4 soltalOtt but doen not u5 the Ili-

formati,J11,) flits ufLen and COIL tr.z productiv.

Lan v,ru 1 feel nothhc th.it L hO 1I stunt Anti pi hi
Ni 4 2 dud 4.(2) ahoy,.

kL) It each i tot

following addiLtoc problem?

SEND

MORE
MONEY

) what 1.ht
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Work'BacWards

1) glice, Barbara, and Connie played a game with chips.
Alice lost the first round.
Barbara lost the second round. ,

Connie lost the third round.
If the loser must double each player's chips, atl each had 8 chips at
the end of the 3 rounds, how many phips did each start with,?

One of nine baseballs is. heavier than the rest. How can you .determine
which is the odd ball with a balance scale in just twowbighings?
Try considering the last weighing first.

Make a Drawing, Figure or Graph

(1) Construct /A\ AXB isosceles with base angles of 1.5° and obtuqt angld at
X. Knowing that ABOD is a square with ...X in the interior, prOve t
X, -and D form vertices ()Can equilateral triangle.

When standing atop an object ot 10 or 20 feet high, if you lo k.down,
LE appears much higher thap if you stand at the base au4 look up, Is

\there a physical explanation of this?

What is the largest area ydu can fence in wifh 48m of fencan
la barn can be usedor'one Side?

9. Select ApprOpriate Notation

11.

Find- all rectangles with 1ntegt01
pe4Meter.
A P doesn't help MUC", but
'A = o * aftd.p a 2Q -+ 2* 0r'

w = 2 4 + 2w might help

Kestdte the Problem (in u1 c own wolad)

I

s-uch that thL, otua

(l) Can you find 111 post L lve IlugurtA such -thai Lbe ;.

iS;:a04,1a1 et,? A useful re&7itaLeu_ might be:

(L) pu5lLiVe dAstin,L)
4/A t- 1/B 1/C -

iLeg -Ls A, t

litedL (11veu aud Needed

(I) A boLL1e of LIJer cuaLS 50 It Lhe IA., ,o0

the bottle, how much does L44e. bottle Lost

(1) dlso,

l7. WI Ite an Open Sentenc2

(t) If the rime lit a LecL,w0c
the width, are its dimen,

c1110 L11e 1,1E,th is

prod,

,11,, it lib
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Three Guernsey cows and two Holstein cows give as much milk in four
days as two ,Guernsey and four- Holstein cows give in ,thiee days. Wh.teh
kind` o tow is.the 'better milkiroduCer?

'iOr can with 40 marbles in it weighed 135 grams,.- The same can with 20
marbles weighed 75 g. What is .the weight-of- the can?

13. Identity a Sullpal

.Sometimes a problem may se-em overwhelming but there maybe a subgos1 which
pier,

(1) Fi11 in the missing nntbers: n this addition table:

x
--,

36 ,29
_ -

5

61

62,E r

The problem may appear ditticult, but many )coolu could Clhd X, Lheh Y,
then 7,, etc.

(2) Olsot 'tilt h, Hayward, and DUttt_aLI had dinner tai on,_ evening
When they left the restaurant each of them, by mistake, was wearing-

le t,i belonging to someonekelae in the Oarl'Y- And the hat or yet
e clse, .Smith iookOlson's; hat, and' the man' who took Duocarv's

took HaywiArd's e t.,.. Which hat tid tlaL did each 1 A Lik., well take!

14, ao.1 vc a Siu Tie

1') Han

a imila b 1 cm

tAhli401: the prObiem L(1) abC1UL the ,...i.,. ,;Jill,, t I

OICIllber t+ t d Ljted5 L_I I La) Ode Mr r +I t c,,y mip,h, could s ,r l 1./ e

piAlem it rh,t, W+dt: 2, 5, o, 4 poopl, in the ,tuk

111,t,ly 1 t lica.a C+4/1 ke L iHt; WO 1+0 it t I

it IS simpler t., 0111,1 an an.iwel it one cons idcia the p.oblem
or 4 points (pia and (2) are very similar!)

lit or View

Somutia.,a a solve' m ts

neW ltei nat. isies.
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A test track for new one kilome r Projind.iYor thq_firpt.14,7
the test driver average 4 n© km/h (kilometers per hour). How fast does
the car Dave to travel the second lap to aver-ago 60 km/h for- the 2
laps? Many people might guess 90 1011h because 30 9,0 m 60. How-

2

ever, 90 is not c- eet. Try calculating .the time to cover 2 laps at

60 km/h. ,-

Without lifting your pencil trOm the paper, draw 4 straight line seg-
ments which pass -ough all 9 point

.16. Cheo'k for HiddenAssumptjons

Here's 7 exercise in creativity:

4

(1) Coming dawn a hill covered with snow are ski, tracks. One track is

on one side of a tree and the other is on the othqr side. Try to find

of least 110 different physical-explanations to J -it these facts.

17. Use aResource

Sometimes some specific informatioilrnay he helpful.. Adult problew.solvers
otten_look up a formula they need or ask someone for help. It may be lm-
port-apt in working with youngsters to indicate that using a resource is

often a viable heuristic. Another useful, and similar, heuristic is,

"Draw trqiii,your cognitive background." In problem 8.(1) one might have

to r =ecaA T'What he or she knows about isosceles and equilateral'triangles .

to solve the problem. la 15.0Y one might need to recall rt.

nal '3 lieutisLiLS are ultuLt BuLk SLLdic6i.Stkbeklaki
they are typically employed atter a solution has been found. However,

mathematics teachers realize that a great deal of 10,4cuing can still
Lake place .Ifter one tindlia soluti Lu a probleo.. The looking back

beLtristics are piobat,ly Lhe haidest
kondiLloned to aLk4) LhInking about
round. We ufg, a concerted .tfort
prove student learning.

Id. 4,L.11,11

Len SuivIng a p(Oblem

,h becao6c: students hdve been
1 as flit-J11 as a solutimis /
z.e thes, hcuListic:4 to lm-

L, make ,LulLeMIAI Which

great many situations, Including the problem just s- ved.

(l) ceua roLleali 1.(1) about the ,heAS ,A01, AL Let tin,11,, th,L the
situation calls 8 1 / t . .t2flf ',. 45 game.., it i i1,1

hard to see that if n people ate in the club,
(u + (u 2) # . , .t2tif0= n(u I) A-tm,_-s m, 1,_ I,L play1A.

02

k the soul the itiLcAuln,)
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t2) Similarly, if one has solved S4.(1 found (via a simpler problem
and /or working' hack`-' ) that "tie heavy hall of 3 can he,determined in
one weighlt1g, and .oh in two, he ttr ;tie might determine, that a'

heavy ball'can Be .found itl n weighing it `there are,lin balls.

19:' Check the Solution

Students sometimes make errors. Checking the Iltrlir

preveinting one, from thinking an Incorrect-nswer is,-
recall Qroblem 15:(1). If a person thought 60 km lb w4 )co he

'she could check it aS follOWs.:_
rt se, the tire tgi- laps.- or 1 -60 -km-/I1, ould be:

2

, 5 1/20 hour =. mittates.

But, how long did the first lap take!

D rt
1 = 30t
= 1/301loat ==.- 2 minutes.

Thus, driver cannot go fast oltuugh to. do 2 laps ac.60 km/h

fii-.St lap was 30 km/h.

helpful in
For example,

20. Find Another Wav to Solve it

Often, atter a problem ha,been anothel, evun "sli kr" way c,111

found to solve the problum. Good vrdblems are characterized as being
solvable in mote than one way - -if there is only one way to solve a prob-
lem, students' et f-orts must fo-llo ri,id path to achieve a solution.

tina AllothLri

ti.,ttlutlis tt.ive 140 L. V tltattt L-i L 1,11 nsid (2) whi.41

more thgm 'Litton. It ihinhoulihtl, in a Stt,d ..211C ti

addiLioual So1Ut tuns may h, son"",ht

tidy t 1, g, l nt l Process

:I.It, Itkip,ilaut Ic.ti iiings Jul, li ,ii.11,., Lk. .ulution pto

cuss Iltvt W,LLIng 00 a Lohlum ,..,m,-, hnis distinguish' tetweeh p.odn

miles I. I ." C.--; 1 I IC pt. ()AU. I lit FL ,I, jcH/ 51,1 111r, / , Ilse ilil.`,cl.-j.-, / A, t ,,,,,11 y

AL,J paltikol .., problem is ,r liril, vulitt. In Itself the irnsw, 15 not the

,,,at. it iie L. the .-11. ndent . .ability to akklu , dit, ot mote*answ-Is is of

;rat -aloe. the ploi.ussu, h", ot suc, ,..mplouD otu ffluch mot.= Important au4

n.--.ttli tol I.,rtltt_ utoklm s.twILIA 01t,,ACIonn thAli th, 11:_,Wc-L



yhe following heuristic

1. Look for a pattern
2: Construct a tableF

Consider possibilities
Act it out

5. Make- a model

6. Guess and check
7, ,Work backwardg

Make a drawing, figure or gra
9. Select appropriate no tatign

10. Restate the problem
11. Identify- wanted, given, mnd needed in
12. -Wrk-te an open entence
13. Identify a subgoal
14. 'Solve a simpler problem
15. Change_ your point of- view
16. Check for hidden aslumptions
17. Use a resource
18.. Generalize
19. Check the solution
20. Find ,another way to solve it
21. Find another solution
22. SLudy they s,..11utioA process
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NATIONAL COUNCIL OF SUPERVISORS OF MATHEMATICS
POSITION PAPER ON

BASIC MATHEMATICAL SKILLS

INTRODUCTION
4

The currently popular slogan 'Sack to the Elasics7
has become a rallying cry of many who perceive aneed
for certain changes in-education. The result is a trend
that has gained considerable

and
and has

initiated demands for programs s-and evaluations which
emphasize narrowly 'defined skills

MatheMatics-.. educators find themselves under
considerable pressure from -boards of , education;
legislatures, and citizens' groups who are demanding
-instructional programs which will guarantee acquisi-
tion -Of. computational skills. Leaders in mathematics
education have expressed a need for clarifying what are.
the basic skills needed. by students who hope to
participate successfully in adult society.

The narrow definitiOn of basic skills which equates
mathematical competence with .computational ability
has evolved as a result of several forces:

1.. Declining scores on, standardized achievement
tests and college entrance examinations;

2_ ReaCtions to the results of the National Assess-
ment of- Progress:

3. Rising costs of -education and increasing -de-
mends for accountability; .

-4. Shifting emphasia in mathematics education
frcim curriculum content to instructional methods
and alternatives;

5. Increased awareness of the need to orb-vide
remedial and' compensatory programs;

6. The widespread publicity given to each of the
above by the media

This widespread publiCity, in particular, has gen-
erated -a .call for action frbm governmental agencies:-
educational-organizations, and community groups. In
responding to these calls, the National Institute of
Education adopted the area of basic skills as a-major
priority. This resulted in a. COnference On Basic
Mathematical kills and Learning, held in EUClid, Ohio,
in October. 1975.

the National Cc until of SUperyisors. of
Mathematics (NCSM),duribg the 1976 Annual. Meeting
in Atlanta, Georgia, met in a special session to discuss.
the Euclid Conference Report. More than100 membesS
Participating in.that session -ekpressed the need for a-.
unified position on .basic mathematical skills .which
Would enaple.thern to provide more effectiye leadership
within their respective school systems. to give adequate
rationale and directioh in ns-their taskt of implementing
.basic mathematics programs, and . to apprOpriately
expand the definition of basic skills. Hence,' by an
overwhelming majority, they mandated the NCSM. to
establish a task force to formulate a position on basic
mathematical skills. This statement is the result of that
effort.

-

RATIONALE FOR THE EXPANDED DEFINITION

`There are many- reasons why basic skills must
-include_ more than ComPtitation...- The present
technological society requires daily.use of such
estimating, problem solving,. interpreting. data,,

--organizing data, measuring, predicting. and applying
mathematics to everyday situations The changing
needs of society, the explosion of :.thearhount-- of
quantitative data; and theavailabifity. of 'computers and
calculators demand a redefining. of the priorities for

'basic mathematics -skills. :in recognition . of the
inadequacy of cornputation alOne; NCSM is-going:on
record -as providing both a r general list of- .basic
mathernatical skills and a clarification of, the need for
such an expanded definition of basic skills.

Any list of basic skills must include computation,.
However, the role of computational skills in
reathematis must be seen. in the- light of the -.
contributions they make -to one's ability to use
-mathematics _in everyday- living. In-. isolation:.
computational' skills contribute little to one's ability to..
participate in mainstream society: Combined effectively
with the other skill areas, they proVide the.learrier with .

the basic mathematical ability needed by adults.

DEFINING BASIC SKILLS

. -

The NCSM views basic mathematical skills as
falling under ten vital area's: The ten skill areas are
interrelated and many overlap with each other and with
other disciplines:All are basic to pupils' deVelopMent of
the ability to reason effeetively in varied ..situations.

Thiq expanded list is oresented with the conviction
that, mathematics education must not emphasize
computational skills to.the neglect of other critical areas
of,. mathematics. The ten - components -of basic
mathemalicat skills are listed, below,- but :the order of
their listing should not be 'interpreted, as indicating -.

either a priority_- of importance or -a .sequence for
teaching and learning.

Furtherrnbre, as society changes our ideas
F

about.
-which skills are-basic also change. For example,- today
our students should learn to measure in -both the
customary and metric systems, but in the ;future.
signifidance Of the customary system will be mostly
historical. There, will,,also be increasing emphasis on
w en, end hovi to use hand-held calculators and other
eorfiic devices-,in mathematics.



TEN BASIC SKILLAREAS

Problem Solving

Learning to solve problems is the principal reason
for studying. mathernatics:. Problem solVing is the
process of applying previously, acquired knowledge to
new and unfamillarsituations. Solving word problems in
texts is one form of problem solvaig,-,but students.also
should be -faced. -with non-textb ok problems. prob-
lem-solving strategies _involve posin uestions, analyz-
ing situation's, translating -results,- illustrating results,
drawing diagrams, and using trial and -erter..In solving
problernis....students need to be able to apply the rules of
logio-necessary to arriveat valid conclusion . :They must
be able to determine whic.fac s are releVant They
should be;unfearful of arriving at tentative conclusions
and they must be willing lo-Subject these concluSiOnsto
scrutiny_

Because_ consumers- continually deal With-many
situations that involve` percentage, the ability
recognize -and use percents should. be developed and
maintained: .=,.;

__.

Geometry

Students-should learn the g6ometricconcepts,they
will need to function effectively in the 3-dimensional
World. They should have knowledge' f concepts Such as
point, line, plane, parallel, and perpendicular They
should -know basic properties of -:_s mple geometric-
figures, particularly those propertie which relate to
measurement- ancVproblern-SolVing- kills;.They
must be able to. recogniZe similarities -end differences
among objects

Applying Mathematics to Everyday Situations

The use of mathematics IS interrelated with all
cornputationactivities. Students should be encouraged
to take everyday situations, translate them :into

,mathematical' expressibns, solve the mathematics; and
interpret the results in light of the initial siyiation.

Alertness the Reasonableness of Results

Due to arithmetic -errers or other mistakes.res,Ultsof
mathematical work are sometimes wrong Students
should learn to inspect all -results and to check. for
reasonableness in terms of the original problem. With-
the increase in the use of calculating devices in-society,
this skill is essentiaL--

Measurernent'

As a minimum skill; students should be.,abie to.
measure. -distance,- ,weight,. time - capacity, and
temperature. Measurement of angles and calculations --
of simple areas and volumes are also essential_ Students.
should be able to perform measurement in. both metric
and. customary systems using the-appropriate.tools-.

Reading, Interpreting, and Constructing Tables. Char s,
and Graphs

Students Should know how to read and draw.,
conclusions from simple tables, maps, charts; and
graphs. They should be,,abl to condense 'numerical:
information into more menag able or meaningful terms

: E y setting up simple tables, charts,- anrigraphs.

Using Mathematics to Predict.'

Estimation.and Approximation

St' dents .should- be 'able to carry out rapid
approximate calculations by first rounding off numbers
They should. acquire some simple techniques for
estimating quantity,. length, -distance, weight, .etc. It is
also . necessary- to decide when a particular result iS
precise enough for the purpose at hand..

Appropriate Computational Skills

Students shbuld gain -facility with addition, sub-
traction, multiplicafion, and division with whole num-
bers and -decimals; Today it MU St be recognized that
tong. complicated. computations wilt -usually .be done
With a calculator. Knowledge. of single-digit number
facts is essential and mental arithmetic is a valuable
Skill Mo-neover, there are everyday situations which
demand' ecognition -of. and simple cOmputation with,
common fractions:

Students should learn how elementary notions of
Probability are used to determinethe likelihood of future,
events 'They _should learn to identify situations. where
immediate past- eXperiehte. does -not. affect- the-, like-

Hihocid of, future events. TheV.shbuld become familiar
= with how mathematics is,.ued.19 help make predictions

such as election forecasts.

Computer Literacy

r.
It is important for all= citizens to -understand 'what

cOlitputers can and cannot, do. Students'.should- be
aware of the many uses of computerS in society. such as
their use in teaching/learning, finanCial transactions.
and information storage and retrieval. The "'mystique--
-surrounding computers is disturbing and can put
persons' with no understanding of gomputers at a
disadvantage. The .increasing use of computers by
government, industry, and- business demands an
awareness of .computer uses and limitations..



BASIC-SKILLS AND:THE-STUDENTS FUTURE

Anyohe adopting a definition of basic skills should
consider me door - opening /door- closing " :implications
of the list:-'The following:diagram illtistrates expected
-outcomes associated with various amounts of skill
deVelopment.

Spope of
SkilLDevelopment

E*pected OutcOriteS

EXPANDED SKILLS
Mathematical skill
beyond those descri
ed here plus a desire o
learn more

POTENTIAL
LEADERS-

Employment .and -.edu--_
cational opportunities_
will continue to
increase as mathe -'
rriatical skills continue
to grow:.

BASIC SKILLS,
The skills described
-here

EMPLOYMENT VERY
LIKELY

-Employment oppor-
tunities are predict-
able. Dbors to lorther

,education Opportuni-
ties are open

-mmumAL SKILLS
I infiged skills, primarily
coMputation Little
exposure to-the other
skill areas

-
-described

here_

LIMITED
-OPPORTUNITIES

.Linemploynieht likely_
Potential generally
limited to loW-level
fobs.

MINIMUM ESSENTIALS FOR HIGH - SCHOOL..,,
GRADUATION

Today some school boards and state legislatures
arestarting-to mandate-mastery of minimum essential
skills in reading and mathematics as ,,requirement for ..

high- school graduation..In the 'process, they 4tip'uld
consider the potential pitfalls of doing -this without an
appropri ate definition of baSiO skills.",- If the
mathematics requirements are set 'inordinately -high,
then a signifidant number cihstudents may hot bepble to
graduate: On the --other- hand, if the mathematics
requirements aretettoo low and mathematical skills are
too narrowly defined, the result could be a_ sterile__
mathematics: program concentrating exclusively, on
learning of low level mathematical skills.. This position,.
aper neither, recommends nor condemns minimal

competencies for high-school graduation. frtoweve, the
ten components of basic-skills stated here can serve as
guidelines for state and local school Sy-stems jhat are
conSidering the establishment of _miniiriern -esential
graduation requiremenjs.

B.11

DEVELOPING THE BASIC SKILLS

.One individual differenteamong.students is style or
way of learning, In offering.opportunitres to learn the
basic ,skills, options -must- be provided to-meet these
varying_ learning styles. The:P.reSent back-tO-basica"
movement may lead to an emphasiseri drill and practice
as a way-

__.=
Certainty drill and practice is a viableption. brit it is

only one of Many posSible ways to bring aboutlearning
and ,to create interest and motivation. in .studeatS:
Learning centert.- contracts. tutorial sessions, individual
and smallHgroep projects: games. simulations and
corni-nunity-based activities are some the other
options that can proVide the OpportOnity to learn basic
skills. Furthermore, -to help studcrn.tslully tindertand
basic mathernatioal,:poncepts: tea chers- should-utilize------the, full range- of activities -and ;materials aVailable,
including objects the-students can actually

. The learning of basi6,mathematical skills is- a
continuing process which extends through/ all. of the
years a. student is in school In particular, at6ndency to
emphasize computation while neglectingzthe other nine
skill areas at the elementary level must be.avoided:

EVALUATING AND. REP RTING STUDENT
PROGRESS .

Any systematic attempt to develop basic skills must
-necessarily be concerns with evaluatin nd reporting .

pupil progress
In evaluation, tot results are used to _judge. the

effectiveness: of the istructiora:-proceSs and .to make
needed adjustment.: in the curriculum and instruction
toe the individtaltudent. In generat.both ecliicatOes
and the pnblio ave accepted ang emphasized an
overuse, of. an 'overconfidence Pi the results :of
standardized tests: Standardized tests yield
comparisons b tweed students and can provide a rank
ordering .of in ivIduals. schools, or districts However:
standardized t sts have several limitations including the
following:

- a Item are riot necessarily generated to Measuregenerated
a spe -Mc objective or instructional .aim

b Th'_ tests `measure only a sarple of the ciantent
that ' : ekes -up.a.progfam;- certain outcomes are
not measured at all.. -- .- '. .::: ''-

,Seca Se they do not supply_iSufficient information
.about .h w much. mathematics a student knows.

standardi _ed tests are nottne best instruments available
for teponing individual pupil growth. Other alternatives
such as icriterion tests or competency tests must be
considered Irt,criterion tests, terns are generatedwhich
Measure the specific .-objectives of the program and
which 'establish the student's leverofmastery,of theSe
objectiVeS: Competency tests are designed to determine
if the individuatibas.,masteiedthe,skills necessary fora -,
certain purpose such as entry into the -job Market. There .
is also -need for open4ended assessments such as-
observations. interviews. and manipulative tasks to
asses/3 skitIS which paper and pencil tests -do not
measure adequately.

Reports of pupil progress wilt surely he matlei But,
while standardized tests will probably continue to
ctominate the testing scene for several years, there is:an
urgent,need to begin-reporting 'pupil -progress in other
terns. such as criterion tests andYcarnpetency
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.--
measures also qamand:an immediate and
extensive program` of inserviceeducation to Lristdjettthe
general pubtia on the meaning: end interpretation of
such data'and to'enabie teachers to use. testing as a vital
part Of the instructional process,

Larne scale testing, whether involvi,ng all students
--or a random _sample; can result in interpretattons which

.

have great _influence on -curri. culum- ,'revisions - and
development, Test results can indicate. for - example,

.that- a'Particular mathematical topic is being taught at
the Wrong time in the Student's development and that. it
might ,-better,be:,introduced later or earlier in the
curricUlurn pr, the exults might indicate that Students
are confused about some -tdpic as, 'a result of
inappropriate teaching procedures: In any case, test
result should be carfully.examined by educators with.
special skills in the area of curriculum development'

.12_

CONCLUSION

The present_ -paper represents a Prelimin
attempt" by the National Council of Supervisors- of
:Mathematics: to 'clarify and communicate rte position-

-

oar basic' .niatnerriatical skill The 'N_CSM position
establishes a` within which: aeciSiOns, on
prborain planning and implementation can be- made
if .also sets forth:, the underlying rationale for
identifying- and developing 'basic skills and for
evalUating, pbpils` acquisition of these- competencies
The NCSM position underscorea.T.the fundamental

:belief 'of -t he National Caun'cil of. of
,ifvlathematics 'that any_ effective prograrn of basic

them-atical skills -must be directed not but
lonwarrl to' the[ essential -needs' of the---

'present-and future_

You are encouraged to make and
distribute copies of this paper.

The NCSM position paper was prepared
pursuant to- a- contract with the National
Institute of Education, -U: S. Department
of Health, Education- and Welfare.
Contractors -undertaking such projectS
under . government sponsorship are
encouraged- --to' -express :freely--1 their
judgment in professional and technical
matters. Points of view or -opinions de.
not; -therefore, necessarily repfesent
official National Institute of Education

position or 'policy.
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SSIFIED LIST OF PROBLEM -SOLVI

Pr blem_DiscoverY, ,Formulation
1. State the problem in youtown words. -(Read and res

2. Clarify the problem by asking, questions,.
Visualize an object from its description,. mathematical
drawing.
Follow written ants /oar oral directions.

B. Seeking Information
5. Determine and collect data needed to solve the Problem.

6. ShareAta and results with other interested persons.
Listen to persons (including teacher) who have'relevant knowledge
experiences to share.

8. Identify. sources of .,information.

9. Search printed matter for needed infOrmation.
_

10. Make necessary measurements for'obtaining a solution.
11. Record solution possibilities, solution attempts (inc. uding making a

list or. table).

12. Recall and list related information and knowledge.

Analyzing Information
13. Eliminate (or ignore date (or information) Aot.-needed.
14. Recognize attributes (properties) of an object or mathe

-15. Find likenesses-and differences.

16. Classify objects or mathematical ideas sorting).

17. Make and use a ciawing, diagram, or physical mode.
18. Make a systematic listing, a table, chart, or graph.

19. .Identify trends (patterns) suggested by data, -in lists, charts,

or graphs.
2th Select appropriate notation.
21. -Translate the problem situation intkmathematiCal no

22. Break a complicated problem into manageable parts.
parks or steps.).

SolveRutting it togetherSynthesis
23. Make predictions and conjectures

based upon observed patterns.
24. Make decisions b9sed upon data
25. Make necessary measurements for checking a solution./

26. Make necessary computations needed-Tor the solution/.

27,,. Recognize limits and/or eliminate possibinties't(including

If contradietions).
28. Make reasonable estimates-as answers.-

29.. Guess, check, ana-refine
30. Solve an easier but related problem,
31.- Satisfy one condition at--a .time;

the use

Study solution process for clues.

*Developed by the Lane-County Mathematics Project Oscar Schaaf, Director.

Eugene, Oregor*, 1978.
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3 2 Look atproblem s1 cation fro
phenomena)
Apply .whAt you know (deductive

34.. 'Work backwards (using undoing p
35. Check calculated answers by Mak
36. Detect errors.

looking. Back Consolidating'Cains
37. Make explanatibns based upon data.

-38. Solve a problem by using different procedules.
-39 .- Search for or- be= aware of other-solutions (including the use
40. Double check solutions by using some formal reasoning method

matical proof).
tudy the solution process.
Find or invent a problem situation which can be
culators.
Generalize a blem solution so as to Include other solutions.

F. Looking Ahead --Formulating New Problems
44. -Invent new problems by varying an old one

'B .14

aryihg ,points of view .( ncluding Aho"

easor!--chain reasoning)
ocedures
ing approximations,

of dymme
Iliathe-.

41.
-42. solved by of calm

43

(including he use cf. analogy.



PROBLEM SOLVING RESOURCES

PROBLEM SOLVING STRATEGIES AND. HOW TO TEACH PROM', SOLVING.

Botts, Truman. Problem Solving in Mathematics, .I, IL, Mathematics
Teacher,58 (0-ct.,,Nov. 1965), -h96-500,--596-600.

,-

4lhasizes-the importance of problem solving. in school mathematics
andAllustrateathe way in which one (-problem leads-to a Whole
chain of problems: __

*Butts, Thomas, Problem Solvin-07 in.Mathemati Glenview, Illinois.

Seott:Foresmah Company, 1973.

.11 Collection of problems dealing WitICarithmetic andelementary
,number theorY,- includes some dischasiOnof'problem solmIng from
both the_ student's and`-;the teacher's_point of view:

'05nquerin&.Word TroblemsAn Mathematics.' Glen Ellyn, IllInois'
Math House, 1979.

Ten cassette/worksheet lessons on practical ways to approach -word=

problems. Topics range from how to rea4 the problem tochecki,ng

the ansr
k

*Frem°nt-, Herbert-
(2nd Edition). Boston. Prindle,iWeber-and Schmidt, 1979.

A methods course textbobk which takes a problem - solving approach
to developing appreciatiOn and,enthusiasm for. matriematics. It

utiliies a wide variety, of applications and puzzles to illustrate'
why mathematics is important.

*Gardner, Martin. The Aha' New York,

Sudden hunches- that lead to short slegant, problem solution.
sometimes called ''aba!" reactions This is a set of six-sets
mathematical problems presented in filmstrip /cassette format.

*Gardner Martin. Aha! Insi:ht. :San Francisco
1978.

Sixty-V.ve puzzles which have crackle solutions, each presented
with the aid of a series of cartoons. .Discussion of each problem
leads: the reader toward a solution and into other related -problems.

Freetan & Co.

*G ldin, Gerald. A. and McClintock C. Edwin (editors). Teak Variables

in Mathematical Problem Solvin Columbus, ERIC/SMEAC, 1979.

A framework-fOr research in problem solving is provided by
categoriling and defihing variables describing problem tasks--
Teaching strategies are alSo describ



*Greenes, Carole; -Gregor-Y-, John; -and Seymour,_ Dale., SUccessful Problem-

Solvin Techniques. Palo 712to , California, Creative Publications ,

1977;

`Describes nine basic technienes for solving problems. The book is

written for both students and-teachers. Limited reproduction
.

permissiongranted.

*Greenes, Carole; Wilicuttl, Rober and Spikell, Mark. Problem SolVingi.

' in the Math Lab:__ How To Do It. Boston., Princne, Weber and

.Schmidt-,

1" A resource book for pre-service or in-service mathemat;ics education.
-courses. The lessons, based.on classroom experiences, Ire intended
to develop problem-solving abilities via laboratory activities.

ield, Larry and Bradbard, David (editors), Mathematical Problem

'Solving: Papers- from, a Research Workshop. Columbus., ERIC/SMEAC,

1978.

Five papers discussing research and instruction problem- solving.

Anderson, genneth d Pingry Robert "Problem Solving

Math tics."" e tearnin . of Mathematics: Its Theo -'

-Practice; edited, by Howard. F. Fehr..

Twenty-first- yearhoOk.of the -National Council
_Mathematics. Washington, DC. 1953.

A useful reference for the teacher that discusses the theories of,

problem solving and -their implications' for ihstructional approaches
in the classroom.

Higgins, Jon L. "A New Look at _Heuristic Teaching
Teacher 64 (Oct. 1971) 487-495.

A reformulation of the concept of heuristic teaching n terms of

problem solving methods and_ instructionalmethads. C eQuences

include a more fleXible approach=to and more student pa ticipation

in the teaching/learning process.

Hughes, Barnabs.s. Thinking Through Problems. Palo Alto.

Creative 'Publications ,. 197

A manual which provides the teacher with a structure within

problem solving comes -alive. Uses topics such as Pascal's

angle, Fibonacci and finite differences to arouse

students' interest in exploring and analyzing patterns. For

gifted students. in grades 10-14;



*Juddd,= Wallace.= Problem Solving Kit for Dse with-a Calculator.
bilicago. Science Research Associates. 1977- ,

This classroom kit includes 12 problem- solving sections, each
which stresses a different iDroblem-solving technique or area.-.-In
addition to the'student workcards and record folders, the kit--Con7
tains spirit masters for evaluating student achievement and a
teacner'aguide.

.

Kilpatrick, Jeremy and Wirszug, -1.zaak (aditorS). Soviet Studies-in,th

PS chola of Dearain and Teadhinl Matheiatics.- Volume-6,
Instrudtion in Problem_ Solvin . Stanford., California. School ---

Mathematics Study Group, 1972. Available from National Council

of Teachers of Mathematics, Reston', 'Virginia.

Kinsella,,J.J Troblem,SplVing.'!. 'In"The Teaching of -SecOndaly, School-

'MatheMatics, edited by RosekoPf- ,ThirtYthild.MrbOok- of the
National Council of Teadhers of Mathematies,- Washington

This discussion provides --teachers-with an-extensive,collection of
,1.-tedhniques for teaching problem solving:

Krulik,- Stepheo.(editor). -dblem-Solvin in School Mathematics, 1980

Yearbook. Rettem, Va. National Council of Teachers o. hematics,

1980.

A collection of essays on learning and teaching hoW o solve

Pro ems.-- Brand-new! :--

Krulik, S phen; Eind'Budnick, Jesse ,A. Problem Solvin Handbook for

Teachers. Rockleigh, N.Y. Longwood Division, Allyn and Bacon, 1980.

A collection of problem solving strategies and teaching suggestions,

phis Strategygames, over 200 unusual .problems, and 25 blackline
masters of selected prohlems ready for duplication:

*Leah, Richard, et al (editors). A= lied Mathematic Problem Solvin

Columbus. ERIC/SMEAC. 1979.

Varied Perspectives on' applied problem solving, including research

findings and models for instruction. Considers motivation, learn-

ing 'disabilities, knformation processing, and theories of problem

-solving..

Meiring, Steven. Problem'Solvin_F:- Basic Mathematics Goal. Columbus,,

1979.Ohio. Department of Education.

.A resource manual for-in-serviee:educatiOn. Includes an-a alysis of

.

probleMsolving strategies, teaching, considerations,- and ways to
make problem solving a part of any.matheMatics curriculum.

. .



Niman JOhn (e0tor )': "Problem Solving." pqial issue of Sahool:
ScienteandrMathematida 78 (March 1978).--- "%,

.1
A dozen

:

article$ on the role of prOblem solving in the mathematics
curriculum `, -from history-and-researeh=findIngsto:practicalass-
room.techniqueS.

Pinker, -Aron. "On the Teaching cilApplications of Mathematias-t6-
Studerrts,JAKOpire:ta.Major in the Biological, BehaViora1- and
social 'S4ebc: ' holal_Science and Mathematics 78. (Dec._ 1978

635-64

Description and examples Of the direct quote'uote Word,problem (D WP )
These 'involve a direct quotation from some publication; identified.
tion of the source; and a mathematical-question to be.ansyered on
the basis of this quotation.'

lya, George. How to Solve it. 'Princeton U. Press,

'1945',...1973

A-classic'handbook of problem-solving.techniques, organized .around_
;f01-11;. ra in themes: understanding the-problem, devising a plan,
carrying Out the Plan.and lobking back;.# Includes a "dictionary
of Heuristic."

*Polya, George. Mathematicalpisqovet62 vol s. Newyork. John Wfley.,.

and Sons. 1962, 1965. .

.

Presents problem salving .from the heuristic point of view. By
. . .

coon , ,..Treselltillgrnodelattern of - -=suggest
tolVing PrObrems,--.it gives the reader_goodexamples for imitation,
along -with man-YoPPortunitieS for practi6e.-': The second part

. .

develops a general theOry of- understandinglearnifig,-,and teadhing.
.., - .,...

problem SolVing ..
_ ,

.

*" oblem Solving.-'t -Special issue of 'The etic. Teachea-

(November,1977).

Aspects. of n&problemsolving'in -net-primary and middle
school classroom Includes psydhological reiearch,'Pedagogicd'
ideas, and diagnosticprescriptive Approach to teaching wbrd.

`problems.-

Scar-Ware, J: M. "Mathematical, Proble-m.Solving. " American _athematiPal

Monthly. 81 (March 273 -

-"A major. portion..- bt.nrobleM solving 'ability can betradedto
thepesence-or absence_Ofihigher order caPabilitieajihich'imake it
possible.toicombine thecobstifuent-parts0f. a. prOblem'sOlution
into a- coherent whole.



--Ie and Shedd,-,-Margaret Kate Differences:. A- Pattern-
,

.

covery Approach toiProblem Solving. .Palo Alto; California-.
:eative Publications, 1973.

A -self-teaching.resource.using a finite differences appro)ch to
solving problems. . The book is appropriate for students 61- teachers

posaessing0 wide range of problem solving skills and mathematics
_

backgrounds. I

"Teaching via Problem Solving.." In .Didacts and MatheMatics. -Palo

Alto ,- California - Creative- Publicationa, 1 7 .

One. of the didactics from the Mathematics .Pesouree Project.
. Discusses how to use heuristiies

=

*Travers, Kenneth J,; Piltaar t, Len; Suydam 4arilyn NJ.;=and-Bunion4
Garth E. ; Mathematics .'= Ne Ydri ,HarPer and How '1977.

A ,chapter is devOted to problem solxving,, discussing the character-
istics' of a mathematreal '-problem 'and =ways of teaching problem
solving.

-Troutman, Andria Price; and Lichtenger, Betty' Plunkett; "Problem
aolVing 'in the General Mathematics Classroom..':- Mathematics
Teacher 67. (Nov. 1974), 590 -597.

Describes seven spedific ahilities related-to solving problems
and suggests appropriate problem-solving activities that help to
develop these.SpecIfio,abilities.

-ckeTgren, Wayne A. HOW SolV6 TrobleMs. San FrinCisCo. reeman
-arid colpany,' 1974.-

Analyses..tha:basic methods of problem solving: and identifies - seven
major met ,hods, :Illustrative .problems and their solutions are
proVided.

at the.PrObIem SolVin Level'

ic ul um Development. As iatea 1974,
Wiriz, R. DrIll and P
1 Waship on, D. C

Provides problem-Solving activities at the::ManipulativevzrePr
atiSnal and abstract lever!.

Yeshurun,-- Shraga : The Lye Method: A or- Teaching. Word- , .-

olaffspa,.; aton,, Va. National c8unei 1, of .Te chers of --

MatheMaiit i979.

DetailS74 ,method for transforming word
The author claims that it works equallywell with all abilil

probliMs into equations.



SOURCES OF -PROBLMS

Ball, W. Rouse, and Coketer,
stlyA,- twelfth edition. Tore'

1974.

hematical
niversit4 0 -Toronto Press,

e--latest in a long line off

f'oblems whose chief appeal

lions of this classic compendium
as games or puzzles,. rather than

ffractical applieetiona While no calcu4us or analytic' geometry

required, the solutions can be'very challenging.

-*Bell, Max S. mathematical Unes ur --Everyday World.

Studies in Mathematics, Volum0' nc; SMSG,. 1972..

ce book of mathematical problems taken from the real world-

P ae izes mathematical models, numerical information, measure-.

men't-;1-7and-..formulas . ;Mini problems are open-ended, and fel.r- answers

ere- included:.

Bell,' Max S. editor). Some Uses of Ma.themdti

Llethema les, Volume -XVI. . SKRG;

A collection of 24 articles reprinted-'.fro
Teacher, The American Mathe Monthi

All deal' with applications o

C,S Studies in

The 'Mathematics

al and other Soukces

hematics n the real-world.

.*Cha.rosh',. Mannis (editor).,

'National Council of Teachers 0

ATI:e.miotated-collection of 1i

Student Journal. Provides a varie

round-in textbooks.

A- the Challen eS. -NzReston, Va.

athematics,- 1965. _

problems from the Mathematics
of challenges not usually

Dudeny, Henry B. Amusements in Mathematics.

Publications, 195

New 'York Dover

4 collection of Problems and-purtles baseeckn algebVa,-. arithmetic

geometry, logic,, eombinatorica, and probauility.- Includes =many

"himsical problems."

deney, Henry 7 536.'Puz

ons; In-

Ctrious 'Problems. New

1

536 -bUssies:.:and problems arranged by arithmetic,'`:algebra geometry,.

cotbinatorics, and topolou en-d, further- claVaf..tr by _prob,lem'tYpes.

Settings are, highly motivationaP;' and most proble are -within. the
. .

ability Or -secondary students.'

Engel, Arthur. -Ji_peozetrical- Activities for the Upper Elementary

Educational Studies in. Mathematics. 3(1971), 353-394.

selection ,prOblem solyipg activities for grades 5-7
less Tarris -i =ar tOpics' Eetry,



7

'Arthur. "Teaching Probability: in Intermediate Grades. nter-
-nAl ef- Mathematics Education-in Sdience and Technolo

20-97 4 294
, .

Concerned with developing the intaitiye ckg
.,-

.

Many examples' of problems.
tend Of probability;

F ohlichstein, Jack. hematical Fun -G-- s_-ic.and 'Puzzles. New York`.

Dover Publications. :1962,.1967. --- -; 1

.- __-.,-, ---ActivitiespUzW g-.,. r s, :and: rbblems -are organized according
to content'heledinga:-that.matchffiost junior high and general mathe-

, = i.--,

matics texts perthittin:- e-uSer quick access to problem solving:-
=;. _.
4*terials that reinforce articular topics under stu
.'.,-.-

.

-A
Mathematical Magic how,Gardner' Partin._

197T. .

-Ork..Alfred.A.

.

The Iatett,in,a long line of books based on theauthor's:mathemat-
deal gameacoluilm in Scientific American. Contains puzzles,-__

games, tficks,.and.other mathematica-divvrsiOnsThe author has
an-uncannyability to popularize-recent:and:S(5 h UtIcated mathe
m asatical dispDverips, as well ailluminatin d.-old.

reitzer, Samuel L, (editor). International Mathematical 'Olympiads-,-!
195971977:' New Mathematical Library, Volume. 27.- Washin:
Mathematfbal Assobiation of America, '1979.

Problems and theirOMIUtion ,.rom.the firfirst nifieteen yea thi.
- .

-,internationaI-coMpatition.

Till Thbnas-(editor). Mathematical Challenges IL-- Plus Six. ...-Rteso
Va. National oUncil of Teachert of Mathematics. 19714 -.

Andther 100 problems the he Mathetatica.Student -journal, plus

six .erhertaining articles`,- three by'high.schoot students
_

'aty, Julius H. editor
27th Yearbpok,,Iieston
Mathematics. 1963.

-anrichment Mathematics for thWo_xodes.
a Vational'Council.of Teachers_ of

Two dozeA enrichment tobida with academically talented
students in elementary and junior high schopla.:Tigh school

,,,,studentS.,can also profit -`from some of them.' 'Many challenging

pr6blem imeach,chapter.

lavaty'r (editor)' Ent' hm nt Mathematics for the Nigh

'School; :28th Yea book.- _es to National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics.. 1963,

. . .

-
-Twentyseven enrichment topics academically talented students-.-
in- grades10,14.- Eachnhap'ter provides a wealth:of.ehallenging
problets.'



*Honsberger, Ross. Ingenuity in Mathematics. New Mathematical Library,
Volume 23. Washington.. Mathematical Association of Amerida. 1970.

Nineteen essays on enrichment topics in number theory, geometry,
combinatorics, logic, and probability. Standard high school
algebra and geometry courses furnish a sufficient basis for under-
standing each essay.

Hurley, James F. Litton's Problem
Nostrand Reinhold. Co. 1971.

Lical Recrea ions. New York. Van

Nearly 6Q0 problems that first appeared in "Problematical
Recreations," a series of mathematical, puzzlers in trade publica-
tions', sponsored by Litton Ithiustries. Includes logic, probability,
algebra, geOmetry, DiophanCine equations, number theory and calculus.

Jacobs, Harold R. Mathematics: A Human Endeavor. San Francisco, W. H.

Freeman & Company. 1970.

This is a general mathematics book that contains many good
problematic activities.

*Kastner, Bernice. Applications of Secondar School Mathemati
Reston, Va. National Council of Teachers. 1978.

A dozen applications suitable for secondary school mathematics
classes. Mathematical topics range from arithmetic to calculus,
as they are used in physics, chemistry, biology, economics, and
music.

*Kennedy, Joe and Thomas, Diane. A Tan-le of Mathematical yarns; 1979.

Kennedy - Thomas, P.O. Box 132, Oxford, Ohio 45056.

Fifty exciting,,imaginative, humorous story problems designed to
encourage students to read- Math level is so low that middle
sch001 and high school students shouldn't be intimidated. Good
for extra credit, class activity, small group work or whatever.

Kordemsky, Boris A. The Moscow Puzzles. New York, Charles Scribner
Sons. 1972.

359 mathematical recreat,_ions rangi ulLui whimoicul

puzzles to delightfully different. problems. Most of these
matical challenges are presented An intrigulug stury

Kruithik, Maurice.
Publications, 195.

25p problems ranging aneicut _man 1)ukti',(,;b rit*i

up to the present century.' All car done purely for amusemeni.,
but a good deal of matheraLics can be Learned from their solution.
25 positional and permutational games are also discussed.

cal SecreaLl New York. LA,veL

0 8
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Loyd, Sam. Mathematical Puzzles of Sam Loyd. New York, Dover

Publications, 1959.

A collection of 117 "whimsical problems," first posed by America's

greatest puzzlist near the turn of the century. Solutions involve

arithmetic, algebra, probability, game theory, geometry, topology

combinatorics and operations research.

A hematics resource Project. Mathematics in Science and Society.

Palo, Alto, California, Creative Publications, 1977,

Teacher commentary and classroom materials for-teaching the applica-

tion of mathematics to astronomy, biology, environment, music,

physics and sports. Student activity pages are ready for duplica-

ting. Can supplement any textbook. Emphasis on junior high math

topics.

Mott - Smith, Geoffrey. Mathematical Puzzle Enthusi

New York. Dover Publicati 19116, 1954

A collection of puzzles and problems ranging from easy to moderately

difficult. Most of these problems can be solved with arithmetic,

simple algebra, or elementary geometry.

Polya, George. Mathematical Methods in Science, New Mathematical

Library, Vol. 0o, Washington. Mathematical Association of

America, 1963.

Lectures on simple physical problems, elementary calculus

relation between science and mathematics. Written from an

historical perspective.

*Problem Solving. Philadelphia, The Franklin Press.

A monthly newsletter devoted to problem-solving research an_

instruction. Nut all mathematics; mostly college-level proui

ttapgp Elvira (translator), liunaian Problem hoof', i, 11 Nuw

Mathematical Library, 11, 12. Washington, Mathematical

Association >f America, l')63,

Problems an.' sal the H tvC, he

hunger y From 1d9is-1928. The,e contcsts famous for ihq

simplicity oi concepts ,mployei, the mathematical ,repel, reacheiu

and the diversity of elementary mathematical fields tou..hed..,te

ricua i

1965.

m puLLies includinc seven-, 1-",to,h , and

Thc organizaLion aud historical references maRe

an errtert.alr,ing is well chr llenging book.
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Salkind Charles T. (etlitor ). The Contest Problem Book, I, II, III.
New Mathematical Library, Volumes 5, 17, 2. Washington;

Mathematical Assoc'ation of America, 1961, 1966, 1973.

Problems and solutj;On _the annual.high school contests or

the MAA sine 1950.

Schuh, Fred. Master Book of Mathematical Recreations. New York.

Dover Publibat'ions; 1968.

Presents the mathematics behPhd various puzzieS, games, card,triCks

and other amusing problems'. Emphasis on problem -solving strategies,

with step-by-step analyd'is and alternate solutions given;

Sentiowitz, Mich:el and Thelen, James. M. Baseball: A Game

Numbers. M nlo Park, California. Addison Wesley, 1977.

A collection of "aigclprithmic exercises with a p

actual major league statistics. Readers will learn

baseball as hey get :valuable pratice in using ratio,

averages, and graphs.

*Sharron, Sidney (editor). A Lica

percent,

1919

Yearbook. Reston, Va. National Council of Teachers of

Mathematics, 1979.

.collection of mathematical models and applications in the areas
of art, biology, ecology, everyday life, finance, music and

zoology. A comprehensive, annotated bibliography included.

Smith, Seaton E., Jr,, and Backman, Cari A. (editors),' G sties arid.

Puzzles forlementar and Midile School Mathematics. Restore,

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 1975.

A collection f readings Fro' The .krithlletic Teacher bin,:c 1954_

Includes diffe nt topics in mathematics.

*Sobel, Max A., and Maletsky, E. M, Teachi

or Aids Activities'and L1.z1L.2. Englewood Cl

Prentice-Hall, 1975.

A soo,rce for; probleneu and soldtiohs prat! Cue:,,

teacher but has suurecs *LudentL,-

Zalman. Alt,,sbra Thruu6l, li,;01Q11, V.

Council 0C Teachers o1 Mathematics, 1979.

A product, the

Project, chi:5 s

the mathematics.

Vilenkih,
New

6t, Yt7ac Algebra via Appl

e t uses real-world problems to motiva

Includes some probability and statistics.

A 6oul.cehook

N.J.

TranluLc_1 by A. jheolt.

A, +u I i !J71

An introduction to ,20mblnatorics
with solutions.
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Wylie,,,C.F.iJr. 101 Vuzzles in Thou ht New York.f Ikover
Publications, 1957.

A collection of who7dunits,who-held-what position, and c'ryptarithms,
that require logic and dedUctiop to unravel. The introduction prp-,
vides an interesting 'discussion of methods to approach such problems.

Yaglom, A.M, and Yaglom, I. M. Challenging Mathematical Problems with__
,Vementary Solutions. 2 volumes. Trabslated by J. McCawley, Jr.
San FrancisCo. Holden-Day, Inc., 1964.

Well-known Russian problem book designed fcr mathematics students
in upper high school grades and early years of college. Problems

'Prom the School Mathematics Circle at Moscow State University and
from the Moscow Mathematical Olympiads.

C. RECENT ARRIVALS AND NEW DISCOVERIES

Big s Edith E. and MacLean, James R. Freedom to Learn! An Active

Learniri_ A. roach to Mathemati ( Don Mills, Ont., Addison-

Wesley (Canada) Ltd., 1969.

An excellent source of problem-solving activitiesfor children
in middle and junior high schools. Includes many helpful
suggestions for the teacher who wants to adopt an activities-
eased approach to teaching mathematics.

rlar

na, Marilyn and Weston, Martha. The Book of 1'hiLLk. butou.
Little brown and Company 19y6.

s4btitied "How to solve a problem twice your 'size," the book
emphasizes probieM solving strategies,. Npt all eaumpie,are.

mathematical.

L:har ,_ 1 "t"._hlem Suiviiip; Me

M-- thematically oifted Students." sch.

127-130.

NccJn ui
Math. LLt 1900),

uLallent L7,-1 (Adnu., to suiv,_, 1.a-ouinks 111

muticzi peri-dials has pruv,d to Lie -succes6rni in meeting aome uf

these Ltudents necA6. even spucific benefits diSjusSed-

, ,u1,JLC=. IllkiliCii, - =,,- 0,A\c11,4a, bait, o,nui.,,,4, 1.11..1,;

arid Spurwlm Telini(:a, ,_,1- Problem Solviwi Palo iAlto,_-1.1.

l.:ulirornia. 1 _ 6,ymour Publications, 1980.

A cowpreht.7..nivc! pLogi'Wn

skills arid atrat,e0es in
decks, develupment workb0,
kits. Designed Lo complem

duva40pWWIL s,1

ales K-12. laoludes pruLlem card
duplicating masters, and activity

L. existing. pathematics prowams.
decks are rgani.z.ed ti.cording Lu grade level.

_ek, Anita. M4them4L1,,:a. hc-' Al

Publications, 1969

Tr._y MIJui-QL

MtLterialt; rr- h1pt,11 school students on critical Lhinkinm;
in Mathematis'and-other form'; oT persuasive argument.

C 11
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*Joint Committee of the Mathematical AssociatiOn of America and the
National Council of Teachers or Mathematics. A Sourcebook of
Applications of_School Mathematics. Reston, Va. National Council
of Teachers of Mathematics, 1980.

A collection of nearly 500 problems with solutions requiring the
application of arithmetic, algebra, geometry, trigonometry, or
probability in real-world situations. The annotated bibliography
and comprehensive index make it easy. to supplement the textbook
with genuine, real-World applications. This bbOk belongs in
every school library and on every mathematicLs teacher's pro-
fessional bookshelf!

*Kespohl, Ruth, C. Golatt,ry'rot-iemstyI-Stude

National Council of Teachers of Mathem 1979.

en. Reston,

Three dozen problems, cleverly written a d Solved by to%-
geometry students.

grade

erald and Bussmann, Hans. A phase-ability model rridthematio s
problem solving." J.R.M.E 1111980), 119-189.

Presents a model involvinkr. eight problem-solving phases nd the
abilities required of students at each phase. The model ha yet
to-be verified empirically.

*-
Polya, George and Kilpatrick, Jeremy. The Mathematics Problem

Book. New fork, Teachers College press, 4.

The complete set, _ problems from the Stanford University
Competitive examinations in Mathematik]s, held nnuLl.11y from PAO
to 1975. Hints and solutions ore given.

_in stein, Moshe F. ;and, Preiff
dolvia,. Englewood Cliffs,

H. l'oncepts in Problem
Itice -Hail 1960:

Pro se ework of concepts basic Ltd g in protium
solving. Main topics include thought oesses, languae,e,,
modeLs, decision uont=li,t,

Josepn J. "M: 1,_:ulators d pl.obt-om " h L), 1.

Math- 80 (march 1980) 211-,211.

cxp1ultinc the ubLai'cli ..omniation 01 , ,",

problem ,,,!ving oxper and the hall dteld oaiculat.

C 3 LCOtdtli
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POSING AND REPOSING PROBLF

1. Introduction

For me, and l suspect the same 'is true for many other people, the

real joy in studying mathematics is the feeling of ethilaration one

gets sfter solving a problem -- the tougher the problem, the greater

the satisfaction. But that factor(s) initially motivate someone to

to solve a problem? Possible answers to this question can range

from the fear of the consequences if the solution to the problem is

not handed in tomorrow to a personal curiosity, but a prime consideration

has to be the, manner in which the problem is posed, Examine the

following problems:

Problem 1 Let d(n) denote the number of positive divisors

of the integer Prove that d(n) is odd A only If

is a square.

Problem 2 Which positive integers have an Odd number of

factors?

Pr(?blem I Imagine

your miswer.)

all U1.,. e11 n tilclt. 0%A1,

poise the f wan gou along aud openLJ evtly Lne

z3e.e.ilnd Hiatt goe,3 beginning

with 4J 1k1 t,hird 01,,L,Ls and g _, OLc

,r every thlra Locker b,Ainning WI Lb #k opt=A17 h,.

iLi tlt1 vi,e-vev6e,.1). if Olin pus,,Ck41,- 1 c,,,I1L1iik

J. It wen havc, i.11 the locke Whit.-14

are then Tell':**

*

This paper is adapted from ww,A, L1

on Problem Solving, NCTM, 1980.

For middle school, choose a specific value for n, say u =inch or n =100).
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ir These three problems are in fact, different formulations

of the same problem*. The first version posed is typical of a dry.

mathematical style. Less ponderous, the second is given as a question

to answer rather than as a statement to prove. The third conveys

this mathematical question in, a very picturesque manner. 1 old argue
, -

that the phrasing of the third-version (and, to a lesser extent, the

second). woul_- rovide (significant) source of motivation for the

potential solver to tackle the problem. This paper, then, will

consist of several suggestions on ways to pose of "re ose" a problem

to maximize this ,source of motivation.

at is a oblem?

efore offering any suggestions on the posing t_ t a problem, let

us first clarify what we mean by a (Mathematical) problem. The word

problem is derl from the Greek problema which literally translated

means "something thrown forward." More mundane is Webster's defini-

tion: 'a question raised for inquiry, considera

a source of perplexity." A problem, then, is

solution_

16 question

situation. It is not sim ly a question - it must be perp1exi.11g, For

example the question "what is the area of A rectangle of length b cm

and width -3 cm?" is not a problem, but an probablyyfor anyoneexercise

reading this paper. Au exercise is given (usuaJly) IA) provide practice

in using algorithms. To solve a problem requires insight.

A question or situation coin be judged perplexing/ and hence be

"-(-To see the equivate>1ce of Problems and 3, examine a particular

1)cker, #12 for example. Locker#12 is touched by men #1,2,3,4,6,12,

i.e. the factors of 12. Since a Locker is alternately opened and clot,

Lpckers whose numbers possess an Odd number of factors will be open

in the end.



a problem, only in relation to a person and a time. The determination

of the area of a rectangle given its length and width could be a

problem for a young Child.

Finally any problem must be accepted by the student as a problem --

he °vale must be interested in the solution.

To summarize, the three basic characteristics of a problem are:

(1) It is a Perplexing question or situation.

(2). It is accepted by the student.

(3) At the time it is posed, there is some challenge tc the

student so the solution is not immediate.

3. dome S Problems

Before we offer a number of suggestions concerning effective

ways to pose various types of problems, we give one suggestion con-.

cerning exercises. The ability to discern a pattern from a series

of examples is an essential quality of a good problem solver, so

Pose a sequence of algorithmic exercises which are examPles of

a general pattern,

ple 1 Choose two whoie numbex b, Find th

non-negative difference. Add these results. Ashy

observations?

Example 2 Compute

) 1 1
1.2 4- 2.3 99.100

Example Compute 2 (b) J2

Do you see a pattern?

t

2.3

rallze.

0.03



Example 1i Find the areas of the foll figures :

4

Do ,these figures have anything in common? Any observations?

Completingmagic squares an magic triangles is

example illustrating this suggestion.

other

D.04

Now the reversal of an exercise is often a problem. Asking questions

- bards" creates problems which reinforce the knowledge of basic algorithms.

Pose the reversal of a famili

the "opposite wee.

tion; ask the question

classical examples of standard questions Sn algebra

reversals are also standard include:

(a) Multiply polynomials Factor polynomials

(b) Given a polynomial, find its roots Given a sei or oto,

find a polynomial -with those roots.

Note that the reversal of a problem often Las

solutibn. .Some less familiar examples of reversal problems are

Example Find three arithmetical problems whoSe solution

is 13. (You can put as many boundary conditions as you care

on such a problem; e.g., you must to at least 5 numbero

and at least one + and sign).



Exarvae6 Find: three solids whLse surface area is 60.

Example 7. Write -a) 45 10)525 as the sum of consecutive

integers in as many ways as possible. (You should clar_

Whether negative Integers a e allowed.)

Example tarithms A cryptarithm is an excellent

vehicle for testing understanding of numerical algorithms.

Three of favorites are:

Another way to

a oblam is:

DONALD
+GERALD
ROBERT

FOCUS
+POQUS
PRESTO

D Other letters stand
.for a unique digit.

ABC
XBAC
-x-xxc

,xxA

***B
xx-xxx-x

a question concerning a basic concept into

Pose a "Give an Example of problem.

Example 9 Give, if possible, an example of

(a) a proper fraction greater than 3/4.

(b) a polynomial of degree 5 with four terms.

(c) a trianglellbne Of whose altitudes coincides

with one of its Medians.

(a) the equation of a circle which is taci exit to

both coordinatte

a rectangle Whose area Is nuwerleally equal

to i Ls primetqx.

oUlemAiS often effective becansQ its non='this type

specific unswers.

understanding."

It is so

Pose a problem Atli readisLie

a rem or "mem,rization

D.05
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ElAmpl9 10 A roll of wallpaper ,s20 1/2 inches wide and

42 feet long. How many'rals-of wallpaper would you need to

paper a room which is 9'6" wide, 12'3" long and 8'6" high;

has woodwork which is 4" high; has a door which is 7'1"

high and 314"'llide; and has two windows which are 5'2" high

d ' wide? (Note: x'y" means x feet and .y inches)

An ex e requiring algebra is:

;,Example 11- seawater ig 'about 3.5% solids with nearly

300 pounds of dissolved material per thousand gallons. This

is about 33,000 parts per million, by weight (written ppm).

Such water is highly toxic to drink because it contains

barium and boron in addition to more common substances such as

calcium,. potassium, sodium, magnetium, and so on. Seawater

reduced to 5000 ppm of salts is still unhealthy. While people

can learn to tolerate up to 3000 ppm of salts, these solids

should not exceed 500 to 1000 ppm for good drinking water.

Water for irrigation itlimited to 1500 ppm of dissolved

solids. How many gallons of seawater (33,000 ppm) should

be mixed with drinking water (500 ppm) to obtain 10.-JO

gallons of irrigation water (1500 ppm)?

Pose a problem in which the unknown quantity should reasonably

be expected to be unknown in reality.

Example 12 You are in-charge of buying food for the class

picnic at which yolfare having ham sandwiches. Each

sandwich will have 3 ounce., of ham and you expect to weed

250 sandwiches. Boneless ham costa $1.89 per pound and

semi-boneless (which is 20% "waSte") costs $1.53 per pOUlla,

Which type of ham should you buy? how much of it?

Another example requiring algebra is

"Direct Quote Word E'roblerhs ", A. PinKeL, oa

Mathematics, 1979 NC AEI Yearbook, p.



A 6-lane track P8 r running foot' races is in the

shape of a recta whose length is 1.5 times

sits width with a semi-circle on each end. Each

land is to'be 1 meter wide. What is the length

and width of a rectangle if the inside track is to be 1500

meters long? For a 1500 meter race, the inside runner would

start at the finish line. Where should the runners in the

other 5 lanes start?

se, a problem in which the unknown van ity is' one someone

might plausibly have a reason to seek.

Exam le 14 If an. 8-inch pizza serves two, how many should

two 12-inch pizzas serve?

And one needing algebra:

Example 15 Suppose you wish to buy a new car and you feel

you can afford at most $100 per month. If used car loans

are-made for a maximum of 36 months at 15% interest, what

price car should you consider?

pose a,problem containing insufficient Or extraneous data.

The ability to scern the data necessary to solve a problem is
.

certainly crucial in "real world" problem solving. Consequently posing

problems demanding a critical .nalysis of the data is tc be commended.

Example lb TWo sides of a triangle haves lel

am. Find the ieriine te_c and area ol the Lri igl e.

4 cm mud

the data are clearly lhsnificlent, Lo de t. `mni iii e )A.0..oke

uimition ore should seek a 4ulution ut' Lt.e .Cora; _uy Deal

P, 1;k sati

no solutio Problems possessing Wai:d th,n1 one sointion a.e per-

fec ly reasonable problems.

ng P < 2U 0 A " rathclr than ac,:epting

The remainin suggestions app ly ily t() all open Odd4"11 pro

is, a problem which requi-e8 the. sulvel L., search fore putA

*
00urceb04 of Applications, MC' M MA

D.07.
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to select a method, Or to discover a relationship which is not obvious

from the statement of the prOblem. In most of the previous examples,

the phrasing of the problem suggested an algorithm to apply, an

equation to solve, etc. No such hints occur in the statement of an

open search ,'Rroblem.. Problem 3 in the introduction is an example of

such a problem.

E pee4.ally for open search problems, but for others as well, the

basic tenet concerning their posing is:

Fundamental Axiom of Problem Posing

Pose the problem in a manner which requires the solver first to

guess the solution.

I
Though this axiom cannot always be followed, all too 'often a goad

problem-is spoiled by including the answer in the statenont of the

problem. The example in the first section furnishes a nice illustration;

others are:

Example

Form A For any positive a square can

be partitioned into n. SqUereS.

Form B For which positive integers n can you partition

.61 square into n smaller squares?

Example Id

Form A Prove t hat (n-1)1 z u mod 4

is a cOmposite 4 .

Form B poSitivQ IL

the proiue -1 . j -1 (

ow if

Ll 16 ti LA

16 1100 11

fa.: LW' of Li- 3 -2.1 but o ith fueLor of ' ,2* A,2o.)

tc,...rm A is Lypical _ COlIcgc 111 I71 UbuQry Forth

b Luis problem could be posed, imm,Alately following thu introduction

of the concepts "factor" and "prime" (in fact, it is almost an al-

t.ernate characterization of "prime") in middle school. Form b also

illustrates the' fact that brevity is not aecessarily a eirtuv In posing

a problem; including illustrative examples, for instance, simply enlarges

th set of potential solvers.

As a. rough rule of thumb, any prOblem whose statement-=Includes



the words "prove that.", "show that", etc.,-will not err-courage guessing

d often can-be rephrased to do so. The use of phrase "find nil"
,

still another way to pose an nn ope search problem which 'requires

essing' and/or' aearching for.Qatterns.

Exam le 19 Find all primes p for

Even standard theorems can be posed as questions..,

ExaMple 20 For which positive integers

have a finite decimal expand on?

And a geometric example:

1 Example _ In which quadrllaterals to t:

each other?

is a square.

ich the integer 5p 4- 1

0.09 ,

does the fraction

onals bisect.

Such a problem- could profitably be used to begin a unit on

decimals ea. -dn quadrilaterals.

go- Pose a'problem having only one solut

H

a prubleni havlu6 no

open q-

What values are possible fOr the

are of q Aiilateral Eab if Abeft

and EFGH are squares` of side 12 and

E is the center of square AdCD?

Ex.-k,44P;e i Whi 1 c. Leers 1 11 the,' se L

be Written us Lhe bum uf two ,r=ites';

till U00

I.; ?Ai

le6ura textb pi...,LILli,o 06 ,,,L11-1,1",

remelts elLd to hake Lilt; 1,voLlem as 1-eali6Lle

rocJILle, Au,,LheA ulLernaCivo i Lu l,. c Lne proLict lu tk t(dLttli,

eat

sok- eose

firs

pruL1,1,w,

mini of Lhe eoLential 6 V,-- T6.; Lie

_hull i6 one exaujile, luau 1. you

down a row of iu, lockers, e

Anotherexample is



EXAmple Two rideys on bicycles 200 miles aparti begin
trav=eling toward each other at the same time. The first
cyclist tfavels at 10 mph and tb second 15 mph:. A fly
begins g between the bicyCle at the same, time, =tii

from the front wheel of the slower biCycle. If the fly
travels .at 20 mph flying back and forth between the bi-
cYcles; being able to reverse directions without losing any
tine, how far will the fly travel before the bicycles me

A whimsical problem can appeal- to a student because he does not
gard it -as phony and it may-pique his -inteUectual cUriosity.

Reposing Problems

In this section we apply some of the suggestions of this pape
to the "reposing" of problems.

Our fundamental axiom.: deserves reemphasizir.

e the problem as a question if at ail possible.

pie
Form A If any _item is on sale for 2 off, myst sales
people will first deduct 20% of the price and then add. the
applicable sales tax (say- 4)- Show that if the salesperson
first added the 10 sales tax and then deducted. 20% /of the

total, the price to the .consumer would be the same;
Form. B (Same assumptions as Form A about the
Which Method would you prefer if you were the
b) merchant, tax collector? Wlay'?

11.Given any skill or concept, it is usilally possible to pose a set
of non-routine problems of varyinA type and difficulty involving that
skill or concept..

An algebraic example
Example 26 The straight line.
Typical problems involve finding the equation of a line
given two points on the line, graphing a line given its
equation, determining the equation of a line given its
graph, etc. Several non-routine problems are:



-,Froblem A Give the equations'-of three lines containing the
point 1-2

Camnen non- specific.. answers -required.-ShoUld help
-those students who are merely memorizing the various

.)formulae. Students' who .choose x 1 ; y y = aac might

he regarded as -"clever" they are insightfulproblem ;solvers.

Problem B (.Algorithmic) Take a.point P other than (1,1)...on
the parabola y v x2 J0 x <-2 ;

Arid Compute .the slope.-of the

line containing Pyand. 1;1

the same for six. other points

..on the curve. What do :you

-think the slope of the line
2

tangent to y-= x at (1;1) i

oat Algorithmic problems with a purpose.

Problem C Open Search Find all poasible values for, the

slope.-of a line- which contains the origin and intersects the
2 ,2cle -12) ÷ - 5 ) = 25

Problem D Write the equations of several line segments with
-2 < y < 2 which will spell your first name.

'The problem of posing and. reposing algebraic word. problems is ,a:

one. The solution of word = problems requires the translation of
English words into matheinatical terms -- a criticp11y needed skill in

any discipAne which uses mathematics. One difficulty is that the
quantity sought in a word problem requiring the solution of am equa-
tion is often known in "real life"..' When the problem is posed reaais-

. however it an be -Solved -Using only arithmetic.

Example

A. The pigtown Coliseum has 20;000 seats -- 8;000 reserved

iseats and 12;000 general admission seats. Resez-ved seats.

cost 40.00 each while general arktission seats cost $5.00
each.. The newest rock group sensation 'SMOOCH' is giving a

concert there f 130;000 was collected from the sale of

18,500 tickets; m reserved seats were sold.?



Count Surely the hoW.

_any he would want mute the mount. off__
money received.. an arithteticiproblem.

A oinewhat more realistic version of this problem mi

B. The .Bi own concert there. The -promoter estimates
his _expenses. for uthers, programs, janitorial aervice,- etc.
at $10,000. If SMOOCH demands 4C4 of the price of each ticket
sold plus $h0,000, how many reserVe0. seats-munt.he sell to break
even? to make a profit of $50 000.

. _

P.S. Attempts at humor (however .feeble ) iin the statement
matheinatical problems are usually worthwhile.

to incorporate interesting open search problems into-your
ass, you may consult one of the many. problet books currently av

.

We close this section with three example of such-problems with suggestions

emblem l Prove that a positive integer greater than 9, all
of whOse digits ate identical, cannot be a perfect square.

identical dig -bWhich squares ha;

Problem 1B (Best) What is the maximum number of identical
non-zero digits in which a squaxe can end? .

COmment: Formulations lA and IB repose the problem as a sues-
tion-to encourage guessing. Version IB has a positive answer
(rather.thap-"none'

Example 29

Problem 2 Show that 1 ÷ is never an integer.
IThe series E ,1 to diverge and consequently

k.--1 '

the sum
k..w.1 1 5

large. If we examine few of its partial sums, we notice that
U. 31

2;°83,
1

4,1 3.02 and E 4.0272. Can l' 1k

an, become. arbitrarily

ever be an integer?



nt: Giving some numerical examples often helps clarify
the problem and makes it More tantalizing to the 'solver.
calculator can be used to compute these and other e.ples

g o etry example -;

Example

been

x.13

For a:pointr,P inside \ equilateral,
triangle. ABC,- the sum of the pe
pendi.culars b, c from P to,
the aides equals the a3_titilP of
`ABC. (Vivianit

Problem 3A A man bought an -estate enclosed by .three stra
roads each 1-mile long.- He wished to build his house
on the estate so that if he should. have straight driveway
made.,,from the front to each of the three roads; he mi it be
Put to the least--5Xpense. Where should he iocite the
house? Dudeney, Curious 'Problems and Puzzle's, ._# 2814

. Comment: The:problem is posed as a question.- quantifying
the Problem,-experirnenting with several locations to help
guess the daution is encouraged;.

_re

This paper is concerned with the :izap rcvement of the oft- neglected
art tif problem, po The three key words in this sentence are
"neglected", "arti and "improveMent". One has only to examine the
problem-sections of most textbooks to ee the "ne ect". They Often
consist of lists- of algorithmic exer unimaginative word problems,
-"prove that" problems (the Review Problems are usually worse).
We have offered one axiom -and ten suggestions for improirIng the

_rain which.problems are posed TheY are
(1) Pose a sequence .of algorithMie exercises. which, are

of a general pattern.
Pose the reversal of -a: f

--s in the opposite way.
Pose -a -"Give -an -Example of problem.

PoSe a problem with realistic data.

question; ask the question



a problem :the uosa.Crtna qt:
be expected to,be: nntrnoWn in reality.
?dee- a problem rich :the unknown quantity is

t plaUsiblywant to seek,
0 a problem, contains ineufficient or- extraneous date..

Alclom pose the problem. in a manner which requires the..solVer first
guess the soliztion.

Pose a problem

should reasonahly

8 one soltrbion_aS _a a-quest

9 e a problem aving no solutions as a question.
(10) Pose ia.whimsical problem

in

As for "art' topopeaa problem so that the potential solver .]

(1) be motivated to solve 'the problem,
(2) understand and retain the concept involved In the solution .

of th.e _problem,.

iewn something about the art of solving problems
Lres the creativity of an artist. . The suggestions

d this artiele hopefttlly "improve" the state of
the

The of mathematics is sol problets.- incumbent;
therefore, upon a rs of mathematics a all levels to teach the
art of problem solving. The first step this process-is to pose

problem Properly.

.-,Separed by Thomas .atts,. 1 0



REAL-WORL$,'PROBLENS.AND ARRLICATIO

Applying_ mathematics-i_ thereal-wOrldsis a form of probleM solVing,_

in which the problems, come from outaide of mathematics itself`. In this

aspect
,
of problem so mathemWcs is- used t -4.4useas a oOl to fca e and
,

analyze a model of some 'f-world Problem: mathematical model is.',

ion, equation, functiOn,some bit of mathematics, such as numerical expres

geometric figure, or algebraic stru ture, which expresses in abstract terms

and
,

_s bola something_abOut-realit
'- .-

Mathematical modeling is a cyclic
_

process which, takes the problem solver from the world of reality to the

world of mathomatics and back again,

7.;

One very illuminating' way describeAhe.mathematical modeling 'pror-

-cess is theTlediveswim-cliireanalogy, attributed _to:Professor J

AcCOrding,to Synge, solving a,real7world.Problem-mathematiCally involves-

-three stages;

A dive -from the world of, reality into the world of mathematics.

This-first.Stage involves tranlating the problem from ordinary

guage into mathematical terminology.and symbolism. At the end-of

the stage there will be -a .lure mathematical problem (the mathematical

model)to .'.be solVed.-

A swim in the World of mathematics-.

- During this stage we find a solution to the mathematical problemthat

was formula*d during the dive. This may consist ,of solving some

equations or inequalities, proving a geometric theorem, evaluating a,

-function, writing and running a computer prOgraii, or some other

mathematical task. We Perform.this task without

about any connection with the real World.

necessarily thinking

A:Climb back into, the world. of: reality,. carrying

tr teeth.

At this point, we translate the mathematical solution back into_ terms

the' real world from' whence.the problem arose" in the first place.

The numbers or geometric figlires must be interpreted so that they

make sense to the person who asked the question.This answer is, in

fact, a Prediction of what will occur in a given real-world setting.



Such a predietion can then be tested to see whether or not it agrees

--with observed .facts.. If it does, then we can say:that we have solved

the problem If not ,then the process -must. be rebeatedwitb another

dive into the world of Mathematica, looking for ,a mathematical model

that will do'a better.jo13.

As an example. of this procest coniider,the-prObie Of ;determining how

high a punted football-rises above the ground. We dive into thel,iorldrOT

=mathematies_hythinking ofthe,football as a projectile and interpreting'
_

path as a parabola, whose y-coordinate is given by ,y = -16t v t, where ,t

is the-time in-seconds, and v
o

is the initial upward velocity in units of

feet per,second. This model has conveniently been provided to us by the

ppySicists, who. stu similar problems,

Our mathematiCs first requires that we re-formulate the mathema
.

ical probleM:to compensate for the fact that we don'tknOw v do-know -,

--*
t, thechang-tirlienof:the p ). At the top of "its path,. the fo4ball has

vertical velocity zero. If we make this our starting point, with y = 0,

we will need to commute y after 2 seconds'(half:of the hang_time)-. We find'

that
y:= -16 ) 4 0(2)

As we climb' back into the real_world, we reinterpret our answer .of ¢1

by rememberingthat our.origia was chosen at ,the top of the.parabolic path.:

If the ground -64 feet fiom that point, it means that the' football must

have actually been kicked to a_height of 64 feet above the ground This

wer can'be-rested by using more sophisticated equipment to measure the

height of a bunt. In all probability we will find, that our answer is too

high, because our model did-not take the air resistance or buoyancy into

account, although football fans are well acquainted with the effect of wind

eam's kiCking peiformance At this point we Might want to diye back

he world of mathematics and developa model that inclndes air resist-

e may stick with what we havet, recognizing its" shortcomings.

A remark about the work pure and applied mathematic'ians is in order

here. The pure mathematician can find satisfaction in swimming- endlessly

in the world of mathematics. A solution that is mathematically correct is



-'his:goal, and further testing,is not treqUired.-: On the other` hand, the

applied mathematician does not have this:luxuy!of accepting any mathem
. ,

cal solUtioni Every,notential,solution must he checked'againat_reaIity.

_The goal of an` applid mathematician is a better Under iding_of reality.,
_

and Many perfectly mathematical solutions must te rejected because they

simply do not make sense in the-physical social world. 'Students should
I,-

.

be ,made-Aware of _ theythis= as_ from routine exercises on
4 -.4

mathematical skills to probleMalich.--ask questtons about the real .world.:
'

Analternative'way f describing the process_ of mathematical modeling

is- the NR/PV anproadh,attriblited to Dr. Ralph Thomas. Mere ire e-donaider four
- , -

steps:

Measure. Obtain datd from the real-world. ThiS data usually Comes

frot observation and measurement althoughsome of it :y be found in

tables or books.-

Relate. Look for mathema idal relationahipsin the data, tryIngta:

the dat together by means of an-equation..function,_ar'gdometric'

figure. We search for patterns that will bring order to what started

out as rawr facts. These relationships constitute the mathematical .

model itself.

Predict Once we have discoVered a pattern to Our-data,- we-can use '-

this pattern i edict an outcome that was not previously recorded.-

Such predictions ofted take the form of interpolation (finding'valueS

in between those already observed) or extrapolation:(finding values

beyond those previously noted

'Verify, e return to the real world with our prediction and attempt to

test it against abserVable facts. As in the diveswit-climb analogy,

:we may need to collect more data .and go "back to the drawing board" to

formulate a mathematical-relation that doe's 4 letterjob.

As an example of:MR/PV at-work, it_has been observed that

-faster When the air -is warmer.- If we want to understand this phenomenon

mathematiCally,, we -may. attempt to obtain an equation giving the rate of

chirping as a function of- teffiperature. Suppose that we obtain the following

data by counting the average number of chirps per-minute ana measuring.the



different evenings

= Temperature (Fahrenheit

Chirpa per minute-

55c); _ 6R0

One ,simple relationship would be. linear. A routine applicationOf-the
,

_o-paint form- of a -linear equation -leads to 6 4(T: 4). This mathemat--;,,-

4'641' Model.noW can be used tOT generate many Predictions about the rale. of
- -

irping at_ other- temperatures. One of thesepredictions-can be verified

_contradicted) by listening to 'the crickets oh an evening when the temr

perature 'is 680. If the average n_ umber of chirps per..m.inute on that eVening

turns out to be 112, we will have more ccinfidence in our model. Aowever . a

rate signifi antly'lower or higher than this would cause us to seek a
,!

different mathematical relationship, whi h could then be:tested on still
,

another evening..

.

Whiie,the. notion'afa MatheMatieal'mOdel is-central to applied mat ___-.

mati we should-.not let the formalities_ of constructing_ such. a model
-, -

...
. . ..

_ .

developmentinterfereclath the development of problem solving skilla. Going through
.

the complete modeling process for every application is just- As pedantic
,..,

as trying to make every,. proof rigorous. We do want our students to be

acquainted with the notion of a mathematical model, but the actual modeling

process can be done less formally.

In addition to being a good source of problems, real-world applications

providk-a number of important fringe benefits.

Motivation. Students are generally more 'willing and eager to learn

those things which they perceive .s useful. Utility is an intrinsic,

form of motivation, as opposed to ext. rnal incentives, such as grad

Enrichment-. A good teacher seldom finds the textbook completely

- .

adequate. to meet the needs of all stildents. The better students need

more challenging problems, while the slower ones need more opportunities

ta practice basic skills. The class can benefit from interesting'
-

examples of mathematics in use Applications can-'help meet all of these

needs.



ariety. A

routines

.lidations can' provide an alternative to the usual cla.ssroo

especially when the students are involved in gathering their

own data such as in -an- outdo easurement proSect or a statistidal

actice. A-oplications can provido a vehicle- whereby, students have an

opportunity to use their Mathematical skills in new interesting

emits. They can see some purpose' to.his type of drill_

--Unificatio n relating mathematics to other subjects in the curricu-
the teaching of applications can be-an aid in --ihisegrating various

disciplines. For example, many applications of, mathematics deal with

steal and biological sciences,. social studies, iridustrial arts, home

economies, art,and music. Some excellent oPportunities arise for
teachers in different .departments to plan togetr so that the science,

social stu tea, or art teacher, wil_ ask students, to use concepts and

skills newly learned in the mathematics claSsroom.

nal literacy. Although by-no Means new, the notion that our

schools must prepare students to fundtion as wise consumers and enlight-

ened citizens in an increasingly technological culture. has received new

impet.-.s during he mast decade:- Yunctional literacy imolies tot only a
4

proficiency in comtutational skills,- but the ability to use those

skills correctly _in a variety of situations that 'may appear in everyday

including real-world applications in the curriculum, we pro-

.vide such contexts and give the students important experience in

putting their.skills to work.

7) Career Education. The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics has

called for cooperative' efforts on the part of guidance counselors and

mathematics teachers in helo4!----: students to make .appropriate educational

vocational, personal and social choices. Today more and more jobs

require mathethatical skills, even as many of our high school students

are graduating with weaker'mathematical foundations. Through applicos.-

ons, we can spotlight some of the mathenrCtics needed in various

careers and emphasize the importance of mathematics as it relates to

the -future vocations of our students.



good= classroom

USefbIness. It should.

that it is.imp9rtant.

leVel appropriate to the students' abilities. The statement.Of the problem

must be simplified-Or-Streamlined tothe extent-that-Students identi
_ . .74 ----,c=

.key facts and relations and not benirrelevant and
. .

redundint -information. 5ome.featUres which, make an _application particula,

application is a compromise between authenticity and

be cloapiltiligh to reality to make students believe

On the other 'hand; the mathematics has to be at a

appropriate for ,classroom use include the following:

The 'application need not be immediatelypracticaitothestudent, but it

should be plausible', if not clear, that somebody has agoOd.reason to
,

answer _seek ananswer to the problem. The students should see the problem as

rel ted to their own experiences or those of somebody known to them.

important to remember that merely phrasing a probleM in terms

al-world objects and activities does not make it a genuineapPlication.

y few of'the ward problems in our textbooks ask, questions that anyone

4 tside of the mathematics classroom would care to answer. For example:

.10-foot board iscut into two pieces, one of wt.ich-is6-inches short

being three times the length of the other Find the'length of each

ece."

problem should'he realistic in terms.of the data. used aswell-as

unknown whose value iS sought. Tf possible; data should-be-taken:

fiord real life, wilich means that prices .interest rates, speeds of:air-

anes,-eto., may have to be updated periodically. The other half o

is criterion rules.out problems-asking for Mary's age, given-infor

n_about John's age and their-ages together;- or problems asking for

dimeh-ions of a room 'given its volute and area of each wall

Calculations should be feasible with a Modest-hand-held calculator-

HToday we can pose problems- withrealiatic data and not burden.the

students with an unreasonable computational load. The other side'of

this coin'isthat we need to 'teach students about precidion-and accuracy

and NW' to interpret.resultsobtained from inexact. data. . Most teachers

are very unsure about thege things, and there is a real need for bet

pre-service and in-service education in this.srea._



The 8OlutiOn .shOuld'not be "'intuitively, obvious". to' -the students-...- 'The.
. '" - ' _

result be convincing, and a surpriaiug. mailbs-

isahother, intrinsic source of motivation, and the students should,

apprediate the heed for doing some mathematics in order. p- obtain the

answer

5 ) Thet.h;lication should illuminate and motivate:, some mathematical ideas.

,In other words, the solution tO -the problem- should pause the student _h'

ask!--fia-ther- cinestions about 'the- mathemat iCs;-itsef' see=.this '1/lathe--

.matic:0 in- a new Historically- matheMatica and science'have

enjo d a symbioticrelationship, Iiith-mathematics providing tool l for

g tough problems and science- .suggesting new avenues of mathematical

invstigation. On a smaller
_

scale, the theory and applications of

should reinforce each other this way in the classroom.

-- The applicition 'should be Ariteresting to the teacher. Enthusiasm (or

the lack Of .it:) iscontagious If we want our students- to 'enjoy solving

problems, then we must paint a picture of problem solving-as a stimu-

Jating:challenge, rather than as drudgery. This is Surely' easier to do

when the -teacher, -finds the applicaton _interesting. Every -teacher
.

should begin' to develop his or her own personal file of interesting,

applications. which can be tapped -for Classroom use the occasion

rants.



Real-World Proble

,gxamine the -Tram t;df a tibycle,. and lobk.for basiO Ke!=mptf,

---.
-_-,

notas triangles. Determine whether or -anyvart of the

parallel lines-.

2. Count'the7teeth oh each gear-wheel of ,a pArticular, bicycle and make s.

.table showing thebe numbers. gedr attached to the reeraxle is pzilled
- - .

a sprOcket, while a gear attached to-tht-pedals.1.9 called a cheinWheel

TheAear advantage is the ratio of wheel revolutions-to pedal-retblution

1

When the bike is in A particular gear.- How cahthe-gearadVantage be

determined from the numbers-of teeth.on.the sprocket and chainwheel?

For -a hike with 27-inch diameter wheels, 42-teeth on the.cheinwheel and--

28 teeth on the sprOcket,how far will it move along-the street for each

complete, revolution of-the pedals? Derive.a general formula relating.

distance traveled to wheel diameter and gear advantage.

e geRE,12 fora nicYcle is defined to

. cd.1 when..- c 1-teeth on chainwheel

= # teeth on sprocket

d diamettr rear wheel -fh

If a bike rider crankS the.pedals at 7 r p.rn and the gear

how: fast is #the bike'traveling4n milesper.hoht?-
/

.A bike riderTg cadence is the number of,revoiutibmt per minute made by-

the.pedals. Derive a formula relating,cadence, gear ratio, and linear

speed of a bicycle.

Gearing of a hicydleis often set :up .so that, for any thrte ConSecative

.

gears, the gear advantage .of .the middle one is approximately-the geometric
.

mean of.the gear'advantages of the other-two. check. this out, for a

partiohlar bicycle. Designa:5-Speea:gearing'.SysteM thatAnakesuse of

this Drinciri1e,' Assume that your-cheinwheelWil. have 48 teeth and the

sprocketS for high and low gear will eve 11t. a_ 28 teeth- respectively.



-Bicycle riders are ected- by aiT ,resistgince known as wind _drag . When

riding in-still air, tha-wind drag-is -equal to the speed of the bicycle

-but acts in
.

the opposite direction. If a wind. is blowing, f it contributes

to the total_ wind drag is then fountLby medn a. of vector adci4ion.

Cyclist riding due -,north-at l8 Wiles -per hour. The wind -is blowing'

from 30- degrees south of east at 5 miles per .hour. -Find- the total' -wind:

zThe distance- needed:- to stop- a icycle is- -a- function -of the Speed- of.the =

,..
-bike and the-pressure applied to the brakes. Perform an experiment -that

..-_

measures stopping di 4tances at different.' speeds. Try-. to `use-the same.

:.brake pressure __each time.

Make a graph of stopping dist nee-versus !peed and another graph of

stopping distance versus the sqtare !of the 'speed. Try to formulate an

equation [i.e a mathematical model] relating these two, variables.

If the bicycle to. bd used in.pro l_ni -8 is not equipped with speedometer,
,-

,.-1`
develop one, or more methods of deterkining its speed.

. .,--.

e erences:

Pamela Ames; "Bring -a bike, to class " Teacher, 25 Nov. 1977

50-53.

.K.. Brumbaugh--and-M.C; Hynes -"Ton speed." '-School Science and-Mathematics,
74 (Dec. '1974),. 723-724..-

J.R. Metz. "Pedaling Mathematics.. " Y`a.th atics Teacher,. 68 ( Oct . 197.51.,
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Real World Prpble Solvin e.surement

Home Sweet Ho

1. A pair of drapes to cover a double window will of material,

2; widths sewn together for each drape. The length ( .rapes mu

be hi inches, with 3 additional inches at the bottom for a hem and six

additional inches at the top for pleats. How much witl the material -cost,

at 33.50 per yard?

One gallon of paint is supposed tto cover 400 square reet. A bedroom is

10 feet by 12 feet with a ceiling height or 7 feet, 9 inches. The hall

d -- measures 30 inches by 79 inches, and the closet door measures 48

int hes by 80 inches. There iS,une double window. measuring 36 inches by

Inches. The waits and ceiling are to he given a single coat of paint,

all 'one color. How many gallons or paint will be required? This paint

sells fat' $14,50 per gallon and $L,50 per,qnart. Flow much will the paint

for this room cost?

If the ho decides to paper he walls of the room described in

problem 2, .how many single rolls of wallpaper will be needed, if each

single r-oll is supposed to cover 35 square feet:' , !lect

cutting and fitting, do not subtract the area of the

but Jo subtract the area or the 4 I,.

e need for

this time,

A dt ing um tat- 1r0u11:11- will o ',)4-inch d Vow. leaves,

each 12 inch w ,,an be added to eixtemi the table Twu tatileoluth are

be rrilr ne rut- the circular' table and the other t'or the table fully

e table

Mat

tiow many yam 1., maLcalal mnol. Lc parChaDc,dY

A minim h ,(verhang 8 de iced,

)15 ihcheu wide, U1.11 each hem ate L,epAm will tequil

)6tem=3

5. The iot is 1'11) tc__eF, A cu,crzi Ih(t) uuuate feet and the

dri y another 050 square The rest. it the lot (with the exception

.;rwLI 1, , put In v,-,L'nt_, r r rites t=eed o sts $1

for tr 3pound hox, and the re 0-1

square feet. 0.4 much

ilLe In lr pound per thoutJulki
'e2

t, weed the yit-,0 Fe iliv.ec Lost:
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$8.69 for a bag that feeds 5000 square feet. How much ill enough

fertilizer for one feeding of this yard cost?

Sod costs .1.50 per (-4Liare yard. How much would it cost to cover the

yard with sod,? (Nate; This problem can be made cmor e r- listie by

providing a plot plan from a magazine and having students tr ke their

data from this plan.)

A patio is to be poured in the shape of a quarter circle, with a radius

of 21 feet. The concrete will be 4 inches deep. If concrete costs $36.140

per cubic yard, how much will the total concrete bill be?

7 The driveway measures 16 feet by 59 feet. ,What is the weight of snow that

Dr snow varies withmust be removed after a 5inch snowfall? (The wei

its moisture co- this problem assume that it weighs 3.5 pounds

per cubic root.)

1

The region sho n at the, right

is to be piantA with shrubs. Tie

nursery recommends that these be

plated h apuct. (centsr t
center -). Pow many shrubs will be

deep,

pla ihrub:th.

how 111411y l t1 will t,t

each ,i,lr_1l I I ,Li 1 1

A cectuin

1 ,111,_;

/L

F 1 I r 1 I, .hr

I

= )
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10. A 14-inch by 16-inch by 38-inch rectangular bale or hay weighs 60 pounds.

.How much does this hay weigh per cubic f:)ot?

11. Some farmers bale hay in round bales 5 Feet iti diameter and 5 feet long.

How many rectangular bales of the size problem 11 doe13 i, take to equal

one of these round bales?

12. A combine has a 16-foot cutrer bar. (i.e. it cuts a swath 16 feet wide.)

How far must the combine travel to harvest one acre? (One acre equals )+3,5

square feet.) If the machine travels at 3 miles per hour, how many acres

can be harvested from 6:30 a.m. until 2:15 p.m., with a 45-minute break

for lunch and two 15-minute rest, periods? First solve this problem without

allowing the time needed to turn around at the ends or the field.

Then make some realistic assump.1

second sc,lution.

-elated problem, 0-32, on

about turn-around time and get a



Problems Problems ProblPms!

The.2xy problems in this collection have been partitioned into

three .categories:

Open Search Problems

II Application Problems

III MisCellaneous Problems

These titles are explained in greater detail in each section and

some of the decisions regarding placement of problems were arbitrary.

The problems have beef gathered from various ',sources, many of which are

cited in section C - "Problem Solving Resources". Most of the problems

have appeared in at least two sources.

Although most of the problems in this collection c_ be solved

using ideas from arithmetic, informal geometry, and basic algebra, no

hints concerning the level of difficulty or appropriate grade level

have been given for any problem. This "omission" is intentional for

(at least) three reasons. Most problems can appeal to students at

various levels of sophistication depending on what is accepted as a

solution. For example, the determination of a certain length could be

done by solving an equation, by approximation using some trial and

error method, or by ma sing a physical or s1 ale model and measuring.

Jeconday, when u11c encounters a problem i11 the real world, there

usually nu indication of its difficulty. foilialiY 0.6 the u

64ys, "Dif -lc-wit for you easy fur me

tekil vwd 1,d6 6.Alle of the probleu

and

110

I. VAhiliAT

I 1

s,,,-11tAL,Ily the Game prot.M.

1YENT which Qcont.Gl11C c014111,,,ht,6 0_ w.,A3 E=;LlukAIv

problem

GILCiliNLc

_1 ,>1, 11111,,:eALOS thu, t11 _ I

pOSe

--Lad happen

problems:

P01

problem. (You might ash. yourdelf: "What
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fli Open Search Problems

An open search problem is one which, requires the solver to

search for a pattern, to select a strategy, or to'discover a relationship

which is no- obvious from the statement of the problem. In exercises

or in many word problems'', the phrasing of the problem suggests an

algorithm to apply, affLequation to solve, etc. There are udually no

such hints in an open search problem.

The problems are in random order except that certain classes of

problems haVe been grouped together.

01. When all the whole numbers are listed in order: 124 678910111213...

what digit is in the 206, 789th place? (Example: The digit

2 is in the 15th place.)

VARIANT: It takes 206, 789 digitsto number the pages of a very

long book. How many pages are in the book?

Calculate:

Co T: Carlculatrr useful.

Suppose the scoring in football is simplified to touchdown

points, field goad 3 points and no other scoring. What

impossible to achieve': e 1, 8-'))

VA.MANT; With a supply or ig what, s.,,ouAtLa

of po6t,ac,c could yOu put on a pa ltage

.EApress the 1,s,

ouLave integers i" viay

general, which positive 1 :gers can be expr saea as

1111e

of two or more consecutive iriteg

ZDJ'i .

division

to



Imagine 1000 lockers, all closed, and 1000 people. Suppose

the first person goes along and opens el/try locker. Then the

second person goes along and closes every other locker beginning

with #2. The third person then goes along and changes the

state of every third locker beginning with #3 (i.e. if it's

open, she closes it; and vice-versa). If this procedure is

Continued until all 1090 people have passed by all the lockers,

a) which lockers have.been touched by exactly two people,

and b) which lockers are now open?

COMMENT: 1) Good problem to introduce a number theory unit

in middle school. 2) A whimsical problem often appeals to

a student because of the mental picture he gets.

06. A person 6 feet tall walks all the way around the earth

at the equator. How much farther does his top of his head

travel than the bottom of his feet?

VARIANT; A steel band is stretched tightly all the way

around the earth at the equator. If this band is spliced and

another 10 foot section is added, what is the tallest

clJject whiL;I: could now walk underneath

T: 1) Another wttitudic 41 problem w1 Lb .ut.111y)

anexpected result. i2) Good prublew for 5tUdeht6 to first

e6tlifitAL of guess the auswe.r before d.tt,mpLAI k so1vc.

How 4 t, 011,t,1.r dig at ). ko VA.;

that wh,, :Lever inteeer

intev,e1- above iL must cc

plaoLd iu the Jow=k row, the

LliaL in"tly Lith 6 IL, Lhe 1-wer k-A,u.

Is placed Iii LLc UOA

appear twice in the lower boxes.

Try it for boxes 0 -7 , 0 -8

L

F03



F04-

08. Louie the Gambler took his week's paycheck to the casino. He

paid the entrance fee, lost 1 f2 of his remaining money,

and then tipped the hatcheck girl S1 on his way out. This

bad luck persisted; the same sequence of events happened each

day for the next 4 days. At the end of the fifth day, he had

35 after he left the casino. What was his weekly paycheck?

YARIANT Essentially the same strategy can be used to Solve

problems such as 1) How can boiling a pot of vegetables for

15 minutes be timed with a 11 minute "hourglass" and a 7

minute "hour glass"?

2) How can you bring exactly 6 liters of water from the pond

to your hose if you have only a 4 liter pail and a 9 liter

pail?

In which rectangles with integer sides is the area x &ier1cly

equal to the perimeter?

)
10. The set (1,2,3,4) can be partitionedtoned into two subst

(1,4) and [2,3) in which the sum cf the elements in each

subset is the same. The set (1 4,..5) cannot be so

partitioned. For Which positive integers n can the set

(1,2,. n) be partitioned into two subsets (they need hot

have the same number of elements) in which the um of the

elements in each subset is the same? Describe a method of

partitioningpartitionrirg the set S
n

when it is possible.

CumMh4T; problem Co firr in a pattern arid discussios

of the properties of a solution to a problem.

sTC.. Try

sum of other subset.

oul,aut.czt urea OktUi4W.L W

Suppose a large Wooden cube has Lcell paluted black.. It Is

ttlea cut up into 4 b) 100o smaller cubes. How many

cuts were required lir each case? How many of the smaller

cubes have 0,1,2,3 faces painted black?



ETC.: Find general pattern cubes.

other shapes.

cutting up into

012. Which positive integers can be written as the difference

of two squares?

VAIIANT: Which positive integers can be the length of one

leg of a right triangle with :integer sides?

ETC.: 1) How mnv ways can an integer be written as the

difference of two squares.

Which integers can be written as the difference of two

cube

013. Roger claimed on a TV show that he was 1/3 Cherokee.

Disciss the validity of his claim.

COMMENT; Good introductory probiem for several units. (:gee
w

article

014 ( foe 111147).

VAI1LANT;

7):),
ru

PI 1 I r-s-J 1 1. 1 v,. 1 ,

the ubjcct 1. L

tsJ

L1416

ETC.: Try la.rger

aLi mans

matey

it alviaL4

F
7)),

a18ILLJ ur (

1:1

ur 4 "marb.1,-,,"

itA a ruw

F0.5



017. Magic Squares

An additive marfic square is a square Array of numbe

different - so that the sum of the numbers in each row, in

each column, and along both diagonals is the same. For example!

. is a 3 x 3 magic square whose no_

'is 18.

Complete each of the f011owing maac squares

-0

1
14 18

b) Can you find a 3 x 3 magic square all of whose entries

are i) oid integers end in 0 iii) end in 2 iv) leave

a remainder of 3 when divided by 17?

What values are possible for the common um?

ETC.: 1) Try larger additive squares 2) y multiplicative

magic squares 3) Use fractions instead of integers

Try magic triangles instead of squares

eg

Are Lbc,C,_: 0,13, .Lher sic shapes 1 y . 5

DecIde wh,Atir the 0taLe

, f the throe

mA,:r" is t ue or __-'whelt the

wi 01 L ve

product 0=1)01-2)---

but t,

ga

li)

ai4s t-ri LA 4 L I .. L

cAL_eao

biwac is
.ectc,r0_

16 II

keor _

a , utcLr

if (he

'epiaced by

cub

it, is lb h,t a LcA,.tk.1-

Fo6



COMMENT: Good problem for middle school to get across the

the difference between prime and composite integers.

VARIANT: For which positive integers n is

a) n a factor of (n-1)(n-3)... or 1)?

b) n
2

a factor of (n-1)(n-2).. 1?

4

020. Given he line

A B C D E

How many segments are determined by 4

d) 5 e) n points on this line?

VARIANT: The points be on a line.

C21. How many angles are in this picture? Generalize if more

rays are added.

now wavy Lflan6le8 arc

,111A1is JlagUL s doe lAeAaAsiii hay . .11v



025,

If 10 peop'e are at a party and everyone shakes hands with

everyone else, how many handshakes would there be? Generalize.

Find the area and perimeter of each

these polygons. Generalize.

026. For which positive integers n is the stun of the first n

positive integers a factor of the product of the first- n

integers? (Example: n.4, 1+2+3a 1 , 10 , 1.2.3.4 = 24 so

false; n 5 , 1+2+3-4+5.15, 102 3 .4.5 120, true.)

Find all pairs of integers (e., b) so that the stun of all

the integers between a and b 1000.

_F08

ETC.: Find (a, h) so the sum or every other integer between a and b
l 1000.

02.' You, a druggist, received 10 bottles of a certain drug, each

with 100 capsules. One bottle contained capsules which were

10 milligrams too much. How can you find the faulty bottle

as quickly as possible with a scale? suppose more than one

bottle .(but you didn't know how many contained heavy cupule45.

How could you find them efficiently with a scale?

ILLiu how many regions can two rectaL

p1ane?

laer al 1 ,_;ao

ETC,. Tiy her

u) into how mar

spaceY

ribareo

1:e61...

cube acid pq.y itio.

liV,; Try other solid

COMMENT: Good problem for testing visualization.



030.

,.

Using 16 unit squares (11 , many different polygons can be formed.

What values are possible for the perimeter and area of these

polygons? Answers the same qustion for 16 unit cubes, sur-

face area, and volume. ETC.

COMMENT: Good problem to practice skill of finding perimeter.

331. For which positive integers n can you partition a square into

n smaller

n 4

squares? (Example: n=2 impossible;

n 6

032. Given a hay field 600 m long and 200 m wide, and a hay

rake 4 m wide, how many circuits of the field must the farmer

make to ha* raked 1/2 the hay? He rakes as shown in the

figure.
600

2LAJ

(QL161.1er Llic

a) FiLld i) 3 _)

'Lary fractions F -
i 1

n
iii) fractions rruul F whose sum

16 I 6LicrulIze If you can

p11 i) 11) III) 6

6u LL iLL ,T,01,,,J, (JO 1 ,o

1

1.2
1

2.3

n

I
99.100

114czger-:

LTC. k;(th you CIL,a other ,,AJuiCao rvi tAie dIOm1x1.t.orI Wfil,th

make a similar sum of fractions "easy" to calculate?

F09



036. For which positive integers n is

1 1 1
+ + + +

n n+1 n+2

037. For which positive integers n does
n

have a

a) finite decimal expansion (Example
1

:

1
b) repeating decimal xpansion of period 2 (Example fi

= .090909)

c) repeating decimal expansion of Period 3
w

repeating decimal expansion of period 6?

03 Find the prime factorization of the smallest Positive integer

which is 1/2 of a square, 1/3 ur at,cube, and 1 f of a fifth

power. ETC.

A inf wfaake :

GA....di second u new equlla 0.1

of each side, Discover what you can.

ONMEAl. An cL1 ended quenLion

length ut t,iwe before a certaiu plicuomn-n occurs, etc; En

COuxagcS :Abldent to pose as meli as solve problems.

Choose _5

outaining the otlo ue digits. .Add LLcLie intgers Anil then

divide by

F10

nct digits write all possible j digit ,Inturs

of the three di (hat values are possible



this quotient? 'Do the sai
digit integers. ETC.,

COMMENT: Practice skills.

041. Find, the areas of the, folic)

a 2 b)4 or

es:

(cli

142

Do these

COMKENT:
gures have any-thin Jai QUIT_ Any obse_- ions
ire skill practice with a purpose-

LULU

. ?lace

) 14 ) ti. ti
crosse6 ILdeik

How m y regions are fk,imed?

cah ycu. cut u ith

cuts? Conal,4ci

cuu,= .1 LebQilte

') ,onSider
crc,CCI ( a

) G L))

2.A41.441.41.

or 4 piecc.. a/ la y

ut LI, cuts.

xis you _ can --vc Lhc, L,ACIes d 1

.F11



044. Slice as a cylindrical piece of.cheese int

pieces with as few cuts ._ap possible.

f adntidal'

Consider other "highly symmetric" solids.

Into how .any piececan you cut an -eras with 2- b).3-

4 .d e) i..cuts., Consider ail cases. The spherical

shapeis msintaine d:Ahroughout.

ETC:: .1 What happens if you danmove_the_piepes after _each

Consider other shades, e.g ;-cube cylinder, doUg

HOw many: :triangles with integer. sides have s.' longest-side

of- length s.,) 1 b) 2 c) 3 ,d) 4 e) f) n units?

each case, how many of .the -triangles are isosceles?
.

-

How many different.polygonal'-sha-0 floor tiles could you

make so you could tile a floor using tilesitf,oni.y one sha

4 ' ?.?.-COMM -NT.: Can-rephrase this problem to suit different auclpnCes;

-t -use only,regular polygons,:_allow curved shapes.

How many Ways:can.yOu write a) 12 b

sum of two whole nUmbers?.

b)
:

How many can you= write a) 3 0 4'
_

) to as: the -sum of one .or more whOle numbers if the order

in which the numbers-are written totters- (Example: 4 : 4

4. 1 1 ÷ 3 =2+ 2 1 + 1 . 1 + 2 + 1 . 1

1 -F-1 + 1 + 1 ways)
In ji how thany wajs .cmf.you_m_ritethese integersas

sum of one or mere wholenubbers if _annoVbellsecp.

'4. 4; + 2; 2 way. ETC..



In how man

bricks?
can you pave x n road with. x

Change the ad to something movable, so symmetry
is e q.uivaient to EI:3)be considered e g n xiig"

050. What is the .maXimum nuMber o iden c non-zero digits in which- a

square can end?

ETC.: C en,- fourth, poWer.

051. How. many 'different ways can .you color the a) vertice!
of a square with 2 .colors b) faces of a. cube with 2 colots

vert'ices of a cube With 2 colors.

COMMENT: Good problem after discussing symmetry.

Different,phapes, more colors.

052. a) tetrahedron b) cube are ,to be -colored so that no two
acent faces (sharing an edge) have the same color. H

'colors are required?

EtC. .Afferent shapes, more colors.

0 How many diffe n necklaces are there with red beads and

7 blue beads?

COMMENT:: Circular symm.,.......

054. How any squares are on a checkerboard? ne

055. What the fewest number of line segments necessary to-
-construct a figure (like a checkerboard) which has exactly.

I
100 -squares? (18 -segments determine c,checkerboard.



056. Find all wayi 9.

into a ten digit

integers 2,3,4,.

arranging the en. digits 0,1,2, ...,

integer which is divisible. by each of he 17

. 17,18

Find the "sliest positive in eger so the product

999n 11...1 .

8 Using the = it l., k, 6,7, 9, -digit integer and a

digit integer whose .s.) stun b) difference c) product

d quotient is as"large as possiblei as small as-possible.

ETC.

COMMERT: More good skill practice. 'Calculator to check

results.

059 . Some czyp ari

a) ABA 1D) DONALD

-CA +GERAI.D

AB ROBERT

FORTY
+TEN
+TEN-

San-

ETC

06 Let- al, a2,

For- which integers is the product. (al -1

always even?

D

EEC)

500 .

E0E0
E00

00000

HOCUS
+FOCUS
PRESTO

any even
digit
any odd
digit

DCBA

ABCDE
÷ABCDE
l'kiJK

by any rearrangement 'of 1,2,3

051. For which sitive in

1! ÷ 2! 3!

b) 1! 2! 3! 11!

Leers n is

a_

y1)4



a) A ent m no is 4 polygon formed by conne
squares so any two are 'joined along_ an edge

How many -pentominos are there? How.m

up ihto an open'box?

b

,b©?

e..g -O yes _0

of them fold...

is sUdiii.a polygon .composed of 6 unit squares. HOW

ninon < are there?. How. many of them fold up ..into..:. closed

063. For a. 2-digit integer such as 35, 11 is always a factor of the
sum of that integer and its reversal- .g. 11 is a factor of

..88) y? Is this fact true for = a) b 4

digit integers?

Fold a pieOe of paper twice and cut off the folded corner.
-How many holes are in the _unfolded piece of paper? How ma
holes l.there be if the paper is folded a) 3 b)
d) r times?

COMMENT: Physical -model is appropriate.

065. Find the smallest pos ive integer
has a remainder of n-1 when divi

siMultaneously
n for 2,3 4 .9,1

066. Find a set of 5 positive integers so no subset has a sum di-
visible by Do the same for 6,7. Generalize.

- 067 Place the = nuMbers 1,2, ...,8 in .thy 8 -circles so
two integers in consecutive order are joined, by ar line



0 Find. the smallest. integer chfor whi the statement,

"In -' a set of n 'different two dikit integers, there are-two dis a
. .

sets whose elements have the same awn " is true.

069. zeroes are at the- end of 100

b What is the last non-zero- t7

For what intointegers n

071 For hat. inte n_ is 2 divisible _by _

5.

What is :the maximum value he area of .a triangle inscribed

in a- parallelogram of base 8 and height 6 ?

How many b) 6 a) digit integers are there

whose only digits are and 2 if both digits must occur

at least mace. .In each case how many of the integers are

divisible by 3? ETC.

Find the sum of all distinct 4 digit integers which contain

the digits 1,2,3, each at most once. E

4 foot

root

i foot

Discove at you can about this infinite tree.

N people are standing in a- field so that no two people are

the same distance apart. Then everybod shoots his nearest

neighbor once.

a) For which -:N .does at least one person survive (no matter where
'people stand)?
What -i6 the maximum number of bullets which can hit one person?



1 pear .:plums

during a 12 ho r. period are at least two of the digits-the same

0 0. Nke square out of 20 tr ian4les shaped like

ie are arranged in a regular pattern .o a large table.

Spppose each penny ouches four other pennies.

082. Each successive scare is n d by j ining the midpoints of

the previous square. If the original square has 'side length 1,

"'id the area and perimeter o the,20th square. ETC.



Fib-

"1 counted 50 steps that I 0,de do the escalator said
Amy. "But I counted 7 steps, though I was walking- three' times
as fast as you were" said-Bob; If the escalator were stopped
how many steps would be visible?

What percentage of all pow s 2 -begin with. Is e.g. 16,
1024)?

A Sec =ice g -responsible -for the safety of three
locations A,B;C. what' point -F_ should he stand so that
the largest of the :dista-nces PA, PB, PC _is as .small wp_o -ible?

086. _Bjorn_ be Jimmy in a tennis set Five games were. won.
by the player who did not serve. Who served -first'?

What is-the smallest percentage he points, he winner- of
tennis set oan. win if the winner of each game Must viii at

least points and beat his opponent by 2 points and the
of -a set must T, n at -least .6 games and beat his opponent
2 games.

Consider. -(1, 2, 3,

Choose a, b, c at random from.

probability that, a
b) Choose a, b at random from S with replacement. Find the,

replacement.. Find the

2probability that x ax b has real roots.
.Choose a,b,c,d at random froM S with replacement Find the
probability that the system ax + by 20 has a solution.

ex 4- 7 3 5

Suppose a) b)3 c) d)a. lines are
drawn from 'each vertex. Into how many
regions. is the triangle partitioned?



.
090. pi e if possible, an example of:

a proper fraction greater than 3/4 .

b) a polynomial of degree 5 with four terms.
c a triangle one of whose altitudes coincides

with one of its medians.

the equation al d circle.which is angent to
both

= coordinate axes

a rectangle whose area is numerica.11y equal
to its perimeter.

f two real. numbers a,b for i;Thich a + b b.

(g) a national function w-ith two horiz'ontal asymptotes.

CO T: Good 1.4ayt to test basic definitions and concepts in
wad that-° the StUdent may not merely regargitate memorized facts.

0) right scalene .tangle 6f area 4



nerally speaking;. an application prdio

appropriate algorithMs to find a solution. The strategy 1Ving such.

a problem is often evident; the main task is to,par the _ealcPlations,

olve the .eoltation, etc.. Where many off`# the open search problem and
.

the miscellaneous problems:sin the-next.section. as, Well) . are in some

sense unique, the, problems in this - section are intended to 'be prototypes

models which. you can adapt ,to areas which will. hte'est your students

In order to. find data for

is, one in which you apply

world," _applications, you may- wish to

consult mail 'order catalogs, almanacs,

and other similar sourees. Though such probleMs are not

section (due largely to space limitations) the following

Guineas Book of World Records_

umerous in

four types r-

of application-problems de ery e emphasis in the-classroom:

1

2

hit

Interprpting and constructing tables, graphs, charts, etc.

Pioblems containing insufficient or 'extraneous data and/or
problems where the data must be gathered by the students

Decision making, problems; a problem which asks the solver to

shoose from alternate courses of ,action r.

imulation pro lems1 using dice, telephone hooks as a random

umber table), computer; etc.,

Here is a graph of the hei

Abe' _of
adults males

simulate real world-problems.

of three tribes, B,

Height (in ci

a) Which tribe has largest population of adult males?

Tn which tribe is the average height the a) largest

b) smallest

or

tTo which rib does the a talle b) smallest, male belong?

d) in.which tribe is tie variation of heights the, a) greatest

b) smallest?

read



A new piece of equipment costs 000-' The coat ..for ain
. .

tenance And repair. are:

Year 1 2 4 6 7 8

Cost 50 0 0 1100 1200 1 0 1920 2300

After.-howmany years -should this piece_ .of equipment be -

replaced so -the average yearly Cott of purchasing end

opera it is minimized?

Suppose the inflaticin rate is 1c per year for the next-
,

econstructthis table and answer the- -queition.-10 years.

in part

A . You are in charge of buying- foodfor the class

nich You are-having:ham sandwiches. Each sandwi_ch will have

3 ounces of ham and You expect need 250 sandwiches -Boneless

ham costs B1.89 per pound and semi-boneless (which is 2 C -waste")

costs $l ;53 per pound. WhiCh type of ham should you, buy?-

How much of it?

A4.

CO Decision problem.

=

Here-is a store vitha shapping area

and six:checkouts. -,Two eheckoutsare

open. Roll a die to determine the

number o poeple who leave the-shOpping

area and go to.the chedkouts. low.1

person at each the out to finish after each toss.of the die. What

is the smallest number checkouts which should be open to

avoid long lines.

COMMENT:

usefUl:

SimUlatiOn problem to stu
f

How many pennies are

(in Chicago).

q. theo 2 Computer

In a stack as as the Sears Tower



A

A

'COMNIENT: _ (I No.'rumber used, ,students must, lock up height of

Sears Tower and decide whether to measure 1 penny, 10 pennies,

.100 .pennies, etc.' 'Discuss measuretent- error in eptch case.

aalctilator une

If one million 1 bills are.placed end to end, how far would

they reach? Hoer. many. $1 bills would it take to go all the way

around_ the world at the equator some may get wet)?

At the instant-you:finish- reading this question-,- app'rokimateiy'-

4o-1r many seconds have you been alive.? k.b) How-many times, will
,

ybux heart beat in: 10 years

A8. = Some exaciples of Project iProblems students gather or

supply their owndata:.

a How many cows would it take to supply the school cafeteria

with. milk for one month?

b) Howmuch can you earn from a papp route. one Year?
c). How much would it cost to b e a 5 year scald

car fOr one year?
.

d) How much would it cost fob^ you and your family to take a

vacation to Disney id?

Design a parking lot for the nearby grocery _ store.

How much would i cost to all the'vindows =in the .Sears

. Tower?-

.-g) How many column inches of your favorite newspaper _would be .

needed to print the entire text Of .a- typical half-hour

television .'news show?,

Z f iti_e

A9. Find the height of the flagVole in the of th,e. school in

as many ways, as Possible

Measure the xadth of this river-



) INtro sides of a triangle are 9 and 12. cm long.
values, are possible for the nerimeter `.and, area of the . triangle?
(b) The sides of a quadrilateral-have lengths 7,8,9, and 10.
What ..values are-possible i'or the area of the .quadrilateral?

.COMIAENT: The data. are inSuffidient to determine a unique answer,.
but, we should .seek selations which include all .possible values:; not
just say ."no.unique solution"

One of the most popular methods for estimating the size

of a population (of animals, say): is the capture- recapture
niethod. A sample of the population is captitered (say 100)
marked and released. Later .200 animals were cantdred and 15
narked ones were' founda) What is a reasonable estate for
the-size of the population? b) How would You estimate the amotui
of blood a Monkey has using a, similar procedure?

The standard hotise current is .120 volts.. Fdses or circuit

breakers are used td keep wires from becoming everloaded. What

is the minimum resistance -(in the form of toasters, refrigerator,
etc. ).that could be handled with a 20 amp fuse-before a fuse woad

COMMENT: Ohm's Law needed; an example of constructing a problem

based- on famiNiair law, formula, etc.

Your-gas bill for last Tanuary was $67.74 for thousand. cubic
for 25.2 th.pusand cubic feet thisfeet of natural gas;

What was the increase in the price per thousand...January.

cubic feet f natural gas for the year? What percentage increase i -this?

e utilities Commission allowed the-gas Company an % increase

during the year. In addition they were allowed. `to
any _additional_ gasoline costs they ,had.

b) What was t. increase per thousand cubic

through" cost for the year?::



18'4"

Suppose the 'Gas Com is allowbd

tough" casts increase -370 per thousand cu

How much will you pay for 29.3 thousand cubic :feet 'of natural-
,

gas next January?.

11'9"

17

1012"

you have decided to carpet, or tile the

1 -dining areas. of your- home.

arpet comes on rolls 12 feet amide and

tiles come in 12inch squares. ,How

mu'eh of each material world you hue-
feet of earpe,t? How many tile

COMMENT: Decision- aki problem. peal data.

You are in charge of refreshments for thd football games this._
year Last year 13,593 people attended six home games and _they
sold 9,854 hot dogs, 5512 hamburgers, and 21,618 soft drink

This year the team is betterbut there are only 5 home games. They

expect- a, increase in attendance at each home game Price

hikes; ihoweveiy will lower demand,for food by 5, How,many

of each item should you order for the first home- game

Painters get pa the joh.or, by the hour. A painter. is offfered

the following alternatives: either $300 Plus 3 for each hour

. worked less than 40; or a straighthourly wage of $8.50. Under

what condIti3Ons. should the painter' choose= the bduxly rate?

A. tailor has the allowing materials 16 yds- cotton,

.11 sq. yds. silk, 15:sq. yds.. wool.

suit rewires - 2 sc. yds. cotton, 1 sq.- yd.

A gown requires - 1 sq.' yd.- cotton, 2 q. -Yds

s t for $30, a gown' for $50. How m ny

he make?.

Silk, sq.

silky 3 yds. = woo:

of each should

. wool



MOdern ai'rplaxteS are eci ped with transponders hich FL116w
Air Traffic Controllers to6tell Whi.ch 4irplans eS a _given bli
-on the scre6n. Zhe transponders hhve 4 dia3_s c ilibrated ;iorb. 0

# j## -
to 7 -end the controller asks eaah -011Ot to set ransponder

to a ,givenk-digit number--: How many lifferen ansponder setting

there? ppose. the- controller uses the fi digit tb

indicate directisSn -en.. 0 means-south 1 Means sbuthwest -etc.

manY planes ca,n. be alSigned diStinat settirigs?

.

e ,
A20. In book pAbliShitig i t is- to print several paze8 on large

sheet an4 then'fold the sheet such a--way it e0.n. be trimmed
;6: j

stithe.d.to give -a book. 'Th.eretre_r'llsignatt-4-ea
-pages (16 leaves) (4 folds) .- How should the pages be
on the sheet of paper 8o they will;:be in correct order
the right way 'when'they are cut and stitched?.

fiet a road. map for the eas ---qihat is be

on Clevel to St. Loui

A22: A roll o 1paper is 20 l/2 inches wide and 42
How many rolls of vtallpaper would you need to pap
is 9'67:wide, 12.'37 long and 3'6" high; has wool irk which is
yhigh; has a door Which 18 7 '3.." '4"

ton
a mi.= which

wide
x fe

and has two
which are 5'2" high an 3'3" wide? note : x Ty" means

nd -y inches )

pendul
doesn

much time

on a clock should- swing' once every 3 seconds but t
It swings 302 times when.it shQuid swing. 300. How

does"-the Clock gain in one month?:

Suner Saver fares offered bY. most a r ii say that you save
on a long trip, if yen lay- Moriday7Thursdkr; g46 if you fly. Frid
unday e usual -Aim/ 'fare, mom dleveland tO, San Francl

Maat is the 'SuperSavei fare on .Saturday? 1))

St

ate increase next month, what -All a Super-Saver ticket
leave on ta 'Tu-esd.y most



The inflation rate was 9..4% an4.12.

ff an item- cost two' ears ago,

b) . If.the inflation rate remains' at

14111. it take prices to double?

two recent years a

what.does it cost now?

l2.3% per -year, how long

If anY item is on sale. for 2 most sales people All first
deduet 20% of the, price and then add the applicable saies to
say 4%). Me -saes clerk could first tzdcl the 45 sales tax -and

then dedtct 20% of the total. Nihich method:would you prefer
if you. were the a) consumer,. b) merchant, c) tax 'collector? Why?

A car depreciates .3t the first year, 18

the third'year and 12% the fourth year. How long

to :lose half its value.

eveland.has a population of 694,750.- Of these-68 are qualified
to- vote, '61% of the .qualifiek3.1-Otei's were registered and 53%.

of those registered voted in..the last- eleetion.. How many People
voted in the last election?

The price of hambuxger

rose 11% in October and dropped al-% in 'November What was the
I

price uer_pound at -the_ end
.

of November?r

$1.49:.per pound September.. It

How long would it take spread" a rumor (disease
80,p), `if each i)erson who hears it tells

minutes?

town of

3 others within 15

6-lane track running foot races

n, the shape of a rectangle whose length
is 1.5 times its width with ksemi-circle-

on ,each end. Each lane is to be 1 meter
wide. What is the length and width

of aprectangle if he inside track is to be 1500 meters long?

For .a 1500 meter ace, the inside runner,- wou/d start at the finish

line. : Where whoiild the runners in the other 5 lanes-star



I-/t
/ I/A

A32
/-- I t:-

The Bigtown Col9'etn Ms 20,000 seatp 8, resenre./ seats
and 12,000 genaral admission seats / Resenredeats co 10 00

each whi1egeneal -admission sefrt/cost $5.00. each. The nwesh
I - -

rock güp sen'aton 'SIIOOCH' is giving a coricb there The J-
promqter estin.tes hisexperises for ushers, programs, 3anitOrlal
sece2 etc /at $10,000 If SMOOaH demans 1O1 of the price of /
eTch ticket qold plus 0,0DO, how many reserved seats mitL he

to brea even9 to make a rofit of $50,0Q09 I,,F'sell
I F /

A33 During tne/first three years of growth a tree grows only' its /
truik Di4ing the lth yea' the trunk divides and grows into /' -I-_ -- -I- _= .--I
to main hranches During the 5th sear and every year -thereafter,
it crows/two new branches on each old branch Hoi mn new /
oranehes/ are groim during the 8th year9 What the tobal rknther
of bran hes on the tree at the end of the 8th ar

A3L A tire/nas an outside diameter of 28 imehes When the raus of

the -t,re is dereased 1/11- inch due to1wear, how many :more/

revo utiorpr mile does the tire make

A35 A b line offers two o.ekage sprices The length, wid 11, and

he/ght sent tne ord,nary way must add up to il'-i inches/or less

tI'e longest measurement ,camot exceed 60 inches A pacicage

br 'next bus 'out" service must be 211)" x 21)t x " or less

) Wat is the largest possible volimie of a package /senP in

/che ordinary way9 /
/b) ,Hbw any times 'arger is this box than the Larest one ich

sent oy "next bus out" service9

Aj6, In 1979, Bell Tephone charged 50 for the first minute and 31,-P

for each additional minute for a weekday direct dial call front

Cleveland to-Atiata

a) How ibrig can.you talk for$l0? : -

b) om 5pm.- 11 pm, thexe is a 35 discpunt. -row long can you

talk fr$l09 .

c) On Saturday, therá is a dIscount -}Iow long en you aIk tor $10?



A37. there wes

-A small- car averaging mj

,15.mph sold for 62 34. :

the bett r buy?

d

Ce/diseonnt foriwl-ng a big ear

sold for8. A big car averaging
udingi the die-count, which car is

A38. The T. Postal Regulaiio state that the length plus the .

girth f a package eennot xceed 100 inches. What is the largeit

pa.c e you could- send -by P reel post?

A Wh.e. t are the dimensions' of tYie smallest rectangular paper which-

can be cut. to make a 'book cover for your math -.k which is
2,5 cm thick, 21 cm tall, 26 em long and_a 6 cinoverls.p e

x the bock?

A40. License ,plates in. Ohio consist of three letters followed by

three. digits; How_bany.different license ,plates can be made?

A41. Baskin-Robbins ice Create advertises 31 flavors. How many' different

single b) double triple dip cones can be made?

.

"
42. 'How- mach string does it take to a) stitch baseball b string

a -.Wooden tennis racket?

the volume of a football vithoutftusing water displacement.

ck your answer.

A44. A ladder is leaning against a building- 7 feet from the base.

If the top of the ladder slips 4 feet down then the-foot of
the ladder slides how far?

A45; You 'receive a chain letter. with-. 5- on it, You are to

-se rftd $1 to the person at the tbp of the list, cross his name

out, and ,place your name at the 'bottom of the list Yell-then

send 5 copies .of, this letter to friends.with the same instructions.

receive?How much money' VIM yob_ ultimately receive?
. =

e



n a grill which holds 2- stpaks; how long wduld it= .uake to

cook 3 steaks 20 minutes la minutes on a-side?

trip, you averaged 30 mph _going and 40 mph.

What was your average speed for. the entire trip?

A48 . A security _guard. is responsible -for 3 locations,A, B, C. He

wants to place hiriselif -at a point P so-the -largest of _the

three distances -PA, PB, pc is as small as possible?

A1+9 -S.Lat is the largest area rectangle
you could slide down one Corridor,
around the corner and:then down the
other corridorT

CO241ENT: Model furniture moving - easy ease of Sofa Problem.

A5o. -suPP°s

T

A51.

_a 5000 foot lopg railroad rail is solidly. anchored. at

both ends (with Rio,- expansion joints).

When it is very hot -it-expaids by
.

feet. -How far off the "ground" does

the rail get?

5002

COMMENT: Guess fir

Find the volume ea on: to the three
pipes of radius 2 cm if their .axes of

symmetry 0.re mutually perpendicular

CO NT : Calculus i7Tltlecess

A52. Were should you-sit eatre get the best view?





A54. -Three soldiers are 6 miles from their barracks. . it is =9.10
and they must' be there by 10 pm.= On fOot they can cover the .

, , .. . _
-.10

distance in 1 1/2 h9urs. One has a bicY4dPwhivh can covdr the
l l - . _ ,

diStande in 1/2. hour.- The bicycle daTarry 2 people. -Can they
'make it? How, r not?

A55. dielstior al Security oil of eec has .-members. e

defense documents are i a safe., How many locks must the s P have
, = -

and how. should the key iDe -allocated so any rlty can open the

safe but any minority cannot?.



sells.ne oblems

c laneous 'problems of this section consist of ,puzzles,

steal prOblemS,,sone prablems which could have been cleSsified as open

pro items, and. even -a games;--

What. is he Seng-gh of the shortest "segment _ of unit
squares cambe folded up into a Cube?

riders on bicycle .200 miles apart, begin riding toward-
/

each other at the same time The first cyclist travels at

10 mph; the second at 154abh. A fly begins flyi_ng between t

bicycles at the same time, starting from the front wheel of

:the slower.bicYclp. If the fly travels at 20 mph flying

back and forth between the bicycles, how-far will the fly

travel before the bAqycles meet?

thinking' of an integer between 1 and 1000; What

the 'maximum number Of. 'qUestiong. you need to ask me to
-.-

deterinine my numbe- I may 'answer any question only ''yes ".

or "no."

You are standing. at _som point on the earth (assumed, spherical

you walk 10-milei south, 10 miles eastrE74'10miles north

andand return, tic the point from which you started. At what pta,nt(s
earth could you be

.

Make 100 using the digits 1,2,

can Using any arithmetic operations

1 -02-ic 3 + 4 + 5 +.6 + 7 ± 8

fn. 'as many way. as you.
you (Example:

100; = 415 67 -10o)

COMD.ENT: 9 There are lolly puzzles of this kind, a `classic being'

the Four l[rs puzzle. Restricting yourself to may addition/.

and pubtrabtion in this puzzle is challenging.

1 Li

F32



Find all arrangement's of 4 pointsifi the plane so- that
at most two dittinct lengths are determined .

What is the sum of all the digits used in Tirriti
the integers oml 1 to billion inclusive

Two ferry boats g6 back. and, forth across, a r1
constant, speed. illey leave oppoSite shores a
instant, meet fir the first. time 700 feet
oc tinue on their way to the, ba-nks, retinn
second, time ,400 feet from the opposite shore.

-the river?

r 4th
e. same.,

one shore,
meet for a
How ride

If you fOld a piece of p er .003 cm thick 50,time's each
doubling th'e thiskness each time, how thick is the folded

/- 4

COD:MIT; In trying to fold a piece-cif-paper one finds
can:keep doubling the thickness a Maximum of 7 times.

0 Form equilateral triangles with: toothpicks .6f- equal length.'

Take- a- single strip of paper and fold it. td. make a regiOn in the

shape of a,regular pentagon'. ETC: Many, Paper -fold 4ng--t;rublems

- !

Describe the shap of the solid formed by revolving a cube
-about one of its diagonals

1413.. Remby,e .-the two opposite corner squares of rboarda checkerboard= .
, ,

you cover th remaining 62 aqUarea with '31 lx2 domingea? What

I
if you remo e one -black square and one white square from -any-
Idlere on e checkerboa'd. Can you cover the remaining
squares with 31 Lx2 dominoes?



ETC: the results chime if a d ereht size " cc -er-
.

bo du I Used?

E

Place pennies on thi "board" gso

that no ? pennies are in the sate..
crow, in. the same column, or elo
the same diagonal .

can you do it? What. happens with larger

games- are played- in a) b double elimination 3
teurna lent dtYi 649 teams?

pty cupS !Jul a) ll b) 10 'es.
an. odd number of pennies in each cup?

It1 . FATHER
liERMAN
LOUISA
ISABEL

s? Use more pennies?

u place_

4 -
It is easy):to put each name in -ap

eparate "compartment" using 3 l ines

a line undet.eacb name.. CanYou do

just draw.

it with 2

ETC.: Can you construct a similar puzzle? How about ane with 8.lines--..

lines'

7- lines- is easy, _hut can you de it-with 4 lines?
r

Tdhat is the smallest piece: of squaxe_ paper which oan completely
cover the surface of -a unit cub

K 9. Place 4- iclentcal Coke bottles on -a tabletop se the dist ce

between any two mouths is -the -.same.

O A penny size circular
yon get a quartr: thr

tkole is cut _in a piece o paper. Can'

h. the hole without tearing the. -paper?

1



Do each of the following in order. .iake your age, 2).
_Multiply by 5 3) Add 25 : 1). Multiply by 2 -5) Add the

-number of brothers and ,..isters you have 6) Sulptra.ct 50.
at is -the= signilidance of your result? Does this,

Lizzie work .for people of all 'eh and 'all /umbers of
brothers anti. sister4?

CST Mere are many of these "Take-a-number" puzzles
which are usugaly based on aigeb c cancellation or
place vEilue number system.

-3-

-YoU enter a store-and' Sind. halfyour money. When you come-1-

out you find you 'lave just as many cents as you had- dollars
going in, but just half a ma. dollars as you had dents,
going in-. How much money did you have when you entered
the store?--

A friend told me the .-other' daffy that his father died red6ntly,
at an age. Wilich'was 1/29 of the year of his 'birth. How' old

father in 1 -0?

Can you draw a hopscotch- o d" with one con
StrQk6 so ypur pencil never leaves the pape

never go along the same line twice?

A teIe/Shone call interrupts you as you are dealing a bri
hand. When you retuA, no one remembers w stopped.
How can you complete the deal correctly without counting the
number 'of cards hand?-_

M26. Take any. three digit integer (say 638 reverse the digits
and find the non-negative difference (836-638 = 198 ) reverse
the digits and add (198 ± 891 = 1089) If a tw9 digit ca erence



is obtained, insert a Q before.reversing the-. digits

adding.) What values any possible for the final sum?

Given-the four digits 2, range them to-f the

largest (8532) and smallest 2358) possible integers. Now

compute, the difference (8532-23586174). Repeat the process:

7641-1467=6;74 . We stop since me got the same number twice.

If we boake other choice for the 4 digits with what 4 digit

integers can this process stop?

M28. gegin-m4th any positive inteeerrsay 1Q6,'and detemine'the

sum of the squares of the digite7 37. Repeat*with
geeing integer to obtain the sequence 106,37,58,89,45,

42,20,4;.... Try someather examplen Do you notice-a-

-patterns in the sequences obtained?

M29. What shapea-can be used ta make a hadowona-mall with

a candle or flashlight?

COVINT: Tx7

What flat shape can be_roIlad up

-to make this 'glass"?

Haw could you meaaure 1

no, measuring instruments.

2 glass

of each cylinder IS

the diagram, a heavy log is

being moved by rolling it on the

cylinders. If the circumference

6 feet, how far will the log move for

each revolutioA of the cylinders?



he top ands_ bottom view of a solid
.

.is shown. Draw its 4de view.

It

M34-.. Suppose the spa is directly 'overhead. .Hew should yoKhold

rectangular box overa iorizontal table .so its shadow has

inaxipium Etreaf

M 5. d ..people. alternately place .pennie without overlap) ons

tabletop. one person to place- the:last penny on the table;

is the winner. Is there Winning strategy for, either player,

COMMENT: How does the s ape Of the table influence the

strategies?

. . -
Mere are II . checkers ,on- a table.. Two layersp natelg

remove an :.odd' number of checkers'_ (less than lb) The
.

winner is the one who removes the last Checker. .-For what

values of Will the first pler wino

TWO players - alternately chdose one of the integeri,a, or

3 and. keep track of -'the dttraulatIve stmt. The first person.
.

to reach 25 b) 28 is the winner. Is tliere a tAtining

strateu for either player' for either sum?

consid r the sequence 1,2,3..".,19,20. Two players twice

turn placing a + sign in frOnt of one of the numbers.

'After. 20 signs hav6 bethispEaced, the second player wins the

absolute value- of the sum. Find the best strategieS;Tor bath

players. How much .pan the second-Player expeppt to -win?

6"-rectaxiAUlEir piece of paper` folde et so that .-twd:

diagonally. opposite. vertices coincide. What is the Ale



You purchased some one cent st ps, 3/4 as many stamps,

3/4 as many-5 stamps as stamps, and five 80 stamps.

Youpay for them with a single bill aiid receiye no Change.

How many stamps of each kind did yoU buy?

M41. At what times during a'12 hour period is-the minute hand

of the clock directly over the hour h d?
k

ETC.: When are the hour hand and minute h d opposite,

perpendicular?

.How many ping pong

c lassroom?

will it e to fill up your

COMMENT: Good problem to introduce volume. Easy to esti-
/

mate, but gphere parking is a complicated problem.
.

YOU are one-fourth of the way across a railway bridge when yoU

see.a train ane bridge length away. Which way should you run?

M46. CompuLe the

&ABC is 6quilateral. FInd its area.

T1 squares ..re congruent. G is

the center of the left square. Find

all possible values for the shaded

area.

F.38



Find two line segments parallel

to the base which will divide the _ri-
,

angle into three regions of equal

area.

Find two line segments emanating

from one vertex which divides

the parallelogram. into three

Tegions of equal area.

, ETC.: Other shapes; more lines.

M48. A a) triangular pyramid b) cube is cut by a plane. What

different figures can be formed?

COMMENT: 1) Rephrase as cutting a cheede etc. if you wish.

2) Leads into the conicsections.

M49. ,How many ways can u make a

opposite faces add.

MO. Given two positive intees

value of the smaller of the two aumbers

a it

COMME Cale use

M51. 2 + 4/T71.

F39

the numbers on the

they need not add to 7?

M2. Is it possible to "load" two dice each one may be "loaded"

differently) so that the eleven sums 2,3,4,...,12 are equally

likely to occur when the dice are tossed?

I



A cliff is 300 m high': Consider two free falling raindrops

such- that the'second leaves. the top of the cliff after the first

one has fallen .001 mm. What 5.8 the distance between them

the instant the first. one hits the ground?

COMMENT: 1) Need formula

to guess first.

1
-2 Encourage student

M54. a) Take any two integers, say 4 and 9, and form the sequence

of eleveR integers' Show that the

sum of these terms'is alw4s,eleven times the seventh term.

b) Suppose the sequence continues. Form the quotients 9/4,

13/9, 22/13,... . What is the limiting value of the quotients?

COMMENT: 1)(a) Makes a nice puzzle in that'teacher can

walk around the room and tell students their sum before they

are finished writing down all the terpis (2)(b) Calvlator

usefUl.. (3) These are only two of many problems poncNining

Fibonacci sequences and the golden ratio.

J.)scr ba,_aket.oh, ouns,t uo

a solid which Pits snugly through

each of these "holes". What IS Wm;

VuiUWe a the zolidY

M', u, w111.41 ,;.r;JILive;

ogle, Xelboard with }!leo es st._

LA s,../V+.1A L.A

-Hi 7

M57. Can you paoh ant5x0A,:) boA AL 4 L.41-1,..

M59.

A pilot starts 'flying due northeast from any point on tnc,

equator. What are possible destinations for his flight?

If the length of chord i ib Jo

units, find the shaded area.

F110



M60. What is the largest sum of money in coins ,(half-dollar or.

you'eould have and`be unable to make cAange for a dollar,

a half-dollar, a quarter, a dime, or a nickel?-.

b) In-how many ways can you make change for a dollar?

M61. ApgustUs de.Morgan claimed he was xs years ola in the year

x . He died in 1871. When was he born? Can anyone living

in the twefitb. century make that claim? ETC.,

M62. What are the dimensions of the largest

rectangular. package which. can be

tied as shown with 12 met string?

Neglect any knots, eta.

Cutting along the lines, what is the

gewest number of squares into which

this 13x13 .square can be dissected? .

square with 169 unit squares)

Fold a reetarectangular piece of pa Ter

so that corner D lies on side AC.

What is -Lbe abw-test possible

length for the crease?

ed b y 11-xila 6

F41-'
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Teaching Problem Bolvin

A dedicated and able teacher committed to improving his or her students'

problem solving abilities is facing ah uphill struggle. Although many educa-

tors agree that the ability to solve problems is the major jusr4fication for

matheriatic- relatively little has been done in the past three decades to

make. substantial improvements. Individual teachers have been concerned and

some have accomplished a lot with their students. But national efforts ha-ye

been less than substantial. However, it appears that mathematics education--,

is on the threshold of a new frontier. We haveseenarevol

place emphasis

again recently

in the ,1960's

on the "why" of mathematics--understandings. Befor 1950 and

in 1975-80 an emphasis was placed on skill leacning.("Bock to

the Basics" Now "basic" is acquiring a new definition and many of us expect

a new emphasis on problem solving,.

But students are in classrooms now., -Many teachers do not want to wait

five or 'ten years for instructional packa3es aimed at problem-solving. Aat

can a teacher do .

with so many otiwi. ncieav

priority ill the teaching of problem solving.

Commitment

and flexibility a rucial rak_tors. Teacheta a

to La vu additional t:espunsibili

tuvolves timeLlt a co

typically very busy un,i

out 5 n)0 A few schoul

s,,stems provide "tivciopm OE grdhts" tUt Sometimes gio

Lc, her. Lcl ll LC,CiVr support ur partial ..upport dui i11g the bummer

projec: 5t,142t1 cl, dcvelitg prot.lem solving instructional onits. -t ten,

the extra tilde fur a mr)'C}lt [catiCon of the cuiriculum zJumthluE, st

LL'aChcr es! It's hard to ,ay where the time comes trom but the juh gets

done.

Another difficulty is f nding time in Lhe course curriculum to ud4 some-

thing newlike problem solving. Over d period of more than three thousand

Years matnematics content has grown. More and more of this content has' been

. placed on' pre-college learning and seldom'does anyone recommend deleting

content! As one examines the scope and sequence of a course, like eighth

grade mathematics, for difficult to say, "students don't need

I
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this topic or "let's cut out ' Some hard decisions may have to''

be made.

On'the other hand, probleuf solv n has always been a part of mat
D

tical learning--so some time is available. We believe that problem

solving is so important tostudentsthat it deservesmoreem'phasis--and

more time. The major point i-s that teachers committed to improving problem

solving, abilities will have to examine the total curriculum and carefully

plan enough time to provide sufficient experience make a measurable

improvement.

In addition to finding the time, one has to be willing to be flexible

when consciously teaching prlel-n solving. Looking at diff reAt approaches

to.the lame problem, encouraging students to gues-s (without fear),-allowing.

students to pose problems, and being quiet are only four of several ways in

which a tea may have to deviate t_ m established cif classroom

behavior

Making this commitment to teach problem solvine raises several ions:

(1) What must I-cond-ider in planning problem solving experiences?

(2) How can I. create a problem solving euvirpumeuL in my classr Join?

.How can I effectively teach sclliiepne Lu solve prohloms?

How can I evaluate'problem solving ability?

What, can 1do'in toMorroW1class to begin to promote problem(5)

solving in my classroom?

the L ,Ale_ who
o

is ,olimittLed to Leachium ;,calving with the same

devotion as tea 4 ',skills and applications 'dust be I.cet,aLed ' "the gtedt
tlxpeltdiLcirt or Ledchltw, Lim and energy should utzut l,I p.1,11.1111. TOt Ltte

d,Livi4ltc, LhaL are Lu Pluimiug

Id .1tify specific tenrling goals fur the lesson or wit

Select )1ews cat situations which ,_Le interest ing Lo pupil,.

Think through soly ln,g problems to anticipate sLuden SL[

natives, distractions, or. confusions,

Develop a Lesson plan and s h-dule t aLiivitics an.] Its.

student. it they rater difficulty.Devise wa

*Meiriug, Steven Problem
Columbus, Ohio: Ohio Depar

alter

olvin A Basic Mathematics -Skill, booklet 2.
nt of Education, 1980. p. 61.
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* Plan flexible time so you can adjust the plan, if necessary.

* Provide an opportunity to look back at the pro.blem .solving experiences.

* Developa plan to evaluate student learning.

Check plans to insure that you have provided motivation and reinTor=
ment for students. -*

44§
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* Examine plan methodologies and instructional actdvitps to see if another
alternative would serve better.

* Compile a list of materials that will be he- ed, including instructional
media such as an overhead projector, transr rencies, -chalkboard, and ,

student handouts, Also, determine if glanipulativeS or related materials
will be needed, such as string, rubber bands, straws: meter sticks,

e

scissors, thumb tacks, glue, rubber cement, tape, scrap paper, poster
board, pens, pencils, geometric shapes; graduated containers; calculators,
drawing instruments, stop watch, spinners, or plastic grids.

Several of these tasks merit elaboration; the first two now,-others

later in this paper. It is important to identity clear goals for students-

-what do von want students to learn? Traditionally,' it has been clear that

teachers ant students to learn to solve problems, but that is a vague spec-
.

ification. What must they to be better problem solvers'? Many text-

boo contained sectijns4q specific kinds of problems, like distance/rate/
.r

time problems The Idea was,15hat practice in solving these problems would
4

Li-an fer Lu earlier sirllliar proble lht! ,eppeodeh to the extent that

the student learlls to solve that "Lype" ut h concern ut

16 that we ,,AhaoL p1cdlet all, the Ly
I

in the Liet lO, 20, of _ yeaf,

els student will

lhe heaci, Jppk _,h -t haAcA Some pto

IL Lype at ,:ommon that Lhey will likely always be in Lie

Out Iry Lc .1, ItIlltA ,i u,i,LIL .,, to our- heal[ 1,, t_,,I_Ls.01 meth,,ds or .Lr.Lklot.,.,

Obi '111m 11,, ,(6J,11i 16 L11.,,,eJ u Lh A 1,1,1-01-ALI ,...,I ti. Mall _It A 1 t-: ^ I VD. Woo

(.2k1 WI L 1, ,,,s, -I Hovel le I 1!61 ,_-111, 1,,. ,/1 11-., A., .411,,.,.1, iw, to try

the lit'LIL 1 ,1 1, ,1 p, L A is II =.11.0,A 1111):, 1 1.1, I I III.- A,AA 1 .. Of 111:711- L li..L 11,11

0.1 -as. Lrret

toi Ptohlem 5.

ro d ldb

114t ,,,111 1AL I

16

.l1 ILL. I I. .4 1,01, Li 1,.44

ldeLiL11,. .ALiA

,howu Lhdl p(ubici 6uivluy,

1VC .- ,11111 .11 CL problem. ke:-,earch

el.haocea by Leaching heuuiLlt:t6

IItLIt l ,t 1t; alu taoghc% the% ased. lh heuristics then

rrt2 hoki FIt -t,t gulls_f Lel I, -.kin IS IL) help .,4 cadent bet t)Ille beLtel

601ver they are

problems better!

rta nly more explicit than one general ability 6o1N,
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Another major challenge in developing problem solving eocperiences is

locating y212,1 problems, Little can be accomplished without t.h.e resource

rit: problems. Some teachers make Lies problems on 3" x 5"' cards. When=

ever they fi_ncl'an interesting and apprbpriate problem, they fill out a card

and f ile it: A few teachers have set'-up such files by heuristic classifica

Dion. If a heuristic is useful in solving a particular problem, they filo

it there, Usually several heuristics are applicable and they cross ref-
..

erence.the,prohl%ms.

Another useful technique is to develop some problems urs

paper on "Posing and Repo Sing Problems",pre.tents helpful ideas to teachers

for constructing problems.

Also, many problems are contained in the resource packet, Special atten-
,

tion is called to the following paporsf "Problem Solving Resources", "Read.

World Problems", and "Problems, Problems, Problems!"

In add'it

Creati lent ulvii vironmeni

_
teaching heuristics, there are many ways of fostering

problem so4ving environment i,n the classroe m. Some et the ,suggestions concern

T 11-

hinges in the physicAl enviroumtlt of the classroom while others Involve
A

altering the -to-day Instr _ 1 Lout iii ley including varl, t:-; problem

-
c i!-)

,:ern tli the ,:laroom inclod,:
{

..

Lstahlinh a problem tile on 3" x ...ards an 10,11 ated LIL the

la'rit sect loll,. Allow sill Lo pcl.cCIL,a problem, writ,: theil

Name ,on the back of the card and try to nolve Chic [iroblem fur

n approptiate reward.

the bulletin buaid ky in,oilliti (a) "VIkdAull! .,_ the kieci

" '"ntudent solution to bl ems :Jr tudent th,or,au named

attct the student (e, J L, Saltaiun at Theorom), (c) a

lint_ ,,t h -ur isLic,-, , (d) 4'at-L,.onn, newnpap._i and
.-

magai.ine ar es,q ns, etc relawd td.pLyblem solving.

Conntluc ),.,oknhelt tar bookn ut problems (sue yProWem

SolvinA k auurcen'') oothL,maLiedl g,amen and puzzles, mag-

a-Linen ( Mathematics Student Journal T.TM),Scientific

American, (;Mmes etc.) and the like.

t-, a problem ,t,olvinA center in Line ,.,,,JiliCi of the 1-1aL,6rOOM.

It could he ne,ir the bookshelf and Lontal.0 voilous m,101-

polutive devicen and other mat,- fall, listed In the reviohs

section. A catuhy name like "Sleuth's Corner", "221 B Baker

Street ", one chosen fly the students is appropriate.
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Some .suggestions for ways to us- problems to vary tl nstruc

routine are:

G05

L

'(5) Begin a unit with a prol,lem. Example: "How many pennies would
it take to fill this classroom?" would be suitable to begin a

on volume.(Paper E) are especially useful in this way.

Close thQ,class period with a problem. Example: After a lessori,
on removing common factors;- assign: Factor (i) 3300 x90
2926 x81 2310 X72 ; (b) 13,67.9 x10 27679 x8

18,627 x65' - 30,000 x4 t 223. (These "problems" are really
exercises, but each has a moral).

7) Solicit problems from students and/or ask them to construct
problks based on a picture from a magazine, a shortinews-

. paper article, etc.

(8) Play a game.

.(9) Have a (mathematical) Scavenger Hunt. Sample list: "Find"

(I) a parallelogram in the classrboM, (2) a polygon whose
area is numerically equal to its perimeter, (3) a number
greater than 10,000 with exacfly 8 factors, (4) -four numbers
whose sum exceeds their product, (5) a quadrilateral whose

diagonals are Terpendicular (6) a rectangle and a triangle
having the same area, (7) two polygons'which can partition
the plane into 10 regions., etc.I

ek You can probably think of ocher ways to bring problems and pr b 1

solving into .2:1Jir clasaroom.
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Teachi Problem Solving_

One cannot anticipate all the situations that Could arise in any

ing situation , especially in problem solving! Our goal here is not

prescribe, what, should be done, but rathe'r to 'offer some comments 66

some of the critical issues in the'tUaching of problff solving; especially

teaching heuristicsand asking questions

A
Research attests to tale value of teaching heuristics pr strategies

the following flow chart offers one procedure

introduce
new strategy y

Practice the'
new strategy
with problems

Provide a variety of
dissimilar probLei1s to
exemplify the new
strategy

Provide a variety of
prroblems which arc

appropriate foi all

previously learned
rategies

No

4

Coniinue to provide
a variety of problems
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After stdde nt s.. have learned to use three or so heuristics, they should

be provided with an opportunity td solve a variety of dissimilar problems,

using heuristics of their choice. This step helps to demonstrate studenX

selection ofaheuristicsand the advantages oJshem. As the students'

backgrounds gni'w in terms of. heuristics they can :sp_offectivel,y, their

success in problem solving will showsigns'of significant improvement. You

, should decide on a reasonable orde?- in which to introduce the cij ist ics.

"Act it out' comes easier than "Look for a simpler problem". Sp_ fril

ernhasis needs o be given to the looking back heuristics:

'Generalize
Check the solution
Find another way to solve the problem
Find another result
.Study the solution peocess

It appears that students do not use these heuristics on their lOWIJ. The

implie-tion is that teachers should use them Co provide a role Ilbdel for stU

dents and to demonstrate hbw much dam he learned from using the looking back

he Iktics. In atipiying these heiiriStics; teachers -need to resetve tine for

themornetimes it is effective to rolikkw ,k student selected strategy for a

probJemeven AC Lite teachet known a "hck(c" way. It an ,14(nw1 1solst ained,

the 2.,ier IzJ io au ideal IsoVIL loll co 4mk, quetions to suiLie st LASII.LIL LO ii
alternate sirategy. Such AU e_xperience may bv va.hkal,Ie Its nLikdk2Ilt. tearniuA.

IIII1,1,1mcULAI III Lh,=, pi,hicm II lv lug 1 thc OIL

A t1 L 11 NI o t t 1 tu ott bt''!- as 1,,,,s.@[11,,,. 0 se I ,(= .

111 tIAL Lk_ v A kl Li t I t )1 lol mca,.,, prohl,,m a- u ue,,L104;

11111 ttCLsi I ,11 .1.1t U\/ 111,01 in lie t'l4SIIslIlt

C-Ill5, ,tc,.-t.tcti.d.1, I sit I 1st t istL. cm, try 1.dli toiled LI,

.L t h II. It 11,3k 1,11.5 b 1,y .1 ii tk

aoC

va., I, 14,), J Lo t . ,haritiet I 1, s I I Col4

= t I I 1.

. ,.,/tttk.1 1

.t.. I II 1 .1 "

Sot ies. 111.1L1- :iik(1,1k,711L:k teat 1,1. t ,1

I . 4.-,,k111 91.,11.,11.. I h.vy

k LISS wiLh .1 "(b.f.Li,. I I, kl 11.11141 IV. II r What J., IL,

Li! _,1j " 1,11 1/1 Nk,/ II

110 heel kd 4 t) .) t

will nocmolly respond 0.4r1, co ..=n-h triviA A 11-5 ,ould be

Is pldv the ,amt- "Tn Linz .1305- at (,Lk.t_ti III IMahliiaLY)

[II A hug and c'hallenge the ,-itudents to ,11e', it, tdcntltv hv .4skinA 1041tions
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which can be answered only "yes" or "no". Finally', mathematical questions

can-initially be 'nOSedito Small groups of 'sEudents so there is a collective
=

stlident develop the confidence. to guessguess. Gradually the individual

intelligently and without fear..

Gee a questldn is posed, _ e next step for the teacher can be an un-

natural one - be quiet. An important aspect of using questioning is a

phenomenon called "wait time'' the time between the end of a teacher's ques-

Cion anti either a student response or.teacher talk some sort, such as

repeating, rephrasing, or redirecting the question. Incredibly, average

wait times as measu/7ed in a classic study by Mary Budd Rowe, were less titan

one second.'

"(A teacher) Lutist ES, prepared atLea with the disconeertivig
si lence of t dent." (Geot-J Polva)

A critical aspect of ptoblem 6olviag involves tilt- opporCuui,Ly to caro-

-tullyweigh evidence, Co comphre given cooditiong and relationshbls to pre-

viously known i_n.ormation problems aud Lo search fur Lhe unirLed aud uu-

ChoUght. 'Instead of rapid -tire quesLiohiug Lhu problem solving teacher- may

even have L adyisu Lft class Lu slaw Jaw', Iu Lh. reSponoe,a and Lo LhIak

ittem UlUte Late Iitft_y-

:\ must

LCI of

1.1ft .1kIL lul 1 v
r

incr,ased to vf..f.._rQe sec e711d 01 11..1e.

Me length ntud,;.tiL of
(he number but .tl.pt't,t,r is

Failures dec=reased
ck,ur Lit,

lucid," p 1..t I I 11.1 I I !

L Pc1 L I, Oa ,cd L; 11 1

1

lnfererwe .1 w l t h vid
h. l ttt UMW at (Itte L l,.11s ,asked I,v cyildtou

, 1

cKperim,..nt, they proposed iltt t 2
Cunt. r. ibut Jolts t,v 1 k 0.4 I ed Fite= E1C

Oia,,ApIihary

rL,ant .1,.puurut Lfte Rowe pLudyAinvul Lht4 4..tuattge in Lkardc-

Leachr tuualy ifiadcalt attempt La Incrua,5c

tuflowing effect:; observed wh,o. L time;,

t fits r.11, 1 kLE2 . t l ,1

L,,,,,,,,,L loll 1,, , _a-1,r-, L1,, ultulhat jug, aid r 4' L. tit III II La 1, ite teach, 1 %:f L',,,. i..014Lcd

1,.

1 t., , 1,1, 14

Ind ty idua l:, IP Lime 1-1.1ti:71 Lit 0 utuuL!L pa,co1/4 quunLIaniug, ALma-

bcLuMcn oil_ ,,r.oup paiLftiPation. Ftw Leacher play more of-an
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dual rblewith mono p _ticipatt6n.beinc,

and interactiOn. occurring among students.

ffied by individual class'members

We close thjs section with se erar t isceitaneous comments related to

teaching of problem saving.

1) Small group (3-4 people) instruction is usually cftective (see .0
Meiring, op cit. pp-607100, Co a discussion f techniques advant-
age, and disadvantages of large group, small group, and individ7
ualized instruction.)

A good deal of practite-IO using skills and algorithms occurs in
the solution of most problems, So assigning ale or two problems
Instead of ten or twenty exercises requires no more 'time.

Encourage oral presentations of problem solutions by students.
Ask such questions as "What- prompted yob to try this approach?"
"Was this approach the first thing you tried?", "Does anyone else
see another way to solve the problem?"

(4' )° F amine more than one way to 'solve a problem; ie 'employ the look-
ing back ,heuristics. More often than not, a good problem situa-
tion is abandoned too quickT7-.

(5) p model being A problem solver, loi=n the class in trying to s lve
a problem none of you have .seen before. Seeing the teacher "struggle"
should he beneficial for all. It may help change: the authority-
figure role of the teacher and holster the confidence of_Wie
student.

(6) t]Mphaize LFI validity ut tt ial and ejloL plo...:eduLe, for belvinA a
problem requiring a numerical answer. While such a solution may
!TOL ha' c aesthetic appeal, it is 'usual__y basd.onsound reaoyii4n6
and often can effectively make use of'a .calculator or computer, A

group of ,ey'nudarylifaehqrt, wen., overt the problem; "kind the 6
mom utc, of ,iquaMPri-ilater,A1 who,ie length, 7,8,9 and O."
While non, ol them reduicoVe4ed-' filahm,qi,upLui formula, all 'hut

ar obtained a numerical c.:--,timate correct to within .5% using
t. Ai 1,, ,111,1 t L is l ailsl c'tt,I ot cc

I

.,. L ea 1 Wu' 1.1 1,1. I. 1.

111,14t wdi ld l'1 ,.l.1 ..,1

Nally Ecal Lt 114 i

iu Lliv luliiug only ALI jieti. skills Pat, it

th, task in a real w.,rld pi otil ern L t,q1-11,1 reunk,11,_it,1

It I,dnr,ll it'ti 1 (11,,d

HI oh 1 t:1!1,-, ,esi 1,...,1 I 1.. 1,.ti1 kiat
in tu,t, king ,tudent,i

lfflUla

thcAl. ,.,wu data is worthwhile:
methndt, using 1, u4lutit ,tt,iltb.L tattle, a Lelepho
computer a liv r priate.
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(4) Most real world problems are nat l rely mathematical, so their
use affers L: gr'ea't opportVinit'Par=ecam 'teaching, or at least
parallel lessons wi,th,anether class.

In1so4ving: problem, one often seeks only an approx-
Imare answer, so estimation techniques and (measurement) error,
analysis are usetfUl'iools.

Because' of the emphasis on numerical answer ,= trial and error
strategies arc often anueoriat.'

(7) Real 'world problems: frequently "reoccur Yo stddv1 ing, the solution
hroCeq, d finding alternate lolutions atle eSr-oeiafiv important.

. _

Problem solving abili

importance. It

Evalua

y must he evaquated if'studenrs perceiy0

s time is spent on solving problem !6 but te,sts. are

computational exercises take( the reaehe gnid Lhelr the impact

lost. Evjluat ing student success in problem solving

most d'ftieult tasks facing a Leal It problem sodv lg is viewed!' as

"all8W getting" the task is simplified but maybe

overall goal is iulprovir><g u_le its' abilities

getting the only a; °then it is case

artificially so. Our

lye problems.

tall into a trap

providing stole 4L with ploblemS that aft- quiCkiy olved

L,edures, itt order to have seudellcs

narro

rge llusllt,et rif proLleMs

loctcase the gel lahility of a Lest) n h a 101111 l/t can lead Leactwls

salve rohl em type If the evidenee you accept

of pr41-5Iem )1.villg is get ALIA er, it shower

aild 1.0v. them s,evecal pi,hiems 61 LhaL

to teaching stud

Vt.

if II, in 4 ti. l p Li, (hAL ace new L., the

1,:j11 boil 1114,1. t.) . 110 V c. 1

t, I 1 1 :1 Ins t. 1,ISt I 1 ut,t, LIRE'.

ihe proce,, pr A.lumn

W, ..1 (1,0 h 16.

tit-t stage

given an appcopri

da,ta to , it or c

mel-lt uC the ptoti,m: stod,ut ahlItt L_ hour

oat 1.15 . tt.ti t_

tea. he. .d

prOhlem the student set op .4 talk organize

he at dent diaw ct picture includes the kvy,ele-

o
['he tn evalnute nind,nt thilitv:to select

ppropria hertrtAien and use Chem to solve new problems. Simply checking

-answers is not el-touch. rhe process involve f--; looking at how students tried to



:--solve the problems.

written work,;. -, Some teachers have tried.prObleM solving interviews--asking a
.,-

gtudent to solve alproblem in conferep&e. Setting, by-thinking aloud.' The

process is time consuming .but may, have a lotof.payoff.

aly;be a matter of loaking over the .stddents'

Since-piOblem solving is= more than answer-
.

scheme should give credit. for- --

* attemptea,solutions using ."reasonable" heuristics.
the length of` time spent before "giving up"
.attemptiqg the problem at several different times (to capitalize_on
Poincarg's notion of an "incubation period" for solving problems)
willingness to. employ looking back heuristics (e.g. solves a problem
in more than one way, generalizes the problem).

`willingness to share a solution' with classmates- in an oral presents-
tion (some teachers give extra-credit points ).

Two other- notions which I have,emplOyed-with some sUccesS.are

(1) Keep-an anecdotal file (on .a 4" x 6" card) on each'studept recording
Problems solved orattempted-with.notes on imaginative:solutions,
"good trie , etc.. This suggestii3grMay be impractical:for-a
number of students, but try: it for.oneclasS'to determine if

-worthwile for you.

large
it's

Give a four problem test with 50 points awarded. for the first correct
solution, 25 points for the second, 15 fOr the third,. and 10 for the
fourth. Basically you read the four solutions decide their relative
merit and award 'Points accordingly.

-What can' you do,to start? 'Firs we suggest that you do not plan

stact tomorrow to devote 1/3 of -your mathematics cOUrse to problem aolving.

We would: like to iee_ mathematids split into'113 for computational 'skill, 1/3
for-y

understandings and I/3-for-problem solving, but it is unrealistic to make

such asirastic-change in-a very; short time.- Examine various sources looking

for suitable "-problems -.Look:at neWspaPers, a wide rane f magazines (e.g. -

Mechanix Illustrated, 12=t121aEzz, Scientific American) etc searching

for problem situationa:_ Try to develop a- "question sense" 7 an ability. to

formulate problems based on all types of situations. Then,we suggest planning

single class period for problem solving and exploring what strategies

(heuristics) your students use. Continue by choosipg from ,,.:1 to 3 strategies

and plan-a small unit to develop them.. Then try anotlwr periodifor open ended

problem solving. In following this process a teacher carefully develops his

or her instructional skills to help students become better problem solvers.

An important danger to avoid is to try to do too much at once. Small steps,
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carefully planned, provide more prothise of success than a grand commitment..

that may be impossible to achieve.'

Coda

Our hope is that problem solving will- eventually become a philosophy,

rather than a method, of teaching'. The ultimate reward is the 'labs"

expres-sed by a successful problem solver. The price for this moment

whOlehearted comMitment careful

One of the-most impresSive projects currently near completion in Oregon is
the Lane County Mathematics Proj ect . Directed by Professor Oscar chaff , the

project has been developing' materials for grades 4-8 for the past three years.

These materials, which are supplements to a standard mathematics program,

emphasize the improvement of problem solving abilities. One of the, interest-
-,

in features of the materials is the use of interesting problems, challenges

used with permission of the director,
S.

to demonstrate some of 'the probleM

and games to provide- drill. Samples,

are included at the end of this paper

presentations and the use of drill to
is one useful- way _to save time in the

in problem solving

teach students ,to use heuristics. Th

curriculum to provide for an emphasis

The following pages are taken from grade 8'.of the Lane County Matherqatica

Solving Project and used by permission of the Director,,.0scar Schaaf

Two.-of the principle authors- are -Scott McFadden and Richard- Brannan.'

these materials-, developed for 'grades 4 through 8, are in different stages' of

development, field testing, reviSion, and implementation. Inquires about the

proje-ct and Fuse of material! should be submitted to the director:

presented

putati

pages selected

Oscar Schaaf, Director
Lane County Mathematic! Project
Lane.Education Service District
1200 Highway, 99 Wirth
Eugene;. Oregon_ 97402

have been chosen -to reflect some of the problems

to students and thetechniques used to have students practice corn=

nal skills while developing and sharpening prOblem solving strategies.

(Revised 3/80)
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LEN SOLVING PUPIL MATERIALS - G

LESSON TITLES

I. PreProblem Solving Ac ivities

Guess And Check -1
. Looking ,for_ Patterns

Make a Systematic -Lis
. Make and/or Use a-- Diagram, Model

- II. Challenges

What' a The Sum
. Use All Nine
* POol
a Logical Thinking
O A Game of Cards.
Pizza;Pukmles

.MAgic Triangles
DoMlnoes

I

or awing,

Drill and Practice

...Complete the Problem

. More Than:One Solution
A Potpourri of Dedimal Digit

Draw Activitie4:(Ideas for T a hers
. Distributive-Property.
Create Problem

IV. 'Variation (Algebra eadines

HaMburgers for Slim.
. Formulas.

Integer-Sense CAlgebra Readiness
,

Thermometer Readings
. Negative Numbers

VI. Equation Solving (Algebra Read

Puzzle Problems
The Hidden Rolution
Arthur's DilemMa

G.13
IV-C:8
Titles

E 8

. -kGame-of:Bar
Y- Numbers
Last Digit

Birthday PSrty
Where Ialhe-Monkey7-
Adlow of Pennies
Mr. Wizard's Marble Trick

I-Chips Ahoy

Patterns
Find, a Path

...The Best Guese_(Mone
_ The Beit-Guess-(Decithale)

. TheBest'Guesal(Fractiona)

BelieVe It Of Not Formu_
Cars and Bikes

. What's The
O A Tricky Pattern

O Another Dilemma
Unusual Equations
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Protractor Ei0eriMents

. _Protractor'Practice

.4 More:Protractor Practice-

Investigaiionsjn Geometry

.-Patterns in Geometry

. .Quadrilaterals:
Snipping Quadrilaterals

e Oil Wells

Percent Estimation

ileaning of Percent
O One-,Percent Method
Percents and Fractions

G:14
IV-C:8
Titles

4-What's The- Sum
. Water-Wheel Geothe ry',

--

Finding Distances__
Congruent Triangles
Drawing Triangles
-Pypagoras

Calculator

A: Number Times itself
.`Hest Estimate
. Discovering Patterns

EstImation
Shokt Stories

Missing Parts
Calculator Puzzlers-
I'm Thinking of a Number

a
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et Imes a problem can be olved- by guessing. I f at firs
you don't suceed, try.again!

a. Who am I? If you multiply me by rayself And then add 3
the result is 84.
Who am I? If you sub ract me from 30 and then daub
that answer, the result is 48
Who am I? I'm-a 2-digit number. If you reverse my dig.
and add us together the result is 110._ Give a l
possible answers.)

Julia and Ed were asked to 'add two numbers together Julia,
by= mistake, subtracted the two numbers and =gave the answer as
10. I 'stead ofNaLiding, Ed multiplied the two numbers and the
resell was 651 What__was the-correct total?

bse each :of- the- digitt 0 ,- 2, 3, 4, 5.
Finn i the smallest answer possible.

The-Happy Holiday Hotel is blessed with cheerful bedbugs. In
each single bed you can find 7 bedbugs and in each double be
there are 13 bedbugs. How many beds. of each size are there
the hotel if there are 106 bedbugs?

Patti has 74e in her purse. She does not have a half - dollar.
She can't make change for a half-dollar either! What coins
does Patti have?

El El



MAKE A SYSTEMATIC LIST

All =of the/following problems can be solved by making-a

systematic lis Organize your work and look-for patterns.

G:164
.UIVCs8:.-
_Pre 13s

(1)

makes picture IrateeJ ke the

one-illOtratedi.Ae.,MaRes-theOrOu.
4i0CeS",,of:WOod_With:measurements:OfL

10 :inches, -1 inches 0 inches

e25-incheS..

One possible--frame 10

another i 1 by 4k

-List-..411--the-Other possible frames.

the corner store sells pencils for 51: 10e, and 15g. Lis

List ail the ways.Kaycan spend exact y 45 on pencils.

Sli0-wat.06dying-jhe,mOniu 1-1000-. the folloWing:- oites.

1st Ourse SoUp or-salad

2nd course Chickenbeef lamb)-
301itburSe-.- -Pie; cake, -or Sherbert,

LiSt allpossible'dombinations of food Slim could order
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A frog- is- et Jhe bottom cif a -10 -toot EVer,.0ay he
crawls-r"up-:- 3 :feet. tt rih h p down:- fiw
many ay wilt take for hith 'to get out of:the:Well?
(T answer no r.10.),

It takes- 27 sugar cubes to ill a
cubical box. How = many cubes will
be touching the bottom of the box?-
the sides?

n1 he Juste complf ed e'. 400 - metre race, The

names are
Vicki. .Use- the lltwing cue t help you deterir
Which:order:_the girls finished.

Nancy '.beat 6 met res,.
..-Chris:''fOished -11 -.metres behina- Vicki, r

Nancy -finished Metres ahead of.1,cay. bu
.behirid , Vicki. '

Qebbil-- finished exactly hal fway'
-.and last i.--person-

strvice- station has a. large, container of -,ant if eeze.
1 --cust (Mier needs. exactly. -The- .ohly containers
available are a.i57-qUart. can and.. a 4 -quart can. How can

the attendant use these containers o measure out -the
2. .4uarts?
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A GAME OF CARDS
Ch41.

Kim has a special deck cf cards. After shu ling the-car
he: turned six of them face up -on the table.

m---exp allied-the thistway

Use each of the first -4ve .-niiinbers in 'any- order,.
Use, any operations '-you_ want.

Your answer mustbethe 140_ -eared -turned -4p -tin this
case, -2)

Here ere two :difierep ,Studythery o, make sure they're
.-Orrec

Kim deal t:o0t how,: ::=many different -solut on
you can find for each `et them. Remember .to express '-the results in
--orrect mathematic

3 7 1,.7,1,8,13. Apswer is

10; 15 2 0, 7 Answer is 11

4 6 '8 = Answer is

4. 12, 7, 9, 7, 1 Answer is 13

5. 4, 25 0, 2 2, 4 Answer is 4



Suppose that there are 200 pennies a

are "heads" up

Now, suppose that 200 people line up and

the rst Person turns over all the pennies,

starting with th. 2nd penny, the 2nd .person. turns over

every other one. .

starting with the 3rd penny, the 3rd, person turns

every 3rd penny,

start in' ith the 4th penny the 4th person turns over
penny.

etc.

etc.

etc..

Suppose you're the 200th person. Wi 1 you

penny "heads" or ails?"

:After: everyone haS gone- through the 'line wh

show "tailsr,

:-Aft et-. everyone:. has gone -theptigh t perSOS
will have :turned- over .t he -200th pennyi
Who are they?: (Give their nuMbers.):



.-SMc17 ms

LCD' 7-79
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Dr. & Prac

FIND A pAni
-.

Draw --apath so the ,number g alOhg t.he Ip_ath add to-the,-14turfther in
the path can only go -through the =open

,.Start:- ;7,,: -art-

SlicF ma
.141,0 7-79
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Variation
(Ali Read

ammy was quite pleased with himsel He had just gured-06t anew. formula. Sammy named it the

Ideal 'Weight For Everyone

W = 5H 190 H is the pinion's height in inches.
W is th wei ht in pounds. --mt

s tHis. a reasonable formula to use? Let' first see how,works forF Sammy. Then we'll see how it works-.to0,. or- you.

Class Exercises

t- -Sammy is 64 inches tall and weighs 128 pounds. Acco othe formula .hors .much should Sammy_

What your ,own: height in inthes?! -According Ito theT'I:farmUlt,
how !kb: should 4owiweijh?:

Mr. Garcia is-6 feet tall and-wei s 173 pounds. Accarding
the formula, how much should he weigh

According to the IVO a,-how' much should:'Sheeigh?.'.-

Do you .:think *limy _ought -10-:-change e naMe- o
Why?



BELIEVE .NOTTFORIUV6

-G-
IV-Ci8

(Algolteado)

(1)

_tha.t.. a ,c,ric -:can=- be =use
Thy warmer it he I-faster::!.a--cridket s -forMUla,

approxima -ion:
,..

3 'S the number chirps- in .one minu
temperature in.,. Celsiu7S'.

ormulas are Statements =sof variation:_
The weight-height formula siiggests that

- a person's weight increases as he gets= taller
The sleep -age formula suggests that

he number of htfurs of sleep a person needs decrease
as she gets older.

cording to the cricket chirps 'formula , how does the te pera u
vary as the cricket chirp's faster? Let I's find out

Use the cricket hrmula to complete this table.-7g 112 154

eniper4t Ore is
cricket 'would- make,

the formtaa..

4F.),, est imate.#e, number. a f. chirps
Then-:--Oheck :.ybur. est-in a*e by using

Estimate `the number of .chirps if thie emperatu
Then-, check your estimate. by using' the formula.

certain, kind -of.a.nt. alS6- cana.he used-aS a.lhermotiete
Warier-: tt is the ,faster the ant.- runs.,

centimetres per minute.
T i th0:t0iperatUreltnr.Ceitius.

.0 Se the formul* tb complete this table..

I f the tempera u:- s' 2 -about:. ''how fast dOeS 'Vie= ant run..
b. I,f '1 he --teOperature- is abdut:h6W.E-:'.fast daeS the ant .runs

if -- a ,crieket 'chirig- 11a;f:1 iniet, a mihilte , how :fait-. does...,

.ant run?
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Pat ehs in Geoffietry,a(cont )

G . 2 4

IV-C:8
Invest yin Geom.

heie 'drawings illustrate'

hdw figures can he

-subdivided. into

triangles.

Ose this same

&technique

other- ligu e COMpletethe tab

Number of, sides=

Number of trams

Study -the completed table. Look -for patterns. I f' you used

the same technique, how many an les would you expect in

a 100sided figure?.

Ten very talkatiVe teenagers dec

special= 4 elephone

Thi sys e'

.would connect ea
.

house with the 'other

nine. How may ,wire

would the system- heed?

Marty made-a drawing.

t that didn't help

much. There-Were

just too mar-iy- lines .t to keep:t

Kyle Oecided instead o try s

pat fern

a. ke drawin

2 persons ,

Look= -for- a- pat

10 perions
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OIL WELLS

Two oil-wells-are-located

3 miles from_the,shore of

a river. A single storage

tank is to be built on the

shore. Oil is to be piped

from _each well direttly to

the storagOank. Of

course, the company wants

to use as little pipe as

possible.

1. What is-the best location

for the storage tank?

2 How:much pipe is needed?

On another stretch of the

river, two more oil wells

have been drilled (see

:drawing) Another storage

tank's to*be built to

service these two wells.

3. What is the best location

for the storage tank?

How much pipe is needed?

8 miles

C.25,

IV-C:8',
Invest.in Geom.

(1)

Note: This picture

has NOT been drawn

5scale.

. _

NUT drawn

to scale.
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Oil Wells cont.

On another stretch,

of the river there

are 4 oil wells

located according

to the drawing..

A single storage

tank is to be built

to service all 4

wells.

5. What is the best

location for the

storage unit?

6. How much pipe is needed?

SMcF ms
LCMF 10 79 ca

0.2-6

IV-C:8
Invest in Geom.

2 mi. 4 mi.-,

(2)
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Using a Textbook for Teaching Probl 'em Solving

The- textbook is the resource around. which most classroom activities

are planned. COnsequently, any decision to place more eMphaSis on problem.'

Solving instruction should consider how the textbook can be used more

effectivelyAVSipport problem solving objectives. The following suggestions

are not intended to be exhaustive but rather to serve as a springboard to

additional ideas.

1. Reexamine the.role_problem solving_ assumes inthetextbook.

Most textbook authors incorporate problem solving into their materials,

The teacher's guide for your textbook likely discusses the role the author

assigns to problem solving, indicating howthe book iSde.signed to support

this role. Problem solving may be addressed in several ways: periodic r

.enrichment or challenge problems, starred sections in exercises, applications

emphasis in story problems, special activity sections, special units on

problem solving or problem solving components (e.g. solving equations);

historical references to problem solvers, and famous or unsolved problems.

Authors also treat content topics in a manner which supports their

problem solving philosophy and gels. A systematic 5- or 6-step approach

may be used in working through illustrative problems (we do not advocate

rigid adherence to such a model); some applications may be arranged by

topics y, coin or rnlxLure problems); highlightiny an i other graphic

features of the boplc layout may suggest approaches to solving problems the

author wishes to convey.

The important point is _come aware of the problem solving strengths

the text possesses and to determine the impression about problem solving the

materials are likely to make upon students. You will be in a better position

to determine how to supplement the text with additional activities, whether

to reorganize topics, what to emphasize or deemphasize, and whether you need

.1
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to -ovide an expanded or alternate approach to problem:solVing than that

taken_by the book.,

Identif it ur dail ective -r-usin oblem materials.

There are different aspects of problem solving that can be emphasized at

particular time. ,Sometimes, the objective -may be to practice a particular

heuristic such as' :rite an equation." At another time, the emphasis may be
,of

on a specific technique such as solution by factoring. At still another time,

prerequisite subskill practice, such as finding the LCM for two numbers, may

be the central focus. Unless the purpose for study of a particular topic is

clearly identified, students are not likely to appreciate how it is related

to the more, comprehensive process of problem solving. A further advantage to

you is that such identification can provide you feedback about your class-

;room teaching priorities. Reviewing your list of daily problem solving objectives

can help you ascertain the relative balance or imbalance among problem

goals within your program.

3. 'eirot12problem materials to better ieve 124r ELarEkse.

olving

Problems in most texts are grouped by type (e.g. time-rate-distance) or to

practice a technique g, solution by quadrdtic equation). This results

in only one type 16,T problem solving practice -- applying the same or similar

techniques to 1ery similar problems, But according to Brownell) (1942, p. 439),

"Practice in sulvi ig problems should nut consist in r=peated experiences in

solving the same problems vilth the Same techniques, but rather it the solution

different problems by same techniques and in the application of

different techniques to the some problem IU achieve this end. it may be

I -

Wi 1 1 lam A. Brownell, "Problem Solviny." The Ns _ _lo of tedrnina,
Part Il of the Furty-Nrst Yearbook of th e Nationa SocietTfor the
Study of Education.
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necessary to regroup practice problems according to the specific problem

solving goal to be addressed.

Other reasons to select problems from other sections of the book

concern motivation and timing. Presenting a problem for which prerequisite

skills have not yet been learned can establish the need to-acquire more

appropriate techniques and procedures to handle the problem difficulties

posed by suSh situations, thus motivating the need for further content study.

After introduction of particular, powerful. means for dealing with certain

situations, many potential "problems" become mere exercises. Confronting

such prOblems before being aware of the existence of superior techniques is

an aspect of real problem solving wtih which students should have some

experience. The best techniques are not always known, accessible, or practical,

ut still the solver must somehow prevail over the problem.

4. 'Sacrif=ice quantity for qualit _in problem solving learning.

Generally in probleM solving, more time should be spent on indepth consideration

of fewer selected problems. Good problems merit careful examination from

many perspectives. Different approaches leading to solution, implications to

other problems, generalization or extension of result(s), effect on the

solution by variati f of given conditlol or the worthwhile

activities that can accompany more deliberate and intensive study of fewer

prublemb. More uttcn than riot, yuud problems are dropped -0_ quickly than

dealt With uveriong

Students cart hardly Le bl artoed rot dLv 1001,9 a .4,1pcittLIal 01Allkidc.4 aiduu .

problem sol thy aud their for peiGvering WiLh problems when

their experience typically consists uf cranking through twenty very similar

p lems. By neccss ity, they come Lu eApect to spend nu more than a few

nrrutes e r rust with each problem in uldel Lu complete the homework In a

reasonable time. But assignment of tewer problems (accompanied by specific

problem solving objectives) can change the focus for assignments from answer-
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getting to.thinking and reasoning activities.

5. Use discrimination in ass nin roblems,

All students need not be expected to labor with the same problems. , Most

teachers practice this principle with respect to-more difficult problems.

However, such a practice can be extended to a broader frame of reference.

Most problem sets are organized progressively frompeasiy.tO difficult problems.

Some students do not need to spend much time on beginning problems, but

very much may benefit from the challenge of more difficult actiNities.

Unfortunately, after these students spend most of their efforts on problems

leading up to those challenges, they have tittle time or motivation left to

really think through those problems which are more appropriate for them.

There are also some text problems, frequently enrichment, which emphasize

draw upon-particular heuristics or emphasize certain 'problem solving skills.

Usually, these problems are appropriate for everygine. And since they often

permit responses on a Nariety of levels, the thinking associated with even

partial solutions makes them worth the effort and serves to establish the

need for acquiring additional problem solving skills.

Example; Find the number of squares on a checkerboar

(Hint: there are more than I x 1 squares present.)

Students trequently "live up to the challenge of difficult problems

(ir there are nut too many a t uric Lime) exceeding our expectations and us thy

techniques and thinking that we may not even have considerced.

Huw then do you discriminate without labeling students as "better" Or

weaker"? One technique used with some success is to make a commdn assign-

ment, but later while moving about the room to adjust the assignment for

individual students by referring them to the particular parts of the assignment

they should concentrate upon. Another approach is to have a frank discussion

AI the class. about the differences in individual learning needs, pointing

.1
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out that some students require more practice with easier probleMs before

feeling confident to progress to more difficult situations. Making a

comprehensive assignment ranging from easy to difficult problems but

starring those to be graded will permit students to adjust thetr.own

learning styles to fit the situation they are expected to master. (This

of course, requires 'Careful initial monitoring'to avoid the entire class

tackling Gnu the starred problems.)

6. 01.-eSs with students the ur oses for 'roblem materials.

Many students have negative attitudes about written problems and about

their own abilities to engage in any problem solving activity that requires

indepth thinking. They-perceive their roles primarily limited to exercise

practice, mostly manipulating numbers and symbols according to a procedure

recently demonstrated in class. Such attitudes demonstrate the need to

talk with students about the role that various components of mathematics

instruction assume in their mathematical development. They need to under-

stand how skill development and or4ctice, applications, and problem solving

interrelate. Specifically, they need to talk over why they hold negative

views about story p They need to find out why they lack confidence

I

in apply ny their skills to Chdllenginy situations and to I it takes

to develop such expertise. Having a frank rid earnest Otscussi H enables

Lu at_Holre a oturc accurate undcli 11L11ny of the nature of urIaLhelll[1L1 al

11,11ny grid _lun ur persuri0I o,iik

USE teAL maLeriJls models fur LI,. rii Jevelpn( ut Ticstions

11,1v1.1 k4 Jetnt5 LI Itlquu story pruble1115 as to mutlVatlOn. content, and

'ArULturc Lan be beneficial to the teacher in providing Jnfqmation fat'

1

de-Jlyniny muc appupclate le illy aL.LlvILles 11115 exercise can also be.

coupled w th the Lash df rcwr1LIoy the pruulems after these LI itlytie. btudent

can grow i n their understanding about how questions are phrased and the

relationships of given, needed, and requested information in a problef
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And they-will appreciate better the role of insufficient or extraneous

data in a problem. By observing how student questions differ in- style

and format from text questions, the teacher can obtain useful informatidn

about students' thinking and how they perceive such problems -- what it takes

to make problems more interesting, challenging, understandable, and realistic.

8. Extend textbook roblem back rounds throull self-develodmaterials.

Since most textbooks do

will wish to supplement

textbook can still be a

oriented problem can be

not have strong explicit problem-solvingstrands, you

text.problems with self -devefNed materials. The

primary tool in your efforts. Many times an exercise-

trans-formed into a problem solving activity with a

slight modification or extension.

Grade 7: Following is the won-16st record for the National League
on July 14, 1965. Areange the teams in order of their
performance (best to,worst) by computing percentages.

W L. W L

Chicago 41 46' New York 29 56

Cincinnati 49 36 Philadelphia 45 39

Houston 39 45 St. Louis 41 45

Los Angeles 51 38 Pittsburgh 44 43

Milwaukee 42. 40 San Francisco 45 38 .

A slight modification to enh
activity;

ne problem as a problem solving

llowing is the on- ust record for the National league
on July 14, 1965. Arrange the teams in order of their
performance best to worst) without-computing percentages

A t materi a Is can also serve as backgrounds or data sources for

self developed materials, Most tabular and graphical I

reading, question and

analysis by students. However,

uns in Woks san

sponse exercises -- calling for little

graphical ur tabular material

requiring students to do some

can
Si

insight or

th supplementary questions, the some

be transformed into bondfide

itical reasoning.

However, the most useful purpose the textbook may serve

probl ern

timulus
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for creative development of problems similar to textbook exercises but

requiring better problem solving skills. An algebra unit on linear

equations might prompt this question.

Which of the following equa
could represent the graph a
right?

A. x 2y = 10

B. y = x-

C. y = 2x

D. 3x = y =

E. any of the above

ions

the

Students typically can produce the graph for a linear equation, but

many have,not,yet realized the unique 1-1 correspondence underlying the

reverse question CE. is the favorite 'student response).

Using a Text Problem Fully

The issue of making better teaching use of fewer problems is so

Important that an example illuStratlng Va loub uses and extenstunb

while. The following discussion tered around d geometry lesson

wurth

1nVolviny the Lull topit; the Sum of the 'lite d cunve,,

pOlyyun is ylven by 5 - (r1 2)

111wArdLIH a eLubi,m suivina mcin.dulu;1

Lath bLudent in the is asked CO .Ijht

hEAdYLat (riot necessarily eyular) and to find OIL sum Of its anylcb With

protractor. L h studcni. lb Lhen asked Lu draW a n 1 nc sided pulyydn and t.

find the soul auiu les to the bailie Mdii Her

The teacher uses a table to tabOdie Individual rc ulLs fur caLii

polygon, helping students to discover that, within measurement error,

I
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sum of the interior angles of convex 6-sided and .sided figures appears

to be constant and independent of other shape considerations (a side

discussion might ensue later about discrepancies inyolyinOolygons with
,

one or more-Concave vertices

Students are then asked to consider, in small groups,, the implications

of these experimental yesults and are encouraged to formulate hypotheses,

.

that mi ht be tested in,S_ some manner and to decide the nature of such tests.

Illustrating heuristics:

Students are told that the objective is to study the sums of the

f-------
interior angles of convex polygons. From students, the teacher elicits

the information that the simplest polygon is a triangle and the sum of its

angles is known to be 1800. Students volunteer names for the next simplest

polygonS through 8-sided figures. : They are asked what th'ey knoW. Of the sums

for these polygons (the quadrilateral will be the only one known ) It might

be wise to stress at this point the invariance of the sum of the interior

angles for triangles and quadrilaterals regardless of size or shape. Then

with careful questioning, the teacher should help the class discover hat

they can subdivide arty polygon into triangles to obtain the angle sum,

pi:Iln_sa, able, students are encouraged to look for a eLtlir among their

results and to develop a formula for the angle sum in terms, of the number of

sides. SuLLeediny columns in the tolluwiny table Lould Le added a step at

a time as students appreciate the need to rewrite the data in d different fort')

td ogni4e the pdttern requ i red to g_ne.0114e for the Lase with n sides.

No f sides

3

4

5

Alternate nu

1 -180° 2) 180°

2 180° 4-2) 180°
3-180° a (5-2) 180°

180°
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Extending the roblem:

Following this. period ..of instruction,. a problem for homework migh

review.the notion of exterior angles and ask whether there is any relationship

between the sum of exterior angles

acid the number of sides. Students
t

toulebe 'iv the hint that the

exterior angle sum 4ghtbe related

to the interior angle sum.

3600

After discussing the above- result,

An class, a subsequent extension

might-ask students to Aetermin

relationship for 'tti'6 '5,-um of

"total exterior angles" at each vertex

in terms of the number of sides.

Ste 3600 n -180° - (n42)180°

clidess of resulting discussions and explorations associated

with staying with one problem.. long enough to explore thoroughly its impli

cations far outweigh the disadvantages that students are exposed to rewer

0exercfses. The insight and penetrallny appraisals associated with such

extensions p ()Vide a much more accurate glimpse cif true problem solving

than the more trad timid] exercise list that practices the equation

S = (n-2)180° for various numbers of sides or angle sums and then moves to

the next lessOn with scarcely a backward look

However, these 'Inds of approaches take time and, like most techniques

associated with problem solving, should riot be used exclusively. Students

need a wide variety of -different kinds of challenges, techniques, approaches,

I
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I

and problems to round ou their probt6m solving development.

F-110

In this paper,

we have tried to suggest how one instructional resource, the textbook, -tan

ed more effecti velar,effectively to accomplish that end.



Reseatch'on= Problem Solving

at- the Secondary School Level

For many years, research on problem:solving in mathematics was focused
n the elementary school level (and on word problees in particul#0.,

1:

During'bhe 'past' 15 years,-"boWever, alteniionhas increasingly also;h4en
directed toward tmq secon_ry school level. Moreover, concern river the

,process of problemcsolving especially the effects of heuristics and strate-
gies) has been reflected in the research.

This report highlights some of the findings which seem relevant to teachers.
It is divided into three parts: (1) findings about students as problem
solvers;- (2) findings on the structure of problems; and (3) findings on
problem-solving heuristics or strategies.

Findin =s About Students' -- Problem Solver

\

As you might expect, good problem solvers tend to have:

relatively high IQ scores

good reasoning ability

high reading comprehension scores
4high quantitative ability or Computation scores (cdritributing

to success'on numerical problems) and/or high spatial aptitude
scored (contributing to success on geometric problems)

(Dodson, 1971;,114sermn, 1976; Hollander, 1974; Kilpatrick, 1968;
Moses, 1978;. Robinson, 1973; Talton, 1973)

Other eharaeLerisLios of good problem solvers inolude:

ability Lu understand ulatlIematiea1 Lullcepts a11d terms

ability to likenesses difference, and analogies

ability to identity titi,_al elements, and Lo
procedures and data

abillLy Lu itolu

ability to estimats and an.11y4

ability to VlsUaliL dud inLutptcL I 1. k

and relationships

ability Lu generaliz, ou thc basis oi ikLW

ability to switch methods readily

higher scores to melt-esteem and ,oufid,. wiLh d 1,111

ships with other students

loWer scores for LeSLduxikAy

(Dodson, 1971; Hollander, 1974; Krutetskii. 1916; _:b 19/3;

Suydam and Weaver, 1975, 1977; Talton', 1973)



Capable students also skipped steps,-had a-feeling for elegant solu-
tions, and reversed steps easily. Good problem solvers:tertded,
fOrget the details of a probleM and recall its structural features,
whereas poor problem.solvers tended to recall the sp'ecific details.
(KNUte.tskli, 1976; Sikqr, 1979),

1.02

O Positive attitudes toward mathematics are correlated with success in
some studies (e.g., Dodson, 1971) ands not correlated'in others (e.g;,
Kilpatrick, 1968).

Lack of concern about messiness,ur, neatness has also been noted be

,related to success on problem solving! (Dodson, 1971) ,

The strategies or Methods by'which students approached problems-were not
consistent for individuals from problem to problem,,nor were the strate-
gies used similar from problem to problem. Gaud problem solvers used a
formal strategy more often than poor problem solvers, who tended to rely
more often on a random trial-and-error strategy. (Robinson, 1973)

Good problem solvers took more time to solve novel problems than poor
problem solversdid, (Kalmykuva., 1975; Robinson, 1973)

Enerip. appears to be a dtffereti e in the way ill wh ich students taLkic sin
and difficult problems:

On complex tasks, random step seem Lu appear itence.

On simple tasks, a gestalt seems co operate eiti 011 oil ganizing
pOnciple for solving problems. loft°, 1969)

Findin6;,i on th L

O Almost any problems can be of intele t to some studentb. Studies-tit the

types of problems students pref r lndi,.ate no telation4hip of these
preferences co problem-solving success. (c.ohen, 1977; Travers, 1967)

luny pet suns have e dittlaULty level ut pioblems by tisi11g_
such techniques an taciur an.tlysi s, in which the computer manipulates
data on students' answers until the data cluster into a number of
groupings, or by aseeruai(Ang the relationship of the data from any uuk.

r to ove,all succes.s. In such faLc.,rs ,an'be LlIaositied

as macLem.4tical, .ending, au&rea.-ioulng factors; anoLhet t;ategorizi- iuu
is by order, digital, and process, varial,les: (Cromer, 1971; Jermal

19 Loftus, 1970; w bb, 1979)

lJulum, a -L the diftl,.alty 1.;vel of d large

tier of varUlblen, it was report-d that no One of them aLcounted for
signlItk_aot porLioo or the variance, but the syntactic complexity

of word problems is a detinitc runtrtbtltur (c.m., BeardNlee and Jerman,

19/3) the studies sogAest th,At, mathei111t Ial achievement f.,, tuts

LL LL L toL the must varian,.c. ktiagiv, 19/8; Webb, 1979)

31- CCUALI I 4c , p iLi.n A Id dg ALL ailcu

Lion are more difficult and,Lake more Lime to solve_

no extraneous data. 401egeri, 19/2; Blankenship and kov
Tafard, 1977)

(Alums 01

1976;



It .is -also not surprising that the-largestproportion-pf,correct responses
occurs when-key ,words act as cues Co

. the Procedure:or operation that can
-be:used-for solution.' The--Propottion:pf,cOrrect-answers waSmuch smaller-r-
when key words appeared as distract6rs, indicating.an incorrect operation

procednie: (Nesher, 1976; Wright-, 1968)

WIen prealgebra'students.wdre asked to sort a collection of word problems
ineogrotPs which they thought were 'mathematically-related,- four dimen-
dons were'identified:__

mathematical structure,

contextual details -

question form

pseudastructUre (problem 'Sim Iarity-shased on the-presenee
common 'measfirable

'

.such_..such_. as -age Or weight)

The perceived salience of mathematical structure was significantly related
x6 problem-solving competence. (silver, 19 =79)

e use of manipulatiye materials, pictures, diagrams, and simile aids
enlbanCeA the Robability of a problem 'being understoOd and solved correctly.
.(Caldwell, 1978; Nelson,,1975; Sherrill, 1973; Suydam andHiggins 1977)

6837_01e upper elementary level, studies do not-indiCate.that-reading is as
big a:deterrent as..isebmmonlz believed. There_ate, of course, some
studies which report a positive relationship between reading and success

'on Problem solving, but it may not be of sufficient magnitude to be hn
'accurate. predictor of problem-solving success (e.g., Harvin and Gilchrist,

_

1970). 'In one study, poor ireadng was not a fhctor in the case of half
e4

of-the standardizedtest-Problems salved incorrectly;.on further analysis,
it appeared that reading difficulties may have accounted for no more than
10 percent of the errors. Students who could read the problems simply
could not solve them. (Khifong and Holten, 1976, 1977)

le success'has been found in developing-instructional sequences
e mathemhtical reading ability (e.g., Henney, 1971)

Findings on Problem-soly411gHeurtstics or Strategies

Research
enhanced
both genet
-strategie-

ovides strong evidence that problem-solving perfo mance is-
teaching students to use a variety of strategies or heuristics,

1and-specific. That.1§,:students using a-wide range of
were 'able to salve more problemi. (Blake, 1977..Graham, -1978;

Pennington: 1970;''Webh, 1979; Wilson, 1968)

When heuristics-are specifically taught, they are then used more, And
Student§ achieve correct solUtienS more frequently. (Fowler, 1978;
Hall, 19Th;, Kantowski,: 1977; Led, 1978; Vos, 1976),

&Training on a varietY.of heuristics is necessary so Chat students hav
--

repertoire from which they ean.drawas they meet the wide-variety-of
prciblems that-exist; different mathematical content evokes-different
strategies. Certain ones-(e.g.,, analysis and synthesis). are used mar
frequently than others. (14tandau and Dossey, 1979)



Various- ategied are-Used at,different,stageaJW olving!Problems.-
,

.

US; -training .onboth integration:the.capacity taintegrateremaining-.
components,in=asequeneeOfoperations reqUired. for 'problems
and -,evaluation to be required fot solving Problems;%When'either:was,
absent the ablution rate did not exceed chane...,(GaIlo, 1975)..

40Frexibility in problem.solving is 'a type oUlearbed.behavio-. Students
---expoSed7ta a.yarieryclf.prohlems,are,able,ta-.Make-a..Smoothertranaition
-to .new problems than those, who -are given practice-onlY:on any similar,
-problems.. Questioning tay also. contribute to the development of
flexibility problesolVing-behaviors. ..(Cunningham, 1966) :

s The uSe:pfregular patternsof-analyais and synthesis was -noted in the.
-',7solutionsof higher,-;acbring'students, :1nAmany -casea, thssereguldr_
patterns were immediately preoeded by a goal-oriented heuristic= Students
;whohaAnoAliectiOn tended to establish as many facts as:Possible whether
they were nebeasary:for the -solution,or net .JKantowski', 1977Y

Deduction 'and trial-and-error.patterns were frequently found-in. a study-
with general mathematics students.: (Dalton,;1975)

-A-sequence in which probleth types:were-moderately varied was better than
either a highly varied.or a7non-varied sequence (Sumagaysay, 1972)7. Tt.'
has:been suggested that .problems involving related theorems should be
alternated so that students- are made aware of the essential elements of
-a theorem and do not .develop a-"Set" to use a particular theorem(Smith,
1973Y.

e.
The numbe of times a student attempted tO Solve a problem-was- unrelated-

-Y
abtaining a 'correct

. .Changing tbe-mDde of attack in Solying-a
problem_was, however, significantly-related to obtaining a correct soil:
tion, (Blake, 1977)

Students at different developmental levels tend to- differ in the extent'
to which -they use particular strategies; for instance, students at a for-
mal operational revel (as defined by Piaget) used more means-ends heuriatics
than Aid concrete operational students (Grady, 1976). Formal'aperational
students also used- a larger variety of heuristics (Days,.1978), --they used
deduction, evaluation, and systematic 'trial -and- error strategies on-signi
ficantly more problems.

0 Students whb scored high on-divergent-type problems made fewer generaliza-
tions and used trialand-error strategies more often. ,(Maxwell, 1975)

0 Problem-solving skills are improved by incorporating them throughout the-
curriculum: that is, organizing the curriculum as' a sequence of,problems
in which students induce organizational rules from examples. , (Roman, 1975)

6 Flener (1978) suggested:

. .Whenever- possible,' -mbed a each arning experience problem-
solving format.

Think in terms of hints or suggestions rather than absolute procedures
to be follOwed.



.

'Experiment by giving students less help then-usUal.

o not be misled by the immediate benefitS of structural [expository)
teaching -.the'iong -range benefits of.teachingthrough Problem
solving

There is no-one optimal Strategy or heuristic for problem solving. But in-
his review which focused on the relationship of instructional method,
internal' cognitive

_
activity, and. perfOrmance measures, Mayer (1974) = =con-

.eluded that little progress will.be. made:until the emphasis. on "Which
meth6clis'best" gives way :to, an to define, and relate to. one

. ,
.

another, (1) external features of instruction; (2) internal features of
subject characteristics, .-(3) activity

-
during learning, and (4)-outcome

performance.measures.-

It appearsithattechniques which .attempt to "Prograe_the solverto.follow-:
4 fixed 'sequence Of-steps are not very effectiVe. EXperience and research
suggest however, thatcertain heuristic procedures -which will improve
mathematical problemeolving.performance can belearned.--provided the
Yteacher.illustrates how the procedures work; giVes ample opportunity fo
discussion,-practice, and reflection; and supports andencourages the
learnees-efforts.. -(Kilpatrick, 1978-;.-p-191)°.

Almost 40 years a: Brownell. (1942). collated from the research.a list
suggestions for teachers. 'Three ofthem seem particularly pertinent::

To be most-fruitful, practice in problem-solving should not consist
in repeated experiences in solving the: same problems with the same
techniques, but should:consist Of the.solution of different problems
by the tame techniques. End the application of different teChniques
to- the- same problem- _

* A problem is nothecessarily "solved" becauee the correct. respOnse
has been made. . A problem is not truly solved unless the learner
understands.what he orshellas done and knows- why his or her-actions
were appropriate;

Instead Of being "protected" from error,theatudent should many..
times be exposed to error and be encouraged.to detect and to demow-
strata what is wrong, and why.
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Research on Calculator Used-inSedondar School'Nathe Ica'

esearch on the use of the catculator as'a tool to aid in mathematics
instruction at the secondary school level began'with a .feW studies using
rotary or electric calculators, and = auddenly.acctlerated as hand-held
caicUlators came into classi6oms. On the following pages,'46 studies, are
listed. Five were conducted with desk calculators (Aldridge, Cech, Gaslin,
Keough and Burke, Ladd]; they are included since their findings seem rele-
vant. Tbe'remainder pertain specifically to band-held calculators.

of-the. 46 studies, 3 were -experimental, 10were surveys., and 1 (Jewell
was a curriculuni analysis The variance in. quality is great, as-with
sets ofstudiesyconductect.undervarying'ConditionThe.majority fecused on
theaffedis'OfUsingtalculators for computational needs as they arose; for
only 12 were calculator,apedific 'materials developed.-

. 7

Eight of the experimental,studies re conducted with general =the-

. matica classes,; while only three invtilve algebra-1 classes.- The 4se of
_ .

_
calculators-with'lowaehieversfor!for remedial--Woric,:appeats to have evoked

more_ researchatteritioniithan,-their usewith-the-coilege-bOund count
indicates that tberd were the following;-numberrlf studies at each.level:

grade 7- 7 12

grade '8

grade 9 20

grade 10 6,

grade 11 6.

-grade 12 5

Almost no attention was given to problem soloing except as a_component.
of 3 standardized achievement test. Only_ two -studies were focused on analy-

sis of the-learning process; the rest were concerned with the variable of
achievement.
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Researcher'

.l drdge

Course/

remedial

. Anderson :f' -varied

irVaried

Boling

Cech

Chang

Fesharaki

FiSchinan-

Ga-slin,

Gallery

Hopkins'

Hutton.

Jamski

Keough/BUrke

cons mer mathematics

general mathematics,

remedial;

decimals, percen
estimation

business mathethatics

teneral Mathematide

andicapped

basic dathematics,
problem solving

algebra

rational- numbers

varied

no

9 yes-

79, _ yes

Yes

Klpes remedial

Ladd low a levers -no

Laursen gene al mathematics
=

no

Lawson estimation 7 no

Lenhard varied, no

Lunder consumer mathematics no

Peterson pre-algebra no

Quinn. algebra

Rudnick varied 7 no:

varied no

consumer; busihess no
mathematics

S2etela ratios, problem .so .viii yes

SChnurnang

hirey

Szetela trigonometry 9-10 ,yes:

Toole general mathematics. 9 Yes

Townsend. algebra 2 11 no

Vaughn general mathematics 9 yes

Wajeeh general mathematics 9

Ward general mathematics 9

Weaver et al. varied 7

Williams general mathema ics 9 yes
0

Zepp proportions 9 no



Aldridge, Mande Scott. : Effects of Electronic Calculators on-Achieve
mentef Middle School Remedial Matheiatici Students.. (University
of Geatgia, DisSertation Ab tracts _nfernatienat::37A:
4678.

0 January 19/7.

-7-Eighty-three middle_school remedial marhstudents,vse& calculators
as they worked-through lessons in the'Com utationalSkills-Develon-
merit Kit on anindiVidualized-basis:fori4weeka,,while 90 students
did 0.11:thetegUired calculation wi6hImPeti:4,and -pencil. ResUlts on
a.etandardized atithmetioskillepbsttest 'ahowed.rhat the non-
calculator,groups scored significantly higher (p <01) than. the, _

calCulatersroup. Eighth graders...in-the calculator group scored
higher-than-eighth_graders...in_ the,non ,calculatorgtouPr.however.:._

[AChievement, Desk calculators, Elementary (grade 6) Junior high
(grades 7-8), _Remedial 0

-.Research]

nderaon, Lyle Eugene. (The Effects of Using Restricted and Unrestricted
Modes of Presentation with Electronic Calculators on the Achievement
and Attitude of Seventh Grade Pupils. (University-of Denver, 1976.)
Dissertation.Abstracts International 37A: 6,321-6322. April 1977.

Three seventh - grade; athematics classes taught by the same teacher
were rancfomly selected at each .of.four schools for the 20-week.study.
One class in eacjischool was permitted restricted use of calculators
(for checking paper-and-pencil computation and as an aid in problem
solving), a second class was permitted-unrestricted calculator use,
and a third class was not permitted to use calculators. Pupils using
calculators showed improved attitudes toward mathematics but no
change-in achievement, undrstanding of mathematical concepts, or
computational skill.' On an untimed problem-solving test, pupils
using calculators solved problems correctly. at almost twice fhe ra
of pupils not using calculators.

[Achievement, Attitudes, Junior-high (grade 7), Research]

Blume, Glendon W. and Mitchell, Charles E. The Calcul s Effect on
Children's Solution Processes. Paper presented at MCP! 57th Annual
Meeting, -April'1979i ERIC:- ED 170 166.

Three preliminary studies and one exploratory main` study investigated
the effect of. calculator use on students at .a variety.of grade levels.
For the 83 eighth-grade students in the main study, there was a signi-
ficant associationhetween calcUlator, use and choice of the longer
.solution method on 5 of 7 items. The heuristics of simplication and
application of a structure property such as distributivity appear to
be calculator-inhibited rather 'than calcnlator-enchanCed in the
-absence of specific instruction designed to encourage their. .use in
conjunction with calculator computations. The number of errors in
conceptualization of the problem does not-appear to be affected by,
calculator use.

[Elementary, Research, Secondary, Solution methods]



!wry Ann Neaves. Semognitive-and Affective Aspects- the
Use of:-Ras&Hela-Calculaters-in=High Schaal onsumer Mathematics
ClasseC4- (The LouiSiana State'UniverSity:andlAgtieultural an4'
Mechanical College', 1977.) sertation Abstracts International
38A: 26232624; November 197

e aperiod of 19 weeks-,:higrOup of 51 twelfth-grade-consumer
mathematics students- used. Calculatort-toperform-all- computations,
While a group eif-41:stndents used-traditionalmpaper-and-pencil
methods. No significant ditfereneed in mathematical Problem
solving achieVement,or in attitude-toward matheMatics'were-found
between the two groups. ,Strong positive attitudes toward the use
-0U-calculatora-in-the. -clasaroom-were found.

;

[Achievement, Attitudes,-.ConsuMer mathematics Research, Secondary'
, -(grade'12)]

Cechi JosephlPhilip. The Effect '.the Use of Desk Calculators Has on
Attitude and Achievement in Ninth-Grade General Mathematics Classes
(Inidiana, University, 1970.) Dissertation-Abstracts International
31A1:-2784;=December,1970.
(See also: Cecil, Joseph P. The Effect of the Use of DesicCalcula-
tors on. Attitude 'and Achievement with Low-Achieving Ninth Graders.
Mathematics Teacher 65: 183-186; February. 1972. ) ':

The two main reasons for using calculatorS with low achievers in
mathematics classes are motivation and achievement, This study of
calculator effectiveness involvedQ,,two teachers each teaching a
calculator section and a 'regular section of general mathematics
for seven weeks. Students. in the experimental group were encouraged,
but-not forced, to check answers with the calculators. All classes
were given pre -.and posttests of attitude and achievement. :Results

did not support the hypothesis that students using calculators would
show positive eains in attitude toward mathematics, or increased
paper-and-pencil computational skill.. Students could compute better
with the calculator than without it, toWever.

[Attitudes,.Desk calculators, General mathematics, Low achievers,
Research, - 'Secondary (grade 9)]

Chang, Lisa Li-Tze. An Examination into the Effects of Calculator-
Assisted Instruction on the.MathemAtics'Achievement and Attitude of
Seventh and Eishth Grade Disadvantaged Students. (Cornell Univer-
sity, 1979.)4/Dissertation Abstracts International 40A: 1323-1324;

September 1979.

Students (n = 126) in_grades 7 and 8 were randomly divided into two
rows. For 24 weeks, one group had calculators available during`'.,
essons, but not on tests or for taking home; the other group used

only paper and pencil. No. significant differenced between groups
-,,were fbund on computatictin, concepts, or attitudes; a highly signi-

ficant difference-on problem solving favored the calculator. group.
Use of calculators did not seem to affect the seventh graders in
improving their ars of learning difficulties, but eighth'graders
seemed to benefit on some topics.

[Achievement, Attitudes, Junior. high (grades

1

emedial, Research]



Ffsbraki, Mahammad, A Study of the Effect of 'Nand-Calculaprs_on
Achievement, Estimation and Retention of Seventh.and Eighth Graders-
on Decimals an percent. -(UniVersity of MIsSourifoluMbika '1978.)

-Dissertation -A:...stracte _Intern-lional' 39A1 6004; April X979.

Students ,from four mixe-dseVenth.q and eighth -grade classes par tici=
pated; -Aftr categorizatlon into- .high,. middle, and low- arghievement.
levels , classes Were assigned to two -teachers.- Each -teiefiet _taught
One calculator-land One non-calCulitor clastyfor 30 class
TheTh findings indiCate that students- using,alenSators- and!developed
caleulatormaterials.demonstrated significantly neater -gain -.than
did-non-calculecortzstudents, On measures of decimals .and p# tcent.
No differencea-in-:retenlien-Were- found- in- achievement or e flan
skills...

[A6bievemOrit, Decimals, Eatitation,
Percent Research]

high (grade_

..Fischman, Myrea'.1.eah. Iew York City Nigh SCh of Students' Attitudeaand
Concept Learnings in uiineasAqthmetic When-Using Electronic Calcu-
lators 'as:Contrasted With-Nand calculatiOn. (New. Xork-Unlveraity,',
1976;) Dissertation Abstracts -7straCts International 37A: '.74-775;.August
1976.

William Let. A Comparison of Achievement and, Attitudes. of
Students Using Conventi.-n1 or Caleulator-Based Algorithms for -
Operations on, Positive a 011I Rumbers in NinthGrade Ceneral
)1Wthematits. passer tion. A8stracts International 33A: '2217v
November 1972.
(See, also: Journal for Reiearch in Mathematics 'Education -61
95108; March 1975.

Use of units in which fractional numbers were' converted to
decimals and examples then solved on a' calculator was found
be a. "viable alternative:to use of conventional textbooks
(including frectiOnS) with or without a calculator, for low-
ability or low-achieving-students,

- 7 /

'Algorithms, Desk. calculators, ,General. maathe tics, l.ow achieve
-Rational nUmbers, Researdh, eCondarY (grade 9)-, -Units) I

4

Oallery,- Mithael Edward, Teaching Calculator Use. antlCheOcing.Account
Skills -.tp- the Mildly -Handicapped. =. (Utail State. University,- 1978.)
Disgettation Abstracts ilnternational ;39A: 2866; November- 1.9.78,

01
"packages" on calculator skills, and otGCheokingaccount skills

were evaluateci:With--8 _students gdp.- six-high schools and two: junior
.

high schools.- Eighteet(students'reteived ,instruCtion on the packages,
While .20 students were in the. cc:intro' group, Axone -way analysis of
variance indicated that the diffikence -between; -group xoittest means

1
for both packages significantly f vored the experiMental group,
However, the mastery criterion :era n(Dt achieved on either package.

[Handicapped, Junior high, Research, Secondary., Units]
--,

AW.
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Graeber, Anna 0.; Rim, Eui-Do; and Unk_ Nancy J. A Survey of Class-
room Practices in Mathematics: Resorts of First Third Fifth and
Seventh CrndeTeachers in Del
Philadelphia: Research far Better Schools, Inc., 1977.

In a survey in 1977 of 1,343 teachers in grades 1, 3, 5, and 7,
questions on calculator Lve were included. The percentage of
teachers who had used calculators was: 3.9 perdent at grade 1,
8.4 percent at grade 3, 1 .4 percent at grade' 5, and 25.6 percent
at grade 7. In the first gr50e, calculators were used most fre-
quently for drill; the nex -three most frequent usages were for
Checking, motivation, and remediation. Use of the calculator for
drill decreased with grade level. Above first grade,. the most
frequent use was for checking, with motivation and word problems
next most frequently reported used.

[Attitudes, Research (survey), Roles, Teachers (gradesr 5, 7)]

Hopkins, Billy Lynn. The Effect of a Hand-Held Calculator Curriculum
in Selected Fundamentals of Mathematics Classes. (The University
of Texas at Austin, 1978.) ERIC: ED 156 496.

This study invePtigated,the effects on achievement and attitude
resulting from use of a calculator-baed curriculum and calculators
in ninth-grade basic mathematics (in which students were at least
two grade levels behind in mathe'Matics achievement). Twelve
classes from three schools were randomly assigned to either
calculator (n g 83) or non-calculator groups (n 84). For four
weeks, teachers used guides prepared by the investigator to teach
estimation, computation, and problem solving using the four opera-
tions with whole numbers. One-half of each group was randomly
selected to take the posttest with calculators available, while
the other half did not have calculators, Data were analyzed by
analysis of covariance, -Students using calculators in instruction
scored as well in Computation and significantly better in problem
solving as their peers not using calculators. 'Attitudes were hot
significantly different. Students using calculators on the post-
test did significantly better jn"poth computation and problem
solving than students not using calculators.

[Achievement. Attitudes, Basic mathematics, Estimation, Mixed
operations, Problem solving, Research, Secondary (grade 9), tin

Hutton, Lucreda Ann Williams. The Effects ut the Ume u 0E0
on Attitude and Achievement in Mathematics. (Indiana University,
1976.) Ddssertation Abstracs Tnternaiiona.1 37A; 4934; February
1977

A 4-week unit_ on powers, Loots, and radicals was studied by one
group of ninth-grade 'algebra students who had traditional instruc
tion with no calculators, a second group who had traditional
instruction but could use calculators during class. and/a third
group who had !-ipeci.11 calk.ulator insLructiOn plus access to cal,n-
lators during class. No differences were found when groups were
compared on achievement or attitude.

[Achievement, Algebra, Attitudes, Powers. Research, Roots,
Secondary (grade 9), Units]
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JamSki, William Donald. The Effect of Hand Calculator Use on the
Achievement 'of Seventh Graders Learning Rational Number-Decimal-
Percent Conversion Algorithms. (Indiana University, 1976)
DisSertatibn strAbacuts_International 37A: 49344939; February
1977.
(See also: Jamski, William D. The Effect of Calculators on Achieve-
ment. MATYC Journal 13: 52-56; Winter 1979. )

Three classes of students at the seventh-grade level used calculators
during a four-week unit,on finding equivalent forms for fractions,
decimals, and percents, while three other classes did not use calcu-
lators. On an immediate posttest a significant difference was
identified between. groups on items involving conversion from a
simplified fraction to a decimal. No differences were found
between groups when a retention test was 'given,

lAchievement, Junior high (grade 7), Rational numbers, Research]

Jewell, Wallace F., Jr. Hand Calculators in Secondary Education:(
Evaluation, Analysis and Diredtion. Unpublished doctoral disser-
tation, State University of New York at Buffalo, 1979.)

The purpose of this study was-to analyze and evaluate present hand-
held calculator uses and materials and propose possible directions
fog their utilization in the near future. Also included is an
analys of the usual high school mathematics curriculum of
elemen ary algebra, geometry, intermediate algebra --trigonometry,
and el mentary functions with regard to calculator implementation,

[Curriculum, Research (review), Secondary]

Keough, John J. and Burke, Gerald W. Utilizing an Electronic C4lcu-
lator to Facilitate_ Instruction in Mathematics in the llth and 12th
Grades. Final geport. July 1969.. ERIC: ED 037. 345.

The group using calcu ators achieved significantly more on a
standardized test than did a groUp not using them.

[Achievement, Desk calculators, Research, Secondary (grades 11 -12)]

Kolpas, Sidney J. The U Electronic Calculators as In-Class
Instructional Aids in a Ninth-Grade Arithmetic Program, Unpublished
doctoral disertation, University of Southern California, 1978.

Eighty ninth grade low- and under-achievers in four arithmett,_
classes participated in this 20-week study. The two experimental
classes used calculators as instructional aids and,as the sole
solution-source for 50 perZent or for 75 percent of each in-class
assiAnment, while control classes (from another school) did not
use calculators. The Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills was given
as the pre- and posttest, and a researcher - constructed test was
completed twice (ilst by hand, then with calculators to correct).
No signiffcant di r e were found on the standardized test;
significant differencn on the lc, earL_her--constructed test favored
the experimcntal.grouips both with and without calculators.

[Achievement, L
Testing]

Achievers, Remedial, Research, Secondary (grade 9).



Ladd, Norman Elmer. The Effects of Electronic Calculators on Attitude
and Achievement of Ninth Grade Low Achievers in Mathematics.
(Southern Illinois University, 1973.) Dissertation AbstraCts

national 34A: 5589; March 1974.

K.08

Two-hundred-one low achievers were randomly scheduled into one of
five control sections or one of five experimental sections. All

groups followed the same lesson sequence, with control groups using

only paper-and-pencil for all calculations and experimental sections
using electronic calculators. Significant diffdrences were found on
both attitude and achievement tests from pre- to post-treatment for
both'groups, but no significant differences in posttest mean scores
were found between groups.

[Achievement, Attitudes, Desk calculators, Low achievers, Research,
Secondary (grade 9)]

Laursen, Kay William. Use of Calculators in High School General Mlthe-

mattes: A Study Comparing Achievement, Attitude, and Attendance of
General Mathematics Students Who Used Calculators with Students Who
Did Not. (Brigham Young University, '1978.) Dissertation Abstracts

International 39A: 733; August 1978.

From five schools with 18 general. mathematics classes which had

classroom sets of calculators, nine classes were randomly assigned
to use calculators while nine other classes used paper-and-pencil

methods of computation. Analyses of variance and covariance using
pre-posttest data indicatpd that greater gains. were made by
students using calculators. However, no significant differences

were found in attitudes or attendance.

[Achievement, Attitudes, General mathematics Research, Secondary

(grade 9)]

Lawson, Thomas James. A Study ofthe,Calculat0L's and altered Calcu-
lator's Effect upon Student PercOtion and Utilization of an
Estimation Algorithm. (State University of New York at Buffalo
1977.) i)iti.ertatiun Abstracts International 39A: b47; August
1978.

Seventh-glade students from
assigned to use piper and pencil, a ,alculat-r, or
an altered ta lculator (with the functi n of the four operation
keys masked), The four-day "interim work experience" was a le) item

computational task. ,Analysis of varian e, it w, ,s frond that

(1) computational ability correlated positively with ability to esti
mate, (2) the treatment had no effect on estimation ability, (3)
students with low computational ability made the
errors when using calculators, and (4) altering
significant overall effect on ability to use cal
analysis of students working indicated that many
mation tu verify anstrers. Interview information

one Junior high school wets ra _ t y

[Estimatik,

greatest 'utter of
he keyboard had no
ulators. Videotape
did not use esti-
Is also provided.

E-otlk tutiCt4L,ii kalLulcl _Ls. tteacyti1, Secouclixty (grade /)j
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Lenhard: Rodger William. Hand-Held Calculators in the Mathematics
Classroom at Stuart-Public School, Stuart, Nebraska. (Montana

State University, 1976.) Dissertation Abstracts international
7A: 5661; March 1977.

Analysis of at least eight tests taken by 125 students in grades 7
through 12 showed no differences in performance between those
using and those not using calculator's during the test on test scores,
concept and computation errors, attitudes, time, and rank.

[Achievement, Attitudes, Junior high, Research, Secondary'

Lunder, Dennis A. The Impact of the%Calculator on Test Anxiety for
High School Consumer Mathematics Students. (University of Denver.
1978.) Dissertation Abstracts international 39A: 6607; Mav 1978.

Consumer mathematics students (n 159) in grades 9-12 in three
schools were randomly scheduled into two experimental groups
(using calculators) or two control groups (not using calculators).
One experimental and one control group used calculators,on the
posttest, while the other two gloups did not'. Analysis of covar-
iance indicated that allowing use of calculators on the posttest
improved achievement. The group using calculators for instruction
and the test scored higher than the group, not using calculators
for instruction but using them on the test. Test anxiety was also
explored; use of the calculator did not significantly reduce. anxiety.

[Anxiety, Research, Secondary (grades 9-12), Testing]

Parks, Terry E. Calculator Survey, Shawnee Mission Public Schuois.
Shawnee Mission, Kansas, 1977.

ResUlts of a calculator survey on availability of calculators to
K-12 students and on parent and teacher opinion toward the use of
-calculators An the Classroom is given. Data from both 1975 and
1977 are cited.

[Attitudes, Elementary (grades K-6). Keseatch (survey), Secondary
(grades 7 -11)]

Peterson, Robert E. and Capoteri, Alf ed. 19/5 /b ELaaer High Scheol
Macomb Intermediate School District Project: Study on the Use of
Haud-Held Calculator-8 in Pre-Algebra (Grade 10, Algebaa I (Crude

and lnLccmcdiate Al ebr,t (Grade 11). Fraser,
Fraser Public S,_nool uistriLL. 1976.

A ArnvIdl piolOcL desLiipLiun is t rtvllea DAL,A. ,Ii_LvaLl,w._, and
calculator activities and protAcki5 are rep :red f-r each of the
mathematice groups.

[Algebra, Research, y (grades 10-11)J
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nn,'Donald Ray. The Effect of the Usage of a Programmable Calcu-
lator upon Achievement and Attitude of Eighth and Ninth Grade
Algebra Students. (Saint LQUiS University, 1975.) Dissertation
Abstracts International 36A: 4234 -4235; January-1976.-

The programmable calculator was used in eighth- and ninth -grade
algebra classes for evaluating algebraic expressions and for
solving linear, quadratic, and systems of equations. Findings
showed no significant differences'in achievement when performance
of studenta,In the calculator classes was compa'red to performance
of those in non-calculator algebra classes. However, students ip
the calculator clsses showed less "anxiety- toward mathematics"
and had better _"self7conceptjn mathematics" than students in
non-calculator classes.

[Achievement, Algebra, Anxiety, Junior high
Programmable calculators, Research]

Royce, George and Shank
Science Teacher 44:

rades 8-9),

mes. Calculators in the Classroom?
-25; October 1977.

The results of a student attitude survey among junior high school
students who had been allowed to use calculators to check mathe-
matics computations are reported. Signiticant .preference for
using calculators in the classroom was displayed.

[Attitudes, Junior high, Research survey)]

Rudnick,, Jesse. Pocket Sized Calculators Versus Seventh Grade Math
Students. Philadelphia: Temple University, May 1978. Multillth
copy.

Approximately 700 seventh-grade students in two schools were randomly
assigned either to calculator or control groups. Each of six
teachers taught two experimental and two control classes, using-the
regular textbook. Students were "on their own" as to how and when
they used calculators; they kept logs of when and for what opera-
tions calculators were used. No significant difference in compu-
tational skills was found between groups. Attitudes of students in
both groups varied little, Parental attitudes, however, changed:
while 50 percent opposed the use of calculators at the outset, only
33 percent were.opposed at the end. At the stair_ 49 percent telt
that their children would become highly depndeut ,d0 the machine,
whllc at the end this number dropped to 22 percent.

(AttiiudctJ, funi,,r high (genie h,ocrch]

At-11,1,A, )c-2.,-, A, ..1i,1 L len0
or Foe? joacho, II; 6.),-65u; December 1976

The effect of thc availability and use of a calculator du aeventh
graders' melth achievement was stkniic.t Preliminary findings
on parental d ,f calcul,Ators and on studenttude toward the
achievem,:nt a cc di;,Cus;,ed .

[Achievement, Attitudes Junior high ( ear,h)
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Schnur, James O. and Lang, Jerry W. Just Pushing Buttons or Learhing.
--A Case for Minicalculators. Arithmetic Teacher 23: 559-562;
November 1976.

A study of the effect of the use of calculators on student computa-
tional ability is reported. Results showed that the treatment groups
using calculators gained significantly more whole number computaciona..
ability than control groups not using the calculator. Sex of
student and calculatlor usage interaction was not significant,
nor was the interaction between ethnic/economic background and
gain in computational ability.

[Achievement, Elementary (grades Junior high (grades 7-9),
Research]

Shirey, John Reginald. The Effects of 'Comm.: -Augmented Instruction on
Students' Achievement and Attitudes. (University of Oregon, 1976.)

37A: 3386-3387; December 1976.Dissertation Abstracts International

Tenth, eleventh, and twelfth graders in consumer and business mathe
matics classes were randomly assigned to receive computer-augmented
instruction or a low-co,st alternative using tables and calculators
to complete inquiry exercises. The instructional unit covered nine

days. Results showed that the calculator group did significantly
more inquiry beyond the minimum required than did the computer
group.

[Business mathemaelcs, Consumer applications, Research, Secondary
(grades 10-12)]

Suydam, Marilyn N. Electronic Hand Calculators: The Im-lioations for

Pre-Colleie Education. Final Report, Grant No. EPP 75-16157,
National Science Foundation, February 1976. ERIC: ED 127 205

(full report); ED 127 206 (50-page form).

Szetela, Walter. A Study of Ratio Concepts, Skills, and Problem Solving
Using Calculators in Grade 7. 1978. Xerox copy.

This study was concerned with the use or -use of calculators by
39 students in grade 7 who used specially designed lessons to
increase involvement in measuring activities_ There were 11 day
of instruction. On two tests on ratio skills, concepts, and prob-
lems and on A Lest of attitude toward learning ratios, no si6niti-
cant differelLcs were fc,und. on A tc t with uutamiliaL ratio
problems on which the calculoror c11ss used ,alculaLors, they
scored significantly higher than the non-calculator class.

[Junior high (grade haLior., ca_c-h]
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Szetela, Walter. Hand-Held Calculators and the Learning of Trigono-

metric Ratios. Journal for Research in MathematicsEdueatjor 10:

111-118; March 1979.

The investigator and the'regular teacher used specially designod

materials for teaching trigonometric ratios to 131 students in

grades 9 and 10'randomly assigned to groups using calculator-based

instruction or not using calculators for 13 days. Students built

their on short trigonometric tables using measurements of,specially

constructed right triangles. On a quiz one week before the final

achievement test, the calculator groups scored significantly higher

than the non-calculator groups (.02). There were nd s=ignificant

differences on the final achievement test or in attitude toward

learning ratios.

[Research, Secondary (grades 9-10), Trigonome ry]

Toole, Betty A. Evaluation of the Effectiveness of Calculator Assisted

Curriculum and Instruction in Ninth Grade General Mathematics Classes.

Paper prepared for A- E RA Meeting, 1979.

The use of a supplementary calculator-assisted program, used one day

a week in six different junior high schools (N .= 400) for ninth-

grade general mathematics was compared with non-use ofjcalculators

in that course. In the siX-month period between pre- and posttest-

ing, the experimental group gained 8 months more on the total test

than the control group did. On subtests, the experimental group

gained more than the control group in computation (7 months), con-

cepts (5 months), and applications (1 year).

[Achievement, General mathematics, Research, Secondary (grade 9)]

Townsend, Gloria Childress. The Effectof Programmable Calculator Use

on Probability Estimation Achievement and Attitude Toward Estimation

of Studants in Second Year Algebra. (Indiana University, 1979.)

Dissertation Abstracts International 40A: 1936; October 1979.

'Three second -year algebra classes used 10 days to investigate A

series of probability exercises. The student-programming group
estimated answers and then wrote their own programs to verify t

estimates. The teacher- programming section used the tacher's

programs to verify estimates, while the control group received the

results of a hypothetical experiment to verify estimates. Some

Iftereitce In estimation at.:111evement was noted for the st,aent-

programmin6 group; attitudes were sigsilt1cantly better than in Li.L.

control group.

(A,hlevement, r\iLI1 ktde6. vi

gtammable nal. ulatucs, ResearkAi, ek;ondary (gade 11)1
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Vaughn, Larry Richard. A Problem of the Effects on Hand- }field Calculetors
and a Specially Designed Currie
Achievement in Mathematics, and
(University of Houston, 1976.)
37A: 4918-4939; February 1977.
(See also: Creswell, John L. and Vaughn, Larry R. Hand-held Calcu-
lator Curriculum and .Mathematical Achievement and Retention. Journal

for Research in Mathematics Education 10: 364-367; November 1979.)

on Attitude Toward Mathematics,
on of Mathvmaticw.1 Skills.
ation Abstracts International

Recent
Disse-

Four -ninth-grade general mathematics classes used calculators as they
studied decimats and percents for eight weeks in a specially-des,,r*
curriculum, while four other clases received traditional instruction
with no calculators. Results showed- that the calculator -rJur7 scored
significantly higher than the no-041culator gnaw on an o v -tent

test, but no differences between groups were found with respect to
attitude or retention of mathematical skills.

[Achievement, Attitudes, Decimals, General mathematics
Research, Secondary (grade 9)]

Percen

Wajeeh, Abdullah. The Effect of t Progr of M n nglul acid Relevant
Mathematics on the Achievement of the general Mathematics
Student. (Wayne State University, 1976.) Dissertation Abstracts
International 37A: 2801-2802; November 1976.

The group of ninth -grade general mathematics students using an
investigator-developed unit plus calculators for 15 weeks scar:
significantly higher (p,05) on a standardized computation
than the group using only the developed unit, but there were no
significant differences in attitudes.%

[Achievement. Attitudes. General wathematic6. Jite,seat,,h, Secondaty
(grade 9)]

Ward,- Dennis Elliott. The Effect-of the Electronic Calculator on
Problem-Solving Achievement and Attitudes Toward Mathematics
General Mathematics Student0. (University of Southern Califurnie,,
1978.) Diserutfon Abstrats intet*tional 39A: 4038; January
1979.

lu the first semeste' ut 197/ /6
wle rnrtd,rnly assigned t., tw6 cm) -1.0.ental classes (usin calcu-
latocs) and ewer control cloys (nut using, calculo'nes). No
signift,ank difte ences in nr,,hiem- st lvin n,Allevemeni ,1 autt
Ludes wurc leund; no gi.:,Jci. vi Ceu-d. Better Acalcz15
tended to -core higher on p"oblem solving boLl with and witholm
calculate's.

lAchievewon' 0,

solving, Rese,,rch; Secondary (g de 9)]

W,_.,ver, I. Fred; Glendon W.i aud Mitchell, k,haLlcm t. cal,
Exploration.= with Seventh Grade students: Some Calcul.toL Inspired-_ ______
Instructional Materials, Observations, and investigations. Technical
Report No. 497. Madison: Wisconsin Research and Developm.,it Center
for Individualized Schooling, July 1979.
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Weiss, Iris R. Re he 1977 National Survey of Sciences Mathe
matics and Social. Studies Education, Final Report, National
Science Foundation Contract No. 07619848. Research Triangle Park,
North Carolina: Research Triangle Institute, Center for Educa-
tional Research and Evaluation, March 1975,

A national survey conducted for the National Science Foundation
included questions about the extent of use of calculators in
schools. For four grade ranges, the percentage of schools having
calculators was: K-3, 28 percent; 4-6, 36 percent; 7-9, 49 percent;
10-12, 77 percent. Rural schools are as likely as suburban schools
to have calculators, and both are significantly more likely to have
them than schools in small cities or urban areas. The percentage
of mathematics classes using calculators increased with grade level:
K-3, 6 percent; 4-6, 14 percent; 7 -9, 30 percent; 10-12, 48 percent.
Most K-3 teachers indicated that calculators are not needed; In 4-6,
44 percent indicated they were not needed, while 39 percent needed
them but did not hal.%e them; for 7-9, the comparable percentages were
42 percent and 28 percent; for 10-12, 33 percent and 18 percent.

[Elementary, Research (survey), Secondary]

lid, David E. The Effect of the Use of the Mini-Calculator and
an Associated Curriculum Supplement on Computational Skills and
Attitudes ToWard Arithmetic of Ninth Grade''Non-College Bound
Students. (Temple University, 1979.) Dissertation Abstracts-
Internatjonal 39A: 6610-6611: May 1979.

This year-long study was conducted in five junior high schools
Philadelphia, with three teachers each teaching one class using
calculators with the regular general mathematics curriculum, one
class using the regular curriculum with calculators and supple-
mentary calculator materials, and a comparison class nor using
calculators. Calculators were nut used on the pre- or po est
(California Achievement Test). Analysis cat covariance and r -tesr5
of correlated means were applied, No significant differences were
found in computational still, while attitude differences favored
the calculator groups.

[Achievemetl
(grade 9)1

Attitudes

,.101 1J.Av1d 1 1-1,4

Progra,,. MaLhemties leacher 71; 471-472; Nay 1978.

L Al) .Cy 1, LI
-zed. wer, d,vel-ped and a booklet tor eachers prepmreJ

et et: of LAI 1,1t curriLoluilt bupplcme_r has
bec studies' In fly- schools.

uc,t=ial becouuary

[Attitusie hesearLh (survey) 14aLL.1
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l4illiams, S. Irene and Jones, C ncey O. A Surve of the U of and-

Held Calculators in Advanced lacement Ca Princeton,

New Jersey: Educational Testing Service, 1979

The questionnh'ire was sent to mathematics department chairpersons

at the 2402 secondary schools that had five or more students taking

an Advanced Placement examination in May 1977: returns were received .

from 1547 schools (64.4 percent), with 1403 scorable. About 89 per-

cent indicated that they permitted some use of calculators in

calculus courses. Slightly more than 10 percent had modified their

courses to include special techniques particularly suited to the use

of the calculator. In only 20 percent of the schools arc calculators

supplied by the school districts. An overwhelming majority think
that student performance (on AP examinations) would, not be signifi-

cantly affected if calculator use was permitted.

[Calculus, Research (survey), Secondary, Teachers, Testing)

Wyatt, J. Wendell; Rybolt, James F.; Reys, Robert E.; and Bestgen,

Barbara J. The Status of the Hand-Held Calculator in School-
Implications for Parents, Teachers and Administrators. Thi_ Delta

1.4pma 61: 217-218; November 1979.

Yvon, Bernard R. and Downing, Davis A. Attitudes Toward Calculator

Usage in Schools: A Survey of Parents and Teachers. School ScIenc

and Mathematics 78: 410-416; Kay-.June 1978,

Two - hundred -fifty parents and teachers of grades K-9 replied to a

12-item questionnaire about the use of calculators, They were
increasingly more accepting of calculator use as grade level (3-6,

7-8, 9-12) (Increased, with teachers significantly more favorable

than parent'\at the two lower levels. Both groups were moderately

negative about the use of calculators for homework and about whether

skills with calculators will be essential to future success. They

were accepting of the use of calculators for enrichment, motivation,

and games. While moderately negative replies were given about the
use of calculator to replace paper-and-pencil skills, they were very

accepting of the use of calculators along with paper-and-pencil com-
putatiod.

[Attitudes, Elementary, Research (survey), Secondary]

pp Raymond Andrew. Reasoning Patterns and Computation on Prop rtic its
Problems, and Their Interaction with the Use of Pocket calculators in

Ninth Grade and College. (The Ohio State University, 1975.) Disser-

tation Abstracts international 36A: 5181; February 1916.

One - hundred - seventy ninth graders and 196 college treshmun w,te

classified as having high. middle, or low ability in solviog pr,

portions. Half the students in each ability group were given
calculators to use while working on a programmed unit in lineal
interpolation, while the rest of the students could only use papoL
and pencil for their computations. No significant differenc,s were
found between performances of students using calculators compared
to tin,se not using calculator,, nor was there any,signific:ant ilact

action of use of calculators with ability to solve proportions. The

hypothesis that students could understand a proportional train of
thought better it the barrier of computation re removed was not borne out.

[Achievement, College, Ratios, Research, Secondary (grade 9)]
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Aidala, Gregory. Calculators: Their Use in the Classroom. School
Science and Mathematics 78 307-311; April 1978.

The use of 15 calculators to promote problem-solving skills' in an
eighth-grade class is described. Suggestions and'recommendations
are included.

fJunior high (grade 8), Problem solving, Recommendations]

* Albrecht, Bob. Calculators for Beginners. Ca s/Comouteru
21-26; May 1977.% 1: '75-82; October 1977, ; December
1977. 2: 61-66; January 1978, 2:' 91-96; March 1978. 2: 23-2
April 1978. 2: 87-95; May 1978.

This set of articles is a serialization of a selfteaching student
workbook about four-function calculators and elementary computer
programming. The articles cover: (1) Basic addition, subtraction,
and multiplication; some computer-like notation-for writing programs
to solve problems; and directions for playing NIM. (2) Multiplica-
tion. powers, and multiplication game. (3) Division. (4) Mixed
operations. (5) The change sign key. (6) A calculator version of
the game Krypto. (7) The concept of memory and keys for manipulat-
ing numbers in memory.
r_
[Calculator keys, Cal,; tor memory, Four= function calculators, oames.
Mixed operations, Powers, Problem solving, Programming, Worksheets]

A Averett, Dorothy M. et a l . Using he Min 1Calculator co Teach Mathe_-
matics. Philadelphia: curriculum Office, Instructional Services,
School District of Philadelphia, 1977.

Calculator activities are presented tut th tuilouing topics: ales
value, founding off n,,mbels and estimating answers, whole numbers.

fractions, .o- on fractions, number patterns, powers and
oots, algebra, geometry, nr.d advanced topiLs. Other sections cove,
selecting a calculator to, classroom use, eparing to use the cal-
culator, types of use, the keybuarJ, -" displays and
problems, and additional source materials.

[Activit Elementary, Secondary]

4
E e6 :Dtlycittu4, : c ly 1 tl, ,t1ul.. A ...AL-----------
i_ t i.etLce. Col mbus: -R1C/SME4 1979.vrized C[mlation e_u

They also ppear on bulletins developed for the Calculator Inform i 1

cent
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* Aviv, Cherie Adler. Pattern Gazing. Mathemat-ics Teacher 72: 39-43;

January 1979.

'Worksheets on pattern searches are provided.

[Integers, Pattern searches, Secondary (grades 7 -12)]

* Bell, Max. Calculators in Secondary School Mathematics. Mathematics
Teacher 71;-,1 405-410; May 1978.

The effects of calculators on education, including discussion of
potential strengths and weaknesses, are described. Specific sugges-
-tions for needed curriculum development are presented,

[Pros/cons, Roles]

* Bell, Max; Esty, Edward; Payne, Joseph N.; and Suydam,' Marilyn Ni
Hand-held Calculators: Past, Present, and Future. In Orianizing
for Mathematics_ Instruction (F. Joe Crosswhite, editor). 1977 NCTM
Yearbook. Reston, Virginia: =National Council of Teachers of Mathe-
matics, 1977.

An overview is provided for each of four reports dealing in whole
or in part with calculators (the NACONT Report, the Euclid Confer-
ence Report, the status report to the NSF on calculators in pre-
college education, and the report on the Conference on Needed
Research and Development on Handheld Calculators in School Mathe-
matics). Activities in .severpi school systems are also cited.

[Curriculum, Elementary. Pros/cons, Research (needed), Secondary,
Status report]

lings, Karen and Moursund, David, ProblemSolv with Calculators.
Salem, Oregon: The Math Learning Center, University of Oregon, 1978.

[Cu _oulum Problem solving, W?rksheets]

* Billstein, Rick and Lott, Johnny W. When Does a Fraction Yield a
Terminating Decimal? Calculators/Comters 2: 15-19; January l97d,

A two-hour podule used in a Calculator Usage in Elementary Schools
class for teachers is presented; it is appropriate for use in grades
7 and 8. Using worksheets, students convert fractions to decimals
using any four - function calculator, do the prime factorization of
the denominator, and find patterns torwed by the denominator Or

.A
fractions that are terminating decimals.

[Junior high (grades 7-8). Rational numbe _..cb (pc._
Unfits, Worksheets

Bitter, Gary G . Cu = 1 k.ons idera ions fur Use of the Hard field
. Calculator. Cal__IatorsKComnUters 2: 15.-16; Septembet/October19/6.

Different Logic systems, rounding, converting tractions to decimals,
decimal representation nr a tracti,n, overflow, iinderflow, trunca-
tion, order of operations, -add-on" prcent key, constant key,
internal counting. =iivision by zero, the negative sign, and consec
utive operations are considered,

[Selection]



Blume, Glenlion W. A Calculator-Based Ur it on Exponential Functions and
'Logarithms. The Comutin Teacher 6: ,47-48; May 1979.

Calculator-based activities are provided, with worksheets on popu-
lation growth and inflation.

[Activities, Algebra, Fnnctions, Secondary, Units, Worksheets']

* Bolduc, E. J. Using a Minicalculator to Find an Approximate Value for
Pi. School Science and Mathematics 77: 689-691; December 1977.

Geometry and a hand-held calculator are used to find a value of pi
accurate to five decimal places.

[Geometry]

Bourjaily, Bill and Radachy, Marc. Mathematics b- Calculator. Berea,
Ohio: Berea City School District, 1977.

This year-long course for Mathematics 9-10 is de'signed to assist
students who have had difficulty in-mathematics as well as those
who are unmotivated. Computational skills are applied in practical
situations. Number, operation, space, symbolism, relation, proof,
and approximation 'concepts are included as'well as skills in -ompu-
tationwith whole numbers, fractions, and decimals.

[Course description, Mixed operations, Remedial, Secondary (grades
9-10]

Burt, Burec C. iEditur), Calculators: Rcad)u &s from the Ailihmetii

Teacher and the Mathematics Teacher, Reston, Virginia: National.

Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 1979.

* Ca avella. Joseph R. Minicalculators in the Classroom. Was
National Education Association, 1977. ERIC: ED 134 474.

The positive contributions ref the calculator to baSi, cluca _A

explored. 'like introduction discusses questi,ins educators ask about
the use of the calculator. The first section briefly describes uses
of the calculator
tots. describes N

the classroom, discusses research on calculd-7
inv0lvement, and presents the NACOMI tecommen-

datious concerning Lr-ilLulatotS, second section covers the
implications of the use of the calculator in terms of curriculum._
teacher in-service eJuLation, classrocm management, ihstru,tion, ana
testing and evAinat-ion the third sect,un gives guidelines for
selecti, and using cal,,lacors. Vhe final Section includes class
room acc ie., k ey ed to the van L15 Lunen:0ns of the calculator.

[Act lviL Les, Ii...asstuom manag,meut Mules, Selection, aLaLus ieporii

cbinn, William ,i D ,Richard A. and Tr dewell, Theodore N.
Arithmetic and tors: now to Deal with Arithmetic n .kc

Calculator Ae. : an Francisco: W. H. Frecban & Co., 197

The calculator lktf,1 ,10 a teathih, t,,i, olth arithmetic pr ses
developed chroug the use of the calculator. Avariety of real-world
applicat ns and mathematical recreations are included.

[Activities, "Axed operations]
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Dubiseh. Roy and 'Hood, Vernon R. Bash Mathematics with Hand-held
Calculator: AWork7TeXt. Menlo
Cuing Publishing CoMpany. 1979.

This worktext is for students at ,el,ther- -s _ondary or college level...-.

1. /

[Basic-mathematics,.conege.sec,dnaary]
'-i

California: :Benjamin'

Ercolapo, Joseph. Fractional CompetzAons on,a Calculator.
Teacher 7 -591-592; November 1979.

French, Dog. ikSouart Root Algor
June 1977.

Mathemltic,.

-eacher

-An Algoritht for calctl ating square -roots on, the Casio:Memory-8
calculator is given.

Roots"

Friedlander
,Mathemar:

Effiiient A
71: J61461'

hms. for the Calculator.
ctober 1978; ""1

,

A brief' ±cussion of ealct4Atdr logic is followed by desc -iptio
f effic nt'algorithms for reciprocals, powers, and parentheses.

[Algorithms, for logic, Powers, Reciprocals]

Goodson, Bobby. s Put the Calculator Where They Belong, Calcula-
20-22;,NpVember-Dec-mber 1978.

n.04

tors/Computers

Use of the calculator in work with square roots; geometry, factoring,
and other junior high topics is discussed. A worksheet on finding a
square root and a drossword-puzzle developed by a-- student are given.

Games, Junior high. Worksheets]

* Greenwood, Jay. A Froduttiof Our 'limes. Mathemat,ics
234-238; March 19107%--

Activities are des,;r1bed in which Lhe LalcuLator is used lu a
discovery learuing situation for exploring number p in

10;

multiplication exerciseA.

[Pattern searches]

ncury, Loren 1 A. Lovaivabl., Aid
HanuHeld Cal ul,tqr and Machem,rics 77: 580-7

591: November 1917-

nstLutiondl LeohniquF,, Jre leion for ch, of s

finding, prime numbers, s Iviug trigonometric eftiaiions, and solvAnA
polynomial eq.acrons.'

[A,Ltiv Seoondary]



Hiatt, Art, A. Geometry,Ppblem for Hand-Held Calculators or Computers.
Caltulatiors/Computers I: 37.T38; May 1977. -

A mathematical inquirymethod-Amaking and organizing observationa,

I
generalizing, specializing: inven stingymb lists, ands proving con-
jettures) and the calculator's role asa.11'. Tportant tool for this,
proceps are discussed. 4Ariexample:iS given.in which the concept
41f- area of a circle can be investigated with the calculator, and a
iTor d.isheet for student provide s

['Geometry. Roles, Secondary, Worksheeta]

* Hiatt, Arthur A. Finding. Areas-Under'CurVeS with Hand-Held Calculatora.
Mathematics Teacher 171: =-4204234 May L978.

-

-Therlieth64-of in4uir* is applied find the area Of-a-of:tele-using

the Calculator,

_Geometry_

._

* Hobbs, Billy F.._and Burris, Charles H. nicalculators- and Repea
Decimals_. Atlithmetic-Teacher X25., 1S 29i April 1978..

An algorithm-for geberatinudwany.palculator as manyLdigits.as
desired in thedecimal-representation Of the rationar number N/Ev--
-is.giFee in detail. -

IXigorithms, rational numbe

Humphreys,- Casey, et al. Calculator Cookery. inneapolis: Minneapolis

Public Schools,-Ease Area Curriculum Office, I977. ERIC:, 111146009.

Worksheets were.desigried for use with lowachieving ninth" and tenth

giaders;- they are also appropriate for%seventh and eighth grader.

ActiVities are included_on:' introduction -to the,calc14torgames,
exploring algorithms pattern search, estimation and reinforcement_

-sof basiCcomputations% consume r applications, and societal apOlica.:

tions._ Notes for teacherA area included' with eacIODA the lessons.

activities, Law achiellers-, Secondary (grades -7 -IQ) , Worksheets"'

a.problataSolving PrOd-ect:(ESEA Title-IV-C). (Jc Gorge
ImMerzeel, Earl Ockenga, John' Tarr, and Jack Wilkinson )- Cedar

Falls: University MP Northern ToWa, 1978,,

The purpose of this projeCt ls_to Aevelop,matetials to improve the.
Mathematical prOblem-solving abWries(uSing.calcUlators). of
.students in grades 5-8.- The Materials are avaaable.:,.ib. classrobm._

Sets- fbr-experiMentationi 1= teacher's edition with eeacher's notes,
record sheets, anfswerg, and restsL15:pupir coPieS,of,skill'bookleta
(approxitately 30:pages).4,. and 100-card. :probleth-detk. Modules

include: ,Problem .:Using.the Calculator-, Using:Tables.

Using, Using ResoOrce-S, Using the Calculator (.(.Book: II)

Using Calculator Odes :(Books Tand.-If).

[Elementary (- gtades-5,4) ,-Tuipthigh -(grades =4



Jacobs, Russell F. Problem Solving_ with the Calculator. Phoenix:
Jacobs Publishing Co. , Inc. 1977.

This-booklet includes calculator _exercises for whole numbers,
decimals and: fractions, percent, and supplementary activities
(magic .squares,- numper tricks,- polygonal numbers, square rapt,:
and . repeating .-d.ecimals)

[Activities, ,Elementary (grade 6) , Junior high, Problem salv

=ski, William D. CoMpound Interest a_ la. Simple: Calaulator.
Mathematics Teacher 72: 359-362; May 1979-.

Worksheets- prolnde explorations of the relationship between simple
and 'compound interest. .

[Activities, Cansumer applications, Worksheets]

* Johnson, David-C. Calculatoki: Abuses and Uses. Mathematics Teaching
85: 50-56;- December 1978,.

Four common- abuses of -the calculator are, noted: calculatiofis. for no

apparent tuirpose other than to use the calculator; games and 43Lizzles
no apparent Mathematical objectiveLmystical button pushing;,-

and checking answers'. A variety of -examples in- which the .calcdlator
can be used effectively are extensively discussed.

[Activities PrOs/cons, Roles].

Judd,-- Wallace. Caznese .Tricks, and Puzzles -for_ a Hand Calculator
Menlo Park, California: Dymax, 1974..

Judd, Wallace. Games Calculators play._

Judd-, W. tjoxfij ikitiand More tames Calculators _P_lay.
Books, 1977.
Games and other activities

[Games]

Judd...Wallace. Problem Solvin h a- Calculator.

Science- Research Associates, 1977
-i,-

is classroom kit- includes 12 problem-solving sections, each of
ich. stresses . a different- problem- solving technique OT area. In

addition to the student workcards and .record. folders, 'the kit con-
tains -spirit masters for evaluating student; achieirement and a
teicheris-guide.-

[Kit, Problem solving]

Keller, Clifton. Using Tables to Teach
Teacher -:71: -655 - 656; November 1978.-

Use gf Calculators-, is suggested. askan
lations involved in pattern searches.

arher. Books, 1975"

ii_th calculdtors

.71ark: Warne

are provided.-

thematic hematics

aid in performing the ealop7

Integers, ciprocals) Pattern. searches SecoOdary]
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Ladd, Norman:E.. Working with the Calculator in Beg_inning.Algebra.
Skokie, Illinois: ' National -Telctbook Co.; 1976.

. .

is workbook includes exercises on formulas, exponents, evaluating
essions, operations with integers and fractions, solving equa-

tions, prime factors- and LCM, multiplying and factoring poly-
nomials, linear equations, irrational numbers, Pythagorean Theorem
. distance and, midpoint formulas, and the quadratic fnrmula. 'A

teacher's guide with answer key is -included.

[Algebra. Secondary, WorksheetS]

liChtenberg, Donovan R. Iiinicalculators and.Repeating Decimals.
Mathematics Teacher- 71: 524 -530; September 1978..

The calcUlator is used: to deterMIne repeating decimals several
theorems and exa_ mplep _are provided.

ls]

Hale; Thomas J. and Witzke; -Paul T. Calculation and _Cal_c_ulators
Reading, Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley POlishing .Co. , 1978.

[Activities]':

orter, 'Eugene W. The- Small. Electron c

American 234- '88-98; March 1976..

Details are given concerning the
calculator.

[Building]

Michelow, Jaime S. and' VOgeli, Bruce R.. The New World of Calculator
.Functions. School'Science and Mathematics 248-264; March
1978.

The importance .o
= of. the calculator

[Functions].

functions is discussed and Opcific illus
as a function generator are iSresented.

Michigan. Uses ot_Lhe._Calculator. in School Mathematics' K-12.. Mono-
graph No 12. Lansing: Michigan. Council of Teachers of' Mathematies,
.March 1977

Part 1 covers desirable features of calculators for. ClassrooMute,.
basic assumptions on classroom use,. and curriculum concerns. Part
II is a collection..olpactivities,- organized under the following
categories: Grades X-3, Grades (number-numeration,. whole
number basic operations, common fractions. and decimal 'fractions,:
thtegera, And supplementary materials), and 'Grades 9-12 -(pre-
algebra- and algebra, geometry through higher mathematics) (; . A
bibliOgraphy is ifieluded.

lActiyities Elementary (grade



er, Don. Calculate -Ex ona and Problems
York. -Cuisena_ e Company of America Inc.,.1979,.
(See:arso: 'Miller. Den: Calculator
.Minnesota: -Don Miller, 1977.)

The-activities-in this7bookwere_deaigned to make the talculator-an
integral -Part of the mathematical kdeas being explored. Many use
the calculator td generate rata which Suggest interesting nuMber
-patterns that lead" to furth4r distoveries -arid generalizations.,-
.Others use the calculator. to provide immediate - feedback to
.improve estimation and mental computational -skirts.

.

[Aetivities Elementary (grades 4-6) .Secondary (grades 7-=12)]

ller, William A. and Hazekamp, Donald W. .Calculator Graphing.
Mathematics Teacher 71: 759-762; December 1978.

Three worksheets. provide experiences An 'using calculators to':
ute squares, reciprocals, And square. roots, plus rounding

nuMbers td" the nearest hundredth, plotting points, end drawing
graphs

=

[Junior high (grades 7- Reciprocals, Roots, etendary,-Work -1
sheets] -

.Kitchell, Charles_
Teacher 6:

Problem Solving 4 RPN Logic.
Kay- 1979.

A calculator using RPN logic is integrated into instru tion on problem
solVing. Specifii" illustrations are:included.

.._
. - .

[Calculator logic, :Junior:high.(grade 7Y i Problem solving]

Morria,.Janet Parker. ProblemZelvin kith Calculaters Arithmetic
TeacherJ 25f 24-26; April 1978.

Activities uiing four-function caler_atoes are classified by:purpofe:
to explore number patterns, t&discevei_relatienshipsand develop
conceptsi to practice-mental estimation, to reinforce inverse-rela-
tionships. to- Solve application problems,-to develop the "guesa-then7
Check technique, and for individual exploration and enrichment.-

. [Activities Four-function calculators, Problem solvingl

Minicalculators in Schools.-. Arithmetic Teacher 23: 72-7

.JanuarY'1976. .Mathematics-Teacher 6.9: 92-94; January 1976.

This report from the NCTM InstructionalAffairs Committ e presents
nine jtistifications for usine.thehand-held'calculator In class-
rooms with some Specific examples of curricular applications. .

[Activities, Acommendations,-Roles]

Position Statements:.- Use
Teacher 71: 46E4 May 1978.-

of "Minicalculators. Mathematics

The 1974 NCTM Board of ,Directers
is reprinted.

[Recommendations

osltion statement on taltulators



*-NCTIC -Minicaleulator Information Resourcea.. :Res
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics.

This free resource.list cites articles, books, newsletters, and
media, plus information on calculator models appropriate for
school use. It is updated at intervals.

[References, Selection]

, Virginia:

NCT14. Mathematics _Teacher New -Products "-Programs, Publications.

In phis monthly` feature of the'journal calculators and-materials

for use with caldulators.in the classroom ate frgiuently.revieWed.

[Selection]

eufeld,:l. Allen.. Calcu
dmontonAlber

[Activities]

* NIE/NSP.
on Hand-He

6 a
d Ca

ato n the Classroom. Monograph

Teac rs" AsSociation, 1977.

ula

of Education and National
-ED 139

e _ce on eded Research and Development'
in School Mathematics. National Inat u_

encejounda on, 1977. '.ERIC:

Result of the confe ence, intended .to provide a well-defined frame--

work for future-research and development efforts are reported.

Twent-one..recommeAdations:covering the development of an informa---

tion,base, curriculum deVelopment, research and evaluation, teacher.

education,. and dissemination arc discussed. .'

[Recommendations' Research (needed), Rolee]

h_Caralina.. _Calcul nservice -Kit. Prepared by Mathematics
Division, North Carolina State Department of Public Instruction,

1.27C

In this notebook' kit are transparency masters, calculator:gamesi
..calculator activity cards for grades 5 through 9, and calculator

prablem card .decks for-teachers:-

rElementary ..(grades 56)g. Junior h
solving, Teachers (in-service)]

gh. -,(grades-.79 Problem-

* Ockenga. Earl. Calculator Ideas for the Junior:High Mae oam.

Arithmetic Teacher` 23; 519 -522; November 1976.-

Activities and- gamea.for computation and estimation; measiirement
and.geometry, functiOns, and-Troblem salving and" applications. are

described.

(Activities, Junior high]

0 kepga, Earl and [ltai Joan: Ideas-, Arithmetic Teacher 27: 28-

January 19'79.

Carnes for addition, subtraction,.multiplicatjon and division are
-presented; the objective is to proV'ide prActice in estimation.

jEleMentary. (grades -6), Estimation games, junior high (grades

Mixed operations]



Melfried. Ming Calculators to. St -ulate -Con ectures and
lgebraic Proofs. Mathematics-Teacher 72: 288-289;. April 1979.

Three exataples are
an.+that lend them
nab le--s tudents to

impossible,

[Algebra)

given that can be used to stimulate con ectures
elves, to: an algebraic proof. The :Calculator can
test cases which would have been fruitless, if
hout the

Pagni, David L. Number Theory Secondary Schools? Mathematics
Teacher 72: 20-22; January 1979.

* Pollak,- Henry 0.- Hand-Reld Calculators and -POten.tial Redesign of the
School Mathematics Curriculum. Mathematics Teacher 70: 293-296;
April 1977..

The content---and teaching-of sec ndary-schthol
calculator era .are discussed.

[Curriculum, Roles, Secondary]

Rade. Lennart and Kaufman Burt A. Adventures with Your
lator. Stockholm, Sweden-: Bibliateksfarlaget, 1976, S

ssouri; ClarREL,- Inc., 19.-77.

Part I Of this book contains 20 problems which can be sallied or
investigated with a calculator. Par ,II provides a commentary

.

ori each of these' problems. Although lutions are not always
provided, the commentaries often present :situations- which
extend the ideas of the original problem.

[Activities, Mixed operations, Problem solving, Secondary]

athematic

Calcu-
t Louis,

n 'Gerald R.;
in Mathematics.
0013. Buffalo:_
'Xerox copy.

grist, Betty and Roesch, Carl. Using _Calculators
National institute di-Education- Contract No 400-78-
State- University of.New York at Buffalo,_.1978.

This prelininary set of Materials incorporates the use of, prograin-

mable calculators in the standard mathematics curriculum.in grades,
11 and 12- (following the New York State syllabus ). The first draft
(chapters 1-8) is ava ble or experimental use.

[Course description PrograMma le calculators, Secondary
11-12]

Roberts, Edward M. Fingertip'Math. Dallas; Texas Instrumen

'This book explains how to use -a.hand-held calculator effectively.

[Activities

Rouse, William. The Power Box: A- Solution to -Calcula
:Mathematics Teacher 72: 516-517; October 1979.
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* Rudolph, William B. and: Claa sen,-
Houghton Mifflin, 1976-.

[Activities].

Russakpff, Andrei,.
-1884 March 1979

Calculator Bobk. 'Boston:

Calculato u a insb Mathematics Teacher :

Using the -calculato gor raphin che relation = equations -1 ke.a -y
a r 5 is .presented.

fAlgebra Secondary]

Schloasberg,E. and ,Brockman, Tha Foc_e CalculatorGame
:NOW York: William MorroW,, 1975

x -
.Schlossberg, Edwin and-Brockman, John,,,_ the Kid's. Rocket _alculato-

Gate-Book ew-forkl----William-Morrow, 977,-

r

.Schlossberg, 1 dwin. ancl:Brockman John. Ihe-,PoCket_Calculator- Came
BookilZ.: New York: William:Morrow, 1977,

[Activities,_Elementary (grades 4-6) 'Games JOnior high (grades 7-8

Schultz, .James _K How Calculators s-Give Rise to a Aw Need for Skills.
in Algebra. -School. §121:s22EL:flathematics 78; 1314-134;

February 1978.

L1.11

Illustrations are._ given of how doing Certain- algebraic Manipulations
prior.todoing calculations can eliminate unnecessary storage'` of
dat reduce the number -pf dteps required to' obtain an .ans er,-_and
avoid ta overflow.

ouglas E. Finding-Roots with a Four-Function Calculator.
Calculators/Cop 2:- 77-81; January.1978.

The-"repeat" capability of most four-:fUnction:calculators is used
in an algorithm coi:Sind any integral roof; --'of any number..

[ Fourfunction calculators, Roots]

Sharp, j. 'Norman- C. The Calculator Workbox:.
Addisdn-Wesley Publishers, 1977.

[Activities, Junior high (grades 7LA3), Kit]

* ShuMway, Rithard J. Hand Calculators: Where D
6

metic Teacher- /3: 569-572;-November 1978.

Arguments for and-against the use of kand-h ld calculators
school mathematics .are presented.

[Pros/cons]

Smith, Gerald -R. Repeating Decimala. Calculators /Computers
'61; March 1978,

Determining repeating'deoimals is examined In this a ticle, with
17ths,.19ths, 23rds,1 3lsts, and 41sts suggested for ekploration.,
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-Smith, Susan. Calcula_
_September 1978.

WorksheetaproVide a calculator
.

forcing the concept of-order:of
7-10.

Mathematics Teacher 519- 1;-

experience developing and rein-
operations for students.in grades

[Mixed operations Secondary 'des 7-10) Worksheets]:

SnoVer, Stephen L. andiSpikell,_ Mark. A. Programmable- Caleulators
Facilitate Simple Solutions to Mathematical Problems. -January,
1979. ERIC: ED.170. 115.
Problems -which can be-used with calculators are _presented.

[Problem solving, -Programmable.calcUlators]

4noverStephen1...-_end-Spikell,_MArk-A. __The Role --of Programmable-
'Calculators. and Computers:in Mathematical Proofs Mathematics
Teacher- 71; 74 5-750; DOember 1978.

Since numerous possibiliies can be .examined in a relatively short
period of-timeicalculatOt and computers are :powerful-data
gathering instruments, 1lowtheY-ten-be.used-in.prools.is explored.:
with. simple problem from-number theory.-

[College,. Programmableucalculators, Proofs. Secondary]

1'

_over, Stephen L. and Spikell, Mark A.-. ,- Generally, How Do You Solve
Equations? 'Mathematics Teacher -72: 326-336; MAY 1979.

Iterative technicnies to soIve-yarious types` of difficult roble
are preaented, with speCific-examples,-flowcharts, and programs

[Flow charts, Iteration, NumeriEahandlysis, PrograMming,'
Programmable calculators, Secondary]

Snover, Stephen L.-and Spikell, Mark A. How_to
_11:able Calculator. --Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Ball,
'Ind., -1979.,

Procedures for progrAmming.cal ulaeors are explained in detail,
with many specific examples fo two types of calculator logic.

[Calculator logic College, Programmable calculators, Secondary

Stephen, J. Sydney and .Truemen, Robert -W, . Cal cu-Math.-

New-York: Scholar's- Choice, 1977. .Stratford. Ontari
Choice_ Limited 1977 .

This kit is a sett of activity cards and. worksheets designed
apply d stress estimation end-problem S lying
using a simple four- function calcUlator.

[Activi ies rour-tunction calculatorsi Kit, WOrksheets



Suydam.- yn N.- -.Electronic Han mlications
ire-College Education. Final Report,- =Grant _ :EPP-75-16157,
_National 5ciend Foundatian, February 1976. -ERIC: ED.- 127 205
(full eport D 127- 06- (50-page- fonn)'.

Hesearch is reported which Was :conducted to provide the. NSF. with
inforation on the -existing range of- beliefs and opinions about

. the impact of the Calculator-en. pre-college education. A literature
search'. and several surveys -of groups involved in calculator matu
facture or in education were conducted. In addition, four position-
papers by prominent educators Were obtained, The body of the,
repOrt presents sumMaries of.- information collected eelevapt to-
availability of calculators, arguments for and against their use
in -schools, ways in' which they. are now used in schools, and research..
findings. Five recommendations related to study of and preparation.-

- are- -made.for-implementation-of calculator- Use re-made.. ' Appendices -to the
report present an annotated dist of references,. the. detailed .find-
ings of-the-surVeys, and the position papers Immerzeel et al.
diacuss plausibleinstances in ,which to use'calculators; -Pollak--
proposes criteria. for rsdesigning the,curriculum;-Weaver makes
sUggestiogs, for needed research; and-Usiskin and'Bell Oravide some
perspectives on-curriculum revision.

[CurrieuluM, Fri-Ds/Cons HeSearch (survey)]

Suydam,-- N. BulletinsMarilyn'
.

Center. ERIC: ED 167'426.

SuydaM, Marilyn N...(Edi or). Information
Information. Center.- BRIG:

Suydam, Marilyn_ N
--. ERIC:- ED 171 572

ED-J71 574

he Calcu lator Information

ulletins from the Calculator

tare- of the Art' Reviews= on the Use of Calculato

Suydam, Marilyn N CalcUlaation
ERIC,- ED-170 134, Supplement. ERIC: -ED 171 585.

References.

Suydam, Marilyn- N. Cummins-, Kenneth; Gibney, Thomas; Hill, Johnny;
Meiring, Steven; and Pikaart, Ohio Regional Conferences on
Mathematics. Education -: Final .Report., (NSF-funded project.)

..

olumbusi The Ohio State University, 1978. ERIC; .ED 164 328.:

fie report: includes materials and problems developed for the . con er-

ences; designea_far elementary school teachers and supervisors.

[Activities Foun--function calculators Problem solving]"

* Teitelbaum, Eli. Calculators
26: 18-20; November 1978.

Classroom Use? Arithmetic'Teacher

Letting instruction focus on prqblem 1 ing' rather than - computatio n .

-alone is the- point of this article. ow calculators can be used to
-advantage is described through, four illustrations, with comments on

checking and- on cheating-.

[PrOblem solving,-Roles]



Texas Instruments. e. Great international eys Book. Dallas:
Texas Instruments-Learning Center, 1976.

Sections of this book k-coVer the-basic keys on a scientific calculator;
how to-use -the calCulator-for converting units of measure; using the
calculator for practical everyday problems;, algebra, bUsifiess nd
finance trigonometry, probability and statistics, and physic
chemistry, .'and puzzlesandgates for the calculator.'

.

[Activities Scientific calculatOrs,'Secondary]

Texan Instruments _ Understanding alcuiator Math. Dallas:
Instruments_, Inc. 1976.

This guide contains basic informat fOrmulas facts,. and.mathe-
Matical 'tools to "unleash--the -real power of your calculator "

[Activities]

Texas Instruments. h Calcula
Mathematics. Dallas : Tex = Instruments, Inc, 1977;

Supplementary materials in kit forte are intended to teach certain
.Mathematids- concept ding-the_calculator.--Signed numbets,-alse7-'
bralF logic,' functi graphin statistics, and probability are

included.

Activities-, Kit, Secon_ary, Units]

Texas Instruments.- Mathematics Learnin WithCalcula
-to ry Algebra. ,Dellas: -Texas InStruMents, 197-j

Supplementary-Materials inkitformare intended to teach certain
thathevtics concepts using the calculator. -EValuating expreseions,
-solving equations, -sigtep numbers formulas, and algebraic.prindi-

Ax

,ples'are inCluded.

[Activities, Algebra, -Kit, Secondary,, Units]

Toth, Frank S., Jr. Calculator -EXperiments for

lators/CoMputers 2: 69-73; Apri1.1978.

ree experiments used with seventh graders are:presented: . find-

ing quotients and remainder, listing 10 non-zero multi les of A

given_ numbs , And stating which,of the numbers 2-to 2 are factors

of-a given number.

[Division, Junior high (grade 7), uit licat

Toth, Frank S., Jr. Calcu_ator Experiments-for Junior
calculators /tomters 2:-.69-,73; May.1978, :

This articleo a continuation of one-in the Avri
presents. one experiment for determining the -qu
mining the LCM, using caldulators.

[Division Junior high (grade.7),-Multiplicat



Toth,. Frank S.:, Jr Calculator Experiment for Junior High/ The Co
-.'puting- Teacher 6; . 37=3_ . May-1979--

An. experimenf, on prime facto Luni is pr

as basic lesson plan With seventh graderS.
could hu.,Used-.ns

fACtivities, Junior high (grade 7),- Units]

* Usiskin, Zalman- Are Calculators a Crutch? Mathematics. Teacher
412-413 ;' Miy .1978. 4
That a crutch is, a bad thin As. questioned; use, of. the calculator
as useful crutch is illus ated

[Rdles]

Vervoort, Gerard-us and Masdn, D Calculator -Activities . for t
Classroom arid Teacher' Resource Book, Tbronto: ,Co7CISrk- pp
Publishing co., 1977.

A three-part series of dit,t© masters in which activities facilitate
the use of calculators in mathematics. .The series 'familiarizds
students with the calculatOr as well as itsuse.in problem solVing.
The teachgc.' s guide provides a rationale .

[Activities Problgm solving,- Wrksheets]

Weaver; J. F. A Mbnadlc Module as a UnarY Unit. -project- Paper
7775. Madison WiSconpin Re earch and Development Center
Cognitive Learning, Univers y of WisConsin-Madison, Decembe -1917.
ERIC: ED ii 670.
(See also: Weaver, J. F. A Monadic- Module- Alias a -Unary Unit.
Calculators/Cdm users- -2: 29-36; -April 1978.);

.,This module is ece-rpted from material. prepared f or =ongoing _calcu7
lator explorations With a class of accelerated seventh -grade
students. Greater attention is .given .to unary- or mdnadic opera-
tions. ; Relationships and proPerties to be iddntified, suggestions

. for the teacher, calculator algorithms, and; record sheets are
:provided.

[Activities, Junior high (grade 7) , e-a_iona, Units]-

Weaver, 3. F. Some Monadic/Dyadic Combos. Fr6Sect Paper 77-6.
Edison, Wisconsin: -Wisconsin -Research and Development Cerixer
or, Cognitive 'Learning, Decethber 1977.. ZRIC: ED.:161.671..

(See also Weaver, J.' -F. Some .Monaclic/Dyadi'c CoMbos.. Calculators/
Camputers- 7983; May 1978.)

.

This module is an extension of 4ero3ect Paper. 77-5- (and the article
in the April issue of Calculatorb/Comouters).. It presents meter-

'ials to extend students' understanding of algebraic operations:
with the use .of calculators. Reference sheets; record sheets; and
directions are included to_ aid students' in focusing on monadic/
.dyadic operations.

t

[Activities Junior high (grade



eaVer, F. Calculators and Polynomial E4aluation Edison;
WisConsin Research sad Development center for Individualized,

The-University oe Wisconsin, July 1978.- ERIC:
ED' los 475.

The intent_ pf this paper_ is to'SUggest and'illnstrata how hand-held
calculators, especially nonprogrammable ones with limited dater
storage. capacity, can be used to advantage by students in -One .*:
particular- aspect of work with polynomial' functions. The basic
dathedatical.background upon which Calculator a6plIcation:Sia built
is summarized'. -.Along with one calculator- .algorithm for polynomial'.
evaluation' that is relatively independent. of'--calculator type, -eight
other algorithms that illustrate a variety of calculator types,
characteristies, and'featdres are giVen.

[Algebra, orithda ]_

Woodburn, 'Douglas. Can You Preditt the Repetend? Mathematics Teacher
675-6781:December 1976.

Worksheets are pePovided for an act
calculator in discovering patterns
99 and 999.,

[Pattern tearches econdnry WOrksheets]

Oodward;-Eruest and Hamel, Thomas. -Calculator Lessons Involving ?opis-_
latioft, Inflation-, and Eaer Mathematics.Teacher .72: 450-457;
September 1979.

Two lessons showing hoW a calculatrean be use to belp.students
diseover'the."rule of 72" and use it to investigate Problems la-
volving population, inflatkonandienergy-are presbated,

Yvon, Barnard R. and Downing Davis R. Math-ExploratiOna with the
Calculator.- Portland, Maine: J. WestonWelch, 1978.

This text, appropriate far the-elementary and junior high school
Student, presents games, puzzlea; problems,. and exercises for-the
four-function calculator.

[Activities FOur-fulnction calculator, Games]

ldulators/CO uters
ark, California: Ad

[Activities

6' e Tasu k Ford. Men
n- Wesley,, 1978.
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The use of calculators in the methei tics classroom is of interest to_
school staffs-and school community grouv-S. Workshops andinT-service programs
04 Calculator use are often planned and conducted in response to this interes
,If_you are restionaJble for conducting or leading theseactivities, thexe axe
several things yoli-cah do to help to- insure' their success.

BEFORE THE .WORkS1-10P

First of a , select appropriate objectives for the workshop. -These are.not
really intended as rigoroUSbehairioral objectives tor the.Warkshop participants
to master or to be pretested and posttested,.but,rather these Objectivei,are,-
to help you activities and materials-tor workshop-pafti4pants to
ude.- 'These objectives_may include;

'4A6Y the participants become familiar with how Luse a.calculato

To demonstrate calculator activities for specific topics, -such
as computational skills, geometry, order .of operations, and problem,.
solving.

To-identify how_to use the calculator in the classrbom: mane amen
storage, maintenance, record keeping zetc.- ,

To become with hOw to plan and conduct.in-service programs
on calculator ise.

Once yoU've selected. your objectives y u can consider-ideas, aCtiv4ties:.and.
..

materials. that.weill-help yoU to accomplish them. Fortunately, there are Many-
hooka, 'pamphlets. and;task cards cab imercally available, as well' ateicies,In.,..

the:literacute. iSee the Calculatot.InfOrmation Center Reference Bulletins or
comprehensiVe lists of these r,,esources. .

_Share your Workshop objectives, with the participants. This is-helpful for the
participants and lets them know whet toexpect-to.have an .opportunity to jearn::
It is however,hbweei, to begin with activitie that are-non-threatening,
low-riskfor partiCipants and :that have a high potential, for success.:The.
calculat,Or is still recent technology and must b introduCed to many teachers,
It's the children who are-growing up with this t chnolo0 i4. the world around
them Who:Accept it as a matter of.course. Adult may sometimes be reluctant
or inhibited, Some of che'r.letter=rambei activities ate.a0propriate as i



ductory vehicles tbr-Ou For example
'.,; -

,
u

1. ,Did--7yois know.your calculator was bilingual ?,
. - _ 't

Key:in 1;. grid tUrn,youf calculator upsida.,do

Did you ?know_your calculatOr.can display the name

Key.in 3781a, -and4urn your calculatb Upside dowm;
P

,- 5:

Activities like this- ogre can give the'novice-barculator-user'sbme noh-threat- .-
ening practice with keying in nOmbers, reading-calculator numeea1si and 'check-

.

ing,the display. 'A quick introd*Ction to addition, subtraction-, iultl,plication,

and division.. can follow ithmediately. --
,.

. r

INtRODUC ING- TH -KEY=S .AND, ACTIVITIES

hen an operation such as addition is introduced, "how to key iii" -addition
examples should be discussed, Tea need fOr using the CLEAR and/or

EAR/CLEAR ENTRY keys before-entering a problem should bedemonstratd. It

also helpful to' start with an.example fdrwhic8 participants already know

the anAwer.--This-wAy they,cau'verify =for themselves that they are using,the

,calculator correctly. example such as the following can be used:.-

Exapple:- 7 ±

Calcula tor *Solut DISPLAY .15

\

After introducing how.to add using a caldulator, lead Participants
solving or-exploratory activity requiring addition-. For exaMple:

.

Make your.caltylatOr displaY 895 using may the 1,,'

and Bkeys. 4. -.

How-many different_way6 Can you find to express-70
as-the sum of primes? % .:',_

grade.The grade level P nterests and mathematical backgrounds of the morkshop
ticipants should h lvyou to select appropriate 'activities for this

This same. genetal-protedure,cau be used to introduCa the=operations. of'subtrac-,
tibri-multiplibation,-and divisionaS Well as- howto use.. special keys such as

or ,r7. Flrat, iaraduce.thq: use of.'thecalculatot with a -problem:Phrtici
pahts ara'apt-to know w-Ahe answer= to .(You-may want to do more thaW-.one,qf these

Second, folloW-thil with'an-activitY'where the-use of_the calculator
important asset for -finding the -solaion..

Additionallideas,and activities-,shoUld-be,selecte4 sothey:illustrate your
objectives:. A revieW. of the.'materialscited in Calculator informatiod .triter

- .

with e..,,_ ,. - i, ..

Reference Bulletins-on "Instruction with Calculators. anti -Books.---will provide
,

you-with a variety of plate va ue, computational-,-and problemsolving activities

to use.
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SUPPLIES

Participants should. be provided with a copy of appropriate isuals as Well-as
'a "handout"' for them to use. This' way they can closely lollow your gregenta-
ion and -practice or try out the iataS and-actiVities.

is alio desirable-if parpicipants have their own individualcalcUlators
not a:caldulator can be two-:or more peciOld Ii . fact, yOu- may

want to Use :.activities that are.designed-ad-onlY one.calculator\is required
for a--groug of two to four.participants.-.HoWeVer, if you have access to a
classroom supply of -calculatprsk-sby all means,Use them: But do not be sur-
prised iF participants bring their own calculators tAnse. This is all right

An:_factv,mayevenhebetter. If they -knowdlow.to use their:ewrrcalculaz-

tor and alIits keys,- then they are probably more- apt to make effective use

of thecalculaor inYthe Clasioom. In addition, this can-provide a bit of
"Show and tpll".-atmosphere and more participant involvembh; inthe,workshop..-
Also, it .pro rides an `opportunity to identify-characteristics of aifferent

calculators, since some calculators-have Liquid Crystal Displays.(LCD) and
. - -

.others will have Light 'Emitting Diode (LED) displays. Some calc52-ators- have

special keys that do not appear pn.most simple>four-fUnctiop.calZulators:
If your workshop objectives include one-.on calculitor-techtology, you may want

.

to go-into some.detail and indicate advAntages and disadvantages of.Oarticular

'features of'calculators.

ENflING YOUR WORKSHOP

t
0 ir

the conclusion .of your workshop youmight.want to give participants a-

.-)"Certificate of Comietence with She CalcUlator" ouA-"License'to Operate ai
'Calculator." This-ig particularly-appropriate for participants who have cobto

their first- calculator .workshop. ",_Remember, too, that,throughout the work-
shop you have been- a-,model lier,Abw to introduce or use acalculator appropri-

ately. The certificate is another. idea that partitipants may want to use in t_

classrooM. At .thin pdint you should,also proYide sourcesJor more information
.pr-ideas about calculatoruse.- These might include':

How-to get on the Calaultor fo tion Center maili g list.

Announcement'of additional workshops or Na4onal Counc
of Mathematics and' -Affl,liated Group services.

participants should aliel have =Opportunity to evaluate the workshop.
following-is a satMple eValuation form-you may want to use:,

SAMPLE; EVALUATION FORM
p

Topic/Ti

Were the -6bjeCtives

5.

To what extent were the objectives met?

How well was the presentation or

on clew

ate

(Circle appropriate response)

Clear 4 3 2 1 Vague

Very Well

Little

Very Poor



1.161,7 he4ful do you think,_ e presentation
-will. be to your sibrk?.1-'

Did the physical.arrang ments'help or
hinder the meeting of he objectives?

C-

I

Very Mu6h 4

/

6.' Were the relatdd,msda -aPpropriaCe?__

Was there, enbli e-aIlOwed to Meet
the-objective -

atg

. RECOMMENDATIONS/

What I-found mo

cient

Additional remarks:.

AFTER THE W 1HI S1-10P

Read, the evaluation-forM and compile the esults. Use these. to-plan your

next workshop! Modify or make changes andlIncorporate the evaluation results

where appropriate. And GOOD. LUCK!

The f011owisig checklist -may help you -in your

Calcu orksho C eckliet-

Invita4on to

' 2. ,q2leasant room

Calculators

Handouts

Visuath.

Media

potential workshop participants
1

envirdfiment--trefreshments help

7. DisplayDisplay or

luation forms

This bulletin was prepared by Jane Dorirfilly aawronsk Department of.Educat

San Diego County, San ,Etiega, California.

This publication was prepared pursuant to,a contract ith tale National Institute

Of Education, U.S.. Department pf, Health, Education an Welfare. Cont actors

-under:taking sudh psafects" under:Government
sponsorship are encouraged to express

freely their judgment in profesSional and7technical matters, Points of view or-

op not, therefore, necesiarily represenVotficia 1. National Institute .

of Educatiori position or polic-
.

.
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Using Calculators in Pre-College Education:

Third Annual. State of=the-Art Review*

Marilyn N. Suydam

Over' the past" veral years the cost of -dalcirlators has declined to a

Concurrently, alculator availability has become less -=relatively stable level.

and less an ,issue Technology has provided prolonged batterry life

culators are

additional a

schools is still
=

sIo*Yly continued

I and light they can- be.pairied `or worn easily,
A+

about their availability. 'While resistance U. their7use in

_and_ some,

nullifying

apparent awareness of' potential instructional-, applications has

to increase. ,.Heightening this awareness is a Signfticant recom-'
_

a national association.

Ai.ReeoMmen on for. the

enda Act io

he eight

"Mathematic's

Teachers of .Mathematics ra4ieiad4

Recolmuendatkons for. School! Mathematics of the .1980s.
. . .

- . ..

recommendations addresses concerns presented by compuiing techndlo

_ t A iP
prograiS must, take full advantage o the po of calculators and -r":7'

all grade eyeld." The introductory con s present a. rationale

Beyond an acquaintance with' the role-of computers and calculators

in society, most Students mat obtain a: Working- knowledge of hoW
to-use Fhem

The availability
lators'; requires
by every citizen
retain. their, same

of co uting aids, including computers and 'calcu-
,

a ree aminatiOn ofthe ',computatiOnal skills needed

Some of the-Se computatianal skills -Will no longer-=

importance, whereas others will- becpiirmiore_)important

t is recognized that a sigoifficant
early grades must be devoted to the

The first annual review was prepared, in Ap

Ma y.. 1979.

portion of instruction in the'
direct acquisition, of number

1 1978 the second appeared- in

3



-concepts and skills withOut-rhe use of calculators. :1.10Wever,' when

the burden of lengthy computations:outweighs the educational con-.
tribution of the proCess, the calculatoryshould become readily
available. (p, 8)-

All .studentb should have access to calculators and increasingly
camputers throughout their school mathematics program. (P. 9)

The use of electronic tools such as-Calculators and computers
should be integrated into the core mathematics curriculum- (p

Calculators should. be available for.appropr ate use in all mathetati
classrooma, and instructional objectives Should-include theability.
to determine Sensible and appropriate-uses. (p. 9)

'11Calculatorg andcompuiers shoUld b used In imaginative- ways for
'etpleringi-'discoveringi and:developing mathematical concepts and.

not merely for checking-computational values or. for drill and

practice., .(p.

Curriculum ma_ rials that integrate and,require the use of he cal
.

culator arid computer in diverse and imaginative ways _should' be

developed and made available. (p. 9)

Schools should insist that materials truly. e full =advantage o

the immense 'and vastly diverse potential of-the new media .

0 Educators should take care to choose software thatfits the goa

or objectives of the program and not twist the, goals and devel

tal sequence to fit the technology apd available software.

:,,,Teachers of other subjects in which mathematics

appropriate use alculatots and

and administrator s re'urged4.tp "initiate_Interaction-with .the

-'maximum.benefit ro.the student from Coordinated home and-school

s applied "ShOu make

11). Furthermore teachers

o achieve

and -calculators" (p. -10) .

Other- recommended actions address the needscbf teachers, point±ng out to

colleges need to offer courses on instructional uses of ulators for lic

preservice and in-service teachers and that certification standards shoul

Professional brganizati s should provide inrequire such preparation -.

-through media and meetings of various types.

Thus the NCTM acknowledges that computational skil s ares ill

but. sre ses.the need to integrate,calculato- use at all levels, r= ingorces
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ir'u fulness- >in problem solving, notes the need for imaginative mater

-Landem AOhas zes-be_keycOMPOnent of:teacher edueatiOn%

ce on.- A.va-liat ilia and Uses of Cal-ulators

-NCTM

crimptiters

of

L3.03 --

als,

eCoMmendatUn'accep hereality,of 'the existence of calculators-,, -

DataJrom:the=-SecOl Asthematcs Assessment of,the-National
, ,- = '

2,

Educational Progress reported in Reys et al.-. 1980) suppor the

fact that many children have access to calculators outside of the classroom:

75% of 9-year-olds, 80% of 13-year-old 'and 85% of 17-year-olds either own their

calculators ve one available to use Other studies indicate that in some

locations this percentage ,maybe even, higfier;-for, instance, over 90% of the 220
\

surveyed'In Florida had at least one calculator (Conner, 1980Y, and in;households

Indiana a. survey of 417 students indidated that ownership
* dlog " or_ access ranged from

r 79% for first graders to 1007 for raders (Ewhank, 9'79). Naurally, how-
.

ever, some stg ies report -lower-peicentages; for example, only 68 of the Missouri

hildren luerie y-Reys et al. (1980)` -had access, to Calculators,_

_ _ _

Data from t e many studies still seeking an answer to the,question; "Does

use of calculato hurt achievement., scoreaV, eontinuetosu ortthe-fact -that=

students who=a Calc___ators=for-instruction,achie- e t least hi higher

scores

on the test,. (In the najority of studies during the past yearyno significant

d

studentd not-using alculators, eVen thou calculator not used.

differences eported.) The decreasekin time spent on paper-and-pencilprac-
,

tice did mit appear toharm the achievement of tudent' who used calCtlators.

Data from studies-on learning mathematics with calculators, as well as evi-

dence fro the practical experiences of teachers, are slowly accumulating;

This type-of study on achievement comprises-about two-thirds.of--all studies

reported; 'Studies-focusing on the development of specific mathematical ideas
account for about one-sixth-of the-studies, while the remainder-are surveys.
Wile, doctoral students continue to- produce at least,50%of-the research, on
going investigatIons.-are-being conducted by researchera in schoold,and colleges.



catint. hat calculators are.pse ul in'teaching a variety
1

Reports-from Conner (1980). and Moser-(1979)

ya.1.4 which calculator

*

mathematical ideas.

instance, detail some .specific

are useful instructional tool:

Suritudds
beliefs And attitudes are eyed, however; it: becomes obvious t

-many.pe sons ignore the evidence from research on achievement and learning._ Per-

ceptions-of the uses-and importance of calculators in the mathematics curriculum

depend pritarily

Pro ject /(PRISM)

on the audience surveyed. The Priorities in School Mathemati

conducted in 1979, devoted about 201 of its items to ascertain

levels from primaways in which - educators at all

'school hdard

supportive -of

through college,_parents,iand.
---- -----:-

-.- , .

feel about the use of. calculators Edhcator were much more-.

increased use of calculators. than were lay Persons: 54%of the
: c

,

profes onal samples, but only 36% of the lay samples ,would increase emphasis on

them during the 1980s.: Strongest support came from supervisors and teacher educe

tors .(85% and 74%, respectively)? teachers at -,all levels had more reseryationa

t averaged 50%)4 and parents and school board members gave weak SuppOrt tp

increased emphasiS and to alMost all uses of calculators except checking answers.-.

percentage agreeing with various usea.of calculators

Professional
Samples_

93%

89%

78%

71%

702
1

70%

68%

66%

59%

51%

50%

-checking answers

doing a chain of calculations

computing' a'red

making graphs

solving word problem

solvin3 equations

arni g why algorithms

oin= omework

eloping ,ideas and concepts
-

learning basic. facts

taking a test

37%

49% $

22%
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of the. teacher's `at. all lgvels'endorsed7having Tour unet on calcu-

lator eVakable. Howeve -67% of the professional samples and 88Z of the lay

.

eamplas-believe that calC\ulator Useshonld-b TostOoned.until after-Paper-aod-.,

pencil-algorithms
7
are learned.- Only 407 of the-Trofessional-samplesand

tbe lay samples would let slower studentsiuse calculators, and putting students
1

who .haiie not learned. pape computAtion by grade 8 -into a calculator.-..

course-was_-$apported by only 34% (45% of, the profesSional- samples and 50% of-the
. --/.

lay. samples)

/.

Other studies provide data which both compare and contr

.-C

with the .PRISM '

hen and Fliess (19.791), reported that over 63% the- teachers they, queried

f alculators. In a survey condUcteein 1979, .,:Reys and some/:favored the use

colleagues

distriots

_erviduled,arandomsample-of=194-classrom teachers ten school

in MissOuri. -The researchers reported that-:

The overwhelming feeling was that calculators pxis_ that there
Ware many appropriate= places for using them, at all levels of the
mathematics - curriculum, and that the type and extant. of-this usage
should be left up-to the discfetion of_the individual classroom
teadhei,. (Reys et al. 198,0,- p. 41) /

While 84% the teachers said that. calculators Should be available

in sche.51 only 35% had actually use calculators-An mathemati

a ranged from 14%.at the primary llevel to-62%

Children

classea cthe

the senior high level).
-

Another 427 said they would .like to use calculators. Teachers wh9-had used them:

commented that:

not only could_ theyr.work more problems if a calculator was
available, but also N-ley actually-covered mcirg topics. .They
also reported-dealing more with concept developbent and less-
with computation during their mathematics class. (Reys et al.,
1980, p. 41)

sp reported that

most of the teathers whO had not-used a.41culator Lathe cla4ss-
room- seemed aware of primarily two uses One was as a-computatiOnal
device which they saw as defeating the Major gpalsof school
Zathematica and the other as a tool for studeptato'check the paper.
and7pencil computations. . . the majority of the teachers were
unaware of:the instructional potential of the calcUlator, (Wyatt
et al., 1979, p. 2)
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average of 80% o the teachers felt_ child_ -.should

arithmetic operations before using caltulators. .(Interestingly, 76%o

L3.06

s er the four basic

primary_ teacheFs held ..this view;

did.

the

bile 89% the senior high school teachers

Indeed, 43% felt that using, a calculator ,would cause students' ability

to o- Lite. t decline. Teachers -generally agreed, however,- slow,' students or

senior .high, stud /IA who had never learned_ to compute should use a calculator

bedause they would, prpbably never be able -to-,compute-otherwiSe.
. 1

Slightly over -50% of th teachers wanted extbooks with activities i-using

/

calculators Forty -three: pe cent favored use of. Caltulators on p oblem7solving

I
portions, of standardized tests.

Four implications ere drawn from e study (14yat et aL, 1979):
(

(1) There is a need for leadership direction regarding

calculator use schools.

:(2) Training in the use bf calculators as an instructional tool is needed.

) Dissemination of current informatio
to dispel manyfalse conceptions,.

4), Materials :which integrate calculators into the*regular matheMatics'

curriculum- should be. developed and disseminated.-

usage is needed

part of an investigation in which calculators were used in elementary

school mathematics instruction, Conner (1980) surveyed, parent's of children in kin-

dergarten through grade 5. Percentages favoring what she ailed "unrestricted"

use of calculators as an instructional aid ranged from 13%

level and. l6% for the,middle school level to 29% for the high school level. Wrier

she asked .about "regulated" use, the percentages rose to 83% for the elementary ,

level, SO% for the iddle- school level, and 81% for the high school level.

Balka (1979) also found that parents were -skeptical 'about them use.- of calcu-

.

.lags in elementary grades. They .aged that calculators could be used. along .

41'

with paper-and-pencil computation, but strongly objected to using calculat r

place of paper-and-pencil computation.

Sue ssful integration of calculator uses in 'the mathematics curriculum wil
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-ation Among all Conderned gro

how calculators can be used successfully _In

mkthematics without harm to achievement must continue. 'And parents and-other

eaching

-

itbers of the- pUblic must receive assurance that necessary computational skills

.will still be, taught. This point clearly ode in the NOT.M-Agenda_fOr -Action.

Development of Instructional Materials
-

`Materil which integrate the use of calcuaators

are still comparatively;- -scarce .

teach mathematical ideas

the- published- articles, however

.
_

pr_ eden... t ide'---a--, s for usi ng .calculators tp promote learning on ,ppeCific topiC'sr,

eluding VOrk-,Wirl-r operatiOnsi -functions, exponents ;_polynomials, square roots,

andproblem solving

focused solely

There appears to be, a ,d ecr &age, in the number- `of-- books.
- 41,0-,

and dri:,the number Of bookS which could .be

used. to Suppleme-
=

ruction.

nations -materials may prove useful to teachers.

lection of. articles from the Arithmetic'Teacher and the Mathemati s Teaclier (Burt,

=

One is A col-
,

1979) the other iS a categorized listing of .references oncalculators--(Suydam,

1979) - AS t;as been true ever -since ca.lculateirs .appears ; schools, oweve_

- -

there is a continuing ne fcr materials 4.-7-flich develop =the

E2EE1R11428EIEETat_

While support .fr some gredps, f

atical ideas.

.fie-use.of calculators it -schb-Ole is. low

is nevertheless changing as people accept ,theeiSteACe-of calculators in their

lives and in their childnen lives. Concern .ebrtinues to-' revolve around the

-issuovf when the calculator sbould_be Wised in rhiation to instruction on basic

facts and algorithms: there is fear that pape 7and-pencil computational skills:

ill he lost and achievement scores. -ill decline, despite, the continuing treassuring:

research evidence on this point. Educators need +, consider carefully ways of

assuring patentsthe calculators an be used in developing a wide range of the' -.
,

matical ideas which will promote Mathematical aehie ement.
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An Agenda for Action: Recommendations for School Mathematics of the 1980's.
Reston, Virginka:t7R3.Tional Council of Teachers of Mathematics 1080.

_Balka, Don A. A Survey of Parents' Attitudes. Toward Calculator USage inElemen-

tary Schools. South Bend, Indiana: University of Notre Dame,,1979.

'Bur 'Bruce, C. (editor) :CalcUlater
And the,Mathematies Teacher,
'Teachers: cif Mathematics -1979.

s from . the;Affthmetic Teacher-
National C uncil.of

Cohen, Martin P. and Fliess,-Robert F. Minicalculato
A. Teacher r Survey =

.

Pittsburgh: University of P

--Co

ED 178 360.

and Instructional.
sburgh,- 1979. ERIC -.

er, Totsye J. An Investigation of the Use of Hand-Held Calculater2tlya12-

n s in Elementa Schabl. ResearchtMonograph #32. Gainesville, Florida:

Winter 19E0.

E If; A.. Results of,a,Survey Carried .0Ut In:October, 1979, of 'children in

Crades 1 -6, liplandElementary.and_MI4dle.Schoofe and Matthews ElementarY
Schoof ,Eastbrapk'Comunity.Schooll IndianaY Relating tothe'Clunership and

Access-to a Pocket.Celculator. Xer x_copy, Noyember 1979.

M. of Calculator up need Instruction Upon the

Arithmetic Achievement f Second and Third Graders. Technical Report No.

502. Madison: Wisconsin Research and Devel9pment Center for individualized

Schooling, September 1979'. ERIC: ED 180 764.-

orities in Schooll.Mathematics (PRISM). .Final Report, April 1980. ERIC:

SE 030 577, E' 030 578.

-4;

'Reys, Robert E.; Eestge.n Barbara J.; Ryholt,%lames F.; and Wyatt, J. Wendell,

Hand Calculators: What's Happening in-Schools Today? 'Arithmetic Tear

27: 38-43; February 1980.
.

Buydam,-Marilyn N. Calculators.: A Categoriced.Compilatiow:of References. -Col-
,

umbus,'Ohio: ERIC 'Clearinghouse for Science, Matlidmaticw, and EfiVixonmentar

Education, June.1979. ERIC: ED 171 152: .f7

(.v

J. Wendell;.,Rybolt, James F.; 'Re s:Robert E.; and Bestgen, .Barbara 1.

The Status of the Hand-Held Calculat9ftT SchoolImplications-for Parents,

Teachers. and Administrators. hi.Delt RAEEEI. 61: 217-.218;-NoVember 11979,

The work upon which this publication is baSed was pereormed purivant to

Contract. No 400-8070007-6f theNarional Institute of Education.- It does
not,,however, necessarily reflect the*vieWs of that agency.

COPIES OF THIS PARER MAY HE MAJE FoR-DisTRItuilpm.



.Calumbos, Ohio 43212

(614) 4228509

Referenc6-Bulletin No
April 19790-

References on Instruetional Act tivities, Research - Reports,
and Other Topics Related to Calculator Use, ,K-12

In 'this bulletin, references are grouped to aid y9u in. locatin
lit find particularly useful. i

..

ACTIVITIES FOR STUDENTS
p-.d: -

ItAviv, Cherie Adler "Pattern Gazing. Nathema cs Teacher
Worksheets on pattern searches are provided.

.- . ---,

Billings Karen and Moursund, David. Problem Solving. Calculators/Computers 2:. -
73-94; Novembaa-December 1978. Chapter- 2 from Probrem Solvin s with Calculators
is given._ How, to tackle a variety-of problems ist explained-, using a-V.rPrlts e like
format vi- ,,-

,-..

r-- D ubisc h , Roy .and flood, Vernon R. Basic. Mathematics With Hand-held-Calculator:
A Work-Text. Menlo Park, California: Benjamin/Cummings publishing Company,
1979. This workteXt is foi-- students at either-secondary or college level.

..-;

Goodson, Bobby. Let't Put the Calculators Where They Belong. .Calculators/Computerk'
2: 20-22; November-Deceniber 1978. Use of the calculator in work with square roots,
geometry,, factoring, and other junior high topics is discussed. A worksheet pn finding
a square- r6bt and a crossword puzzle- developed by a. student are given..

oodson, Bobby. _Calculato isburce Review. Calculators/Computers -.2:- 32-33,
November-December 1978:. me hooks of calculator activities which the author
considers particularly useful fol. junior high, classes "are cited.

Hiatt, Arthur A. Basic-Skills: What Are They? Mathematics Teacher 72: 1417144; --

February 1 979. With the calculator, students" mathematical thinking should be
reproved. as they handle non -routine problers in which a number of accurate calcula7
ions are necessary. Specific examples involving use of the calculator in

process skills are given.

:JurgenSen , Ma HI nde.- Measuring Triangles. Calculators/Computers 2: -50-52;
November-December 1 9-78. A tea.ching plan using Calculators with the pythagorea fi
Theorern is preSented, with a worksheet, on:- measuring triangles.

Keller, Clifton: Using Tables to Teach Mathetnatics. Mathematics Teacher 71
655-656;_Naveniber 1978. Use of calculators is suggested as an aid in performing
the calculations involved in pattern searches.

Kerr, Steven D. Who is-Quickest with Mind and Fingers? Mathematics Teacher 72:
123- 126, February 1979. A -"thinking person's caltculator race" is described, with
sample questions.



-i
-Ockenga and Duea, Joan, Ideas..Arithmetic Teachir26: 28,32; -January
197 Games for addition, subtraction, multiplicationi and-division are presented,
with theobjegdve Of providing pra.cticein estimation. .

,
.. .

Olson,;Melfrieel Using Calculators to_Sti ulate Cdhjectures and Algebraic Proofs.
Mathematies Teacher 72: 288-289; April-1979. Three examples are_.igiven that canibe used to stimulate conjytures and that themselves to art. algebraic proof.,%The

.,
stimulate

calculator can enable students., to, cases which would have -been_fruitless, if not
.

impossible, without the calculator.-

rCcAtsLIlalcjiz-Activities for Young Students:
alifornia: reative Publications, Inc., 1979.

cd-vities which calculator use integrated-

Reys, Robert E. et Ke strokes:
Addition-and SulatractiOn. Palo Ito,
This workbOok contains a vaVety °f a.
with, rnatheinatical instruction

Russakoff, narew. Calculator Calculations. Mathematics Teacher 72': 1118, Marc
1979. ,Using the calculator for graphing the relations'-fer equations -like xa +, ya
is preseited.

.

Scott; Douglas s.E. What Day of the Week . .,? Calculators /Computers 2:
NovemberDeceraber 1978. An algorithm for determining the day of the week for
any date_ is given for carculatora .(a BASIG_prograni for computers is .,also included)

Srover, Stephen ,L. and Spikell, Mark A. lioram Your Prograarnabld Calcu-
.-.Iator.- Englewood- Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1 979. Proceddres for pro-
grammipg calculators are exl3lained in detail, with many spAcifie.e ples, for two
types Of calculator logic.

e ' I.

Wa ik, John J #- Short Presentationiii "Computer Literacy" using Programmable
Calc for s .4,Calulators 1Computers 2 : 9-11 ; November-Decerriber. 1978. hiTs.
artic tlines a one-lesson "computer literacy/' presentation for grades 5 and-6
using the HP-25 pi- ammablecalculatof. Fallowing. a ten-minute introduction, in;
wbich-nirie points are c ted, students are given experience entering and running

r,programs.

,Wavrik, John J. Programmable-Calculators for Elementary Schools. CalOtilatori
Computers 2 53-55; .November-December 1 978. A lesson on simple programming
for students grades 4-6 is presented, with several pregrarns included.

MORE MATERIALS FROM PROJECTS indicates contact pergOn)

'Columbus Calculator roject (ESEA Title IV-'C) . -Catherine Gilbreath J, m_ es Huber-,
and Alberta Myers, olumbut (Ohio) PUbliCSrhools, 1978, Modules. for each of

.. _

these topics have been ,developed; Know Your Calculatof, Basic FaOtg;- Place Value,topics
i'Decimal Computation, 'Properties-, Rounearig, stirnation, and Applications.

Calculating DeviceSi, n,Fritz, L.B.J. High School, Austin, Texas, 1 975. This
is a one-quarter-co for remedial ninth-grade students whO have not mastered
he fundamental operations.. The Course has been in the currieulum for five years.

Iowa Problem-Solving Project (ESEN Title IV-C) Joan Duea, George Immerzeel
Earl Ockenga, John Tarr, and Jack-Wilkinsoni Price Laboratory School, University
of Northern:Iowa, Cedar Palls, L878. T_ his prOject focused on develop4ig materials
to improve the mathematical'prbblem-solving abilities.of students-in gradeS 5-
using calculators. The materials are \availabfe in classrearn.sets for etx/3erimentation.
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olp`s, Sidney J. The Use of Electronic Calculators as -In-Class Instruction'al Aids ,

in a Ninth- Gyade Arithmetic. Program. Un- published doctoral dissertation, Univesity,
of-SoutheriC California; 1978. Eighty, ninth-gis4de low- and underachievers in
lour arithmetic classes participated in this 20:week study. _The two experimental
classes used calculators as instructional aids'and as the sole solution-source for

or for 75% of qach in-class assignment, while control classe (from another school)
did not use calculators. The Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills was given as the
pre- and posttest, and a researcher-constructed test Was completed twice (first by
ha,nd, then with calculators to correct).--No significant differences were' found on the
standardized test;- significant differences on the researcher's text favored the experi-

.mental groups both with an-d without calculators.
e

L-under, Dennis A. The impact of the Calculator on Test Anxiety fork High School
Consumer I)Aathematics Students. Unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of
Denver; 1 97 8, Consumer mathematics students,(n =, 159) in ,grades 9-12 in three
schools were randomly' scheduled into: two experimental groups (using calculators)
or two control groups. (not using oalculators)'. One experimental and one control
-group used calculators,on -the posttest, while thd other two groups did not. Using
calculators for instruction and testing resulted_in high scores than not using
calculators for instruction but using them on the test. 'est anxiety was also explored;
use of the calculator did not significantly reduce anxiety.

Mason,. Marguerite. The Hand-held Calculator in the Ele- entary School, An Explora-
tory Study of Two Issues: Dependency and the Effect n the Problemsolving Process.
In Research -Reportin4- Sessions, NC`TM- 57th Annual,.:Me. eting. Columbus: ERIC/SMEAC,
March 1 97 9. Pp. 49-51. Two pairs of students, matched on mathematics pretests,
were chosen, at each grdde level from 2-6. One student, from each pair was from an
experimental class which used calculators, and the other 'from the control 'class which
did not use calculators. Each s- tudent was given a set,of computational exercises and
five word prolsilyrns to solve in once-a-month interviews. All students had a calculator
available. The mode used to solve exercises and problems was recorded., There was
no evidence:that 'students became calculator dependent. Follow -up tests shOwed that
it was:advantageous to have calculators available. for certain types of. exercises (such
as division for third .graders).

74

Moser, James M. The Effect of Calculator Supplemented Instruction on the Arithmetic
Achievement orSecond and Third Graders. In Research Re 'n Sessions, NCTM
57th Annual Meeting. Columbus: ERIC /SMEAC, Marc 1 97 9. Pp. 29331. Parti-
cipan,ts Were children in'grades 2 and 3 in eight classes in two schools.' One school
was implementing-a, tgraditional curriculum and the other used the DMP' program. The
calculatqr Was ,used with the ongoing programs; teachers were given suggestions on
how the L-OLUTator could be used,, and kept logs which-were validated by unannounced
visitations. Amoun/. Of use of calculators ranged from 36% to 79% of instructional
days, and from 16% to 48% of instructional minutes.

Shin, Joseph. A Survey on the Attitud-e of Schoolchildren Towards the Use of-Cal-
culators in Schools- Calculators/Computers 2: 39-41,--November-December 1978.
A questionnaire given to four classes (n =.152) of fourth formers in a Hong Kong
middle, school is presented.' More than 77% of the children had some experience using
calculators: 60% o'f them o4 theirfamilies owned a calculat'br. Over 76% thought that
calculators should be used on tests. Other findings are also given, and the value
ts calculator use is discussed
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Rising, Gerald R. ; Krist, Betty J.; Roesch, Carl; and Jewell, Wallace. Using
Calculators in'Mathematics. National Institute of Education Contract No. IWO-78-0013.
State University of New York at Buffalo, 1978. This preliminary set of materials
incorporates the use of programmable calculators in the standard mathematics curTicu-
lum in grades 11 and 12 (following the New York State syllabus). Chapter 1 through
7 are available to those especially interested in trying them .out.

Calculator Inservice Kit. Prepared by Mathematics Division, North Carolina State-
Department of Public Instruction, 1978. In this notebook kit are transparency
masters, calculator games, calculator activity cards for grades 5 through 9, and a
calculator problem card deck for teachers.. (For tnformation, contact George Imrner-
zeel, .10,wa Problem-Solving Project, page

RESEARCH REPORTS (WHICH MAY ALSO CONTAINIDEAS FOR INSTRUCTION).

Blume, Glendon W. The Calculator's Effect on Children's Solution Processes. In
esearch R- ortin Sessions, NCTM 57th Annual Meetin Columbus : ERIC /SMEAC,

arch 1979. Pp. 59-61. In this exploratory study, the 21 seventh -grade pre-algebra
students tended to use different solution methods when working with calculators than
when restricted to use of paper and pencil.

Downes, John P.; Jensen, Rosalie S.; and hnson, Hiram D. 76 Questions: A
Synthesis of the Research on Teachin and arnin# Mathematics. Atlanta: Georgia
Department of Education, December 1977. ER I SE 025 422. t ne brief section
considers research on calculators.

Gallery, Michael Edward. Teaching Calculator Use and Checking Account Skills to
the Mildly Handicapped. (Utah State University, 1978.) Dissertation Abstracts
International 39A: 2366; November 1978. Two "packages" on calculator skills
and on checking account skills were evaluated with 38 students from six high schools
and two junior high schools. Eighteen students received instruction on the packages,
while 20 students were in the control group. The difference between group posttest
--means for both packages significantly favored the experimental group. However,
the mastery criterion was not achieved on either package

Jamski, William D. The tttect of Calculators on Ablrlevertiezit MA I YL. Journal 13.

52-56; Winter 1979. This is a report of Jamski's dissertaticai researc177=pleteti
in.l976) with eventn ,cadets. He concludes that the calculator appears likely to
be successful with soilie topics, such as fraction-decimal conversion, biat not with
others.

Jewell, Walla.c. Hand ca.lculat.....,5 y LkluC4

Analysis and Direction Unpublished doctoral dissertation, State university or rr
York at Buffalo, 1979. The purpose of this study was to analy Le and evaluate
present hand-held cak.kil_ALor uses and materials and propose possible directions for
their utilization Ln the near future. Also included is an analysis of the usual high
school mathematics curriculum of elementary algebra, geometry, intermediate algebr
trigonometry, and elementary functions with regard to calculator implementation.

Kobrin, Beverly. The Hand-held Calculator; Effects on Intermediate Grade Mathe-
matics Achievement. (Brigham Young University, 1978.) Dissertation Abstracts
International 39A: 3354; December 1978. In grades 4-6, the experimental group
(n = 75) used calculators for a year at least one hour per week on selected,calculator
activit:e5, while the control group (n 141) did not use calculators. No significant
differences in achievement were found between the two roups.
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Suydam, Marilyn N. (Editor). lnvestifations with Calculators: Abstracts and
Critical Anal 'ses of Research. -.Colurribus: Calculator Information Center, anuary
1979. This document contains'expanded abstracts of 36 research reports in which
the use of calculators was explored. wilh comments on each report by the abstractor.

Szetela, Waiter. Hand-Held. Calculators and the Learning of Trigonometric Ratios.
ournal -for Research in Mathematics Education 10: 111-118; March 1979. The

investigator and the regular teacher used specially designed materials for teaching
trigonometric ratios to 131 students in grades 9 and 10-randomly assigned to groups
using_ calculator-based instruction or not :using calculators for 13 days. Students
built their own short trigonometric tables us\ing measurements of specially constructed
right triangles. On a quiz one week before the final test, the calculator groups
scored significantly hight'erthan the non-calculator groups. There were-no signifi-'
car-it differences on the final test or in attitude toward learning ratios.

Ward, Dennis Elliott. The Effect of, the Electronic Calculator on Problem-Solving
Achievement and Attitudes Toward Mathematics of General Mathematics Students.
(University of Southern California, _x978.) Dissertation Abstracts International- 39A:
4038, January 1979. In the first semester of 1977 -78. 92 general mathematics
students were randomly assigned to two experimental classes (using calculators) and
two contr.01classes (not using calculators) . ,No significant differences in problem-
,solving a4:614tevernent or attitudes wserefound; no gender effect was found. Better
readers tended to score higher on problem solving both with and without calculators.

Wheatley, Ck rlotte L. The Effect of Calculator Use on the Problem Solving Strategies.
of Elementary School Pupils. In Research Re- -ortin Sessions, NCTM 57th Annual
Meeting. Columbus; ERIC/SMEA arch 1979. Pp. 25-27. Fifty fifth graders
were involved in this" study; 25 were from classes that had used calculators' for
three months, while the other 25 were randomly selected from two classes with no
previous- in-class calculator experience. Each student reNaonded,to five selected
problems during 40-minute sessions which were tape - 'recorded, transcribed, and .euded.
The coding data were tallied to obtain frequencies of strategy use and performance
scores.' The ,two grpups did not differ significantly=on the range of processes used,
time to solution, or performance.

WilliamsfiDavid E_ The Effect of the Oze or the Mini Cei.,114tot and oil ,csoc.:Idted
Curriculum. Supplement on Computational Skills and Attitudes Toward Arithmetic of
Ninth-Grade Non-College Bound Students. Unpublished doctoral dissertation,
Temple University, 1978. This year lung study waS LolidilLted in five junior high
s,flcools in Philadelphia, three teachers each teaching one, class using calculators
vi _

t'7,e'regulat- g,:neral [:iatherpath_..0 curt-it:ilium, one clasp using the regular curricu
_I1CllidiOL ell; J skipplenientak y cud a ..stdinparis011 clads

110C 1101, used u the pie or p,,sttest (California
Achievement Test) . N ., significant difft.reri,es wt,re fc uiid in cutdputational

attitude ditter,-;u,s the Ldh_ u

Williams, S. Irene and Jones, C.haney 0. A of Lim ilea or Hand iicidCalcu
lators in Advanced Placement Calculus Courses inceton, ew-Tersey: EdUCB-_

tonal Testing Service, 1979. The questionnaire was sent to mathematics depart-
ment chairpersons at the 2042 secondary schools that had five or more students taking
in Advanced placement examivation in May 1977; returns were received from 154?

schools, with 1403 scorable. About 89% indicated they permitt d some use of calculator
in calculus courses. Slightly more than 10% had modified their courses _clude

spec- techniques particularly suited to the use of the calculator. In only 20% of
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the schools were calculators supplied by the school districts. An overwhelming
majoriey think that student performance (on AP examinations) would not significantly

4:4be affected if calculator use was perthitted.

-MISCELLANEOUS ISSUES AND CONCERNS

D'Ambrosio, Ubiratan. Issues Arising on the Use of Hand-held Calculators in z -

Schools. International Journal of Mathematical Education in Science and Technolcy.
9: 383-388; 1978. The use of calculators is considered from pedagogical and
sociological viewpoints-c,4the effects of adoption of calculators in developing
countries and for deprived minorities is noted and the role of calculators in problem
solving is discussed.

Free, John. Pocket Calculators for More Than Math. Popular Science 214: 22ff;
April 1 Some features and some weaknesses of liquid display calcinators are
discussed.

Huff, Darrell. Calcu-Letter. Popular Science 214: 88 January 1979; -.214; 23;
March 1979. This bi-monthliicolumn continues to present prqblems and discuss
points related to calculators.

Usiskin, Zalman P. The Future of Fractions. Arithmetic Teacher 27: 18-20;
January 1979. The effect of calculator use on the teaching of .fractions is among
the facto discussed.

Calculators. .BusinesilEducation.Forum 33: 28-31; January 1979. Various \types
of calculators available currently are described briefly..

Flow Chartt and Calculators. In Generaillioh School Mathematics. Albany, New
York: State Education Department, August 1978. Pp. 58-64. ERIC: SE 025 300.
The use of calculators is.encouraged, along with the use of flow charts= Reasons for
using calculators are given.

Additional manuscripts havc! ed itot, and Slunaway et al.
'research) and from Snover and Spikell d from, Szetela (on instz= uctional activiti
I-hese and other references from newsletters of NCTM Affiliated Groups and from n
US journals will be listed, along with references from Calculator Intonthation Center
bulletins, in a furtliconiin publication, Calculators: A CategoriLed Corttplation of
References (Marilyn N_ Suydam, editor) , which will be available later in the year
from ERIC.

This bulletin (and all 1 re e,ence Lulletins riom the 4...chter) prepared by
Marilyn Suydam, The Ohio State University Director of the Calculator Information
Center,

l his publicatiuu was prepared rpU1.suanl to a contlac with the National Institute of
Education. U,S. Depar4ment of Health, Education and Welfare. Contractors under-
taking such projects under Gove.rnment sponsorship are encouraged to express freely
their juth.,,me-!nt in professional and technical matters. Points of view or opinions do
not, therefore, neGessurily rept esent official National Institute of Education poSition
or policy.

ribution.Copies of Calculator Information Center bulletins may be made for



--CALCULATOR
--s-VNFORMATION

CENTER

1200 Chambers Rd
,Columbus, Ohio 43212

(614) 422-8509

Special
Su estions for Calculator Selection Information Bulletin

February 1980

This is a synthesis of considerations and appropriate suggestions for
selecting a calculator for student use. Note that it is important that
a calculator be selected in relation to anticipated curricular applications.
It is strongly suggested that the way a particular cal6ulator operates
Should be check- carefully: test ihe calcolator'before you buy to be
sure it will s your needs.

Thins Cons

Type of logic

umber of tunutiuns

r i,r Lk,,, lttraJ [IL/L 1 Oki

kek LIILJA

Tvpe of J

Keyboard tor

Suggestions

The type commercially known as "alge-
braic" which allows data to be entered
as riathettical sentences are usually
written, is -most often recommended,
although RPN (Reverse Polish Notation)
is advocated by some for secondary
school use.

At least +, x, and for elementary
schotf; those plus others as appropriate
for secondary school courses. If

'trignometric, logarithmic, degree, radian,
hyperbolic, or other functians would be
-.usefuk in instruction for a particular
mathematica=l` sequence, then shoul
NIviou.sly be cOnsidof0d.

Floating deoLmal, point; negative
that immediately precedes a negaLive
number;. check the way the calculator
rounds utimbers.

Lica'. ittiiCat ion tt whi., al,13pla;., itkp,il
( '

Or pr".,ce ing Linlit i I.. ached. . when
"illegal" opeiaLion is

(At least) 8-10 digits; rec.dat, e;

acceptable viewing an I-

In general, each key .shot ad hav AALly

one purpose for elemntary lchoot use;
for secondary school, keys may have more
than one purpose (depending on level of
student).

cOhilguralion and s keys should
fac'41itate accurate entry; on-eff switch

M.01



Size and weight

Powersource

Special keys
constant (K)
.change sign:

parentheses
square root
percent
fraction
x factorial (x!)
x squared ( 2)

reoierocal 1/x)

y to the xib power (va)
xth root of y ( y
x exchange. y (x*4y)

Memo

ii"LdL-tori

ALIL it ,_011.4 _itiL

Suggestions

should be easily ac/cessible; keys should
give some response/when pressed. Note
the position of'the numeral in relation
to the keys.

Appropriate for the user

Should provide long service, conserve
energy. One opinion: "Consider the
number7of operating hours per-battery
replacement or charging. Automatic
power-down displays and delayed power-
off features insure the maximization.
of battery life. Lon4life replaceable
batteries seem to be the most cost and
time-efficient. Charging batteries and
contending with electrical cords can be
tedious." (Caravella, 1976 p. 548)

Analysis of the curriculum in which the
calculator is to be used will Aid in
deciding how important these keys are
to the user (tor example, the +/- key is
important if you want convenient manip-
ulation of integers); generally, you
will have=totrade" some features for
others- you consider more desirable. Note
how the keys handle the procedures.

Stores STO) thc diplayed numbet tot
later recall (RECL); a useful teatotc
for at early levels_

Al ik,ws t tons, usually Jddltiou (Mt)
and stihtractiLon (1`1-), to kc pertormed
on Ole cOnLent of d mclliui y LgisLer;
with retention fa. later (MI-941NA

includes "memoiy clear" (MC), which
could be useful at_ upper levels.

iiiLecpu
umu

ke thai IL is easy
the symbol (f"r exawpie, all

than a

N4,Le wh,a aLIA 11.111 IL v,/,), A, (IL flay

up" lepeailhg decimals).

AlfNW4. LI,Lk_, rot

which operations a constant applies,

1.1.02



-Thing! to Consider

Programs

Printout

Sestions
and the.Tosition of the number treated

.
as the constantnote also that it may
'operate diffefently With different
function

ng Could be useful --but generally costly.

Durability

Not worth ,the current cost -bet could
be helpful to some users if cost dropped.
Note that'a printout may take au un-
expected form--check how symbols appear.

Check on droppage, malfunctioning inci-
dents, etc., and weigt this in relation
to cost.

Cost Within thy- budget .

Reliability of manutactu

Reliability of vendor

Adequate month) warranty; repair
service

Prompt, sive service

Types mf Display

Two different types of displa arc available: LED (Light Emitting Diode)
and LCD (Liquid Crystal Dis- Each has advantages and disadvantages.

LED

less expensive

most use 9-volt battery:
relativelyffishort life

duLable (Uep udlug uu th
particular calculator)

-tiaohlng pt symbuiL,

can be iea In dark

slightly more expensive

uses silver oxide battery (or
AAA batteries); hundreds
to thousands of Lours ofklIte

may_ ie less stable (c-g., drop
ping may cause display to
shift or lose part of a symbol)

"IlimIcIdlaLe" display of symbols

Jcpclid 800d Lettected light

red or blue /green numLL,.1.. LicnA nume[als on gray
higher battery drain tut
blue /green than for Led

Led numerals not readable
from wide angle; blue/
green generally readable
from wider angle

low battjry drain

,adaLle from c-W61.- (AU

good light)

M.03
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M3.1

Where Can the Use of the Calculator Lead

he hand-held calculator can b rega.-ded as

GREAT EgliALIKa

in the -Sense that now A L L: can calculate.

Reluctance rouse the hand-held calcula_ may well be analogous to

that of using any of the "new" calculators, algorithms as they were intro-

duced throughout history,' Calc(0.atons were in earliest times with the aid

of pebbles (stones, "calculi" (Latin)).in .grao\ies in the ground or in-a'trdy

of pand.or soil'. Later came the various kinds of abaci and then algorithms on

nuMerdiS. Even algorithms have changed through the years, for there were

times during 'which 34 x 76 was done-inthe,ways shown bey low

The tone t the left rs cal led the "set ate hod" and the one at the right

,the "gelosia" or "lattice method." the latter led to the development of

Nqapier's Rods" in 1617. later came the slide rule and the computer and now

the calculator. 4 Wbuld it be natural-Chat there was some reststance to some

of Ch.ese'? Yet,e'ach olfeted an improvement in some way over .the pFeceding--

and our minds And skills did not cease Lt grow ! Indeed, through their use_

-caMe new opportunities in mathematics. nd in pioblem-solving.

Problem; Howccan the L,alLucat,i he nbed etr

with understanding and eompetenLy.

Where Lan the ,,i,niatoi lead

A Lo Lh,

Lu J-cit!r -- mu ical lit prnblems now

St-Udl; k_1,1 also b. eih.onia6ed Lu up

retire pLubL,Hbausi to make simplitt
before witni. the ,,alenlator the value

,f the Lhc Lank at 03(/gailion is
4i.ven by

x r=5.-) 3 I 20 i7/2 n c.i /iou

Nott. that Lhe Lxutcssi.nt k. .An I' siwp1

and then LJlculoted.



An exa a "real life" problem whostp solution is made
now is to study the problem of hbw far to cut'. in at each cot- c_of a
rectangle in ordr to make a box of maximum vollifre ---- the use of

,able and a calculator !

to lietter Ainderstandiug of different kinds of numbers-- the, rationa4S
as repeating decimals (perhaps an invitation to study periodicity of
the repeating decimal); the ide square root and cube root but

-.'I-1here to explore: 5 x 5 -== 25. h25 =-' 5 but what two numbers alike)
.multiply to give 26 -- problems from our environment too !

o greate- ency in estimation -- if used in this direction

12.6 x 40 equals about what Let Us see !

13 x 457 equals about =what Let us see !

What number x 25 lies between 290 and 3),U ? Estimate
Check !

gain tar y ideas on
trigonomotr c ratf0.

concept of (later to be. called)

A righC'ErTiangle drawn as shor and with the
calculator onercan divide each\height by the
correspond'in ba3e --- ratio always about the
same ! Useful or that can arise front

ewpting to find the height of a pole and
previous actii.lity .begpMc a part of the

problem- solving process! ,Students can Maki.
their own "ratio tables" feet different
angles.

M13.2

to become more proticient in mental arithmetic. Why not "pit one's

self akaio t the' calculator, !

r'. g.

(

c-dli help

.;Np1,-4 1.,,-

siu,stantiated hy al

7)4

14

9b

34

..t

M9

90

'3/

fa tII t c J -A way" Lhk. .ILIDWCL: 01,±1 ! CalLt,lar,k

an8 cre,t hut _.try L(2. way (a lgori L a ) Co perfurm



It

on the digits Co get the answer quic
c----

Another interesting exercise is to ask the student -tci calculate
simultaneously (13)F, and 14 x 12 ; (15)2 and 14 x 16 ; (17)2

and 16 x 18 ; (16)' and IT x 17. Hence how can we quickly
calculate .23 x 25 ? 29 x 31 ? et cetoup '----N

(
Later, can the above "quick methods'" be substantiated by Algebra

to facilitate the _f roots OS _ 3 2

What whole-humber. cubed seems to be just less than 1632? just

,greater? ,Hence we have a lower 'bound and we have an tipplL bouncl.
Can we find lower and upper bounds in tenths ? then in hundredths ?
Indeed here are some important mathematical terms growing from
simple things: upper hound, lower hound, sequence, limit-- and
students gain a "feel" for these terms. calculators can help us

learn good mathematics vocabulary.

deeagn ideas of number theoretic conic -e.pts: prime number, factor,

factorization. There are eXamples.of this .it various sources of
4

puggeSted-uses of the calculator. F

to lead to the idea o *solvin' equations

What number "works" in'this expression -- that what number

makes it valid makes up the solution set ?

02
4 LI ly

cry a d" in anew 6eL

Al uuh Lite discussion should perhaps Lonoetn tho olumcntaLy
1, IL mightt be poi. ited here that thc attempt to Si'

)q. U

by L. Lt.c 4n), 1 LI. k 1 mode

X (A t 4)

the above

tn. .,ti,, Ln,i L _,cpo 10 1.-t.1.

AlLii,,,ank LI),_ LJI.-ultAiL Li ,,RI 1 '1 ILI 0 ..oe spiel noc_ it al_n I',

S,Nool to devrnn more mental L' wt in ntLhmeLLL. indeed on,"ns_ 01 the

'alcu1at_o ti 0-le clas..5rmom can well Inc t,. !iclp dev).i=ie ways atld skills so

use IL le-.,

t.0ittpuL L'k p,L +.04 1 I k i ,711! . 1,i14

OPP 1 Y r1H. 11.1111,111 lin al khit 12:=1 0)1,, LO LdtK . the 5,hales
a.SPCLL Of CiOiL1O.', OftOkLieO coLvospondunce tllegiraLL,

wilt1d the world of v),.perimenL and ohsci-vatiou
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,

'One the one hand, maOhe a cs teaching should be permeated with
concrete examples. which give anLmpression_of how widely and
diversely mathematical ,ideas p'enetrate into.human problems generally,
including everyday; technical and scientkSicmatters. On the othen
hand, it is.neeessary to tell tt ,loast one-lengthy connected story
of the application of mathematics in:real depth. This will amongIt
other things communicate the message that no-one can expect VI solvO
the whole of any problem mathematically. There must be en integration
of experiment and theory; there must be a combination of mathem'atical
investigation with inferences from observation and experiment and
from non-mathematical modes of reasoning. The best primary-school
teaching is agood reminder of how effectively such integration
can be carried out and can be an inspiration to those of us
_attempting the sa at other levels of education.

--Taken from the Presidential Addiess
of Sir James Lighthill, F.R.S.
as recorded in Development in Mahtematic"aj
Education,. Proceedings of the Second
Internatibnal Congress on Mathematical
Education (Edited by A.G. Howson).
Cambridge the University Press; 1973.
pp. 95, 98.
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Using 'Calculator in, Secondary School Mathematics

troductiom

` the third recommendation in the An A endu for A- 'int llbcommendations_for

hool Mathematits Qf -he 19 s said "Mathem tics programs must take full advantage

the power of calculators and computers at a 11 grade-levels". Five years earlier

e NACOME,report stated that all students shout' have access to a calculator by the

e they reach the;ninth. grade. While there is some debate on the extent to which

iculators should be .used in elemenVnry 'school, there is near unanimous agreelient that
e 4

"ere are no rea_ limits, on.. calculator usage in the secondary school. The question` is

It whether, bud how.

rn ,this article we explore some uses of a simple scientific hand calculator. (such

4he T1-30) in secondary school mathematics: algebra, geometry, trigonometry, an4lysiS,

A a taste of calculus. While a fe0 f the uses will be examined in detail, most will

the form-of suggestion which the reader is encouraged to pursue and to adapt to

,s own situation. %

The princip 1 reason for using a calculator is to foster realism: 7

to solve realistic problems-with realistic data using realistic algorithms to

obtain realistic answers.

ha ways in which a ulatot can be used II

!en arbitrarily partitioned into six categories:
Q

1. Arithmet c'ca1 ulaciou5

if. Uata generation

III. Concept Aotivatiun and

IV. Lugat1Lhuilc and Ti

Li-un.U.21LL

__Ly school mathematics have

V Algotith14k, computa U6 (you Lal1 puLrutw ,IL, 4i,,

,,othpuLaLluq.,=, (you Would nevel pelt-cm w1Lhuut. ,a1 niaLor).

e 16 clearly d gray area fol

AL1LtwCtical CaiLik.liul Linn

The most obvious u-se of thejlana ,1 aL L tatIons.

;lost be sura however, that thgre Is a real purpose iu doing the calculation. Solving

to equation 3x 15 illusLr Les the same 1lciples as solving Lhe cuindLiOn 15.01

Jests the luLLet equatiou model6 some Ic.A1 si

With j Cd1'COld1Or

splay nullibers

we :au deal wit_h numbers utt d 1,4 ge 14.441b4,1,-, tors

100 and 10
100

Wc call deal WI Lb mu at-curaLa phyS1Lal values.



FExample. The, acceleration due to gravity g, is approximately 9.8 misec
2

1Ccurate value is 'given by g.!=,9,70849 (1+ .005288 sin 4 .000006 sing` 241

he latitude in degrees

We can find Prime numbers and Pithagore-a.n _triples. We can compute-the area. of a

M4.2

but -a more

-where 4 is

[angle using Heron's foimiula or A .5 xy'sin a. . We can.est-mate binomial coefficients.

I
,

otample. ow,many different a poker (P), b) bridge' (B). han-s%ar possible?

'caution:-

a) (52

52:

)

52 x 51 x 5 49 x 48
5.x 4 x 3 x2 x 1

52 x 51 x x 40 x 39
13 x12 x"11 x x 2 x d

by calculator using 52 13

(actual value: 635013559600).

can. solve a puzzle with an unexpected answer_

ealsti problem:

Giyen a large (right) circular cylindrical storage tank, determine where to

left ,the graduation marks.

We can even solve a cla66loom favo

:x ample. (Birthday Problem)

1n a room with L people, tind the probability that at 10ASt two of them

598--960

3501 x 10
11

39.

E -33 _9 . We can solve a

lame birthday.

ion_ We t

1

Pr oh

ee (no two people have iu,

J05 x 364 x 65 - L

365 x 365 x x.365._

r,- seta i

d')/

t-1.1

10 40 1

11/ .411

304 LI

haltione.
xample.- A ktlikior

imutes. T

ow mahy people kkLow Lhtl Lumor at the cud of 25 hqurs?

1 Itti 11-efle ratter .shows ,Ausw(.r Lur be s t

50/ 706 89

1 is k...4

Ili desimuinq algor111tms, LJtt...n try to -xploit this property.

16 scatted hv one person who tell _ thcee otheL6 within 15

itt,utf pl ach tell three ,,Lhees the uext and, so uti.



we did, not know the = formula for,S, we could calculate each term in turn- and add

the memory using the a key, but repetitive _(recursive) procedure is easier.--.
=

Notice .:that

1
7S2 1 + 3 =

1S=S= 3 T +
-10

S

so that we may enter rand' then multiply-by -3 and add 1

,1 LTEI 3 El 1

and_ obtain 88,573.

'This _repursive multiplian

+

ten mes,. that

s discussed again i V under-polynomial evaluation.-

11.- Data Generation

One can perform calculations 'to generate da solving -a problem with the

hope of finding a pattern. There-are thousands of4toblems w h 'could, serve: as examples

'here; we list -`just a few.
OS= For which reif'numher is the quantity x (x+1)

For whidt integers: n is n a- .factor of (n-1)!?
Can you .find al_rule-r to calculate-7.-theie produCt

43 x 47, 25 .x 25, 8. x 89, etc?

mentally:--

a square?

(.4) find 'all, primes. p for which 105 p ± l.,is a square.
4.77(5) ._Generate the' Fibonacci' ',sequence. 1, 1:- 2-9 3-V 59 5,

1

terms.. /1, .5/3

Calculator routine:-

). What happens to the ratios ofauccessive

Investigate properties of frattions represented by repeating decimals.
(V,

any integer n. If(An unsolved problem) Take

if n is odd, compute
3n +1

Repeat. is 1 always

are needed to obtain 1 for a given eget ,n?

Find- the -pattern:

1 13 + 23, 1

even, divide by

ned? How, many- trials

2;

Comment. This formulation of a typical problem requiring mat ematical induction

better, than the- usual: "ShowA(n)_= B(n) for_ n > 1 using mathematiaal induction".

Gueesing the reiult first is a worthwhile experience.

jUatify your anewer.



Motivation 'and Reirdo

Ina.ddition to generating data to aid in a search for patt rns, the calculator

can also be used to motivate and 'to reinforce concepts, especially those involving functio

1 The fact that the domain of an inverse trigonometric function is restricted

a often forgotten. -.By checking some values on ajcalcuiator,pwe find that

sines 2w/3 is not in-the dothai
_ . _ _ _

2 < < v.12.' Error messages result .in try

functions outside their domains.

a way to. reinforce the Concept that a-. -.l,is to

_, then repeatedly -calculate. the square root; that

771, __= aa

he process more closely to learn something aboUt-thesrate at which

approach:1 and to learn of the limitations of-the calculator,

ich a does it require 20.steps to reach 1

(b ).what is the maximumnumber of steps for any-a you

calcu ator?

what- appens if we choose a Can. we

a < D.?'

thm in (2)-. also looked at the idea

owth. ou can investigate these ideas

can display on your

1 in some other.

(a) Enter x

What happens for differentvalues

What is-the largest .x for which x

"Erro

What

function composition and

for functions other thaU

r". ?. (Note: = II V In

happens if we enter x and calculate'x r--OS 1 COS COS

To. Introduce a concept, is often effective to begin with a Problem Such.

a prOble introduc tio and to use the calculater as well is

"Su pose Earth- presented by a cherry-stone3-mm in diamete__

hud find:the appropriate s e of the Sun. and the nearest star (4:3 ligh

away)".

does not result in`



M4.5

V o arithMic And Tri oometric.Calculations
. --

There is no longer a need for tables of lo-ari thts and .trigon metricfunctions in

the tackc,f' -e book. The calculator' contains them to greater accuracy. Most calculators
/%-

- can handle Angie measurements in_degreeS, radians, and grads anWcAn.employ common or

natural-logarithm Interpolation becomes an estimation tool o check'reasonablenesS of

answers.- :Round -off error is a topic for discussion.

Trigonometry

In trigonometry we can solve more realistic problems (e.g. ,- surveying) which

re ure the determination Of lengths of segments or measures Of angles., We can plot more

accurate graphs. The:addition formulas, the half and dodAAcangle formulas and the like,
(

ere then-used-primarily in solving trigonometric equations. The sine lax and the cosine`

law can be used effeetively. We'can verify Taylor apOroximation

Example. -If f .1-,.approximate, the error i sin ,x a x I- and cos-I ( 1 /2)i

Trigonometric identities can be:reposedal trigonometric equations to solve alloWing,

the student, to gpess that the e--equation is an identity rather than telling -him /her.`

Example. SolVe for X:

(a) 2x - sin x =.

(b) s 2x
cos.-

2, sin x = 0

(C) Ard Sin-- +_-arc cos x =

Logarithms and Ex onentials

We can, if we wish, use only comma

,,applications the base we choose does not

Example.

When will

Solution

and .natural-loga ithms and

matter.

The 'World's population in 1975 was-4 billion an doubling every 35. years.

the population reach 11.2 billion?

P (t)-=-4.2/35 where t -=

11.2 = 4.2tI35

or 2-8 = 2t/35:

log 2.8 = log

log-2

35: (.44715803)

2

.30103

,t = 5,-.989939--± 52

-Yoar12027--

So the logarithmic -babe, used. does-no

by showing how the quantity (1 + lin)n
-

finding valueS of 1 +.1./nP as n increases.

number of

matte

years after 1975;

2.8 In

35 in 2.
lri 2

35 (1.0296194)
.69314718

t = 51;989939-:-52

-Year.:2027

We

Thus we must' solve

can show why e .is the

arises in a. compound interest p

"natural" base

oblem and then



We can also estimate large nuMbers,
44 497

Example, The largest known prime (1980) is 2 '

Solution. if 2
,44497 7 m 10u, then

44,497 log 24= log m c

13,394.932 = log m c

c =13.394, log m = A31702

.-m = 8.5448019.

So 244,497 1 m 8.5448019 x 1013'394, a number with 13,395 digits.

We can-study the growth rate of-exponential funCtions-7(logarithmic functions ) and=

Approximate this e.

see why they eventually grow-fastdr (slower) than powers of x.

Find N so that

Example. It is- easy-to Check that 2

b a-a x b-7

all real x N.

For what-values of a b is

Studying exponential. growth also exposed some,ofthe-limitations of the calculator.

Example. What is the largest power of -a b) e 12 your calculator will display.

(in scientific natation).

,EEMLJ Find the largest x so that

-does nth

Algo0.thmic Computation you can perform more effectively with

Again, there are many-examples; we give three in detail and

(1) olynomial Evaluation

mention 'a fewothers..

The Remainder Theorem gives,us a convenient short cut for finding the value P (b),

say; tor it tells us -that P (b),= R and R is easy to'compute. T
/ -

called for in the Remainder Theofem, we use synthetic- division

Illustration L Divide x
4'

- 3x
3'4-* 4. by x'- 2'Synthetically.

PerforM the diVision

Solution. Form the array, noting that the coefficient -of x2 is zero. (We normally

place the "2" aesoCiated with the?divisor x = 2-on'the-right).

0 1 3

The iuotlent Q (

also find that P(2) 7 -3.

Synthetic-division is also known.as thenested multipliCation method of evaluating

nomials. Consider the fifth-degree polynomial, evalUated at - x



.We can rewrite this as

(1[(eixi + a2)xl +

the original form, 5.+ 4 + 3 + 2 + 1 = 15 multiplications are
. .

additions. In the nested form, only five multiplications are required, plus five

additions; it. is obvidusly the more efficient method.

Comparing with the equations b2 = a, + -'b
1
=e1

1
+ a2 andb

i i
-a +

1
b.

1
x
1

for

synthetic division, we see that the successive terms are formed in exactly the same

required, plus' five

way se that synthetic division and nested multipliifetion are two s for the_` same thing.

, .

Illustration 2. Using nested multiplication, the polynomial in Illustration 1 becotes
,:- 3
= :31( +x + 3 =-

x [x, ) + 1] + 3 so that p(2)

2[2 (2(.2-3)) +'1]+ 3 = -3

uhich can easily :be computed tin a calculator by first-etoring-2 and then

=the .inside out - the oaitolations are identical to those,in,Ill
- -2 10

NOtice that geometric Series',1 + 3 + 3- -+ 3--

As equivalent to evaluating the polynomial P(x ) = 1 + x + x
2 + + when x =

WO king from

Section

(2 uedratic Formula

To solve ex + inc+ c = 0

on a catulator, we fftst let D

If D 0, the solutions are given by



We can check-the.solution-

that is,

calcUlate +.b + C and hope

Check Yourse

3-.42 x =,- 2.57x + .23 = 0 We'

D.= 3.4585, -tiD g 1.8597042

.2718865,

an + b)

A few comments about the program. Storing numbera that are used several times

in a program-iagoOd practice; it cuts the risk of entry errors. Withlust one memory

available, we first store I13/2a, generally a number with-many digits. After-finding.:

r2 exchange /2a and r. so that r2 is now in the memory and P(t2) can be taldulated.-
2

Random digits

One procedure for generating 5 digit

ly Enter'.abcde (e.g. .71612)

(2) Multiply by 137 .(98.13584),

Subtract the integer part of the resul

random number (-13584)-.----Repeat.

-Thpugh this-procedure occasionally-fails,

b) (98.13584) yielding another

orks when does.

"Other possibilities include;

.sketehing graphs by calculating

calculating limits:-

finding sums of finite series

-finding the equation of a "line of bes it" or least square" line. This can

be done, even in Algebra I, if we plAt dints carefully and simply !eyeball"

the-answer.

e must exercise caution,- however, because -of round-off

_Example. Graph f(x)= sin 207Tx, - 1 < x 1 4 We would get a mistaken

graph if we calculated f(-1 ÷ in), n -= 0, 1,

Example. Find lim (

Calculation gives
102 105 106

L I 99995 1 .9999 .999 0

The limit is 1,; round-off error affectedth talculat dns

error.

or 1; 105-



_ .

VI Ori Computation {you would -. nevet perform with a calculator)

e could give z a mini - course in numerical. analysis in this section, but_ a

restrict. ourselves: to two notions (1) `increased use of trial and error, and
.

(2) 1iterative methods_--to solve equations and linear systems,.

Trier- and Error

-Because the calculStor allows us to perform a g eat many- amputations n

short, time, a basic trial, and error strategy is often practical and efficient

Example. __ -you invest $1000 at :an annual percentge rate of 9T. 23 %,

it take you to triple' your. ,money?

0 u _ on _The Pr oblemAs_equivalent to the equation (1.0923

which- csn_ be 'done.using logarithms However, 'a 7th grader can solve-'the problem

using trial and error as follows:

a-=

1.0923.

shows 12 x i3urther checking shows

approximately .12.5: years

le. 'The afe load fora beam of given leng0h varies Saintly as the breadth b

and the square of the depth d (see Figure- What is the approximate breadth and

rongest beam which can be cut from a cylindqcal log -.of diameter- 25 ci

Figure

Since s varies. jointly as b and d, we, know s kbdZ. The problem, now, is to

estimate the values of .b and d for which s is the largest. We make a table and

proceed by trial and error.

525

504

12 481

13 456

14 429 .

15 400

16 369

17

kbd2

5250k

5544k

5772k

5928k

6006k

6000k

5904k

5712k

The Fythagareah Theorem tells'us
2 2 2 2

d 25 - b 625 if b

Looking at the table; we see that the largest va?.ue
t

To get a more accurate estimate we make another tab

of s occurs when 14 b < ,15.



Sy.examining thi

14 0 429.00

14.1 426.19

14.2 423.36

14.3 420.51

14.4 417.64

414.

.411.84

403.91

405.96

402.99

400.00

14.5

14.6

14.7

14.8

14.9

15.0 ,

table, we

and d 417.64 20.4.

pog21 A cylindrical

minimum surface area.

Solution. This problem

by trial and. error.

8 --d

: 6006. Ok.

6009.3k

011-.7k

6013.3k

6014. Ok:-.

6013.9k

6012.7Ic

6011.0k

6008.2k.

-6.004.6k

1.4 . 10

see that :the maximum'va _ue s occurs- when b 14.4

Can holds 50 in3.. Find the dimensions .o the!cen-with

appears every calculus took, but can, i_ act, be sorted

V . -irr2h =

SA 2nrh -.1-2nr2

SA(r). err 1_

(V volume

(SA surface area

sinCe .h 50
rr

When , r, is small,. SA Cr is large and when _ is large, SA(r) is also large.

.- has a minimum and its graph resemble .Figure 1.. After a little- checking,

a.table of values for 1.5 r <

Thus- SA(r)

we-make

1.9

75.31'.

Thus the minimum occurs when 1.9 x r Ige Make another able. of value

1.9 C r _< 2.1 letting r increase by 01 each time to obtain,a more- accurate ans

eration

Our discussion of iteration is given, in port -ions of several articles

concerning iterative mathOds in solving equations (in one variable) and linear?Wrid

non-linear sySIems.% interject some personal co rents from time- to time.
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Fixed Point It Interesting Way o
Begin. a Calculus Course

How do-.you begin a ealculus course? A precalculus review? A-,discussion of the
slope of secant and tangent lines? An investigation of !limits? In this article
an alternative..a dikussion tif 'Fixed Point Iteration which combines the -best
featureS of each of these three traditional approaches and which is ideal for-the use
of the hand calculator as well. Fixed Point Iteration (F131,-somtirnes called Picard
Iteration) is -a .root-finding algorithm discussed in .mot den-ternary numerical
analysis books [I], [3]) and in at least two newer calculus texts ([2], [5]). To
illustrate our approach we examine, in detail. one- exdmple whicVaiuld 'cover the
first few days_ of the course. We conclude with a discussion of the advantages of this
method; _ _ _ _ _ _ -

An Example

The following outline of a classroom-scenario covers the first few day
Some paraphraaing and condensing have obviously beeri.done.

TEACHER: Now that the mechanics he-course are clear, solve
prbblem:

Problem. Find the roots of x3 3x +-I
could you find them?

VLAss: -Three roots. Sketch the graph. The roots are

0 < r, < 1 I < r2 < 2. -2C f a.

flow could we find -r, to three decimal-place accuracy
Try the bisection method [or words to that effect].
Use your calculator to find ri.

T:

Qf the cpu

the following ._.

many oots are there? How

I .Each student performs computations to determine that ri
computations is
II

4 .345 .347

.347. ?ne such

5

T; What if t
method? Le
is equivalen
choose an
happens.

.127 - 7 18 .0005

wanted six-place accuracy?: Is there a more accurate and efficient
me suggest one possibility: To find alt x satisfying x3 - 3x + 1 0

finding an x satisfying x (x3 + 1)/3. With-your calculators.
itial,,guess x ire (0, I), iterate using x (x3 + l) /3 and see what

xo 0

333333
345689
397102
347273-
341'493
347296-.

.347296

. 666666

.14 p000

. 360225`.

. 348915
. 347492_

. 347320'

. 347299
1,347297
.347296

-.347296
ftwookrumw

1.5 so - 1.55

1.45833 1.5763
t. 3b716 1.63473
1.18514 952
.8813196
. 566897
. 349062
. 353731
. 348087
. 347392
347303

.341298

. 341297
. 347296
.3117296

.;090333
6333579
. 345705 --.
..347105 .

6347273:
_347294
;347296
347296

.-

23.2705
4200:7873

- -1.5
-.791666
.167045
. 334912
. 345855
. 347123
. 347275
. 3147294
. 347296
. 347296

With x =- .5, for example. obtain xo ...5, x,, .375. x2 x.350911. xa. .347737.
x., = .347350, ors .347303, xb .347297, x7 -=..347296, xs ...347296.

.T: Notice that we cap stop when two consecutive iterates are identical. What
.values of xo could be chosen as the initial guess?

The tudents check 'several possibilities_on their cliculators. Table I illas
of tle cases.

T: Thus for: -_1.85 xo < 1.50 (approximately), the iterates conVerg
otherwise they diverge to + co or - xi. These results raise (at leas
lions: .

D(1) Under what condition(s) will this algorithm Work?
(2) How can we find the other two roots ?.

some

.7772a -1:953
-1.53775 -2:14972.

...878766 -2.97815
107130 -8-471104

.333743 - -202:31827

.3145125

. 347103
-Ye12714
-341294
. 3147296
.347296

splAsmo.w.
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First things first. To try and explain this behavior, let us see what happens *kin
we apply g(.4=1-vi,+ 1)/3 to small iritemiliraboUt x fof-several different values
of x To make cornparisont easier'. we take''.4triurtetric intervals of length .1 about
*tirieS3iVC iterates. For -example, if we take a symmetric interval of length 1

aboufk =.5 1.e 145-- .551, then 1 ...-- .

g([.45..55]) =[.3637, 3888],

an "nteeval of length .025 one fourth the length of the original interval (Figure
1j.
If we now take an interval of length .1 about the itew guess. '.375, ((.325. .4251)
and applig we obtain_

M4.12

g([.325, .[.3448,3589],

an interval of length .014' or approximately one-seventh that o
interval (P;kure 1).

If. -on the-other hand, we perform a similar set of computations with the initial
gues.s-xo = 2. we of tkin the results in Figure
Interval /1 is four times as long as the interval of length .1 about-2.12 is nine time
as long. We observed that an initial guess of xo = .5 led-to the root. r, while. the
initial guess of x, = 2 did not.

The students now perform similar computationifor intervals around other values -of

xo.

T: eMs plausible, therefore that convergence occurs_ if these in ervals get
successively smaller (Figure 3);
Formally. is an initial guess for the root of x g(x) and we take a
symmetric interval of length 2c abOut.xo. then we require

;

g (xo + g(x6 IN< 2c

After' a brief intu

Definition.

ye- discusSion o

The r gnification

the significance of firn

ctor of g(x) at x''® xo is

IMF( g(x0.)).= lirn

This definitiOn leads naturally to the

Theorem. The Fixed Point- Iterption
valuer of x near the initial guess xo.

Forg(x)= (xr+ 1)/3, we find

exo
2e

make the

A/go. hm converges if IMF( g(x))I I

MF(g(x0)) trip
0 + g

.so that convergence is guaranteed if xa < 1, i.e., < x0 < 1. Fxperimentally we
saw that convergence occurred for the longer interval, (- 1.85, .1.5).

)
Obviously the irtagnification factor is one interpretation of the first derivative and
we can make the formal-definition any time after this point. I prefer to exploit the
problem a bit more before so doing.,

T: How about finding the other two roots?

C: Divide X3 3x t I by x .347296 and solve the resultin
quadratic formula.

We obtain

r,

equation using the

.347296)(x2 +.347296 x 2.87939)

53209. r, = 1.87939.

It



T; -Can we obtain theie roots using Fixed Point Iteration?
. ,

C: We intistrre -write -X3 3x + 13 0 using other choice(s) for -g
x' g(x) and MF(g(x)) < 1 for x near-l.5 tend x 2.= =

After so=me discussion, the alternatives

x .3 ME

(and possibly other's) are analyzed and the oots nd2 -appropriate choices for g(x)

Comment In pract ice
magnification factor
f (x )=Q t hTe fo

If -it-- --works-
the -fohn

next short section.

3 absolutely neceSsary7- o find the
re iterating-. Simply rewrir -;the,,,,..equat ion

,choose an initial guess'uess x and- iterate.
another way to rewrit6 .f (1X)=0

nother' description of. iteration is given in4

USE OF'x.= g(x) FORM*

now discuss ariothe.- method that is of general applicability, and which also
ets us develop some necessary theory, We begin with the equation f(x) 0, and

rearrange it.into an equivalent expression of the form .

g(x), such that if IN = -r 7 g(r)
Under suitable conditions, which-we develop below, the algorithm

xs.,- = g(xs), n = 1, 2, 3,

ill converge to a.zero of f(x): Consider a simple .example:

x) = x2 2x 3 = 0,

which has obvious roots, at_ x.= 3;
Rearradging yields7-

+

Starting with x 4. we get

3316:
= 3.104,

x, = ,f9.208 3.034, -
= ,f9.068. = 3.011,

x, = 19.022 3.004.

(This is only one of many
'Converge to xs = 3.

The equation f(x) =
For example, x 3/(x

Possible rearrangements.) The ya ious iterates-appear to

12. 2x 3 = 9 can be rearranged in other ways also.
2) is ate alternative rearrangement of form x g(x). If

x, =-4.
= 1.5
= 6,
= 0,375,

xs =.-1.263,
x61= 0.919,
x7 = 1.028,
xs = 0.991,
xs = 1,003.

Note. that this converges, but to the root at x -=-
rather than converge monotonically.

and'that the iterat Oscillate

The method) is culled by some.au hors simply "the method



Consider a third'rearrange env

Froth" = 4 we get

which obvi 13s-diverging.
11--illustrates the several cases; (a) shows monotonic convergence.

s,hows oscillatory-eonvergence. and ,4c) shows divergence, For a function
=. g(x), the solution is, at the intersection of the line x with the curve'

y2 = g(x). In every case, we move vertically to the curve arid-then-horizontally to
the line, and repeat.

-x3 =
= 191,0,

'2 pg

Y2 *`g (x

(b) - =

Y1 =g (x)
y2 -x

Figure 1.1

CommenL A few interest-ing problems chose solutiong oci in
t-:07;at

( 1 ) Solve for x . 2 cos.' = x = tan -2x = e
Cl) Rallroad track problem (see paper F) Suppose a 5-b 0 0 foot

long railroad -rail 'is solidly anchored at both ends. (no expansion
oint s)p, When the rail is hot, it 'expandstby.. 274.-e-ef How

high off the'. ground "`is_ the mid-point Ot-.e1-it rail'
For which- real number's b. does the equa ttah b =x have.WY

4

b) 1 c) 2 soluCions?
GiVe`an example of two parahol
exactly.- bY 1- a7c) d) 3

e now loo'-k at -iterati methods for Solving .systems -off :o

e) 4
e grapht intersect in
points,.



ATIVE- METHODS FOR LINEAR SYSTEMS. --M4 .1 5

We have already discuss d the Gaussian elimination methOd for_
solving systems of equations. We shall flOw distus8 iterative rnctltods
At the close of the section we shall compare the meritsso
elimination method and the Gauss--sjdek iterative rricthod.

Wc introduce all method by wails of an-example.

V

x

the pystern ofsquatinns

6x. + .2, z =:4
x + 5y + z . 3

y ± 4z 27

ewriting the system,in thejorin

4 2, + z
6

3 x

-5

27 2x

(2 )

we have isolated x in the first equation,y in the second, and z in the third.
Now make a g-iless at the solution/ say x 1, z

The accuracy of the guess affects only the speed with which we get a gopd
approximation. We eall these value's x")) I,y(°) I, z") 1. We

. substitute these -valueslinto the right side of System (2) to get values of
x, y, and z that we denote x"), y"), and z").

x(1) ,,(1) et) = 6:

These values are 'then substituted again into system (2) to-

x(2) 1.6, y(2) _0.7, 1(2) = 6:4,5

The process is repeated toget x() , ,"Artd.k`i(?), etc.- Repeating thc
Itio n will, der tain conditions, give us a better approximnaor! .r

the exact solution each time' For this simple system, the solution is May,
seen to- be x c 2,y e 1, z ---- 6, -so that after thc second iteration one
has.quiie a long way to go.

i ,,....
1- follrii.Vink- t orcrn givcs

,--r
one onditiOns under Which

this itcr at.we- method can be used. .

p ' d': -:,

TFIEoREm 4-1. L.et l be-the matrzr of coe cien of a system of equations
inn variables. If .

.
la] i lx where i ..

1=1

diagon al o absolute-values of
of
h

...

egil 1

II other elements in ith ro.illt "ou-

t, , lue solution and the iterati ve nzet n
. -- .

conger` this fugue .solution no 1 it e what vqlues are selected for...
India( .zuev

Ting; tlw, in i us. the tilae.o.nal- (1,-r-ncri0 don-linat :

Ave ,1c that the N n iaa out ,cxample -ia.tl.sfics these conditin
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Of course, the-better the initial-guess the sootier one gets asresult
tO within a required degree of aecOracy. -Vote that the rnctlibd has the
advantage thatIf an error' is made at any stage,-This'aperely means that
a new initial guess is instituted at that stage._

. .-
There . are;:many-jheorerns similar-to the one above that_guar-
ayes rgence under vatiing conditions. Investigations have-made

.
Investigations

available various swiftly convJrgerit methods for various spenial systems
;-oleciilations.

The Gauss-Seidel method, a refinement all one above, to.
more rapid convergence. The latest value of each variable- substituted

. .

into system (2) at each stage_ ,..s.E.

C =AS b'efore-, 1 t x(°) 1 y --(°) =---- 1 be triitial guess.
)7v .Substituting the latest value-oFeach-l)ari y-ti _

4 2y101 'zi" 1

-41:: - 6 2 -4..-:-

.0" 1- 3- - 0.3
10

27 2.0"- 7 y"- 25.7-

Initial Guess 1 1

0.5 0.2
2 L6 -6.7,, 6,45
3 L975- -101 . 6.125"
4 2Q24167' --1.02 - 6 015

6.4250 2.009167- -1,007833 .5.9929 t 7
01431 :-- I 5.9.9.7+373

_...f.
Thus aft r one iteration, 0. 6.4250. Notices

.

hAye us'ed'x'n; the most upTto-date value of x, to gety(m, L, and-we

have used .0" hdy(''.to get 3.
Iteration

4 - 2Y"

Table axis'

1 637.5.-.',

(21

6.1844

.Initial -Guess I;
ly-

..-J- -
: 0.5 :- 6.3.' '6.42.5
.16375 =r1.0.125 6-.184375

2.034896 7 -- 1.043854. 5.993516
.2.013537_ --1.401411'''---:--- _3.993584-

5 1.999401 -0'.998597 ''5'999949 .

6 1.999524 . -0.9998945: -6.000212

;Note how, fteronly two-lier :. thinet is. much closer, than the
x(21 1.6 0.7, -;,-(21- =-. 6.45 r to the exact. of x 2,

-y = - Both mrriulds.were prograrnmeti* ".eorriputer.
-give theresolts otitaineci for Ups partioutar -syste.=.

mi tliod's more_ rapid'convergence'to the
.1:;4!)les 4-i and s1

They illustrctte

:11001431
Gauss- Seidel Mahod - 0.000476

'I able 4-3 crivesthe (411'Q:epees betWeen the solutions obtained- in-
4hc two, zoithogs and the actual sohition aiter:5Is itcration.' The Gauss-
Seidel method Conve-fges much-more, rapidly.

00:0000004161575 0.002625
_0.000212

( 1 ) _ o n works `e ual
Exn

it la 1 guess.:



M4,17
(2) A flow_ chart for solving, -a' 3 by 3 linear systemmusi g iteration
(if,applicable) on a colalatur with a single memory and an exchange
key iS

Enter z the initial guess for

STO

,Compute x

Compute

Compute
EXC

y

Kepeat

Let us impa u plan Cla111111' 1 111(1.11 with 111C
(.; (ICI iterative method.

1 he Gaussian elimination method is finite and -leads to a stllutun
for arty s stein of linear cquatio,ns, Tit' Gauss-Seidel method converges
only for ,perial systems of eqdation thus it can only be used For stieli

.\ second factor ,o1" cornparicort must be the efficiency of the two
111I" function tit the number 01 arithnirtir operations, (addition,
subtrai (m, multiplication, and diisitui) involved Iii each method. For

a system 01 n ['mums in n variables sshere h ution 13 unique,
(;aussiau elimination 'involves (4n3 + 9n2 -- 7n)/6 arithmetic operations
The (1A'tiss-Seidel method requires 2n2 n arithmetic operations per

fill large salties UI n, the mirither of arithmetic tycrations
'required by each method is, respectively, app_roximai,cly 2n'/3 and 2n2
pet Iter,11101,1 1.11,7,1(aC, 11 11-1 titinthej trt Iteration-s is less than or (A_Itial

raw, inialiod 11 111111 s It wee ;If 1111111e11,, ()in

Ai a sp,, lb( exaluplu, «ilisklm a tiysl,((II 01 300 equations in :SOO variables
Llimination requires I 8,000,000 operations, whereas iteration requires
I 80,000 44Ktatio11s pet ttetation Irc.t LOU or fewer itciatiwis the Gauss-
Seidel method iny0Ises Iesa arithmetit

, It is more etticLient It should he
stated that the (,;aussucit t tu. (hod in\ ()Ices of data,

cNampl(-,N. 1,1'1,11 Unity thee( Li, In 1,11.4.1 11,111,4,J1

ttuutlut and 1:t1) III1 It, air% , less
(runt this fa( tur Tfins even if flit none lie ..)1 iterations is molt (nail /1/3,
Itriatiol) !nay irti,111:(7 (pli)putcf Lbw

A thi,tli.n nd in the cump,arisou e,l ,1- 1, (1,,
inctlIOCIS K4,1111(1-011 errors are the (hik.N3Ikil Cliu,1110

(10n illraltjd t, (ISing the pivuting tee huiqut however the y be
sizeable 1 ,i4 11,14 III the I ,lilt(( 11,11111



SETS OF NONLINEAR EQUATIONS

Ai mentioned previously, the problem of finding the solution of a set of non-

linear equations is Much more difficult than for linear equations. (In fact, some sets

have no real solutions.) Consider the example of a pair of nonlinear equations:

e4 y L
(2.24)

Graphically, the solution to this system is represented by the intersections Of !

the circle x2 + y2 n 4 with the curve y 1 e'. Figure 2.4 shows that these

are near (-1.8, 0.8) and (1, -1.7). We can use the methpilof iteration to

improve these approximations. Just as in Section 5, Chapter 1(,te rearrange both

equations to a form of the pattern x f(x. y). y . g(x. y), and use the method of

iteration on each equation in turn. Under proper conditions, these will con

verge: For example, if we rearrange Eqs. (2.24) in the form

x *47, (-- sign for leftmost r

y a 1

t

Figure 2.4

I.

we get the following successive values, beginning with v1 = 0.8 in the first

equation:

x-values: 71.83 =L815 410 -1.8162

7 ' \
y-values: 0.8 0.84 0.8372 ''e'0.8374 0.8374

When we begin at y = -1.7 to.find the root to the right of the ntigin, we get

x; 1.05 0.743 L669 Imaginary value

7 \ \ 7 \
y: -1.7 -1.857 -1,102 -4.307

The equations diverge! (Beginning with x -E 1.0 in the seCOnd equation is no

help. This also diverges.) Ho4v,g, with a different rearrangement of the original.

equations, such as :1

- en (1 y)
(= sign fur rightmost root),

we get

(2.25

x: 0.993 1.006 1.0038 ) 1.0042 1.0042

\i N 1. N. 7
y: -1:7 -1.736 -1.7286 r -1.799 -1.7296

The pair of rearranged eq uation in (2,2,5) coin eigcs.

Some of the difficulties with sets of nonlinear equations are apparent fro

this simple example. If there are more than two equations in the system, findini

convergent form of the equations, is increasingly difficult. A criterion for co

vergence (sufficiency condition oi4) is as follows:

The set of equations

f(1, y, z,...), y g(x, y, z, ,), 4 h(A, y,

will COnverge if, in a thintertial about the moor,

+14

8,, 4 Igy

Ihd s !k! f h.I 1,

L

10 (tic above InC4lid11110, thC 5ob5copt notation Ucgi o dal\
tics ting all the partial derivatives dnd knowing whey ihe toot is a

major pi Getting starting values for the inultidimensiuned hy)tern is al

correspoii ingly



The House That Jack Built

Jason W. Brunk
Ohio University

prinLlly:±2job the tool ou a e most likel is e ong_you left
the shop (Brunk's Fourth Law). Qf course, if all you own a hammer and

'a screwdriver you can forget Brunk's Law. Just bring your whole shop. Unfor
tunately, that won't Work for me. I am so intrigued by mans ingenuity in
devisinvtools that extend his capabilities hat buy a new'tool'af the
drop of plumb bob. My wife says.i'm a to I addict. It's true. Ieget wi
drawal ptoms if I can't find my retrac tape measure.

As you acquire more tools you make any job potentially easier, but you
also increase tie risk that you will fall victim to_Brunk's Law. Like Murphy's
laws, Brtnk's'laws are natural laws;- they can't be repealed. All you can do
is accommodate yOurself to them. This isn't really so difficult. The trick is
to develop a certain flexibility of attitude--a problem solving orientation.
You stop thinking narrowly of a hammer as something to drive a nail or of a
'screwdriver as something to turn a screw. Ratter, you concentrate on The de-
mands of thetask and ask, "Given the resources at hand, how can I best solve
this problem?" Of course, as any craftsman will tell you, it' is better to use
the tool designed for the job. But we are talking here about emergencies.

Three years ago I decided to design'and build an energy efficient house.
I am neither an architect nor a builder. But _I discovered early on that you
can do almost an-- thin if ou are willing_ toiworklat it (Brunk's Third Law),

Incidentally, it seems to me that the world is full of people who are in-
timidated by machines, mathematics, new ventures,gdnd anything mysterious or
unknown. They seem to develop little anxieties about these things and build
themsel4es into psychological playpens. Playpens (underline pens) are fine fbr
toys, Vat they after a seriously restricted environment and limited opportunity
for expletion and growth, as any tenmohth bidTinfant will effectively inform
you.

Anyway, I set out to build my dtau house, and one of my drat ettots
was to add-a few new tools No my shop. Now my wife was not too disturbed
when she learned that I wanted to purchase a new hammer, a crowbar, and a
50 foot tape measure. Nor was it very difficult to convinLe her that I clouded

a new portable power saw. But wheel I mentioned ueeding a calculator- with
scjuare'rOot, yetshe objected. Nobody builds houses with square roots.

I L'a hard La tebtIL Lite point have obsery sally ,arpenotes aL work.,

and I've never seen one employ the square loot algorithm. Ybt they still build
uses.because they know little tricks. such tricks work (though the carpenter

not know why), but the tricks are limited and intlexible. If the carpenter
faces a problem he has never faced hetore he may be defeated- tell you
more about that later. The problem at thN moment is not square root but square
attitudes.

i1t is I k,u build a houAk Jithou cai,,ulatoi I c_u

whit a pfecC ut oae inch pipe it no hammer CS available, hut a h..ammet ..ales it
easier, and I can do a better job. A calculator makes the job easier also, and
you never hit your thumb'with it.



Well, ,I got the calculator--square root and all, and, as it turned out,
the calculator was probably the mdst valuable addition to my shop that I could
have made. I used it in every phase. of planning,building,.and accounting,

in determining needed materials, for example, I had to calculate (1) quan-
titites, such as number of bricks and concrete blocks, (2) linear measures,
such as perimeter (e.g., drain tile around base of house and termite shield),
length-of electrical wire, and length of water pipe, (3)'area',' suCh as roof',
floor, and walls (for plywood, wallboard, and paint) (4) volume, such as con-,
crete and insulation (concrete is sold by the cubic yard but is sually placed as
covering an area to a specified thickneSs).

I also had to make other kinds, of calculations. There we e problems in-
volving (5) conversions, such as in buying lufathl:. Lumber in q ntity is sold
as board feet (a piece of wood one inch thick and twelve inches square or the
equivalent).* (6) ,lay-outs fo; foundations, rooms, staircases and roof angles.
(7) formulas, for example, calculating heat loss through walls of different
insulating values and amount of insulation needed. (8) financial matters,
inclUding total costs, unit costs, discounts, taxes, and comparison shopping:
I used all four basic operations, algebraic equations, the Pythagorean theorem,
square root, decimals, reciprocals, percentage, ratio, and conversions.

In cht following paragraphs I'll describe in detail a number of exam
of above applications and attempt to illustrate the versatility of the cal-
culator in building as I used it. No doubt the reader-will think of numerous
adaptations of these examples.

One of the very first problems in the actual construction of a new building
is laying out the foundation. In. designing the house the square corners are
achieved with a T-square.and a right angle triangle on a piece ut drawing paper
on your kitchen table. In making small projects in the workshop an 18" x 24"
carpenter's square is a gocid tool. But when you walk out onto that big glassy
field to Stake out the corners of yoUr dream house - -a house that you fully
intend to be perfectyou want the rectangles to be true and the corners to be
square. But how? There is no giant T-square available. I could have measured
ott the tectanle approximately and then measured the co/neLs diagonally until

diagodals were equala very cumbersome ttial and error procedure,. More

uveL, in addition to the main fnundation, I would

4 /5"

putt,hb. a.A 1 1,1

ut I kli..iv 3 4 5 Lute ti.AL t_ar, "Chi Lt,lt L tiLk

*Au t =Lght i Jot luny Le aL, Lwt, tuti tht h

5-1/ 34 bnaLd test. 2" x 4 x

144"

,011t4.41..



simply a particular application of the Pythagorean theorem.

2 '
3 +

40- - 50-

Raving established the correct directions of two sides of the foundation,
you merely extend the sides to the correct length. Then you continue with the
3-4-5 rule at each of the two other corners and thereby complete 'the four sides

. with 90'5 corners.

This procedure
inchesis ignored.
method. Therefore,
figure 3a.

HAiUtit, Ja

is generally employed and the small errorprobably several
was not willing to accept the probable error of this

I chose to use the Pythagoream theorem as calculated in

5

l erg is .me lit (C14
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is simply t, L.1 IL.
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is tolerable. [ have lived in houses where the corners were so crooked that
kitLhen qounter tops would not fit without making them crooked also. I've
had houses where, because the floor was not level, the file cabinet drawers
would 50t stay closed. In one house I put up a-shelf in my son's bedroom for
his toys. The shelf was level but the ceiling was not. Since we tend to
assume that a room is square, plumb, and level, it becomes the frame of refer
ence. Consequently, the shelf appeared to be going up hill. It looked bad..

I hae.to readjust it--make it unlevel -so it appeared level. And his t

rolled off the shell.

When planning a concrete block foundation, or a briek veneer wall you have
Co calculate the number of blocks or bricks you need. You don't want to run
out because, at least with bricks, you may not be able to match them later.
You.don't want to order too many either; The supplier doesn't want them back,
so you have wasted materials (lost money) plus the problem of disposing of the
surplus.

It's a straightforward problem, however. Calculate the area in square feet.
Subtract areas of windows, doors, or walls of other material such as wood. Take
the remaining area figLre and multiply by seven (there are roughly seven bricks
in a square foot of wali). Round up to the nearest thousand and order the
bricks. There's a little more to it if you have a brick chimney or some other
feature, but the principle is the same. Some masons are more wasteful than
others. I decided to order an extra thousand bricks to.be safe. L figured,
I'd build an outdoor fireplace with the excess. As it turns out my original
estimate was almost perfect. But I haven't had time to build the fireplace.
Calculators don't help you much with that pray].

trine of my must la ____ st ng problettts was building the staircase.` One of
the carpenters recommended that I get a local lumber company to prefabricate
it. I called one lumber company and found that it would -cost about $800 Por
the staircase (1978 estimate). Maybe they planned to use silver nails, but
f couldn't- see $800 for one staircaseespecial-1y when I needed two of them-
1_ decided to do it myself. I had never made one and didn't know how. Never
theless, [ purchased three 2 N lO's, ea,h fourteen feet long, rot about $27.
I laid one 2 x 10 across two saw horses amid plotted the appropriate cots.

10 stn Interesting problem How many ,j(-Cpo are Lliete Lu Lie t1

bi6:1 is ] step L. be? How deep shoulA each step be (t roll Lk):"? Aod
how do get the whole thing Lu ,.use out eve. and level?

FlioL, I ii,sAtCd _ lh, (kk,- L 1U kL,

fuJicidual at .4s) sho.ld t.e. Then 1 figured each step -thy riser ,nd tit,. tr.1

dimensions (see figure 4). there is art old tole that says the true ot /the step
plus the depth tit the skip (the tteaa) mural dLuuL 1/ Inches 6onsider1.6
the dimensions I had to work with--flo1 -to\tloot iu fixeJ--t deeumined that
each, riser would be 1-11/16" with 14 steps, which is close CO optimal, and that
would give a tread-of 9-1/2"

I Uegan the layout ontLAA lie t,t11,1e. _ 6u( -

t in - ht-c'kitig my work 1 dis, oveied how to u,.e the guar e to 'fro
is mue_lh simple,: I didn't n.ed the calk.ulatut fur' .that Jut atek

ail, but i didn't tell my wife. When you don't need somethi you've bou4ht
Your: wire /uu receded ft, don't tell your wife (Brunk's Second

Law).
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The problem I had the most fun solving was that of determining how to
insulate the walls. There are really -several problems involved in this deci-
sion. -Every kind of materialbricks, wood, plasterboard, air, and fiber
glass, for example--has some insulating value, usually expressed as an R value.
,R stands .for resistance to heat loss. Therefore, the higher the Rvalue the
better the insulating,quality,of the material. 'R values are usually expressed
in R per one inch thianess per square .foot of except that manutacturers
of batts and roll type insulation usually give the total R value for the parti-
cular thickness being sold (e.g., six inch fiber glass batts are rated R-19.
The7a sociated R value per inch of thicktiess is therefore slightly over three.)

'There are many types of commercial insulation available. They have dif-,
ferentuR values, charac4eris'tics, cOsts,:and installatlop requirements. Selec-
ting ti-ie:vbest" insulation therefore.is Very complex:'for example, urethane77,
which has an R value of 6.3 (twice that of fiber glass)--is not only flammable
but gives f a deadly gas when burned. Some insulation may corrode copper

.,water. pipes and some insulation shrinks, leaving uninsulated space. Standard
walts,havea 3-1/4'1 hollow silacewhereinsulation is usually placed-, but there
is nothing except expense to prevent you'from makink this space bigger. The
problem boils down to what kind and how much.

I first narrowed my choice of insulation to two kinds; fiber glass and
cellulose. Then I calculated for walls of differed, thickness (1) the cost of
materials and (2) the cost of the heat loss.

The standard practice is to calculate the cost , insulation installed
and the time period Over ighich -ayings in fuel bills will repay that cost. A

home owner might say, for example, "If it takes more than five years to get my
money back in fuel savings, I won't -insulate because I plan to Move before that

you build a dream house, you don't plait -eve, so I used a different
approach. I simply calculated the cost of money (interest) spent as tioul.gh the
Loan were never to be repaid. As long ._As I own the hod e, It is costing me the
interest ietthei in money horiwwd or in lost savings). This approach wtlrks best

hens inAt are dnrdble and that generally requir maintenance, seeh as
ulati,,n. a used it because it simplified the calculation of cost, ii01.

ample, if i spend $100 on insulation and Lartew motley at 10 per ,eat, the
insnlatt11 Ls teally ,.,:osr_114, me $10 a year tut azi lung tis l own the house.
1 rpay ill, an then I 1LIVu1,1 the $100 1 11,ed r,-pay it anJ am lug__

_ iut,:t ,51 t on,,ld have go(L,n.

lh, step, then, h,

riuut_n, windows, /1E13 Hien yo- must Lal,tallat, lLe It at Ion.,

for cube ,t thttLie adde.i up Lh, cucn.,t. t2 the total heal, 1 OSS for Ilia'.
ts),),,. 1 t__/AltUld1 W.,11S

kn.c he .1 lust-L,_ Litt adjacent fW4te.d

114 .41 1,, the A 144,11 1 14_

wa 11 atijdt_k:141 Lu an utli,cate,l space

e is Itit really a loss

11, ; att.4 -t 11., u,t11,

LO 11c,tt 1 1_ was 1. and Ike Letwe.n fit= Lemper,

, ine 1161,1u 111.1 our ti of 111 t 1 1 Hess 1s 1,_

[ -41411,4_- .11114,;1.,t4t1,1



For.examplU, if your walls have a heat lOss'area of 300 square feet and a
total R value of 14, and if it_is zero degrees outside and you want to maintain
70' inside, the equation is

(1/14) x 70 x 300 - rm nuji.

Since one kilowatt hour (KWH) produces appro a ely 3415 BTU's it would

1500

3415
of whatever the current cost of.- icity is-- approximately 5.6c in

Athens', Ohio August, 1980--to replace that loss lAing an efficient electrical
heating device. That 'is about 2.5c per hour in the uhav(e- example.

Thu formula can be set .up several ways .depending on what you want.
.*

--t it up'.on a monthly basis like this:

BTLTH
cost per month -=------ x 5.bc per K

3415
24 hrs. x 30 days

ObViously,this can give only an approximation since the cempetatuee outside
will vary considerably. Also, opening and clpsing doors and windows, as well
as the number of people and heat producing equfipment (e.g., lights or dish-
Washer) in the room will affect the outcome. For example, 1 built a pantry off

the kitchen and puta small baseboard heating unit in it. I also put an auxil-
iary refrigerator in the pantry intending to use it only during the summer
months. But I found that as long as the refrigerator was operating, T-didn't
need the heating unit on. So we had the use of the refrigerator the year round.

In planning the heating_ equipmbnt requirements you would probably use the
temperature differential for the coldest expected weather so as to be sure to
have sufficient heating reserve power to maintain your desired inside tempera
But in calculating heat loss costs (using MY. perpetual interest chatge method)
I used an average differential temperature because the coldest day differential
would causeAiStoftjd figures. Using' this average temperature differential I
Lompared two types of insulation and,,three thickness of wall cavity, 2 x 4,

x 6, and 2 x 8. Although the differences were sometimes only a few Tents per
month, 1 chose the 2 x 8 collstruttiun with cellulose blown in under pressure

preVent settling). Extra insulation has several advantages other than
simple fuel cost savings. One advantage is that the overall temperature of the
room 1. Vloremore uniform with good nsufat un. In a puutly insulated room the dif-
ference between the temperature at Ltie ceiling amid at the flour might be as

much as 10°- -say 75- at the ceiling and 65° un the fluot. When people have

ld test, they !eel =old all uVer ,111_ LheCW,,oIaL. So eve. thoughLULL' op

fItte. 0.VOL'aAL LeMper_ la say 70°, Lime effe,r is fLat of a 1ww tcmperatore.

A second adv ant_ a e is that Mu r Lgagt_ ini,L rest 1s usually 1110er Llan savings
t interest. cis, (he most nr Insolation money will probably

reac when the moicgdge is paid off, while the cost of tiJei will likely IP

cease. My conclusion is that spending more on insulation now will be repaid
o11-,3 rising curve basis over time and not on a straight line basis. A final

advantage is that some fuels may become exhausted or scarce, Ti may theretote

bekome necessary get the most el , it Tit use poo- lLle t run uhat fuels are

cost.available regardless

his thus heavy insululion pall . I ho, e- !, -1,,&L that IL %/Ill rat

example, I am heating threc iloors- d 1500 s uare toot bsement,

a 1)00 square toot first floor, and a finished attti ut about 1000 aqaare feet

a:I with one wood stove in the basement using, about a of wood a season,
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the 19.79. cost of which was about $30.= 1 had put,the wood 'stove in for
backup heating soutce. It has turned out to be entirely sufficient in -elf:

One final situation where the calculator is very helpful is in deter jug
the amount of concrete to order. Concrete is sold by the cubic yard, and for
basement floors, patios, sidewalks, and driveways it is usually placed about
fourinche& thick, Twenty seven cubic yards will.cover 81 square feet at

.-faUrinche :th

27 cubic feet 12" x 12" x 12" - 46656 cubic inches.

A'cubic foot of concrete four inches thick is 12" x 12" x 4" 576 cubic
inches.

46656
There _ T = Si square feet at 4" thic

Divide the total area Of concrete by 81 to ri d number ref yfards needed.
1 basement 30''by 52'8" would require about 20 ya_ of concrete.

30' x 8" 0' x 51.667'
19.5

81 81 1

But-you would pr.obably need to order at least 20 yaids--the ground is
even,°and the calculations are usually approximations. Also, it is b
have too much 'than not enough. It Is a good idea to have a place -r-e dy fur any

excess concrete, such as a sidewalk or trash can area.

There _ no doubt that the ealL,utacor saved me a aMoUnt ofttime in
making many, many computations. Jt also surely reduced the number of errors
I would have made by having to compute everything wi h pencil and paper,

But there. is another bonus. Some of Om' LompuLUL_ loos would have been so
cumbersome without the calculator that they might nut have been'made at all. .

I've fOrgoLLen how Lo do square root and would probably hay.e'fallen back on
the3-4-5 rule without_ the ealculatur, ihereforei the layouts of the foundation

and or the various rooms of the house are no doubt more accurate, they

would have been'without use of the calculator.

Lh, inonl.Lion [540L1 ,m6 Would h,%,_ I ,ih,A .,1

the call ulator, it only becau,se Lit [-h._ marl/ Lim..s I 1(4,4 lve th-

twu ,.quatiou Cevtainly, I would have hood tempte to tuvesti5atc
,omt,inations.

But ishk L_, -Lie 1,1ipuCta4 L, q ic.

Utl,..l5, Being able to carry 0111 othci,ist edA.. uz, cu.,,pltations coldly

as,urat,ly all. -wed me to adol,L a URIC open, Seatc lug, abler! aoiving

I began Lo look for problems and novel :=,oluLions. It became a sort of game to
IlleuAe the old utivenL ion,, anal to Neck better t,olucions. A

.1,,nlIcii.,i. tl, -10 W,AyD. vi,L 1-1,--.1 ..., ,o.l. 1-, ou I 4,8 (1k, s 0 t p , , L 0 r 0 Z.11A.11

1, lAylliA Out uts for the a:,e ,_(41,Ligtt, But hose situations, proVed
to be t Gene .1y, I ,,as able to Lind better solutions -better

me ,1 l leapt sand l had fun doing IL.

t, therefore, may Well have beeu Lie most Imp,iLant u[ all
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Good tools make any-job'ea ier. If they c n also change the job from aehore
a challenge,,. they open the way-for more creative behavior. In addition to.

of finding innovative solutions to old problems_, they max ,lead
personalch4nge toward amore constrdctive,,problem solving attitude:

t
The old ways may sometimes be

to smrike out in a new direction,
be writing on the cave walls`.

ere in all

best. But tf no one had ever been chaTlenged
search for a better world, we'd all still

there must be BArik's First



GENERAL- MATHEMATICS.

General mathematics as used in this PaPer, refers to mathematics

. coursesin. grades sevenandeightand-teeonalObra alternatives in grades

-nine theou66',twelve. This set of mathemaiital experiences .ls-e0eeted. to

POrforma---variety,of' functions in thematheMattcs curriculum
,.-. .

-)-broadening-,.enriching,and final-izing the principally
arttninetic"programL0f-the -elementary;:

,

preparatienjor-1ndividuars-sociaTTesponSibilitieSjn'----
society;.-

:extension--ofcapapil i ties for
needs;-and

meeting personal' and vocational-

and

Prtparation-forAraditional academic,doursework-'es$00ated
witn.professignalopportunitie-

. .

Functions (2) and--(3),frOtn-tnis- lit -primarily entail ApplicaiOno'-

mathematics-to- real -life need:: -an -are of: major interest at the present.

These functions can be further translated into the following stOdeht goalS:

)-to recognize' and-use- the mathematics necessary for one's own
consumer affairs.,-selecting and-using goods and services.wisely--,

..choosing and buying persOnal items,'products for a home, for a.
family, or for-a small business;

to recognize 'and use-the mathematicS necesS y o her quanti-
tative aspect of one!s daily lifemath ma_ics relate- to

cooking, sewing, gardening, minor hom repair, personalprojectS,
money management-, and .recreation,;

c) to possess requisite mathematics to e r a job situation--
appropriate-background, learning, skills, and attitudes that
additional job-related applications .of mathematics are
learnable with relative ease; and

.

d) use'logical reasoning and problem solving in reaching
decisions -weighing evidence and interpreting data to arrive_ _

at sound.conclusions.

Achievement of these studentAoals.-Tecpire- understanding-and

reasonable competence lq.arithmetiO_computationi including oraT .papPr7

and calculator compOnehts-supRorted by estimation -and approximation

understanding and OseAf:simple'algebraic formfa$.;-abilities to.'



Anterpret and analyze graphs and statistical information; knowledge o

geometric forms and spatial .relationships; underttanding and use of measuring.

instruments, including the relation of geometric and numerical concepts as,.

the mathematics of measuring instruments; and problem solving and logical

abilities ranging from skill with simple word problems to more complicated.

analyses of situatiOns requiring an awareness of productive reasonfng techniques.

General mathematics has generally not realized these student outcomes

the extent that most educator .and some others desire. The purpose of

this paperds to examine some underlying causes for this lack of success

and -to 'offer .soMe :recommendations; fir. -:strengtheninq..this area.of, the mathe

matics cUrriculum.

A Question of Direction and Purpose

i.
Historically. general mathematics began to emerge around the turn

of the century as arithrgetic moved down from the academies and high schools

to become an elementary school subject. Mathematics was gradually being --

perceived less as an instrument to develop the mental faculties .of future

professional people and more as a utilitarian tool for the increasing numbers

of individuals going,Dn.to.secondary Sthobling.. Puring this time, instruction_

was changing from .lengthy Oxaminatitn, of-involyed,Oroblems regoiring.COmplek

manipulatiOns,-Itmoilzationseand-theoremproOf approaChe.to -a More- frag-

-mented- fact and subSkill.approach.

GenerAl mathematitt-was its-firtt national iMpetuS in 1922-when

the Natibnel Committee.--on Mathemati6alReqdretents advocated geperal,mathe-,
. ,

matics Oroqrarn forcirades 7-9 which would include topics.from arithmetic*

algebra,-intuitive Aeometry*-numerical-trigonometry -graphs, -and- .descriptive

-Statistics.' The evolving junior high sch6o1 with it .philosophy ph.pxpiprOipn

provided a-ready means for this:recommendation to be implemented in grades

seven and eight. However, the more conservative -posture of high schools pre-
_



vented-general mathematics from _making firm inoadsintorthOp4ntii'g

an-extension.ofideas 111..grade's se:1vh
,
and ef§hi,:-/Olggyrverfira:Lne

,most .frequent offering with -gengral matheMattc's planned and tau=ght

lower-level :alternative to algebra .rather than as a continuatfon of

i-broadly.,planned:general mathematics' program.-

The .influenceS of; JohnDewey ,and the depression brought more

- _ -

for change ' i in the curriculum. An increasing demand , fOr-

mati cs for vocational and personal needs led to some. deemphasis .o

courser work, This was accompanied by drops in enrollment in academ-c 'subject§

amid criticisms that many topics had little pr no utility-for the giTneral student
,

by the 'end of:World-War concerns which- surfaced during. -the induction

and training of draftees provided further support-for mathematics n play a

more important role .in general education and in the .vocational.- and pertonal

ressure

mathe.:

_ needs of.students. Teadhers responded by Tallying, about the notion of

functiojul cvmpetende for graduates. Such competence was ienerally gauged by.

29 items identified by the 1945 NCTM Commission on Post-War Plans. Mathematical

literacy was cited as a necessary skill for effective citizenship in a democracy.

In Thesis 12 of its recommendations, the Post-War Committee took great

pains to emphasize the importance of general mathematics at grade nine as a

worthwhile course that focused on competence in applying mathematics to a

variety of topics. It warned teachers to avoid stigmatizing gen ral mathe--

.- .
= . . , . , _

Ma-tics as the-penalty for failure in algebra .and to- avoid propagan izing

unduly. for algebra.

However, efforts to. place general mathematics on an equal and parallel
.

.plane with.algebra went largely unrealized as the number of students continuing.

their education into high scheol swelled dramatically, widening already

existing ability range differences. The division between algebra and general

mathematics. Wes further heightened by the Post-Sputnik era` of the sixties when

tremendous. resources and attentioh were given to structure, formalism,, and
J;i)



insertion of upper level-mathematicalides into lower grades..jhese

curriculdm innovations.were associated with strengthening those aspects of

the program which' led-to acadeMic coursework at.thei.high schOOleVel. Similar

-effort andyesulting -prestige, were not given to-general mathematics nor to

any resulting expansion .of such alternatives beyond:grade,nine,

Since the sixties school consolidations and increasing awareness

the needsof students who will likely terminate their education with high

school stimuated some prograMstb expand their Offerings in general mathematics

to include business mathematics consumer mathematics vocational mathemat3cs,

and similarly named courses. However, anjintegrated general mathematics

program has still kit emerged. New courses in general mathematicS generally.

continue to-be.,regarded;aS thOSe for the less successfUl- and. less

Emergence of pre-algebra courses-and continued experimentatiOn with algebra.

_as an eighth-grade eleCtive lend further support to the notion that "algebra-

like" courses are still the best choices for. those students who "can achieve.
I I

Despite the good intentions and far-sighted recommendations of prominent

groups Of:educators throughout the history of general mathernatids.deVelOOMent,

*t has never-,Ochieved independent role- in themathematics

Rather, general mathematics programs ContinUe:tO,be.hOdgepodge.

collections of remedial.alternatives generatingI-ttle'st6dent interest,

professional commitment, and enthusiasm.

A Question of Instruction

The Thorndike in, fluence on mathematics instruction segmented drill-

work on subskills) continues to characterize many general mathematics 'programs.

-Mos opics are preSented as tasks :by example -. _Teachers and students .alik=e

seem, to ew matheMatits learning as small, incremental steps in which it is

the teacher's responsibility to present a. new technique to be practiced and

the stude4 nt's to parrot these actions in nearly identical situations. "Show



oAO--thiS-set-Of probleMS dort-:t.aSsign. too many',and-then.A4Ye

cl ass time.,-to Ao'thet.' .Turthermore,textnaterialsare--organized'aS

answers . --And 'few text ateriAls consist of prOblem backgroundssatisfactory

level teaching goais-are mixed:

(1)'teadhers.'are- well -meaning, but areIrOtrated,by- unsuccessful
to providealternative.approarhes;,

teacher-preparation programs have-largelY-40Ored,Or.-nOtAiad:..
timeHto'prepare-proSpective-teachers.:With--Aheskilis to -handle.-
general Mathematics,coOrsesOrStudept:needt1.-'-'

ability ranget;in,sUch,cOurses. are, sO7wide:thatloWer level
instructional:outtomes-areeasiest-t0-achieVe,and-perhaO,
the 'only. ones pOSsibleforSome,Studentt;.-

students have,d0velo001,1 attitudes about mathematics and theM-
selvesIn preyious courses that strongly-influende.the lind-
ofinStructiOn they:_expeCt:andwill:opoperatezwith

) jahoratory:Operiencesecessary to supply conceptual:under-
.- Standings 'Onderlying,Many 5pplications-are difficult or

impossible tO organizeAue to limitations of space, time.,

(9)

student:10adi.resources.;.andteahino preOaration;:'

teachers are not.alwaysaware of students' true abilities and
may lack the .eValuationtechniOesandinstruMents to Accurately.
atsessitheextent to which:students:can use their matheMatical
skills;

due to their-preparation, some teachers are-predisPosed.away.
from:general mathematits and are, consequently, not highly
motivated to comMit the'required teaching energies for course-
work they deem to-be remedial

conversely, others make an honest attempt to salvage students
for the "good" academic courses by stressing prerequisite
computational skills:

. .

some-teachers lack'a f011 understanding of the iritrrelationships
of knowledge, concepts,- apOlications and problem solving- in
enabling students to be able to use the mathematics-they possess.

:Instructional meth-ddlogies employed irvmost:general mathematics



04sses', no matter haw well-meaning, create an'overlysimplistic-,and

viewofhoWliathematics i UseCtOjWetrdalfproblems ' The

student-haS-no'expoSure to the comprehensive process .ofddresing a real'
;

problem, analyzing it m4theMatically, employing'prOblem:solving-skills, and

. _ _ _
Anterpreting.the results-into personally meaningful decision He therefore

is able to draw- _little association between classroOM activitiesand,the

1pe=rsonal needs he faces outside. the classroom.

A_Question of Outcomes

, General mathematics students,usually know more computationally than

they are credited with knowing Or-that they realize almost always know leSs

,about using their*nowledge'and.skills than-is presumed by-their teaChers,:,

and4terteive-nathematics as an activityyOu-do in a- the .real

world, You:learn:4nd useother-meansto,cdpe:With problemt-.

These observations supported by .assessMent.information andjhe

_exPeri ences: of vete'ran_. Master_ teachers,' highlight the- need tb: place more.
_

-emphasis-on Making mathematicS knowledge operational. The failure of:many-

existing programs toassigh_this'goal alligher-priOritlis quite posSiblY

roduct of a belief in :a- linearhierardhyof student _learning outcomes

SKILLS &
CONCEPTS APPLICATIONS

.PROBLEM%

.SOLVING

Understanding of concePts.a d-maStery with Ills mostly computational,

, ,

are perceived to' be the,requisitObr anYfUrther_application:of matheMatiCs.

Therefore, a majority - -of; time is preSumed-t6 be justifiably spent- on develop

ment of skills_Which are.deeMed,UnSatisf4ctorY,. Applications are assigned

some *portal-16e -bUt vehicles to practice skills Therefore,

relevance of application situations to studentsF-reallife problems is-not

considered as essential as packaging the applitatioh situations tri small7

enough tasks to assure computational attack



Problem salving is perceived, as 'an Intellectual activity that

general MatheMatics students, are not -able: to undertake in .any formal tense.-

for want *preuisite background, .Weak- learning skills and poor attitudesof req
_

Hopefully, dev lopment of aistrong-Skill background and work with .same,,

mittedly,.contriVed, applications wi 11 Permit.studen4S to 'transfer ,thei

knowledge and skills to i heeds -at Oey deYel

,

probl eM solving developments -can be Undort4 by other:teachert in other_ cpUrseS.

The TaCk'of-SucceSs with his.: Approack to .general 'mathemati es instruction ,

'evidenced ih concerns voiced over assessment results by

Critics and by cohCerned employers In place of the linear model for

student ',outcames -mare Comprehenti ye. needect%:tor assure student use
....

of what -they: learn. estenti al ta. have reliable assessment. infOrmation

Which .accurately reflects stUdOt capabilities, so -that instruction is not

mitdi reCted nor overestimated .
necessarY to have parental and community

-input at to. their canderns,expectationt, and,.,needs .for1nathematicallY4re.

pared graduates. And student feedback merits careful- review concerning_

attitudes,: perceptions , .and expectations; Thit information then needs

careful = review by-',mathematids teachers and Other: educators,.toncerning the
. ,

role that mathematicslt expected to :play: ill' 'students is.,-total educational..

preparation and -how best to .achieVe this role in the mathematics program.



After these activities have been com-pletedi- he_key,toSuccess is

balance -in the way thattinstryction ts.orga Skills and concepts,

'Applicatiobs :anti., ,preblem sOlving need equal:.emphaSiS.,,_.suffjcientinstrydtional
_

time, and cohcurrent development. No-aspect of instruction should'be-sacri-

-ficed or subordinate to another, TO assume e-otherikise-is to 'risk the. chance

that some students will_ never have exposure to higher level outcomes for

having failed to-achieve other 041s. Furthermore, -the learnfngSetting,fliust,,,.

present instructional activities that model real world situations currently

releVantto.stUdents.- Within -these situations, the combination of abilitiet
,

required to apply mathematics Will naturally co intOplay-. planning and

indepth-thinkin4'-beCome a necessity.-' Motivation and-reason-for skill and

- knowledge,mastery.are self-evident.- And-transfer becomes less nebulous os

.. ,
__

mathemattcs:bridges the between realrlifeactivitfes
-

.activities,

Recommendations

For general -mathematia-programsto-.better-meetzthe needs of the

student
_ _

student audiences-they,serVe,. changes are needed-in,:philoSophy

content, Methodologies, and evaluation. The follewing.:recOmMendations.

address ome-oUthe.Problems-identifled'jn. thiS Paper.

General mathematics..prograMS need-a.coMprehensive reexamination
thatsconsiders: -(a). theirroles in the total sahool'andibathe'-.

.matidscurritOla; (b):cOmMUnitkexpectations concerning student --

COMpetencies;(=c) studentleOrhing:Oharacteristl'os!andHmoOlities;
(d)- instructional_ techniques. 04-methodologiesI and_.( 3) breadth and

depth as-part of the total. mathematics and school

curricula.

Program-experientes7ShOuld-be designed as an,*tegrated seobence,

of instruction fromArades6en through'high.school:that assures a'-

student:outcomel,an4,10rhill'activities.
:Running throughout:each- cOurse_should t!ea,continuing-regard-fo
the-probjerry'solOng,skfilecessary to apply mathematiOs to

relevant, andrealittic.tudent:situations.-

Every effort should be ,made to preserve the integrity of general

'mathematics offerin§sas desirable and parallel 'alternatives to
-traditionally 'atademictYpen -.courSes; differing primarily in

goals,only. If courses-that are p0Parity'remedial in .character



-ar6,---reqUi-radtQ. meet -student needs.;:i-they=should be, developed
.

as-,zepardte entities of the total-:mathematits., curriculum rathe

than ::pa rt:of the !:§eneraT mathematics prograc-i

Regular ,AsSessMent,. of. prOgram activities occur seliera 1

.level s,t Each tour h Ou id be --.monitored against,- its particular

001.5 The total prograw_martis reViewHtn terms of- success ii
achieving. exit cOmPetenci es (not restrttted.,.tO4 mi ntmums ) And.

longitudinal :stddj es are desi rablk to reflect changes iFn course

:and ;Proam.'-effectivenesS that 'signify:-the need for curriculum

Prof4d4ency1-,requii-eCwitk-compOtationS-4-- written and .----Menvil:,:__

wa=rrants extensive review --iii, 1:kght of accessibility .or hand
caltUtatorS; changeover to met* -meaSurerhanti and- WayS. that ----

. .

mathematies-_,is used in. : contemporary society' . .. ,-..A = _-

.. i . -.. -: .,. .---: -.. ... :....., ..-,: - :,.. - -. --

T6Achertneed:to work together more frequently in, asSesSingassessing,

res-OtkAmi7t rig, a.nd,Cartyi ng,,on-/the gene ral:. matheMati cS-. Urri Cul um...

Cooperation -Can' -1010Ove'lart*CUTatton,--Of '7g7,06-t ,-0.OVi de---nacessary.

hanpoWer fortu4Hand: Chan -'.- and enhalice the Overall imagefd- r
...

the -program,

Summary

have seen a fl urry of activity in the past few years that has

,surfaced the ki-nds'of --i.conCerns -that--=-are---Most---.frenuently- ,:address 6--

the -general mathematics .progrm N1E-- -baSiC*-Ski 11 S. Conference, National.

Assessment information, NOM- Position paper; 'back to basics movements ,

and minimum competency concerns. .aut important to -note..that- the::need to

reorganize and strengthen -,the general, matneMati cs program. is, hi storl ca T131, .a

concern -of long standing and not a rew problem.-. . Only; the seriousness of

the need , perhaps , made more ccuto by. the- demand for- greater mathepatics

literacy as society becomes more comp lex and 'places more demands upon the

-personal-coping skills;



-,
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_

Publishers,o.-
#r

generalmathemattbt tOts-nave-retponded inAiarying degre4s to
Ancerni for more emphasison life-retated skillsand-OPikations, Ibe,_.
following texthook reviews!df-some of the major-general-Mathematics'books.-_
currently available have been prepared to7astiststOwin making-teitbook'
i.selpOtionS,Appropriate_for'ybdr,needs. Highlighted. in theWreviews-are
the emphases which. particular texts give to problemLSOlving,applications
'and caloulators.

Bolster, L; "Cdrey and Woodburn , 'H Douglas.

Mathematics' Life Glenview, Illinoi

This :text is designed for a first course- in general mathematics._
Enphasis is-on basic mathematical skills, with consumer-and career
applications that reinforce -these skill's. The bOok.-1S.divicied into
six units of:three 'chaptirs each The toniC-Included in these:units

e:

. .

ArithMetic of whole 'numbers.
Decimals and the metric system.
Fractions, mixed numbers, and probability.
jcatioproportionaimilarity, percent, and statistics.

"S$gned number t.',. equations, ,and
Perimeter,,area, volume, the Pythagorean rule, and
trigonometry.

Each:chhpter-consist of a pretest, several Skill lessons, followed by
a posttest, a couple or applicationYessons; and One:or two career
jessons. Each chapter alsoincludes onepuzzle type problem as a
"break tiMe." There seems to be a goodu balance between skills and
applications. The chapter tests cover bothAspects. At the end_of:
each unit there is a rage of .calculator exercises,- These optional.
exercises involve. skills taught in the unit and can be done.On
simple-four-function calculator

'The book follows an open format, and many pages are illustrated With-
photograPhs. End--of7book materials include ansidersntaoddnumbered
exercises, tables, a careers chart, glossary, And index, '

The teacher's edition has .answers to e erciees overprinted in a second
color,. along fth 48-pages of'nOtes and tests. It-also states.an
objective fer.eachlesson.--Other_supplementary materials include a

solution key andduplicating masters for tests and record
teeping

The =index contains -umerous references to problem solving. However,
the authors apparently-consider-"problem solving" to be a synonym for
"Application explicit instruction- in problem solving strategies
is given.
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BoIster Carey,. oodburn, and- Jod la H.
Consuffier and Career' Mathematics. Glenview, alinois:=Scott, For sman

text is recommended for a final npurs in n general mathetaties,
following Yathematics in Life), or for a general co-,:rse in condumer

mathematics, -EMphasis is on the mathematics needed in consumer:and,
earder,situatiens, 'inclading a review'of-basio,-.. Aaere are
six of-three chanters eai!. '-Ale tonics-of these are

Yathemtics including'whole numbers, decimals;
fractions, ecuations proportions percent, measurement
and statistics.
IncoMe, banking,and-credit.-
TranAPptatiodIncluding:travel and-owning
HoUding, including renting, buying; buildin
maintaining
-Taxes, insurance, and investments
Purchasing and nudgetink...

aot..rs t the fir.: unit e ize the -mathematics itself,
he other chapters treat various Upp1ications of mathematics in

situation_. :Each of these later chapters includes a
"skills timez-up" page that is Pure arithmetic drill.

ery chapter a -° a page of (optional) calculator exercises. _hese
usually involve numbers that make- hand, caleulation& tedioda,

nd all of e -an be done on a four-'-lInction calculator. Each
chapter aist includes areview page and achapter test. Another

_-resting feature sf chapters 4 - 18 is the ttiscussion of various
ca-eers iii -which math-skills are needed.

Most pages have a two-column format,- illust- ed with many tables,
diagrams, sketches; and photographs, The -t color printing high..
lights key ideas on -each page. -End7of7book materials inclUde a skills
file sr additional, drill exercises, tables -for taxes andmeasurement,

eers chart, glossary, selected answers,. and index._

Supplementary materials include a teacher's-edition, consisting of the
student edition with answers overprinted'in red, along with stated
objectives and warm-up,exercises for each lesson. This teacher's
--edition also contains 40 pages of: notes and a minimum comr,etency tes
A separate solution key and duplicating-masters for'.cons-uner forms
and tests are' !.:_so available,

No explicit-a.:-tiOnis-paid.toHproblem



Braggl-Sadiq Couzin8, Harty;- Gilbert, Glenn; AnclMaillupi William, _._

General Mathematics:- Skills and APplicatiOns, Silver; Burdette, 1979, 47

Computational skills find applidationsare equal emphasiZed In thizgeneral

mathematics-text. Sections in each chapter on calculator usage, problem solv-
-

ing skills, and "Something Different"(games, puzzles, etc.) are.noteworthy fe

.tures. Four case studies (e.g. Driving a Truck ) 'are also included. Topics

are:
Whole Numb er s

Adding and Subtracting Dec
Multiplying and Dividing- Decimals

Fradtions-
Wasuremen-C__

'6. Ratio 'and Proportion
percent. -
GeOmetry
:Statistics-an_ Probability

7

at of each-chapter is:

pretest on skills
-Skill development ("Sharpen Your

3. Practice ("Practice Your Skill's"
4. Post test on skills

. Problem 'solving skills.

6. Applications (Section titles include: Sports, Food and Clothing, .

Wheels,-jobs and Careers, Envirbnment and Ecology, Recreation, Travel,

Money Matters Earning a Living, Managing a Home)

Chapter test

TheApplications portion. constitutes 50 peftent of each chapter. 'Using YOur

Calculator" and "Something. Different" areinterspersedthroUghout.
to the customary gill exercises, there are magic squares, cross number puzzles,

etc. to practice skilIsi The.chapter tests however,.do not reflect the heavy.-

emphaslb on applications.

"Using Your_ Calculator "' included routines for ce.rtain salculati ns (e.g. adding

tWofraCtions),,guessing numerical curiosities, problems involving large and
small numbers, and the like. TOurteen-croblem solving skills (e.g.-estimating

the answer, draw a. picture, use a table) are discUssed, Problems with-insuffi7

diert-and extraneous data are included.

The book is visually stunning. Multiple, colors are used to highlight important

ooints-(asmanY as. seven Oalors are used on-a single- page), photographs are

used extensively in the Applications. sections as are Charts, tables, maps etc

containing real-data-(e..g. EPA.Mileage.Chart for Subcompact Cars). No.mlnorty
group of -'any kind could possibly be.offendid-as stereotypes are conspicuously

avoided.

The teacher's edition,consists of the student text with answers overprinted in

blue and margin notes on (1) teaching hints, (2) activity suggestions (e.g. bulle-

tin board, field trip), 3) background information on application topics, and

(4) information about the photographs. Diagnostic tests, competency tests,

a suggested timetable,/ and information- on other resources are also included.
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Ciaksoni_David M. and Gamble, AndV.
lean _Book Cenipanv1980. -376-p.

General Mathematics. New York: Amer-,

A revieWer-will-immediately be struck by the uses color, graphics, an
'phbtographs in this text. The layout impressive.

Fifty computational skills ( "checkpoints ") have been' identified and are listed
for emphasis in the 15 chapters,-and students! abilities can be analyzed
through the use of almost 50 pages of tests in::theappendix-. The skiffs, such
as,,"diVidineby multiples of 10" are'identified in the-teacherle-edition by
chapter-and page. Chapter-titles follOwz

. . r .

1. --Organizing.Faptp , . 9 Maps and Coordinates
Basic Operations 10. Areas and Volumes
Measures ald: Rates 11 Chande and Prediction
Linesand Angles,: 12.--Unusual Measures

-Ratipend Proportion 13. Math and EcolOgy
Gta.Phs.and"Charts 14.::ZolVing, Equations
Shapes and Constructions 15. 'Indirect Measure
Signed Numbers

The text is unusual in many ways. The first section is about-metric measure;
which is Used throughout the text. Each chapterincludes several projects,
experiments and games, along with explanations and sample problems. Regret-
fully, all activities are highly structured so there is, little opportunity for
the student do much independent thinking. The content of theproblem set-

.

tings are interesting, emphasizing topics such as data on nutritionand career
descriptions and data Although.there are many impressive subjects for act-
ivities and interesting games, the students may be confused by the sequence
of activities. Often it appears that the applications have dictated the
sequence.

r

An Appendix section called. "Calculator Workshop"-has 20 calculator activi-
ies hut most have no apparent. educational goal.'. EXceit for another game-in
the body of the' text, iio real use of calculators. appears.

Even if the book
as a reference.

is not selected s'a text a teacher might

(A second review of his book follows.

nd it useful



Clarkson,. David M. and _Gamble Andy. General Mathematics New york;

Americans 1980. 370
T

4tz

This general mathematics. text, greatly limits. content treatment to stress
=1,

student involvement in applying mathematics. Each.-chapter beginv_iwith an

Interesting, but simple ;.--=application of ma-thematicinvol ying a-pafti cul a.r=
prOcess. Students are challenged to.solve'.similaKhut more difftaill-
extentions of the same situation. One or more such lesson's on different

apps ications_ of the same e-Rrocess _maY'fol low. - A -related practice lesson

-stydentsto use the ideas from preVio-us-: afrPliCatto-lis-iii-l'hO41
situation without any mOdel t)luStratfon.- InterSperesed throughbut,chitpters

are al o, projects and*experimentsWhich- require students to generate or
collect their.own data, organize and interpreit it, and sunnarize their - ,-

results. Interesting garnet are occasional ly included which apply_ chapter.*

concepts in competitive sitbations._

0.05

Although text lessons-are p edicated on -,prior student instruction with con-
-' ncepts and.processes. to be apPT:ipd,, provision is.made for addresting missing

prereguisitive skills. ,Each- chapter is preceded by a theckpOint section-uhich

pr 1 sses student concept and.skill levels to be used in that chapter.

s-s\-,

An exte sive apPendix-sectibn.contains drill _lessons keyed to each idea of

the the kpotnt section:{.,
=

(.4--__
The ,appendix also consists of

, ._

ge aal ator workshop.. and a 4-page

sumary -_of career -information irk mathematics7applled:fields,f-Occasional_
calculator andoccopatiOnal reference pages also occur throughbut the text.

1Drotlem solving is not specifically state as a goal for the- book nor are :-

any sections explicitly devoted' to it However, the:underlying .structure-of
the book is-'prObleM,orienteth therefpre,' the'-bciok _is. conducive totii-problern--

solving: approach-4:

Chapter topics:are deceivingly suggestive of Mare traditional :content

:--Orgoizatton than. the applications approach they eritdmpass

Organiling facts--
-Basic,operationt.
Measure sand rates

'4, linet- and angles...
,5-. Ratitiancfproportiop:
6.* Graphs and charts -,-

7. Shapes= andlcOnttructions
-. Signed numbers

.-a

9. ,Maps -and cOrdin
10. .AreaS'and'volumes
11.. Chance and predicti-n
12. Unusual measures
13. Math'and,ecology
14. SolVing equations. -,

15. Indirect- .Measurement

A few early lesson introduce the calc614-tor through flow charting; therea

calculator useis optional and.teferred to infrequently. Very few _problem

solving questions are presented and these as Onriihment puzzles. No dis--

cussion of problem solving-strategies is.i

er,



Dille* C yde N. and Rucker, Walter. E. Mathematics: Modern Conde ts-and

Skills exington, Massachusetts: D.C. Heath, 1974.. 406 p.

-0.06

The author provide a well balanced text for general mathematics or pre-alge-
bra. Thee is study of mathematical topics and of everyday applications of
mathematics. There is an abundant number of drill exercises but the strong-
est aspect of the text is the large number of problems--not exercises in a
given problem ;type but a variety of word problems.

Chapter titles follow:
1. Numeration SysteMs
2. Number Theory
3. Estimation
'4: Algebra
5. Ratio and Proportion
6. Measuring Lengths and Angles
7. Geometric Figures
8. Area
9. Three Dimensional Figures

10. Algebra with Real Numbers
tl. Probability
12. Statistics
13. Consumer Mathematics
14.. Indirect Measurement

The standard topics of general mathethatics, such as taxes, interest, and com-
putational skill,. are covered. More impressive is the inclusion of algebra,
geometry (5 chapters!), probability, and statistics--all topids often denied
Co general-mathematics students, yet of practical value.

s the authors claim,
"Active involvement is stressed throughout this textbook- Each
concept is developed intuitively by relating it to an appropriate

model. Also, projects are included so that students dan explore
mathematicaltopics on their own:"

Extensive use is made of artwork, colorguaphic.;s2 dud L lb_

"Thought clouds" are employed to explain the thinking behind calculations.
There is no mention or use of calculators. As a matter of fact, problems ap-
pear to have been developed -to control catetully the calculations involved.

Supplementary worksheets and tests are availa a Look of dupll,Idtiugmabt-

ers (ditto sheets). Most teachers would find these 78 masters useful; however,
the number of copies from each master is limited. This reviewer would rather

have ,j set of the supplementary materials printed on paper so that theLmal

masters could be node as needed.
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Lewis, Barry. !JathfpallfSoTIlakLy0211aa. Florence, Kentucky: McCormick
Mashers, 1980. 534 p.

(The text might be described simply as a financial survival kit. Each chapter
is an analysis of a major component of personal finance. Chapter topics
the following:

Automobi,le Ownership
Commercial Transportation
Purchasing Consumer Goods

4. personal income
5. Income Tax
6. Banking
7. Banking Services
8. Small Loans
9. Investments in Stocks and Bonds

10. Insurance
11. Retirement Income
12. The Cost of Housing

Chapters consist of from 2 to 7 units which provide a cook hook" description
of how to do the calculations for a subtopic. For xample, the first chapter
includes units on the loan, insurance, depreciation, operating costs, reading
a road map, determining average speed, and travel costs. The chapter "Small
Loans" includes units on the small loan agency, the pawnshop loan, the credit
union loan, and the credit card loan. Discussions within units provide a brief
overview of the topic and an explanation of how to solve a particular type of
problem. A gr-,at many exercises follow in which the same format as the sample
problem is us- Also, a supplementary workbook is 188 pages of exercises
keyed to thus_ in the text.

The exercises are very ractical and realistic in the sense of using reason-
able data or providing nswers to questions useful to a consumer. Much of the
data is taken from real life situations but the result of inflation may require
very frequent revisions to maintain this characteristic. Problems, as opposed
to exercises, Are nonexistent. Also, no mention is made of using c,Alculators
even though ailthmetic exercises, such as those with, daily interest rates
c.arried out to _the seventh decimal place, would seem to justify their use

Ihc text ,,ppe,,,s to Lc app,,, Co[ ,Iltidel4k

voar, wh- wilt ti-,,u 11,1,e to become cunt c. with persou,1
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Price, Jack; Brown, Olene; Charles, Michael; and Clifford, Miriam Lien.
Mathematics for Everyday Life. 'Columbus, Ohio: Merrill, 1978.) 415 n.

V

The emphasis in this text is on applications of mathematics in.daily life
activities. Computational and other related subskillt are presented as key
skill sublessons within the overall framework of applications-oriented lessons.

Chapter topics are:

1. Tables and schedules
2. Reading and constructing graphs
3. Working with data
4. Reading measures
5._ 'Useful calculations
6. Buying a car
7. Buying a house
8. Comparative shopping
9. Student supply store

10. Insurance
11. What's the angle?
12. Constructions
13. Polygons
14. Surface area and volhme
15. Energy
16. Energy and conservation
17. Science and the environment
18. Health and nutrition
19. Mathematics in sports

The test is characterized by colorful visual presentations that use pictures

of real-life materials (e.g forms, tool readings) in lessons. The self-

contained nature of individual lessonSsirovides optimum flexibility to the

teacher in selecting and using application topics. Career corner' pages in

each chapter proOde short glimpses of mathOnatics applications in real jobs.

Interwoven throughout many lessons are informative ideas and insights about

consumer decision-making.

Each chapter is accompanied by pre-test and student self- -est. [he teacher's

edition also includes diagnostic skill, chapter, and semester tests,. Each

lesson in the teacher's edition has student objective, answers, and suggestions

overprinted in red, Daily assignment guides, unit introductions, chapter
overviews, and lesson discussions make UD a separate teacher's guide section.
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Price, Jack; Brown, Olene; Charles, Michael; and Clifford, Miriam Lien.
Mathematics for Toda Consumer i h Career A -lications. Columbus, -Ohio:
Merrill, 1979. 416 O.

This text is a special edition created by combitiing units from two other
Merrill- general mathematics books, Mathematics for the Real World and Mathematics
fpriltagLtft. Topics chosen from t ese boos Aea with consumer
decisions'. The result is a text devoted to the mathematics involved in
consumer education. Chapter titles are:

1. Earning -money
2. CheCking account
3. Savings account
4. Credit cards
5. Income tax
6 Buying a car
7. Buying a house
8. Comparative shopping
9. Student supply store

10. Insurance
11. Tables and schedules
12. Reading and constructing graphs
13. Working with data
14. Reading measures
15. Useful calculations
16. Length and distance
17. Other common measures
18. Ratio and proportion
19. Area
20. Volume

.Chapter 6-15 of this book are identical to chapters 1-10 of Mathematics for
Everyday Life. Additional chapters from the other Merrill general mathematics ,
book provide an older emphasis to the daily life 'applications of this text.
-It is probably better suited as a consumer mathematics text than a general
mathematics book.

Thercrue, Lhe tormat. rcaLure5, amt upplernermLary s-LL Uri or Lh1S Wok
are similar to those or the precediny Merrill book. However, the few

lesols using Lalculators oi.e delayed until chapter 13? and problem solving
is not uireotly addressed in either discussions or LoriLhment pqoblems.
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Price, Jack et al. Mathematics for the Real World. Columbus, Ohio: Charles
E. Merrill, 1978. 416 p.

The text is organized into 4 major units with 5 or 6 chapters in each, as
' follows:

Money anagement
1. Earning Mon%
2. Checking Account
3. Savings Account
4. Credit Cards
5. Income Tax

Measurement and Estimation
6. Length and Distance
7. Other Common Measurements
8. Ratio and Proportion
9. Area

10. Volume

.Statistics and Probabili
11. Catherine and Displaying Data
12. Describing Data
13. Experimental bability fi

14. Sample Spac
15. Using Statctics and Probability

Patterns in Mathematics
16. Patterns in Mathematics
17. Operations
18. Number Theory
19. Solving Open Sentences
20. Problem Solving
21. Sequence and Series

The pretace, to teacher's guide indicates that the text "...provides a comprehensive
course in general mathematics. The approach is based upon educational research
of the senior author along with research findings in the general math (sic)
area." This reviewer doubts the validity of these statements. The text was
found to be entirly skill oriented and completely 4, evoid of any problem solv-
ing experiences -/even in the 12 page chapter entitled "Problem Solving." Some

the sections of this chapter are: Formulas, Problems involving Multiplica-
tion and Division, Ratio, and Percent. The self test for this chapter has 30

"problems." Nine are formula "plugging" (e.g. d - rt given. Problem 3. r - 55,

t - 3!1; "evaluate" the formula.) Another 8 of 30 problems.are "Solve the Pro-
portion" (e.g. 14/b -'//8). Another 8 are percent exercises (e.g. "30% of what
number is 10 ? ") Th. remaining 5 problems have words (e.g. 12. Find the cost

of i items which lost 27C each.) The longest "problem" follow

"30. A supercharger will increase Lhe hol.sepowet OL1 Tom's L.di by

20%. If the current horsepower is 150, how much can it beitincleabed
by IMIA a supercharger?" (p. 372)

th, icAt ,,nr,lina little eAplauLl L l U l i -L

11 un1,1106 hundreds and hundreds ot UN-LLAnC6 which mal.c re

he is student assigned thlo
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Shulte, Albert P. and Peterson, Robert E. Preparing to Use Algebra
(2nd edition). River Forest, Illinois: Laidlaw, 1978. 493 p.

This text is designed for (1) students not ready for a first course in
algebra ("contains all the basic mathematical content required for ...
success in algebra") or (2) students who may not pursue a colle-er:prepara-
tory program ("emphasis on compAtational skills and practical uses of

.mathematics is most beneficial t' these students"). Topics included are:

1. Simple sentences
2, Solving open sentences
3. Ordered paita and graphing
4. Number theory
5. Operations and their properties
6. Operations with fractions
7. Operations withjiacimals
8. Integers
9. Sentences with integers

10. Problem solving
11. Ratio and proportion
12. Indirect measurement
13. Rational numbers
14. Using algebra
15. Approximation and measurement
16. Square root (optional)

Each chapter contains a vocabulary and chapter review, a chapter test, and
activities, with special topics interspersed. An application of mathematics
in a career (flying, photography, space travel, typesetting, air conditioning,
power lines, plumbing, police work, etc.) is included at the end of each
chapter (1-2 pages).

The problem-solving chapter focuses on writing equations and making tables.
A brief introduction to each chapter sometimes cites problem solving, pre-
sumably as motivation. Thus, the introduction to chapter 1 indicates that.
"Before solving problem a good problem- solver needs a set of mathematical
tools. in this chapter you will learn when to use some of those tools
(p. 1) Chapter 7 begins: "This will enable you to use decimals when .solving
sOm, cal the prohlemS you meet every day" (p. 190). No other explicit atten-
tion is iveri to problem solving

Lk, i ., with k=1,1ar 111VoiVa,1

given insta..ce ), statement of a m-re examples, and practice
erctses. exereises are coded for oral, written or optional extension,

And optional le.sons are noted ("foi flexibility"). the teacher'. edition
,on,ists of the student textbook with answers overpr inted In red, and a
.separate sO,tiOri with performance objectives, comments, acid .ome suggestions
oft.what to point Out to students.

Lct,tuat-C tound et, the use k.1 t t,mottkal)
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Wells, David W.; Shul e, Albert F.; and Choate, Stuart A. Mathematics

for Daily Use. River Forest, Illinois: Laidlaw, 1980. 544 p.

The primary emphasis of this general mathematics textbook is on
computational skills and practical applications. Topics included are:

1. Using tables and graphs
2. Making graphs
3. Equations and formulas
4. Ratio and proportion
5. Measurement
6. Plane figures
7. Scale drawings
8. Consumer skills
9. Solids

10. Chance and estimates

A "computing skills refresher ", containing exercises on (1) whole numbers
and decimals and'(2) fractions and mixed numbers is included.

-Special topics, a "career corner", and a "consumer corner" are interspersed.
Each chapter includes a test, review work, and a preview test for the next
chapter. Chapters begin with a "picture. preview "" of applications of mathe-
matics to be developed in the chapter; other illustrations and, photos are .

also included, in an attempt to provide a "highly visual", "readable" text
with "practical content and a variety of applications of mathematics to
everyday problems".

0

The lessons generally take the form of (l) illustration plus questions
followed by (2) examples and exercises. Iastance-rule-example7exercise
is thus the pattern followed. The teacher's edition consists of an anno-
tated student textbook plus a manual with background information, teaching
aids, tests and answers, suggestions for organizing the course, and brief

comments on each section.

leaching of problem-solving strategies is not appatilL, nOL nny Ullusiuus
o the use of calculators (or computers).
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1980 Ohio Regional Conferences,
on

Mathematics Education

Sharing Ideas with Colleagues

Domin

The 1980 Ohio Regional Conferences on Mathematics Education are supported
by a grant from the National Science Foundation as a project in the program for
"Dissemination of Information in Scien'ce Education." The purpose of such pro-
grams'Is to provide information to educational leaders and decision makers. The
conferences themselves are not in-service activities for teachers. Rather, the
intent is to reach superintendents, principals, supervisors teacher- leaders such
as department heads, and college mathematics educators. Our goal is that this
cadre of able people will reach the many teachers serving in Ohio's schools-.
The plan is that participants in the conferences will conduct some sort of in-'
service program for teachers in their own or nearby schol.systems. The Con-
ference Development Team has attempted to assemble a packet of materials and to
develop work sessions during the confeApnces that participants can use when they.,
in turn, proide information to their colleagues.

The purpose of this paper is CO suggest some vehicles that participants can
use to disseminate the ideas and resources of the 1980 conferences to their col-
leagues. in this way the project-is designed to have a domino effectand to
reach a great many classroom teachers through a multiplier effect. The six mem-
bers of the Conference Development Team come from diffOent areas of Ohio.
Through the conferences they will reach,:=about,300 educatio.nal leaders in Ohio.
If each participant transmits some of the conference ideas to 10 teachers, more
than three Chonsaitii teachers will Le Leached. Some conference participant havc
the position and abtfify to teach one hundred or two hundred tuachers--that is
the challene,y!

Ustug the PaLik,_, i

thc. "IA 1t,4\ecl t elt
1 ,41L ,14 1.,t tpt11,1..

Hint and tnat.t_ Inmervt-e Yo mto, tied .ate or inure p.tpers
ihtt.h volt tan utse Atitctiv as th,y are wilttc-. alay be -tht,t eldest you
want to modtt the yottt maser ooint is
Lhf 4 ets wet ,ih5tML.,1c0 Co be Luse 1. Part1Ltpan ,,Ad te4.1

use, modttv, or pdk ke I m,t=mt lats.

WL,IL

.4110[. ,111 .t t, . tLI,Ipata t1,. ti,,. Iht-
LiL7LIIIL4 of AL,LiViLicS ,.onletcuk, pattit inantr i,t0IiL .nstJef in ,

L. 1...s 110,-v t k 011 t
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_-service

P1.2

A -great many applicants for the conferences indicated that tUir school
system has scheduled ill-service meetings for teachers and that they would have
-an opportunity .to make presentations at these meetings. We would suggest that
you don't try to do too much if you are preparing an in-service session. In

particular, please don't try to condense two days of.corlference meetings and 300
pages of packet into a one hour presentation. We suggest that you carefully
select a few elements of the conference'or packets that you ,found interesting
and useful. You might want to reproduce some papers or parts of papers to dis-
tribute before, during or atter your in-service sessioft.'

Newsletter /circular

Even if you don't have an opportunity in the,near future conduct an
in-service meeting, per se, you' might be able to review packet materials and
notes trom the conference to compile a small packet of materials for your col-
leagues. With perhaps a single cover page explaining what is attached and how-
it might be used, you could prepare copies pf materials to disseminate, if your
school system has a newsletter, you could make arrangements to submit small
pieces over a' period of time--perhaps "Problem Solving Ideas" or a "Calculator
Corner" section could be established.

Resource Center

Supervisors and department heads might establish a resource center fgr
teachers. Suoh a center might be a file drawer where all teachers can contrib-
ute ideas, problems, or papers to be used by.-everyone. A department meeting
to discuss the resource center might be a vehicle to help establish it and im-
prove its utilization. '4

LIAILy

Nerhaps th mathematics ta,oliy of a School ,00ld tlt t t 'e _k consider
wh-at ouu be dune to improve problem "solying abilities in all or sele d courses.

know one school where the principal has developOi the schedule so that all
mathematics teachers have the same planning period. These teachers meet almost
every c: hoot day to work on improving the pkogram and indjvidnal c.uurses.

MeeLlo-t,

1, 1.-IkkxiL; MuLti,igS h-1 i_,sik

spe,.iul discussion meetin veiy informal ses-i n for ulty ,o c. nsider
selected Lop',

1-111, 1, a LI

11 1 C k.,/t11 ,1,-t. I, ap,/i [,1 I II i. - t,111

11-t rally, want L() t_L some tILLiVitiS OUL in their on claoses. Atte, a lets
try u.iLO Lh,-y disseminatk: :fi,,tue at Lhe thluKs Llicy have learned

tHviLlo, L, visit Lhuil slASoM, pl:Ld,IL!m

"r calculator clans. _ believe th,t seeing, students in cl.,ssroom settings usit-Y
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new ideas is the'best stimulus Poi- making any modifications in a program. By

opening your room to observation, you may be able to:open a lot of ,doors for
Other teachers to try things.

Alternative techniques to demonstrations in your class are (1) demon-
strations in other teachers' classes, (2) videotaping parts of your classes for
other teachers to view or (3) describing your experiences in the classroom
with other teachers.

Action Research

Some teachers like to try new_ techniques, curriculum modules, or instruc-
tion strategies. Often they can develop a mini-research study to ascertain the
effect ofthe special treatment compared to a control group. Such evidence can
be very useful to justify a spore comprehensive change.

And

The suggestions in this paper are only a part of what can be done. Vol-

low -up of the 1978-79 Ohio Regional Conferences (E'.roblem Solving and Use of Cal-
culators in Elementary Schools) proved that participants can devise ingenious
ways to share ideas and disseminate conference materials with their colleagues.
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Conducting- Problem Solving Workshops

P2.1

One purpose of this conference is to help prepare you to provide inservice

instruction on teaching problem*--_:ing to colleagues in your district. To

end we have prepared outlines of several appropriate kshops. Two of

the workshops are designed for junior high school teachers (an 8-hour work-',

shop and a 2-hour workshop) and two are designed for high school teachers

(also 8-hour and "2 -hour workshops).

The only difference between the, junto igh and high school workshops is

in the selection of problems to 'be used. In all cases the problems were

to llltl crate a wide variety Ott

problem lists are

substitute ytiur own eavoritev.

of

lying strate The

merely suggestil_tus. You should feel free to

The di l to t,utes lietween the tJhwii =tad 10[1g w,,LkbkuP are 10 Lhc nuuibeL

problems to'be solved and in the int lusitln iitInc the long workshops of time

par _ALS t,u Lry Out some ut the

t p,41. LI, 1pattLt

they have learned by lea

problem"' t,lvt.g 11=x, st s lutes sit. ,tid tit .

hc d lss usae 1 in rims t?f the \t_c,1t:1 skil Is itLLuduk_

tk

_Clp4uCn 1

Lh,, C,ct,'LL;, thc

ring WoLk6hOp

L11.3 thn. woLkShop will

Ly,L 1L Cosa

1 c"i t.citt 4 tic i L cz,: ,LI,_m SO1Vik. :.LiaL, 1.1,,,.. lo

0 Lo ,, 1 1 ib hi.. 11.o will iu,t-,-e tie ti.tt LhcAk

1 ,111 and Ott.. .tage Lhem t- Lh,IL Led.hiti A 1

p o I,1",
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Outline of an 87hour'Workshop on Teaching Problem Solving

For Junior high School Teachers

Introduction (15 minut
A. What is a problem?

1. Blockage.
2. Acceptance by students.

B. Why teach problem solving skills?
1. NCSM and NCTM riSts of basic skills.
2. National assessment and results.

C. Schedule of workshop and purpose of each activity.

Solving problems 45 min.)
A.- Handshake problem Suppose that ID people meet for the first time

and that each shakes hands with each other exactly once. How many
handshakes will there be?
(Some appropriate- strategies that can be used are: do an expertmeoc,
draw a diagram, make a list, do simpler but similar problems looking
for a pattern, logical reasoning)
Dartboard problem What is the greatest number that can not be
scored on this dartboard.^ Assume that you have infinitely many
darts.

L:_)I-LaL,tgl.,,LI. tt<.tk tabie and look teL a pattern, deductive [ed5ulLum)
Louie the nambler - Louie the (;ambler took his4week's paycheck to
Lhc custnv. He paid the 2 etrauce tee, lost 1/2 of his remaining
moneN and then tipped the hatcheck girl $1 on his way out. This
bad tuck petsisied; the same sequeute ut events happened each day
tot L LwXL 4 Hays At the end of the _tiith day he had $5

What_ was the of his weekly paycheck?he tert the
(StraceKv: working, backward)
Ysiug dIgits I, 6, 7, and 9 rotm A J aegis and a
digit Hit, ger wh,,se is a Hige

heal a,d crts, tKhdu:,L11.16

Its h_tY ,t
A

maay tr,uits tree field m _

.=;to L,, H, t_tke 36 z5Ltuit its ine

t I .1 (tit .1.,5. ...

th. ft..m.,r make t. ltd e k

ti6uLc.:

t kit . I I 1. t,.l it I V N. .

Is nsidas t h. a,ea (11..1 has been rats. 1 ant stn
frual LL,' 0rea. point 0 A3 view idei

L:tt .irc0s of the oillmikcd igle otter each Suit .ouud of the rake.)
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III; Teaching problem solving skills, (4 hrs. 3J min.
A. Objectives

, -
I. Seldcting objectives that involve the use o_ problem solving skills.
2. Assigning priorities to objectives.
Reinforcing students.
I. Reinforcing acc( ding to objectives.

4

\--2. Reinforcing app oximations of final behaviors.
C. Testing probleMsolving skills.

1. Testing the ability to use sel c-_-)ed strategies.
2.' Testing the ability to choose appropriate strategies.
3. Formal and informal evaluation.

D. Providing help - asking questions.
I. When to help.

Giving as little help as possible.
Giving help without guiding toward specific strategies or solutio
Wait time after asking questions.

Holding review sessions after problems are solved.
I. How was the problem solved?
2. What made the solver think of his --solution or method of solu
3. What are the advantages and disadvantages of the method?
4. Is there a different method or different solution?
Practice (micro teaching) sessions for workshop participants-

P2.3

[V. Classroom organization. (30 minutes)
A. Teaching a unit on problem solving and then applying the skills

regularly.
B. Using one day a ek for problem solving.
C. Skill centers.
D. Using a probleal s I_v_ug ,=Ippludch a bdif2, LcaOhlup, .DLraLcmy



Outline of a 2-hour Workshop on Tea
%

rig',Problem,Sol4ng

For Junior, High Schoo-: ache'rs

I. In _uqtion (15 minutes
A. Whae,Aisa_problem?

-84'Atckage.

2. 'ACeeptance by students.
K. Why,,,&eachproblem solving skills?

1. NCSM and NCTN lists of basic skills.
2. National assessment results.

C. Schedule'of workshop and purpose of each activity.

II, Solving problems (1 hr.
'A. Handshake problem - Suppose that:60 'people meet for the first, time and

that each shakes hands'with each oOler exactly once. How many hand- ,

Shakes will-there bc? (Some -at ies that can be used are: do an

,''rexpariment, til'aw 'a 4411,,grali, make a i'st, do simpler but similar prob-
lems lobking for pattern, deduct reasoning.)

Using the - digits 1, 4', §0 7.,'and F.rm a 3digit integer and a 2-dtgtt

P2.4

' integer-whnSe-product is as large ile. (Strategies: systematic
trial,and .eX'haustirirall poSsibilities.)

iii. Teaching problem splvinAstrategies (0 minutes)
A Objectives.

I. Selecting obi Ives that involve the use ut problem solving skills.
2. Ass priorities to objectives.

K. Reinforcing students.
I.' Reintorcing according to- objectives.
2. Reinforcing approximations to

C. Testing problem solving abilities.
I. the ability to use sc1ccLed strategies.
2. Testing the ability to select appropriate strategie..

Formal and iii-formal evaluatioo.
O Providing help asking questions.

1. When L0 helo
2. p-as

(;iving help thouhout guiding studente;3 Locard spe._111

fime Jokiftg

tevik,./ scni011.9 afLei problem.,

I. .116,4 ob l em So I v ed?

1 vet thiuk Ul ,101,

ihe'..,ntay,us or di Lidv,intE4Ls 01 LR,c. m-Lhocr!

L 1 ilfftneut Method u1 ffe,ellL ,aiution?

II ,.4111

. lc. h a !'iii wo IP1,IH,Afi11 solving oa , ..1.111ylog ft., _tilt,

,11t 1, ior 1,.abtem 51,f\111

L I



4 Outline of a - 8-hour Workshop n Teachin-g-Pfoble
2.5

For High School _ Teache

roduction (15 minutes
.

[mat i's a problem?
Blockage,

,

If.,
-.2. -'.AccePtance by studelats`._ ,--

y- teach Iticiblem solving akilis .

,NCSM and NOVA lie ;of basic skills-,... . =

. ational assessm --resu3_s. = ... ._

-Schedule -of workshop and Purpose;of each activity.
---. _, , ,

P2. -5

So1:1.1-ing problems -(2- hrs 45

A. -Painted cube -pfqblem imagine a...,,large wooden cube that is _painted

black an& then _tut ;into 1000 :Cengruent _How many. Of .

the small ttibes have:0 faces Painted? , One kdoe- painted?, Two faces
painted?' -Three- -faCes ? etc .N (S-erategies -that-can Used include _
these : experiajan, solving- simpler, but ,Similar'problems looking .

for; a pattern Make a .drawing, systiatid -counting.)
What is the remainder when 5,999,999 is-4v-fded by, r?. y:(Stra.,gegy:
Simpler. but-similar ;problems .)-*.

Raking hay 'probkem Wien a hay field 600-m 'long and 20,0.m wide;
how many Cirduits of the.freld'inust" the 'farmer Make to- h raked

,

one half of the hay? rakes as shown in the figure,,

Urite and c

ve .sol an equation. /(Strategies:- Draw a picture,, shift
-point 'ok vie*. Note: One way to do the,problem, is to consider
the area that has been raked /and substract that froMs.the original.,- .

area. Using another point of view is to consider the areas' of the
'unraked rectangles after each full round of the rake.%)

D. Wha-is the mailmum number pieces into which an orange care be
Cut With 10 cuts? (Strate es:. experiment, simpler but similar. , ..,
prtiblemS.)..

i

t

r-----------7-2 ± 2 ± -
.(Strategy: wor-ing backward and looking for a pattern.)

Teaching- problem solving skills 4 tits. 30, mini)
A. -.Objectives

1; Selecting objectives that, involve the use of problem .solvirig skills.
2. Assigning priorities - ._-to objectives.
ReinfOreing tudents.

.1.'n_ Reirtforcirig according to objectives-.
. keinfOrcing aprOximationp of final behavi
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Testing'probleT solving
1.. Testing the ability
2. Testing the ability
'3.- Pc:it-mai and informal

,Providing help'- asking
1. When to yelp

Giving as little, help as-possible. .
Giving help without guiding toward specific strategies
Wait.time after asking ,questions.

Holding reView"sessions after problems are solved.
1. How,wa the problem solvedl

What ma-de the solver think of his solution or method of olution?

. What Are the advantages and disadvantages of themethod?
Is there a different 'method or different solution?

Practice (micro teaching) sessions for workshop-participants

to use. elected- strategies
to chooseapOrdpriate'stra
evaluation=
questions.

Classroontiorganization.' -I (30iminuteS)-

A.-_Tesching a unit on problem solving and then' appi g the skilla
regularly,. 1

Using one daya;iqeek
Skill,centers. '

Xsing a:Problem solviing approach.,as basic teachinteaching s ategy..



P2 Outline of a -hour Workshop on Teaching Problem Solvin

Fo High School Teachers

In

A.

reduction- (15 Minutes
What is a problem ?.
1. Blockage,
2. Acceptance by students.

.Why teach problem solving skills?.
1.-,DICSM and NCTM lists-of basic.skills.

-National assessment results.-
:Schedule of workshop and purpose-Of each ac ivi y.

Solving problems (1.hr.)
A. How many games are played in a single, elimination tournament with

275 entrants? (Strategies that can be used include; Paper-and-
.

pencil experiment, systematic counting, simpler but similar prob7

Painted cube problem - Imagine that a large wooden cube is painted
black and then cut into 100 congruent small cubes. How many of

the. small. cubes have, 0 fadea painted? 1 fade painted? 2 faces

painted?- etc, ,(Strategies: experiment, solving simpler but simi-
iar,problems, make a drawing, systema counting.)

Calculate

eg'e king backward and looking for

III. Teaching problem solving strategies (30 minUtes)

A. Objectives;
I. Selecting objectives that involve
2. Assigning-priorities lo.objettive
Reinforcing students.--

1. Reinforcing according to objectives.
2. Reinforcing approximations'to final behaviors
Testing :problem solving abilities: -- '41
1. .Testing the ability to use selected strategkes.,
2. 'Testing the ability to select appropriate strategies.

. Formal And informal evaulation.
Providir4-help asking'questlena.
1. :When to help.'

Giving as little help Ag possible-.
3. Giving help without guiding students

or.solutions.
4. Wait time after asking-questions.
Holding review sessil0A.after,problems
1 wasthe Prdbrem solved?
2:: What made' the solver think of the solution or .the method- of solution?

What ate the advantages or_ disadvantages of the method?

Is there-a different .method or different.solutien?

are solved.

A.

G.

D.

tdom organization (30 minutesl.

Teaching. a unit on problem solving
_

= Using 'one day s, for problem solving,
Skill centers.
Using a problem solving aPproadh as.a basi

en applying the skills
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WORKSHOP EVALUATION

Ohio Regional Conferences on Mathematic Education

EVAluation of' the.6- Conferences

The.staff conducting the 6 regional conferences are
interested -in the participants" reactions to the conferences.
Each Participant will -he asked to complete a questionnaire,
(gink form) which includes a set of multiple choice qd'estions
and a section for open responses-

The goal of the conferences is to help the participants
prepake to conduct workshops or other_ in-service activities_ with
teachers in their own or nearby districts. We will contact.

you later to see if the conferences resulted in such workshops.
(This is an evaluation .of the effectiveness of the Ohio Regional.

Conferences.1 At that time you, may have other, suggestions for
the staff and we hope you will send them.

valuation of Follow-up Activities

If you present a workshop or other activity for teachers
you may want .to use the evaluation form in this section (white
form) . Answer sheets are available from;

Len Pikaart
Ohio University
College of Education
McCracken-Hall
Athens, Ohio 45701

The answer sheets_ will- be' provided free (as long as the

supply '14.4). We ask thfSt you rvproduce the questionnaire

itself. .131-ease request your best estimate of the number of answer
sheets needed and return unused ones so they will be available
for others. We 'will score the answer sheets and send you a
complete analysis if you will permit us to include the data-
'from your prograzn in our 'summary data.

We emphasize that no individual workshop or activity will
be identifiable ,in any. report Of analysis we conduct. We would._

like to 'Ocamine the reactions to-all the
.programs conducted as ay'

result of the conferendes, to determine- if we should use the same.

sort of-conference format in -. the future-thus, we want to evalu--

ate us--not you.- Potitive results would have great-. implications.

for the National Science Foundation (Supporting this. 'project)

and perhaps :gpr the Ohio State 'Department of Education. (Nega-
tive results- would have implications tool

We'. hope you-will decid to use
share the data- with us.



TEACH*IlitRVICE ACTIVITY:.

Evaluation Ferm

e'lect,the Single-best -answer ''foryou each ILiesti-Oft'and mark. all answers on
the .answer,.sliptt.s: . If. the'' goestion :.not appropriate, -1 eave it blank.

1.. Are yeu.
A. leacher, grades 5-9.
B '5chobli ,teacher-,-;grades

.

School system ,administrato
-. E.. --Dther.

activity focused
A -- Pr4ob'lern: owing

Using- calculators..

C. 'Roth problem solving and' caltula
D. 1-sOme.other topic but referred :to
B. :SOme othertopic.:

theobjeCtiyes.and:TurPoses:
A. Were clearly' Outlined. from. the beoinnfng....

Became:tlear:aS the activities .developed.
t, BeCamesoMeWbattlear as the-ecti vi ties pro
D. Were ref erre0 -to only indirectly*-
E. Were never -rode, clear,

. .

The agreementibetWeen the .announced purposes o
actual ly presented was:
A. ' Superior.
B Above average

Average,
Below Average
Poor.' '

ors.
problem so vino

How well was the activity organized -

A. It -Ws:extremely -Well organ' gd and integrated...
B. It'Was adequately organized.'"
C.: It had less organization?than wOuldeem-deirable.
D. It had. 'no apparent organization.
E. It was too tightly organized; there,waS not enough flekibility

participant needs and desires. -

6. How well did thiS activity contribute to your profession
A. Made a very important cChtribUtion.
B. .Was valuable, but not essential..
C. Was moderately helpful .

D. Made-,a minor .contribution.
C. igni f c ant -Con tr i b uti orT.

How would you rate the useAlness
A. Extremely valuable.

Very useful .

C. Useful.
May be of use.
Useless.



U.ow would you they use
A. Extremely valuabl e.
B. Very useful.
C. Usefill.
D. May be pf use.
E; Usel ess

How clearly were your responsibiliti,es during
A. I always knew what was -expected -of me.
B. I usually .knew what was expected-- of me..

C. I usually had a gfineral idea of wilitwas expected_ of me.
D. . I Was often in doubt about what wanWexpected of me.
E. I seldom knew-what was expected6f Ine..

10.. -Considering the-size- of the group, do you feel that the leaders were will-
ingto ..give personal- help?.
A. -I felt welcome to seek personal help' as of en as I needed i.
-B. I felt free to seek personal help.:-
-C. I:felt he or she.would give Personal help asked
D. I felt hesitant to seek personal- help.
'E. J. felt- that. he or she Was unsympathetic and uninterested in partiCipant

probleAs.

Would you recommend tfits .conference
background are-- similar to years?
A*..Recommend

Generally recommend.,.-

C.:. Recommend with rese.rva
Definitely-not

2. ..How. Would-you :rate .your understanding
a result of this cOnferen,(.4?

A. I 'learned aidt.
--ply Understanding improved.

C. -A few ideas7 were new to-,me.
I learned very 1 i

E. I _learned. almost nothing;.

How would .you..rate your 'Understanding
as- a. resul t ef this conference.?

,

A. -learned- a 'lot :

B., My- understanding
C.- A few ideas were new to Me.
D. I, learned very 1-1ttle.
E. :1- learned almost nothing.

How would you ,rate :the...activity.

A. ..,Dutstanding:and. stimulating.
V.ery good.

--AdequateiYbut not -stimulating.

poor -and " inadequate..



PLEASE TEAR OFF TH I S PAGE AND TUIIN, IT I :WITH. YOUR ANSWER HEET

Best eatures of the act v ity ere



gar ********************* *.******************** *****

OHIO.-REGIONALCONFERENCBS ON -MAT4MAT1CS EOOCATION.:'
. *

*- Conf= rence 4Valuation-Form.

*******. -****** *** :!*************** '*****- **,

S.01.

Select the s "ngl.e'_best answer for .you .toeach questio and-Mark-All answers
-o n the an sheet. if the, -question is not appropriate, "leave it blank;. .

Pa -ti ci pant Pbsi tion

,Are

A. Superintendent.

Principal.:

Mathematics_Education..(Co
Teacher.

Ccinferende Ob

How dear were the obJettives or purposes -of_. this ton
jectives and purposes:
A. Were clearly ,outlined -from the ii-W)inning.
B BecaMe 'cl ear as the conference developed.
C. -Became-somewhat clear as the Conference progressed
D. Were referred to only indirectly.
E. Were never made clear.

The'agreement between the. announced
was actually presented was,:

_

A. :Superior.
Aboye avera:ge:-

C. Average.
-p. .peywAverb.0..

PoOr.

1 ege Level. )

eCtUes- and Pu

Organization

4. :How well was . the -onference organized?
A . The -conferente was . extremely Well organized and: integrated.
B The-conference was adeguately organized.
C. The conference had lesi: organization than would seem desirable.
Q. -AThe .conference-had. no apparent or9anization.
E. The conferenCe was too ttghtly_organized; there 'was not enough f.le

ty' to meet participant needs -and- desires'.

rence and what



Concerning the mixture of 'parti cipants. do you think
A. The Mixture was about right.

.

Therd :Should.*have been more superintendents
C. '-There :shoUld- have .been- more supervisors.
U. There should have,been,moreclaSsroom 'teachers:

The groups Should have met separately.,

Conference:Content

6. : How well did %this-conference conti^jbute', o your- professional needs?
'Made a very important contribution.

B. Was valuable, but not ,essentjal.
C 1Was moderately
B.. Made A' miner contri but ion ..,-
E_ Made -no significant contribution _

How would you, rate the usefulness
problem %!im?
A. Extremely valuable
B. -- Very -useful

C, Useful .

D., May be of .use.
E. Useless

S.02

of the Resource Packet materials on ,

I

How would you rate the Respu ce Packet .m te ials on Caicul ators?
A. Extremely Valuable.
B. Very Useful.

Useful,
D. May be-.of use.
C. Useless.

4
artici ant Pa c sajon

.9. How clearly were your responsibilities in thi- con e ence -defined?
A. I always Anew what was expected of me._
B. usually -kfl,ewHwhat was expected: of me .

,C. 1- usually- had a general idea of what-was expected of me.'
D. I was-Soften doubt about wh4t was expected -of me.
E. I seldom knew hat- was R cted of me.



nter,nrtic_i_pan -Relationshl

10. Do You :feel -that the, presenters were- willing to give.personal hel p
this -conference?
A. I -felt.welcome to seek personal help as often as I needed
B. I -felt free _to seek- personal help.

_-C. felt he orShe wOuld give pdrsonal help if asked.
I I felthesitant to seek personal help. 7,
E. I felt _thathe or she was unsympathOtic and uninterested yin par-'.

ti ci pant problems..

11.. Freedom of participation in. conference -meetings: oUestions_and,Commen s
were:
A. Almost alwaysi-sought.:_.

Often,--sought;
Usually- al TOwed-.

C. Seldom al
E. ,USually inhibited.

Conference Effectiveness

Did the conference help prepare you
oblem solving and calculators?

A Defi nhely .

B It was a helP'on .both.
C. On one-of the topici.
D. It was 1 i ttle help.

E. It was no, help.

13 Would you recommend this ,to

and background are, similar to yours?
A. Recommend highly.
B. _Generally recoMmend.
C. Recommend,with r.eservations.
G. Definitely- not.

14: How would you rate you
this conference?
A. I learned a lot.
B. My understanding improved.
C.- A few ideas /were new to me.
D. I 1 earned very 1 ittle,
E I learned almost nothing.

15, 'HOW wool d -you rate your :understanding of
school s as a .resul t. of this conference?
A. I'1.earned-o

My --understandingAmproved.
.A few iea were' new to me-:

D. I learned very- little..
. I learned., lmost .nothing.-



16, -.How- would yoU rate -the presenters' sensitivity to what you
the:important problems -in schoOl mathemat c's?
A. '-They were:well aware -of the important problems.
B. They Were.awareof these problemS,
C.. They .had a geper idea of -the -problems.
D. They .had-a_ vague k wledge-of some problems,.
E. They did. not seem reformed` of significant problems.

considb_

--How would you. rate the presentations-,
Outstanding and Stimulating.
Very: good,

C. Good.
Adequate, but-not stimulating...
Poor and inadequate....

Would yob like to atten
this _geographic area?
A. Definitely,

YeS but in 'a bigger city.
C.- It wouldte a good idea.

. D. _ Probably not.
A-4 Definitely:not,

gene

cOnferences-on:other Tike these

-How would you rate the use
uses of media were

B The use ..of media were
C. The uses of media were
D. The uses of media were
E.' The uses of -media were

of instructional media in
aTMOst al -ways effective .:._-

usual Ty-`effective.

sometimes:effective.
Sel dom,effective

never .effectiVe.

cOnference?

Do you believe that the conference helped establish
1 ink.ages _between school system personnel and- .college
A. Definitely_
B. Somewhat.
C. . Very little improvement.
D. Jio improvement,.
E.- The linkages should not, be es

or improve) pOsitive
matheMatics eduCators?



0,

PLEASE TEAR OFF ,THI ". PAGE AND TURN IT WIT14 YOUR ANSWER. SHEET.

1 - Best features of the conference, we

.Wort aspects o the ..OnferenCe

would uggest,.th l of l owi n

Were here material s On display
Resource Packets? (Which ones?

at you would like to 'see incliaded in the

Do-:-YOu feel you are pDba red to 1 eald activities on problems
ing and/or 'cal culatoP..- for teathers? Can yau us .what activities you
expec organ i ze? For how many teathers? When?


